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rv TUNER SUBB£R 

Latest, all solid state version of the sensational signal circuit analyzing timesaver 
originated by Castle. 
Invaluable for locating the break in the tuner and i.f. signal chain or analyzing agc system de- 
fects in tube TV receivers ... essential for speedy location of signal circuit defects in modular IC, 
solid state and hybrid TV receivers. 

A NEW APPROACH to agc system analyzing! 
Permits signal injection after the agc controlled stages to simplify testing for agc defects. 

Works with any 40MHz receiver ... color or black and white ... solid state, tube or hybrid. 
High level, low impedance output furnishes signal usable at input of final i.f. stage. 
Special output circuit works equally well into first i.f. input of late model, link coupled systems and older, low "C" 
bandposs coupled systems. 
Antenna input and i.f. output electrically isolated; no "hot" chassis hazards. 
No need to disconnect supply leads from suspected tuner being tested. Substitutes the VHF tuner and tests the UHF 
tuner. 
Tunes all 12 VHF channels, hos preset (memory) fine tuning on all channels. 
Higher overall gain than previous models with wide range gain reduction control of 60dó. 
Completely self contained and battery operated, uses popular batteries available everywhere. Simple battery 
replacement; battery comportment in rear of custom molded cose. 
Reduced current consumption extends battery life to as much as double that of previous models. Bright LED 
indicator warns when unit is ON. 
Use on the bench or in the home .".. anywhere. 
Comes complete with extension cables, batteries and instructions. 

TV TUNER SUBBER. Mark /V net $05.95 
Contact your distributor 

Specifications 

Inputs: 

SR v.Itivay: 

Output: 

Turdng Renge: 

Tuning: 

Gain Control: 

Tower supple: 

Size 6 weight 

Accessories: 

300 ohms balanced VHF antenna terminal., elecuteuy 
tsolat.d. 
75 ohms 1D 61 Hz amplifier (Ch.el) RCA phono jack, elee- tle.ay isolated. 

30 microvolt.. 
Input signal handling capability; over 100,000 mlwovoU.. 

40 MHz TV 1.1.: bandwidth 6 MHz. 
Mater malehcoupler output etreult with metclwd cable 

to lanlsh usable signal for all Input circuits. 
Termination 1. RCA phono Jack, lectrlcally leolated. 

All 13 VHF TV channel., plus Ch. el 40 MHz amplifier po- 
sition la testing UHF tuners. High stablutY of 10 MHz 
amplifier permits two INLAY Subberz to be cascaded fix 
high level 40 MHz output signal born any VHF channel. 

React (memory) line tuning. 

Gam reduction 50 dR. 

le volts. Uses two 9v tran.ula batteries. 

6.5'x 6.5'5 3.25' exclusive of control knobs and handle. 
1.51ós complet with tummies. 

'Mastermetehcoupler' output Gblr with RCA phono jack 
termination. 
'Mas tehcoupler' outputcable with aldriata elle tr. 
minaban:. 
UHF tuner test cable. 

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC. 
5715 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645 Phone: (312) - 561-6354 

In Canada: Len Finkler Co., Ontario 
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404/437 

SOURCEBOOK 
OF ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS 
by J. Markus 
Pub. price, $19.75 
Club price, $14.75 

259/607 

COMMUNICA- 
TION SYSTEM 
ENGINEERING 
HANDBOOK 

by 
D. H. Hamsher 
Pub. price, $29.50 
Club price, $22.50 

491/364 
THE DESIGN OF 

DIGITAL 
SYSTEMS 

by J. B. Peatman 
Pub. price, $15.50 
Club price, $11.75 

rOotadeh introductory offer to new members of the 
ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL NGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 

. 404/445 
ELECTRONIC 
CIRCUITS 
MANUAL 

o 
by J. Markus 
Pub. price, $19.75 
Club price, $15.75 .. 

637/458 

DESIGNING 
WITH TTL 
INTEGRATED 

CIRCUITS 

by Texas 
Instruments 
Inc. 

Pub. price, $18.50 
Club price, $13.50 
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286/515 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS: 
A Basic Course 
for Engineers 
and Technicians 
by R. G. Hibberd 
Pub. price, $9.95 
Club price, $8.45 

100/810 
MOS/LSI 
DESIGN AND 
APPLICATION 

by Carr & Mize 
Pub. price, $18.50 
Club price, $13.50 

313/059 
HANDBOOK OF 

SEMI- 
CONDUCTOR 
ELECTRONICS, 
3/e 
by P. Hunter 
Pub. price, $27.50 
Club price, $21.50 

287/341 
STANDARD 
HANDBOOK OF 

ENGINEERING 
CALCULATIONS 

by T. G. Hicks 
Pub. Price, $18.50 
Club Price. $14.25 

124/035 

HANDBOOK OF 
PHYSICS, 2/e ' 
by Condon and 
Odishaw 
Pub. price. $34.75 
Club price, $14.95 

Save time and money by joining the e), 
ill 

Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club ' 
HERE is a professional club designed specifically to meet your 

day-to-day engineering needs by providing practical books 
in your field on a regular basis at below publisher prices. 

How the Club operates: Basic to the Club's service is its publi- 
cation, the Electronics and Control Engineers' Book Club 
Bulletin, which brings you news of books in your field. Sent to 
members without cost, it announces and describes in detail the 
Club's featured book of the month as well as alternate selections 
which are available at special members' prices. 

When you want to examine the Club's feature of the month, 
you do nothing. The book will be mailed to you as a regular part 
of your Club service. If you prefer one of the alternate selec- 
tions -or if you want no book at all for that month -you notify 
the Club by returning the convenient card enclosed with each 
Bulletin. 

As a Club member, you agree only to the purchase of four 
books over a two-year period. Considering the many books pub- 
lished annually in your field, there will surely be at least four 
that you would want to own anyway. By joining the Club, you 
save both money and the trouble of searching for the best books. 

V UNE n 
of these great professional 

books 

00 
soos for 

only 

......- 

,~- 

VALUES FROM $9.95 to 
$34.75 

Special $1.00 bonus book 
comes to you with your 

first club selection 

571/422 

ELECTRONIC 
FUNDAMENTALS 
FOR 

TECHNICIANS 
by R. L. Shrader 
Pub. price, $11.95 
Club price, $9.25 

353/387 
MINICOMPUT- 
ERS FOR 
ENGINEERS & 

SCIENTISTS 
by Korn & Korn 
Pub. price, $17.75 
Club price, $10.50 

+ 649/170 
OPERATIONAL 

oPla'i 
. AMPLIFIERS 

by Tobey, 
o 

FLr' 
Gr eme & 
Huelsman 
Pub. price, $15.00 
Club price, $11.50 

Pro' l 
209/731 

STANDARD 
HANDBOOK FOR 
ELECTRICAL 
ENGINEERS, 
10/e 
by Fink and 
Carroll 
Pub. price, $32.50 
Club price, $24.95 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 

ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL ENGINEERS' BOOK CLUB 
582 Princeton Road, Hightstown N.J. 08520 

Please enroll me as a member of the Electronics and Control Engi- 
neers' Book Club and send me the two books indicated below. I am 
to receive the bonus for just 81.00, and my first selection at the 
special Club price shown. These books are to be shipped on ap- 
proval, and I may return them both without cost or further obliga- 
tion. If I decide to keep the books, I agree to purchase as few 
as four books during the next two years at special Club prices (at 
least 15% below list). 

Write Code No. of 
bonus book 

here 

Write Code No. of 
first selection 

here 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 'ip 
E33230 
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SONY PS 2251: 
a declaration of independ- 4 

Independence of belts, pulleys, 
idler wheels and all the other para- 
phernalia that can cause wow, flutter 
and rumble. Independence from fluc- 
tuations in power line voltage that 
can effect the precise speed of the 
turntable. And independence of acous- 
tical feedback. The new, direct -drive 
Sony PS -2251 has declared itself 
independent of all these potential 
intruders upon the enjoyment of 
your records. 

Most turntables use belts, 
pulleys, idler wheels to make their 
turntables spin at the record's speed, 
instead of the motor's. Look under- 
neath Sony's new PS -2251 and all 
you'll see is the motor. We don't need 
all those extras, because our motor's 
speed is precisely the same as the 
record's. 

Eliminating all those parts also 
eliminates the wow and flutter and 
rumble they can cause. So, our rumble 
figure is a remarkable -58dB (NAB). 

And because our motor turns so much 
slower than conventional ones, the 
rumble frequency is lowered too, 
making the rumble even less audible 
than that -58 dB figure indicates. 

To maintain precise speed 
accuracy at slow speeds, we use an 
AC servo system (superior to a DC 
servo system because of its uniform 
magnetic field strength). Its precise 
speed is not affected by variations in 
line voltage or in line frequency. But 
its speed can be varied ±4% by the 
built-in pitch control and returned to a 
precise 33-1 /3 or 45 rpm, with the 
built-in self -illuminated strobe. 

Then we matched it with a stat- 
ically -balanced tonearm that tracks 
records as precisely and faithfully as 
our turntable turns them. We added 
viscous -damped cueing and effective 
anti -skating. And we mounted the 
PS -2251 on a handsome wood base 
using an independent spring sus- 
pension system to completely isolate 

Circle 3 on reader service card 

it frcm externally caused vibrations. 
At $349.50 (suggested retail) includ- 
ing arm, wood base and hinged dust 
cover, the PS -2251 is today's most 
advanced turntable. 

We also offer a moderately 
priced, single -play component turn- 
table with the convenience of auto- 
matic operation, the PS -5520. The 
complete system: turntable, arm, 
walnut base and hinged dust cover, 
$159.50 (suggested retail) Sony 
Corporation of America, 9 West 57th 
Street, New York, New York 10019. 

--ran 
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4 -CHANNEL 
SOUND HI Fl 

AUDIO 

29 4 -Channel Equipment Roundup 
If you're ready to move 4 -channel sound into your home, 
there is a wealth of equipment to select from. Here's a 

thumbnail sketch of what's available. 
by Francois Markette 

33 Set Up For 4 -Channel Discrete 
Details of the procedure for adjusting a CD -4 
demodulator for best playback of 4 -channel discrete 
records. by Herb Friedman 

40 4 -Channel FM Broadcasting 
There are nine different systems being considered for 
acceptance as a standard. R -E's Contributing High - 
Fidelity Editor examines each of them and shows how 
they operate. by Len Feldman 

43 4 -Channel Record Review 
Here's how R -E's Editorial Staff rates the 4 -Channel 
effectiveness of recent 4 -channel record releases. 

44 IC FM Detector Circuits 
Two new IC's perform as FM detectors. One is for FM 
tuners, the other for TV audio. See how they work. 
by Steve Leckerts 

BUILD ONE 
OF THESE 

58 Add Voice Actuation To The Phone Sentry 
Last June we showed how you could build an automatic 
telephone answering machine. Now you can add voice 
actuation. by Roger Smith 

60 Using The Synthesizer 
Now that you've built an electronic music synthesizer, 
you're going to want to put it to work. Here are the 
details of how to connect the modules to get the 
particular effects you want. by John S. Simonton, Jr. 

SOLID-STATE 51 State -Of -Solid State 
An AM radio on a chip and new digital alarm clock IC's 
are but two of many new solid-state devices described 
this month. by Lou Garner 

69 R -E's Replacement Transistor Guide 
Two more pages of replacement type numbers make this 
guide continue to grow. 
compiled by Robert & Elizabeth Scott 

TELEVISION 26 Equipment Report 
Kay Townes ICA-500 TV antenna. 

48 Quantum TV Antenna 
One approach to reducing co -channel and adjacent - 
channel interference. by Julius Green 

68 Service Clinic 
Dropping diodes. by Jack Darr 

71 Reader Questions 
R -E's Service Editor helps solve your problems. 

GENERAL 4 Looking Ahead 
Tomorrow's news today. by David Lachenbruch 

24 Appliance Clinic 
Electric knifes. by Jack Darr 

DEPARTMENTS 91 Circuits 

16 Letters 

6 New 8 Timely 

89 New Literature 

80 New Products 

97 Next Month 

111 Reader Service Card 

ON THE COVER 
4 -channel equipment shown this 
month includes four AR -3A 
speaker systems and a Sansui 
QRX-3500 4 -channel receiver. 
The girl is optional, and each 
reader will have to supply his 
own. 

1 -CHANNEL DISCRETE records are growing 
in popt.larity. Learn how to set up the play- 
back decoder. ... see page 33 

7! : 
41 ea1I 

4 - d ., 

TYPICAL 4 -CHANNEL amplifier. For a run- 
down of available equipment ... see page 29 

Hugo Gernsback (1884-1967) 
founder 

M. Harvey Gemsback, editor -in -chief 
and publisher 

Larry Steckler, CET, editor 
Robert F. Scott, W2PWG CET, technical editor 
Jack Dan, CET, service editor 
I. Queen editorial associate 
Leonard Feldman, contributing high-fidelity editor 
David Lachenbruch, contributing editor 
Barbara Schwartz, editorial assistant 
Vincent P. Clcenla, production manager 
Sarah Martin, production assistant 
H. Matysbo, circulation 
Arline R. Fishman, advertising coordinator 

Cover photograph by Walter Herstatt 
Cover design by Louis E. Rubsamen 

Radio -Electronics is Indexed in Ap- 
plied Science & Technology Index 
and Readers Guide to Periodical 
Literature. 

Radlo-Eleceontca, October 1973, Vol. 44, No. 10. Published 
monthly by Gernsback Publications. Inc., 200 Park Avenue South, 
New York City 10003. Second-class postage paid at New York, N. Y. 
and additional mailing office. One-year subscription rate: U.SA, 
U.S. possessions and Canada, 57. Pan-American countries. $8. 
Other countries. $8.50. Single copies 604. ©1973 by Gernsback 
Publications. Inc. All rights reserved. Printed In U.S.A 

SubacrIptior Service: Mail all subscription orders. Changes, corre- 
spondence and Postmaster Notices of undelivered copies (Form 
3579) to Radio -Electronics Subscription Service. Boulder, Colo. 
80302. 

A stamped selt-addressed envelope must accompany all sub - 
mired man ,scripts and/or artwork or photographs It their return 
is oesued snould they be rejected. We disclaim any responsibility 
for the loss or damage of manuscripts and/or artwork or photo- 
graphs while In our possession or otherwise. 

As a service to readers, Radio -Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and 
technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio -Elec- 
tronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader -built projects based upon or from plans or information published in 
this magazine. 
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looking ahead 

Home TV readout 

LONDON-A new home 
television service, designed to 
provide written material on 
demand, is currently under- 
going on -the -air tests in Great 
Britain. Set manufacturers 
and broadcasting authorities 
are confident that it will be 
placed in commercial opera- 
tion as the next major home 
electronic product. 

Two systems are currently 
under test, and both operate 
in a similar method-sending 
written material for on -screen 
display during the vertical 
blanking period of the regular 
broadcast TV period. The 
technique developed by Brit- 
ish Broadcasting Corporation 
(BBC) is called "Ceefax," 
while the Independent Broad- 
casting Authority (IBA) uses 
the acronym "Oracle" (stand- 
ing for "Optional Reception 
of Announcements by Coded 
Line Electronics"). 

In each case, the con- 
sumer uses a telephone -type 
pushbutton array- to select the 
material he wishes to view. 
The material is sent in 
"pages"-one "page" being 
one screenfull of information. 
The first few pages comprise 
the index. If, for example, the 
viewer wishes to see the up- 
to-the-minute weather fore- 
cast, he observes from the in- 
dex that it is on page 28, 
then dials "2-8" and the fore- 
cast instantly starts to unfold 
on his screen. 

Material suggested for 
these TV "marginal notes" in- 
cludes news, stock market re- 
ports, TV program logs, the- 
ater and concert calendars, 
police and traffic information, 
ski reports, programmed - 
learning quizzes (with an- 
swers on another page). Gen- 
erally, the material would be 
presented in black on a white 
screen or vice versa, but sev- 
eral pages would be reserved 
for a line or two of text to be 
superimposed on the top or 

bottom of the screen while 
the television picture is ap- 
pearing. Among these would 
be special services such as 
subtitles for deaf or foreign - 
language viewers, and a 

"news flash" page which 
would keep the viewer in- 
formed of breaking stories of 
top importance while he's 
watching TV. For details, he 
could dial up the "news 
page." Similarly, the week- 
end fisherman and small -boat 
owner might dial -up in -shore 
weather and the latest dope 
on what's biting and where. 

The transmitting equip- 
ment for both systems re- 
quires a small computer with 
storage capacity for the num- 
ber of pages to be sent. At 
the receiver end is an in- 
tegrated -circuit character 
generator which responds to 
digital pulses sent by the sta- 
tion during the vertical inter- 
val period, and a memory to 
store the information. 

The Ceefax system uses 
two unoccupied lines in the 
vertical interval and sends out 
32 pages, each with a maxi- 
mum of 750 letters or num- 
bers. All of these pages are 
re -scanned (and can be up- 
dated) every 15 seconds. 
Oracle occupies only one line 
of between -pictures space, 
accumulates a "book" of 50 
pages, each with about the 
same number of characters 
as a Ceefax page, updated in 
a little less than two minutes. 

BBC officials estimate that 
a black -box adaptor to add 
Ceefax to a standard TV set 
would cost about the price of 
a black -and -white TV re- 
ceiver. If Ceefax were built 
into new sets, it would add 
about $50 to the retail price. 
BBC hopes to get enough 
digital information into its sig- 
nal to permit deluxe receivers 
which will provide upper and 
lower case letters and letters 
or lines in different colors for 
easier reading, while standard 
receivers would get the same 
material in all capital black - 

and -white letters. 
An alternative or add-on 

system is also planned. This 
is a single "page" which is 
constantly changing. One 
page-say Page 32-could be 
devoted to this high -capacity 
service, which could provide 
1,357 different screensfull of 
information in a day. The 
viewer could dial the informa- 
tion he wants by finding out 
exactly what time it's sched- 
uled to be transmitted. Alter- 
natively, his receiver can in- 
corporate a "dial now-read 
later" feature. Using this sy- 
tem, he would feed into his 
pushbutton dial the exact 
time the page he wishes to 
see will be transmitted. Then 
it would be stored for later 
viewing. 

Both Ceefax and Oracle 
are relatively simple first 
steps toward a home data ter- 
minal. Oracle is already being 
studied by the British Post - 
office Department (which op- 
erates the telephone system) 
for use in conjunction with 
the telephone and a central 
computer to provide vast 
amounts of information. Un- 
der one proposal, the TV set 
might eventually eliminate the 
printed telephone directory, 
permitting the user to get any 
phone number quickly and 
automatically on his home 
screen. 

Shifting to discrete 

Although the SO matrix 
system is currently dominat- 
ing the quadriphonic phono- 
graph record and radio 
scene, audio marketers in- 
creasingly are predicting that 
discrete four -channel systems 
will end up winning the race. 
The major discrete system, 
developed in Japan by Matsu- 
shita Electric (Panasonic) and 
Japan Victor (JVC), is the 
CD -4 technique, the refine- 
ment of which was under- 
taken by RCA Records under 
the "Quatradisc" trademark. 

One of the early draw- 
backs of discrete discs was 
the high cost of cartridges 
and the precision required in 
the manufacture of turntables 
for the system. This threat- 
ened to reserve the CD -4 sys- 
tem for the affluent and hob- 
byists willing to sink plenty of 
cash into their equipment. 
Now, a British record -changer 
manufacturer, Glenburn, says 
it has come up with a CD -4 
record changer to sell at 
about $60, including ceramic 
cartridge. An integrated -cir- 
cuit CD -4 demodulator, devel- 
oped by Quadracast Systems 
Inc.-and said to be the larg- 
est linear IC ever developed 
for a consumer application-is 
being offered to manufac- 
turers. 

While well over 100 FM 

stations are currently broad- 
casting 4 -channel sound us- 
ing the SQ matrix system- 
which requires no special stu- 
dio equipment-the National 
Quadraphonic Radio Com- 
mittee (NQRC), organized by 
the Electronic Industries As- 
sociation, has been compiling 
specifications on 10 proposed 
discrete 4 -channel FM broad- 
casting systems and plans to 
begin field tests early next 
year. 

Among the discrete broad- 
cast systems are the pioneer 
Quadracasting system and 
techniques developed by both 
GE and Zenith, which are 
given joint credit for today's 
FM stereocast system. Al- 
though RCA has been push- 
ing CD -4, Zenith gave the 
first indication it would go 
along with discrete record - 
playing equipment when it 
showed an "audio center of 
the future" containing a CD -4 

player. To avoid the problem 
of speaker cables, Zenith's 
system uses wireless rear 
speakers which pick up their 
signals via infra -red transmis- 
sion. 

by DAVID LACHENBRUCH 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 
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Here's everything you'd expect 
From a high-priced portable VOM. 

Except a high price. 

The VOM is one of the 
most important tools in your 
kit-but you needn't pay high 
prices to get the features and 
quality you want. Like the high- 
priced units, the B & K model 
120P VOM has features like a 
front-resettable overload 
protection circuit, preventing 
damage to the instrument and 
components should an 
overload occur. 

The 120P is more accurate 
than you'd expect -20,000 
ohms/volt sensitivity on DC, 
with 2% accuracy. Plus a total 

of 35 ranges, measuring DC 
volts and current with 0.25 
volt and 50 µ A low -range 
scales; AC RMS volts, output 
volts, and decibels; and ohms. 
That makes it one of the most 
versatile test units ever 
designed. But it's also one of 
the most rugged-its meter 
movement is a taut -band, 
self -shielding annular type, to 
withstand damage from shock 
or vibration. 

You'll also appreciate the 
120P's easy -access battery and 
fuse compartment complete 

ó; 
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with extra fuse; and the handy 
TRANSIT position on the 
range switch. 

All considered, the B & K 
120P VOM gives you more 
accuracy, reliability, and 
versatility for your money than 
any other battery -powered 
portable VOM. And that's just 
what you'd expect from B & K. 

Contact your distributor 
for complete information. Or 
write Dynascan Corporation. 

57995 

Ari Very good equipment at a very good price. 
Product of Dynascan Corporation/1801 W. Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, III. 60613 

Circle 4 on reader service card 
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new & timely 

New continuous -loop tape 
uses no capstan nor reel 

A new tape system for applications 
where endless tapes are used stacks the 
tape with one layer resting flat on the 
preceding one. The tape therefore does 
not need a reel. Notches in the edge of 
the tape line up to make the stack a sort 
of gear, which is engaged by a gear on 
the drive motor. Thus the tape is driven 
without the help of a capstan. 

The new Helicassette tape comes in 

two types. One, called S, is driven by 
gear notches on the outside of the stack. 

«11111141MIO 

-10 
1110 

S-TYPE 

Z-TYPE 

The tape is lifted from the top and re- 
turned to the bottom of the stack 
through the center. The Z -type has the 
notches on the inside edge of the tape, 
and the tape is returned to the bottom 
via the outside of the stack. 

Claimed advantages of the new tape 
are simpler drive mechanism, reversibility 
(not possible with other continuous -loop 
tapes), no friction and therefore no need 
for special lubrication. Tape widths can 
range from '/4 inch to 2 inches. One unit 
now being demonstrated has a '/-inch, 
another a 2 -inch tape. Lengths can run 
to 1200 feet, and a '/.-inch tape can 

have as many as 25 tracks. 
The design comes from France, and 

is being sold in the United States by Y 

Square Associates of California. 

Survival stretcher saves lives of 
patients enroute to hospital 

Heart disease, America's No. 1 

killer, is unique in that the victim of a 

sudden heart attack may have only sec- 

' r 1 

" 

LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM keeps victims of 
heart attacks alive on the way to the hospital. 
The oxygen equipment is seen at the head of 
the stretcher. The upright cylinder with the 
straps Is the heart-lung resuscitator, which 
compresses the patient's chest, breathing for 
him. Further down Is the combined elec- 
trocardioscope and the Pacemaker, with the 
defibrillator and Its large hand-held elec- 
trodes. Batteries and an oxygen tank are also 
built In. The equipment swings up clear of the 
patient when the stretcher Is used. 

onds to live if effective aid is not immedi- 
ately at hand. More than half the deaths 
due to acute heart attacks occur on the 
way to the hospital. A New York City 
heart specialist, Dr. Nicholas A. Pace, 
has designed an "electronic stretcher" 
to give the patient immediate assistance, 
when he needs it. 

Besides electrocardioscope equip- 
ment, which makes it possible to monitor 
the victim's heart condition and apply 
immediate aid, the unit includes a heart- 
lung resuscitator that breathes for the 
patient, a defibrillator that can shock a 

randomly fluctuating heart back into reg- 
ular pumping action, and a Pacemaker 
that can synchronize it and keep it beat- 
ing regularly. The electrocardioscope 
also provides a graphic record. 

Drawers for necessary drugs and 

other items are included in the rolling 
stretcher, as well as batteries and an ox- 
ygen supply. 

Designed primarily for heart cases, 
the unit is also useful in cases of elec- 
trocution, drowning, wound or other as- 
phyxiation and even drugs. The system 
is already in production, and a number 
have been installed in large -city business 
offices, as well as in the Pentagon. 

Virginia State Association 
supports national unity 

Reaffirmed support of the proposed 
merger of the national electronics asso- 
ciations and of state licensing high- 
lighted the business sessions of the 9th 
annual convention of the Virginia Elec- 
tronics Association, held late in June at 
Tyson's Corner, Va. 

John McPherson of Yorktown was 
reelected president for the 1973-74 term. 
Wayne Appelman of Richmond was re- 
elected first vice president, Everett Kilby 
of Manassas, second vice president; 
Jane Hudson of Lynchburg, recording 
secretary, and Joe Jackson, Madison 
Heights, treasurer. Elected to their first 
terms were J. Cobb Laine, Suffolk, third 
vice president, and Art Pearsall, Norfolk, 
secretary general. 

Certified Electronic Technician tests 
were held throughout the convention. 
Dick Glass, executive vice president of 
the National Electronic Associations, ad- 
dressed a special Saturday luncheon, 
which honored the state's 74 CET's. 

The VEA ladies auxiliary scheduled 

Y 

12." 

i'i ... 
^ 

A"i i 

AT THE VEA SPECIAL CET LUNCHEON. Left 
to right: Larry Steckler, Stan Prentiss, Phil 
Dahlen, Charles Porter and Jim Teeters, all 
CET's. 

an enjoyable evening at the Wolttrap 
Theater before the convention. Anne 
Mitchell of Hampton was elected presi- 
dent of the auxiliary; Lu Cole, Colonial 
Heights, vice president; Anita Laine, Suf- 

(continued on page /2) 
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Type EV 
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For space -saving 'lytic capacitor replacements on crowded printed 
wiring boards found in most of today's foreign and domestic consumer 
entertainment products, Sprague Type EV Verti-Lytie Capacitors have 
the widest range of values ... in the smallest case sizes . . . of any 
single -ended capacitors available anywhere! 

`_ --.- 
--- , 
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Get on Board with the KE-17 Assortment 
This handy assortment of 61 Type EV Capacitors in the 27 most - 
popular ratings gives you an on -the -spot inventory of the 
replacement capacitors you need for most of the sets you'll 
encounter. Sturdy blue plastic cabinet has nine pre -labeled 
drawers for fast, easy selection. And you pay for capacitors only 
... the cabinet is yours at no extra cost! 

See these "new era" capacitors at your Sprague. 
distributor's. Or, get the lull story by writing for 
Brochure M-951 to: Sprague Products Co., 81 Marshall 
Street, North Adams, Mass. 01247. 

THE BROAD LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 
Circle 5 on reader service card 
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NRI "hands-on" training in 
Television, Communications, 
Electronics and Computers 
can give you as much 
as 2 years of on-the-job 
experience. 
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EARN YOUR FCC LICENSE - OR YOUR MONEY BACK 
NRI Communications training programs will qualify you for a First Class Commercial 
Radiotelephone License issued by the FCC. If you fail to pass the FCC examinations 
for this license after successfully completing an NRI Communications course we will, 
on request, refund in full the tuition you have paid. This agreement is valid for the 
period of your active student membership and for six months after completion of your 
training. No school offers a more liberal FCC License agreement. 
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Experience is still your best teacher 
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NRI Achievement Kit is educator -ac- 
claimed and the original "starter" kit in home study train- 
ing. Imitated but never duplicated, this kit is designed and 
personalized for you and your training objective. It has one 
purpose - to get you started quickly and easily. 

. 
f 

"Bite -S 

ize" Texts average an easily -digested 
40 pages of well -illustrated, scientifically prepared subject 
matter in the course of your choice. Questions in each book 
are carefully hand -graded and returned to you with helpful 
instructional notes. You get unlimited personal help from the 
day you enroll. 
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Designed -For -Learning Equipment 
Like this phone-cw transmitter (Kit #7 in the Communi- 
cations course) is engineered from chassis up to demonstrate 
principles you must know. NRI does not use modified hobby 
kits for training, but the finest parts money can buy, pro- 
fessionally and educationally applied. 

...here's how you get it with 
unique NRI training at home 
Ask any teacher, job counselor, engineer, technician 
or prospective employer about the need for practical 
application of theory in Electronics. He'll tell you 
Electronics is as much a "hands-on" profession as 
dentistry or chemistry. That's how you learn at home 
with NRI. You prove the theory you read in "bite - 
size" texts, by actual experimentation with the type 
of solid-state, transistor and tube circuits you'll find 
on the job today - not hardware or hobby kits. You 
introduce circuit defects, analyze results, discover 
quickly the kind of trouble -shooting and design tech- 
niques that will make you employable in Electronics. 

Train with the leader- NRI 
NRI lab equipment is designed from chassis up for 
effective, fascinating training - not for entertain- 
ment. The fact that end results are usable, quality 
products is a bonus. In Communications, for example, 
you build and analyze, stage by stage, your own 25 - 
watt phone/cw transmitter. It's suitable for use on 
the 80 -meter amateur band, if you have an interest 
in ham radio. In TV -Radio Servicing your practical 
training gives you your choice of monochrome or color 
TV sets. All training equipment is included in the low 
tuition - you pay nothing extra. Discover for your- 
self the ease, excitement and value of NRI training. 
Mail postage -free card today for new NRI Catalog 
. . , or use the coupon below. No obligation. No 
salesman will call on you. NATIONAL RADIO 
INSTITUTE, Washington, D.C. 20016. 

APPROVED UNDER NEW GI BILL 
If you have served since January 31, 1955, or are in service 
now, check GI line on postage -free card or in coupon. 

MAIL THIS COUPON IF CARD IS GONE 

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Washington, D.C. 20016 

Please send me your new NRI Catalog. I understand 
no salesman will call and there is no obligation. 

3.103 

Name Age 

Address 

City State Zip 

p Check for facts on new GI Bill 
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

1 

J 
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folk, secretary, and Anne Cooke, Hamp- 
ton, treasurer. 

Phillip Dahlen, Editor of Electronic 
Technician/Dealer magazine and chair- 
man of the International Society of 
CET's, was the featured banquet 
speaker. He was awarded an honorary 
membership in VEA for having "proven 
his friendship and concern for the pro- 
fession he serves." Others attending and 
participating were Stan Prentiss (associ- 
ate editor, Tab Books), Larry Steckler 
(Editor, Radio -Electronics), Mary Anne 
Schurtz (Virginia Consumer Affairs coor- 
dinator), Dutch Meyer (General Electric 
national service manager), Bud Petzold 
(Motorola Service Manager), Paul King 
(Sylvania service representative), Jesse 
Leach (NEA Region 1 vice president) 
and Walter Cooke (NEA Region 2 vice 
president, VEA's past president and re- 
cipient of the President's Plaque for out- 
standing services to VEA). 

M. L. Finneburgh, Sr., installed the 
officers at the Saturday evening banquet 
and drew a resounding ovation with his 
Sunday dissertation on the need for in- 
dustry and association unity. 

Nickel -cadmium battery charges 
in 15 minutes 

A newly designed rechargeable bat- 
tery, the General Electric PowerUp-15, 
reaches 90 per cent of its maximum ca- 
pacity in 15 minutes of fast charge. At 
that point the battery may be put into 
use, or left to charge further. If left on 
charge, the current immediately drops to 
a "topping charge" rate, which brings 
the battery up to full charge in about two 
hours and can be continued indefinitely 
without damage to the cells. 

The new battery is designed to ac- 
cept a charge four times the ampere - 
hour rating (for example, a 4 -ampere 
charge for a 1 ampere -hour battery) and 
a topping or trickle charge of 0.1 the 
ampere -hour rate (0.1 A for the same 1 

AH battery). 
The safe fast charge is made pos- 

sible by improved design of fast -charge 
cells, and sensors that monitor indepen- 
dently both the voltage and the tempera- 
ture rise in a cell. Thus the charger will 
go into topping charge when the battery 
either reaches the desired voltage or 
rises above a predetermined tempera- 
ture, as signaled by a thermistor or ther- 
mostat buried in the battery pack. Maxi- 
mum charging voltage is 1.5 volts per 
cell and temperature 120° F (49° C). 

(The charger is usually set somewhat 
below these limits for reliability.) The 
battery comes in all the standard GE 
sealed cylindrical cell sizes from 100 
mAH to 3.5 AH. 

The new battery meets the same 
performance and reliability specifications 
as the standard GE nickel -cadmium line. 
The new 15 -minute charge feature will, 
GE spokesmen believe, make it more 
useful for a wide range of applications, 
ranging from cordless industrial and gar- 
den tools through a wide range of 
household and hobby devices to portable 
communications equipment. 

Harry Secor 1889-1973 
We regret to announce the death on 

May 17 of the oldest Gernsback editor 
(both in age and in length of service), 
Harry Secor. He died shortly before his 
85th birthday and had been employed in 
the Gernsback organization over a span 
of 54 years. 

Old timers may remember the byline 
H. Winfield Secor which first appeared in 
Modern Electrics around 1910 or 1911. 
He became an employee of Hugo Gerns- 
back in 1913 when he joined the staff of 
the Electrical Experimenter. In 1915, with 
S. Gernsback and Austin Lescarboura, 
he co-authored the pioneer radio text: 
Wireless Course in 20 Lessons which 
was published by the Electro Importing 
Company. In the 20's he was on the staff 
of Science and Invention and in the 30's 
he was the managing editor of Short 
Wave Craft and, for a brief period in 
1941, the managing editor of this maga- 
zine when it was still called Radio -Craft. 

During the post-war years and up 
until his retirement in 1967 when he 
reached his 80th birthday, Mr. Secor 
continued work on various editorial 
projects in the Gernsback organization. 

He will be missed by all his associ- 
ates. 

NEW COLOR SET IS READY FOR CABLE. 
Late line of RCA receivers (XL -100) is built 
for vhf and uhf reception off -the -air, as well 
as cable TV without an external converter. 
The photo shows RCA's John Meelan holding 
In his right hand the built-in unit that replaces 
the former separate 24 -channel selector he 
holds In his left hand. The new receiver fea- 
tures, as well as vhf, uhf and 24 -channel 
cable reception, wireless remote control, au- 
tomatic fine tuning, Instant picture, and Cable 
Guard shielding, to eliminate interference 
from local TV signals. 

New telephone extension 
operates without wires 

A new slant on the cordless tele- 
phone is offered by the Rovafone, pro- 
duced by Fonetron of Milwaukee. Unlike 
the cordless instrument described in the 
July issue (pages 7, 12) this device is 
not connected direct into the telephone 
system, but is an extension working with 
the user's telephone installation. Also 
unlike the one mentioned in July, this in- 
strument is in actual production and 
available. 

It consists of two units, an ordinary 
telephone fitted up with an FM trans- 
mitter and receiver with a range of sev- 
eral hundred feet (Rovafone) and a Tele - 

(continued on page 14) 
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NEW LOW PRICES 

ON WINEGARD® QUALITY ACCESSORIES! 
set couplers -2 -way splitters-band separators-matching transformers "up°tod 

Why buy "second line"TV components AAtA^3107, 
when you can buy the best ... 
Winegard engineered -and -built for less 

and get the same high quality and 

performance? 

Check with your distributor 

for new low pricing 

on these items. 

101\ 
1, O CS -285 

300 OHM V -U 
BAND 

SEPARATOR- 
High quality, low loss 
Band Separator for 

adapting single 300 ohm 
downlead to separate 300 

ohm VHF and UHF 
antenna connections of 

TV set. Perfect match 
insures perfect 
color and black 

and white 
reception. 

kt. 
CC -33 82 CH. 

2 -SET COUPLER- 
Inexpensive coupler 

for connecting two TV 
or FM sets to a single 

300 ohm downlead. 
Features handy no -strip 

terminals for easy 
connection. 

A 

oé 

CC -482 82 CH. 4 -SET 
t 

COUPLER-Deluxe low loss coupler 
connects four TV -FM sets to a single 300 

ohm downlead. Efficient coupler circuit 
provides a maximum amount of 

signal to each receiver. Specially 
designed for color, black and 

white and stereo. 

CS -380 300 OHM 
V -U -FM BAND 
SEPARATOR- 

Latest Band Separator 
design adapts 300 ohm 

downlead to separate VHF 
and UHF antenna terminals 

of TV set and provides 
FM stereo thru handy 

no -strip screw terminals. 
Unique printed circuit 
design has extremely 

low loss, excellent 
match and high 

isolation for 
perfect color 

and FM 
stereo. 

0114;>\/r11:-. 

. .s .o= ' 
CC -282 82 CH. ` 
2 -SET COUPLER- 
Efficient 300 ohm coupler connects two TV -FM 
sets to a single 300 ohm downlead. Input and 

output connections are handy no -strip type for 
easy installation. Quality circuitry insures 

perfect color and black and white reception. 

ID 
(SI 

\0 
LS -27 82 CH. LINE 
SPLITTER-High 
quality line splitter 
for dividing a single 
75 ohm coaxial cable 
into two trunk lines. 

Indoor type with . 
transformer network `s 3 

features excellent match. 
Connectors included. 

X1.11 

411/4Q 

CS -387 

BAND 
14 15 OHM V -U -FM FM 

BAND SEPARATOR- 
Band Separator for making 

connection between 75 
ohm coaxial downlead 
and separate 300 ohm 

antenna terminals of TV 
set and FM receiver. 

Features latest printed 
circuit design for low loss, 
high isolation and perfect 

match. Excellent for 
quality color and FM 

stereo reception. 
Connector included. 

76 OHMM V -U 
BAND 

SEPARATOR- 
Quality 75 ohm 

Band Separator for 
attaching coaxial cable 

to separate 300 ohm 
antenna terminals of TV 

set. Features printed 
circuit and latest 
circuitry for low 

insertion loss and 
perfect color 

transmission. 
Connector 
included. jj 

Q\' NEkih-z 

I\T-12BLK 

82 
4 

CH. MATCHING 
TRANSFORMER- - 

c Compact indoor 
Matching Transformer for 
attaching coaxial cable to 

NEW 
300 ohm antenna terminals 

of TV or FM receiver. 
Packed 6 per poly 

bag, 8 bags per 
master carton. 

Connectors 
included. 

WINEGARD% 
ANTENNA SYSTEMS 
3000 KIRKWOOD ST. BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601 

Circle 6 on reader service card 
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Are you ready 
for a REAL 
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CONTROL 
CENTER? 
If you're a music lover looking for 

more enjoyment from your music collec- 
tion, we have a pleasant surprise for you. 

Up to now you've enjoyed the few 
control functions on your tape deck, amp 
or receiver. But think what you could do 
with a discrete control center! Not a to -fi 
economy model, but the famous CROWN 

IC150, with a variety of versatile con- 
trols unavailable in any other model under 
$300, and some models over $500. 

This is the control center praised 
by that dean of audio, Ed Canby: "This 
IC150 ... is the finest and most versatile 
control unit I have ever used. For the first 
time I can hook all my equipment together 
at once. I find many semi -pro operations 
possible with it that I have never before 
been able to pull off, including a first- 
class equalization of old tapes via the 
smooth and distortionless tone controls. 
I have rescued some of my earliest broad- 
cast tapes by this means, recopying them 
to sound better than they ever did before." 

The IC150 will do the same for you. 
You could record from any of seven 
sources: tuners, turntables, guitars, tape 
players, microphones, etc. You could 
also tape with one recorder while listen- 
ing to a second one. Even run two copies 
of the same source at once while mon- 
itoring each individually. How about using 
the IC150's exclusive panorama control 
to improve the stereo separation of poorly 
produced program material or to correct 
that ping-pong effect with headphone lis- 
tening? It's all up to your creativity. 

You'll feel perfectly free to copy 
and recopy through your IC150, since it 
creates practically no deterioration what- 
soever. Cleaner phono and high-level 
circuits cannot be found anywhere. Har- 
monic distortion is practically unmeas- 
urable and IM is less than 0.01% (typically 
0.002%). 

Of course, construction is tradi- 
tional Crown quality, backed with a three- 
year warranty. The price is $299. The 
enjoyment is unlimited. The opportunity 
is yours. Visit your local Crown dealer 
to discover if you are ready for a real 
control center, the IC150. 

ci crown 
BOX 1000. ELKHART, INDIANA 46514 

Circle 7 on reader service card 
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iron base unit, connected to the electric 
and telephone lines, which makes it pos- 
sible to receive and dial calls in the 
usual way. 

The equipment is especially useful 
in restaurants, meeting rooms and other 
"hospitality industry" areas. The home 
owner will also find it particularly useful 
in the back yard-he can get involved in 

gardening or a barbecue without the fear 
of missing a phone call. And the Rove- 
Pone, since it has no electrical con- 
nection, is one unit that is absolutely 
safe in the bathtub or swimming pool. 

Maine ETA elects 
officers for 1973 

At the Annual Convention of the 
Maine Electronic Technicians' Associa- 
tion, held June 9 and 10 at Sebasco Es -Y 
tates Lodge, Manley Lane, CET, was 
elected president for the fiscal year of 
1973. Keith Marquis was elected first 
vice president; Joseph Pomerleau, sec- 
and vice president; Theodore Stack- 
house, CET, treasurer; and Maynard R. 

Young, Sr., CET, secretary. 
The convention was well attended, 

and attracted a number of outside vis- 

itors including Larry Steckler, CET, Edi- 
tor, Radio -Electronics. The members 
were addressed by Earl Gove, secretary - 
general of NATESA and State secretary 
of Vermont, and by Leon Howland, CET, 
State president of Indiana. 

Electron microscope photo 
shows tiniest moon crater 

A crater made on the moon by a mi - 

crometeorite, and brought home by the 
Apollo 16 astronauts, is only three-hun- 
dredths of a millimeter in diameter, the 
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thickness of the finest of human hair. 
Under the scanning electron microscope 
of the Siemens laboratory at Karlsruhe 
(Germany), it shows the raised rim of a 

true moon crater. R -E 

Radio -Electronics is published by Germs- 
back Publications, Inc. 200 Park Ave. S. 
New York, N.Y. 10003 (212) 777-6400 
President: M. Harvey Gernsback 
Secretary: Berlina Baer 

ADVERTISING SALES 
EAST 
Stanley Levitan, Eastern Sales Mgr. 
Radio -Electronics 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, N.Y. 10003 
(212) 777-6400 

MIDWEST/Texas/Arkansas/Okla. 
Ralph J. Bergen 
The Ralph J. Bergen Co. 
6319 N. Central Ave. 
Chicago, III. 60646 
(312) 792-3646 

PACIFIC COAST/Mountain States 
Jay Eisenberg 
J.E. Publishers Representative Co., 
8732 Sunset Blvd., 4th Floor 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90069 
(213) 659-3810 
420 Market St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 94111 
(415) 981-4527 

SOUTHEAST 
E. Lucian Neff Associates 
25 Castle Harbor Isle, 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308 
(305) 566-5656 

MOVING? 

Don't miss a 

single copy of 
Radio-Elec- 
tronics. Give 
us: 

Six weeks' no- 
tice 

Your o I d ad - 
dress and zip 
code 

Your new ad - 
dress and zip 
code 

ATTACH 

LABEL 

HERE 

- -I 

name (please print) 

address 

city state zip code 

Mail to: Radio -Electronics 
SUBSCRIPTION DEPT., BOULDER, COLO. 

80302 
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MITS Presents 
e New 150 ries 

Handheld Calculator 
...8 Functions Mean a Handful of Features! 

Percentages 

Reciprocals 

Square Roots 

Alo 

.- 
\411- 

100% American Made 
Chain & Mixed Operations 

Special Readouts: 
Entry Overflow 
Negative Result 
Result Overflow 
Low Battery 
8 Digit Readout 

(Always the most significant digits) 

Bright Led Display 

SIZE: 5-3/4" x 3-1/4" x 1-1/2" 
Hi -Impact ABS Case 
6 AA Batteries 

r 
mITS® 

micro Instrumentation & 
Telemetry Systems, 
6324 Linn, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 

505/266-2330 

11. 

Subtraction / Squaring 

. 
" \ Q M,_' 0. 

-Division 

Multiplication 

Addition 

Memory 

Plus: 'Floating & 
Fixed Decimal 

'Algebraic Logic 

PRICES $149.95 Assembled 
$119.95 Kit 
Full 1 Year Warranty 

AC Adapter for 110VAC Operation $6.95 
Carrying Case (very leatherette) $5.95 

Enclosed is a Check for $ 

or BankAmericard 
or Master Charge # 
or Purchase Order # 

Include $5.00 for Postage and Handling 
Kit Assembled 

Please Send Information on Entire MITS Line. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
CITY 

STATE & Z I P 

MITS/ 6324 Linn, N.E., Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 505266 2330 

o 
w 
CY 
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letters 

Mr. Goegl ("Circuits", Radio -Elec- 
tronics, July 1973 page 90) is about to 
be trapped by a very common bug. I was 
snared by it a few years ago when I be- 
gan getting my feet wet in the weird and 
wonderful world of high-speed logic. 

If John will use a small clip -lead and 
ground pin 6 of IC -1 (assuming the Toss 
switch is a common garden variety dry 
switch), he will find the "dice" to come 
up as randomly as they did before the 
short. The reason is simple but elusive; 
the contact bounce of the switch will 
toggle the J -K flop several times (in 
some cases, hundreds) and no matter 
how carefully or quickly the switch is op- 
erated it will bounce. 

There are two ways to 
difficulty. 

1. Use a 

switch. 

overcome the 

mercury -wetted contact 
These switches have no 

bounce, but are position sensitive 
and therefore must be operated 
in an upright position. 

2. The second solution is cheaper 
and simpler but requires more 
logic and a SPDT switch (see at- 
tached sketch). The latch formed 
by IC3-a and IC3-b squares and 
deglitches the contact closures. 
IC3-c then gates the output of 

ADD THIS 
CIRCUIT TO 
REPLACE 
TOSS SWITCH 

the oscillator to the input of IC1-d 
(which isn't required and may be 
omitted.) 

I'm not writing this to be a nitpicker, 
it is a real problem whenever mechanical 
switches are interfaced with digital logic. 
I hope this letter, if printed, will save 

(continued on page 22) 

If1TfRNATIONAL 

e uency 
m et M1-ºaoocN 

The FM-2400CH provides an 
accurate frequency standard for 
testing and ádjustment of mobile 
transmitters and receivers at pre- 
determined frequencies. 

The FM-2400CH with its extended range 
covers 25 to 1000 MHz. The frequencies 
can be those of the radio frequency channels 
of operation and/or the intermediate fre- 
quencies of the receiver between 5 MHz and 
40 MHz. 

Frequency Stability: ± .0005% from +50° 
to +104°F. 
Frequency stability with built-in thermometer 
and temperature corrected charts: ± .00025% 
from +25° to +125° (.000125% special 450 
MHz crystals available). 

Self-contained in small portable case. Complete 
solid state circuitry. Rechargeable batteries. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG! 

Tests Predetermined Frequencies 25 to 
Extended Range Covers 950 MHz Band 
Pin Diode Attenuator for Full Range Coverage 
as Signal Generator 
Measures FM Deviation 

r. - 

r I 1 

1000 MHz 

FM-2400CH 
(meter only) $595.00 

RF crystals (with temper- 
ature correction) 24.00 ea. 

RF crystals (less temper- 
ature correction) 18.00 ea. 

IF crystals catalog price 

INTERNATIONAL 

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC. 
tO NO. LEE ORLA CITY. ORLA 73102 

Circle 9 on reader service card 
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nnouncing 
anfflsonic Parts Hot Line. 

In. 48 hours we can ship you anything we've got. 
The New Panasónic Parts Hot 
Line is a performance promise: 
24 -hour -a -day, ?-day-a-week 
service. Now; if you have a prob- 
lam getting the part you need, 
just call one central number. 

Then things start happening 
fast: we'll ask oJr computer lo 
locate your part (or parts) by 
searching all five regional Pana- 
sonic parts depots. In just seM- 
onds. Electronically. Then we'll 
telex an order too the depot which 
has the part you need and within 

1/4 

o 

48 hours, your order is on its way' 
And we car make this promise 

with confidence, because our 
warehouses are now fully auto- 
mated. We've got the 2,000 fast- 
est moving parts on electronic 
order oickers. At tie touch of a 
button any o- these high traffic 
parts is at our fingertips. 

To become a member of the 
Panasonic Parts Hot Line, call 
the toll -free number below. We'll 
send you a bright red emblem 
imprinted with the hot line num- 

1/4) 

Panasónic. 

ber for your particular region. 
We'll also send you an easy - 
reference booklet that gives yoti 
the names of authorized Pana- 
sonic parts distributors in your 
area, and in=ormation on other 
Parts Division services. 

We know that your business 
depends upon having the right 
parts at the right time - when 
your customer needs them. Cur 
business is standing right behind 
your business, with quality parts 
for over 1,000 products. 

o 

just slightly ahead oo our time o 

J Galt 'toll -free ánwhere in the U.S. 800-523-5336. (in Pa. 800-523-5395) 
'Cf course we canm_et sh p on weekenca anc olicuys. 



KEEP THIS EQUIPMENT AND PUT YOUR 
HANDS TO WORK MAKING MONEY 

Philco-Ford Air Conditioner (6,000 BTU-71 Amps). Install and enjoy 
this brand new air conditioner in your own home. Use it as your testing 
laboratory. Keep it when you complete your training. 

r-'"' 
y.f - 

lk, 

Tube -Bending and Soldering Outfit. 
Everything you need to bend, cut, 
flare, couple, solder and clean 
refrigerant tubing. 

Jt 

LEARN 
AIR CONDITIONING; 

HEATING & 
REFRIGERATION 

(AT HOME) 
THE ICS WAY 

Circuit Multitester, 
helps you spot trouble 
in electrical circuits 
of air conditioners, 
refrigerators, etc. 

Refrigerant Test Instruments. "K -D" 
instruments mark you as a profes- 
sional, even while you're learning. 
Housed in handsome, sturdy case. 

Proto/Challenger Hand Tools. Preferred by 
professionals in the field. Your complete outfit 
is housed in professional's metal tool box. 

Let ICS send you a free "Demonstration Lesson" that could start you on the road 
to success in this rewarding career field. Mail the attached card or coupon today. 

You need experience using this kind of equipment to 
really make money as an Air Conditioning, Heating 
and Refrigeration specialist. ICS will give you that 
experience. In the privacy of your own home, during 
your spare time. And when you complete your train- 
ing, all this equipment will be yours to keep-at no 
additional cost. So you can start using it on the job 

rIcInternational Correspondence Schools CS Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 

(where trained technicians now get anywhere from 
$3.25 to $7.00 an hour*). Or open a shop of your own 
and earn even more, working full or part-time. 
Get started now. Just mail the postpaid card (or cou- 
pon below) for your free "Demonstration Lesson" and 
free Career Guidance materials. There's no obligation, 
of course. .Refrigeration Service Engineers Society 

Note: Check below only if you prefer to receive 
free information about these other career fields. 

Electronics Engineering Q Electrician 
Q FCC License Q Automotive Mechanics 

CATV/ MATV Q TV Servicing/ Repair 
Communications/ Broadcasting 
Check for special information, if 16 or under. 

YES, send me full details plus a free "Demonstration Lesson" 
that could start me on the road to success as an Air Con- 
ditioning, Heating & Refrigeration specialist. I understand 
that I am under no obligation. WA682T 
Name Age 

Address Apt. No. 

City 

State Zip 
L 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS TRAINING. APPROVED FOR FEDERALLY INSURED LOANS. ACCREDITED BY NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL. 
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KEEP THIS EQUIPMENT AND PUT YOUR 
HANDS TO WORK MAKING MONEY 

25" Motorola Quasar IR. 
Color TV. 
Get experience 
handling a name - 
brand, profession- 
ally built set- 
and, at the same 
time, enjoy your 
favorite TV shows 
in full color on a 
huge 25 -inch 
screen. Famous 
Motorola "Works 
In A Drawer" 
model lets you 
slide out the main 
chassis from front 
of cabinet for easy 
study, adjustment 
or repair. And it's 
yours to keep-at 
no additional cost 
-when you com- 
plete your training. 

,. 

' 

^ ' 

-- 

LEARN. 
TV SERVICING 

&. REPAIR 
(AT HOME) 

THE. ICS WAY 

Electronic Measurement Lab, helps you 
make the right repairs, quickly and effi- 
ciently. Includes fully assembled HEATH KIT 
Oscilloscope and EICO Volt -Ohm Milliameter. 

. 't 
Cr!'' ' .,, 

i I 1 1 19'. `f1 . I ra 

Convergence Generator, High Volt -'f m7==.---- s, 
age Probe, and Hex Alignment..,.... ---0-,,j' 
Tool. For perfect TV tuning. --- 

. 

L ` . 
- Id- e 

% -4F41 '' t -175) :£ : 
TV Training Lab, for testing, evaluating circuits and systems. Start 
earning money repairing TV's, radios, hi-fi's, etc., even while you learn. 

Let ICS send you a free "Demonstration Lesson" that could start you on the road 
to success in this rewarding career field. Mail the attached card or coupon today. 

You need experience using this kind of equipment to 
really make money as a TV Repairman. ICS will give 
you that experience. In the privacy of your own home, 
during your spare time. And when you complete your 
training, all this equipment will be yours to keep-at 
no additional cost. Só you can start using it on the job 

(where trained technicians now get anywhere from 
$3.50 to $6.50* an hour). Or open a shop of your own, 
and earn even more, working full or part-time. 
Get started now. Just mail the postpaid card (or cou- 
pon below) for your free "Demonstration Lesson" and 
free Career Guidance materials. There's no obligation. 

*U.S. Labor Department 

1 
ICS International Correspondence Schools 

Scranton, Pennsylvania 18515 
YES, send me full details plus a free "Demonstration Lesson" 
that could start me on the road to success as a TV Service 
and Repair specialist. I understand that I am under 
no obligation. AA683T 

Note: Check below only if you prefer to receive 
free information about these related career fields. 

Electronics CATV/ MATV Engineering 
Electrician Computer Servicing 
FCC License Communications/ Broadcasting 
Air Conditioning, Heating & Refrigeration 
Check for special information if 16 or under. State 

Name 

Address 

Age 

Apt. No. 

City 

Zip 

APPROVED FOR VETERANS TRAINING. APPROVED FOR FEDERALLY INSURED LOANS. ACCREDITED BY NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL. 
Circle 10 on reader service card 
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LETTERS 
(continued from page 16) 

someone the time that can be wasted 
looking for this kind of problem. 
AL WOODS 

Houston, Tex. 

ANOTHER TOSSED COIN 
I am probably one of many people 

writing to point out a minor error in the 
July 1973 Reader Circuits (page 90). The 
J and K inputs of the electric coin 
tosser, if grounded, will make the toss 
rather one sided, as the flip flop will be 
inhibited from changing states. Possibly 
your artist erred, and J and K should ei- 

ther be left open or connected to VPR.. 

STU RASMUSSEN 

Beaverton, Oregon 

AUTHOR REPLYS 
Thank you for allowing me the op- 

portunity to comment on Mr. Rasmus- 
sen's letter pertaining to my TTL coin 
tosser circuit. 

My comments: Strictly speaking, pins 
5 and 9 of the 7470A (DIP) are "com- 
plementary" rather than "true" J and K 

inputs and should be designated J° and 
K. Thus my diagram is correct in show- 
ing pins 5 and 9 connected to ground 
(-VIP) as they must if the 7470 is going 
to toggle. 

Additional comments: Connecting 

Will you be prepared 
to handle her business t 

when it comes 
your way. 

... remember... there's an Amperex 
replacement tube for any socket in 
any set you're likely to service. TV, 
Hi Fi, FM or AM, House Radio, 
Car Radio, P.A. System or Tape 
Recorder. Imported or Domestic! 

Amperex® 
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS 

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY 

I- 
1 AMPERER SUPPORTS 

A ... THE IROEPERDLNT 

SERVICE DEALER 

AMPERE% ELECTRONIC CORPORATION. DISTRIBUTOR AND ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS DIVISION, NICKSVILLE, N. Y. 11801 

these pins to V, will, in fact, inhibit the 
7470 and prevent it from toggling. I sug- 
gest that readers interested in building a 

tosser use DIP type IC's. Then they can 
wire per my diagram pin -for -pin. 

These comments don't apply to Mr. 
Rasmussen's letter so I'm keeping them 
separate. 

I have been questioned as to the 
probability of the tosser's output. 
Frankly, I don't have the time to make a 

detailed analysis, mathematically. My 
opinion is that for a single "toss", the 
circuit will give equal heads -tails odds. 

Other published tosser circuits (for 
example, see "Heads 'N' Tails", Popular 
Electronics Jan. 1972, page 35) have 
relied on the ac line as a toggling 
source. One author pointed out that with 
this approach a symmetrical waveform 
can be derived, whereas a multivibrator- 
generated waveform is usually at least 
slightly asymmetrical. This asymmetry, it 
was argued, causes a built-in bias which 
results in unequal heads -tails probabi- 
lities. 

The multivibrator "clock" which I 

used in my circuit does generate an 
asymmetrical waveform. However, since 
the 7470 J -K F -F is an edge -triggered 
type (positive) it will only toggle on the 
positive -going edges of the clock wave- 
form. Thus in practical circuits the de- 
gree of waveform asymmetry has no ef- 
fect on the probabilities. 

Aside from the fact that my tosser is 

compact and portable, its freedom from 
the ac mains is a definite safety advan- 
tage. When used by the inquisitive young 
set or where used in basement rec 
rooms, on the patio, or near the pool, 
battery power is on the way to go. 
Check? 
JOHN GOEGL, WA2LJK 
Union, New Jersey R -E 

Am I ever glad this isn't my picture 
tube! 
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We think that our new push-pull cross coupled input cir- 

cuit represents a major advance in amplifier design. 

Those of you who are familiar with amplifier circuits 
will recognize this as two complementary differential 
amplifiers, with the input and feedback points tied to- 

gether. This elegant little circuit makes possible a com- 

pletely push-pull amplifier. 

Push-pull circuits produce distortion when they amplify 
just like any other circuit, but with one important differ- 
ence. The upper and lower halves of a push-pull circuit 
produce even harmonic distortions that are equal but 

opposite in phase. They will therefore cancel each other 
out for the most part when combined at the output. 
Almost all transistor amplifiers use push-pull output and 

driver stages, but only our new #198 preamp and #207 

amplifiers are push-pull throughout. 

o ---- 
INPUT 

The "Tiger .01"#207/A amplifier using this new circuit 
is packaged in a neat little quarter rack chassis and is 

supplied with the perforated cover shown. This allows 

you to assemble a system with any number of amplifiers 
you might want and to later expand the system if you 

wish. 

The #198 preamp uses the same basic circuit as the power 

amplifier and has similar outstanding performance. All 

inputs and tone control settings on the preamp are push 

button switch selected. The construction is primarily on 

two "mother boards" so wiring is kept to an absolute 

minimum. 
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#207/A AMPLIFIER KIT...$75.00...14 lbs 

How much better is this type circuit? Considerably. The 

total harmonic distortion of the power amplifier is typi- 
cally .02% up to full rated output of 60 Watts at 1,000 

cycles. The really interesting thing though is the fact 
that the intermodulation distortion is less than .01% up 

to rated output. This circuit is therefore anywhere from 

around ten to a hundred times cleaner than previous de- 

signs. Now it is generally recognized that IM distortion 
correlates much better with listening tests than harmonic 

distortion. Our ears are much more sensitive to distor- 

tions that are not harmonically related to the signal. This 

performance is obtained with a circuit that has only 65 
db open loop gain. To even approach this type perfor- 
mance before this required open loop gains from 80 to 
120 db, 60 to 100 db of negative feedback will give you 
low distortion with almost any kind of circuit, but the 

resulting stability problems might make you wish for a 

better way. 

s' -..STEREO PREAMP 934 

flet 

1111111 
'j 

I: Ir 

#198/A PREAMP KIT $69.50 6 lbs 

For instant shipment, call us and use your Mastercharge, or Bankamericard. For more details on our kits circle on the reader 

service "bingo card and I will get a copy of our latest catalog to you as quickly as possible. 

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 

C DEPT. RE -L, 219 W. RHAPSODY, SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 

Circle ! I on reader service card 
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SAVE °n the 
NEWEST 

and BEST 
in famous. 

product lines . 

A superstore of electronics 
at your fingertips 

Stereo / 4 -Channel Sound Systems 
Tape Recorders and Accessories 
Radios Phonos Kits Amateur 

and Shortwave Gear Citizens Band 
Antennas Police/Fire VHF -UHF 

Radios Electronic Calculators and 
Timepieces Security Test Equip- 
ment 1000's of Parts, Tubes, Bat- 
teries, Wire, Hardware 

Exclusive TELEDYNE and OLSON 
Audio Products 

o,./ 
for the electronics 

in your tie 

the VALUE leader since 1931 

FREE 
1974 Catalog 
Send coupon 

.today 

o.. electronics Dept.LM 
260 S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio 44327 

O Send me my FREE 1974 Olson 
Catalog (Please Print) 

Name Apt. - 
Street 

City State Zip 

Send an Olson Catalog to my friend 

Name Apt. - 
Street 

` City State Zip 

Sam -tm-- mums -amtomiff 
Circle 12 on reader service card 
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appliance clinic 

ELECTRIC CARVING KNIVES 

by JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

THE ELECTRIC CARVING KNIFE IS A 

handy thing. It can even make Pop 
look good when he carves the Thanks- 
giving turkey or slices fresh bread 
smoothly. They're pretty simple 
things; a little motor, a wee gear -box 
to change round -and -round to back - 
and -forth (All right; rotary to recipro- 
cal), a pair of blades, and a plastic 
box to hold the whole thing together. 
There are two types, ac -powered and 
battery run, usually called electric and 
cordless, although both are, obviously, 
electric. 

Repairing one that won't work is 
pretty simple. The first thing to do is 
to take out the blades. If you don't, 
and if it wasn't running, but starts up 
suddenly, you may get to be known as 
Three -Finger from now on. 

The cases are usually easy to 
open. They're made in two parts; one 
holds the motor, gearbox, etc. and the 
other is just a cover. Look for small, 
recessed screws at each end, usually 
Phillips. 

Remove all visible screws, and 
then (Gently!) try to pry the cover off. 
If it won't come off, don't use muscle. 
There's another screw or fastener that 
you haven't found yet. Some cases 
have a small tongue on one end of 
the cover, which slips into a slot on 
the other half. If one end comes loose, 
try pulling on it gently, and it will 
come out. In certain makes, you'll find 
screws hidden under nameplates, la- 
bels and so on. Keep on looking; 
they're there somewhere. 

In a dead one, first find out if 
you're getting power to the motor. 
Check for ac voltage where the line 
cord goes into the case, or read the 
battery voltage. If it checks out, test 
the switch. Most switches are spring - 
return or pushbutton types so the 
thing won't keep on running if you 
drop it. A lot of these are built so that 
you can take them apart, by removing 
a couple of little screws. The contacts 
are then visible, for cleaning and ad- 
justment. (I did tell you to pull the 
line plug before doing this, didn't I'? If 
I didn't, do it now.) 

Most of the ac models, and some 
of the cordless types, have small 

brush -type motors. Check the brushes 
and commutator. Brushes must be 
long enough and make firm contact 
with the commutator. Many have flex- 
ible leads; check them to make sure 
they aren't open or shorting to some- 
thing. Brush holders are usually the 
open type, so you can see any trou- 
bles. The brushes are often held down 
by small springs. 

If the commutator is badly pitted, 
or dirty, clean it up with fine sand- 
paper after you get the motor running. 
If it's smooth and shiny, don't mess 
with it; it's all right. These motors sel- 
dom need lubrication. If the rotor is 
stiff, or labors, check the gearbox first. 
If it must be oiled, one drop on each 
end is plenty. 

Some cordless models use little 
sealed dc motors. If you can get the 
full battery voltage across the motor 
leads but the motor will not run at all, 
disconnect one motor lead and check 
for continuity. If the motor is open, 
replace it. In fact, if you do get conti- 
nuity, but it won't run with normal in- 
put voltage, replace it. You can't take 
them apart. (They're like an egg; you 
can take 'em apart, but getting them 
back together is something else.) 

All of the cordless models use re- 
chargeable batteries, usually NiCad. 
These are permanently connected to- 
gether with welded straps. The 5 -cell 
7.5 -volt unit seems to be the most 
common. If the dc voltage is low, 
measured at the motor with the switch 
on (full load), check each cell of the 
battery, holding the switch on. If you 
read the normal 1.5 volts across four 
of them, and the meter shows a re- 
verse polarity across one cell, or zero 
voltage, that cell is dead, and the 
whole unit must be replaced. All 
should read practically the same volt- 
age, within about 5% or less. 

If all cells show low voltage, the 
battery could be discharged. Recharge 
it overnight, then recheck. It would be 
a good idea to check the charging unit 
first of all. Plug it in, and read the 
dc voltage across its terminals, no- 
load. This should be just a little more 
than the battery voltage. Say about 8.5 
volts for a 7.5 -volt battery and so on. 
To check the charger for current, con- 
nect a small pilot light across the ter- 
minals; for a 7.5 volt unit use a No. 
47 (6-8 volts, 150 mA). If the bulb 

(continued on page 90) 
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vario 
matrix: 
the 
magic 
matrix - 

by 
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Sansui 

The heart of the new Sansui QRX6500 is a unique electronic circuit called the vario matrix. There are 
other receivers with matrix decoding circuitry, and there probably will be receivers that claim to 
handle many different four -channel systems. But the Sansui vario matrix does more than just about 
any component available. For instance, it: 

decodes records, tapes and broadcasts made with the superior Sansui QS matrix 
encoding process; 
decodes SQ program material (and does it superbly); 
creates magnificent four -channel sound from regular two -channel sources (instead of offering 
you two two -channel amplifier sections strapped together for "double stereo" which doesn't 
sound nearly as good as synthesized four -channel); 
can position sound anywhere you choose, with a "Mode" switch that rotates the sound field 
90°, 180° or 270° to create a totally -variable four -channel environment; 
accepts the output of a discrete four -channel demodulator via its "discrete" input position; 
can take auxiliary two- and four -channel inputs, as well as monitor one four -channel and two 
two -channel tape decks. 

The vario matrix, coupled with a low distortion (less than 0.5%) four -section amplifier that delivers a 
whopping 280 watts (IHF) of power, makes this receiver a standout in its field. See it at your nearest 
franchised Sansui dealer soon. 

REGULAR MATRIX 

IS \. 
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I I 1 o I gill f -J j _> 
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SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Woodside, New York 11377 Gardena, Californ a 90247 
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS Canada. 
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo. Japan Sansui Audio Europe S. A., Antwerp. Belgium 

Circle 13 on reader service card 
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LOY CO27 
DoeOÚQL 110421 

NEW BIPOLAR MULTIMETER: 

AUTOMATIC POLARITY INDICATION 

í`-: 5.e ` é 
'V 

Model VES 210K 
Displays, Ohms, Volts or Amps in 5" 

ranges Voltage from 100.Microvolts 
to 500 V Resistance from 100 Milli- . 

ohms to 1 Megohm Ctrrent from 100 
Nano Amps to 1 Amp $77.00 
Case ex: $12.50 (Optional probe) $5.00 

40 MHz DIGITAL 
FREQUENCY COUNTER: 
Will not be damaged by high power 
transmission levels. 
Simple, 1 cable connection to 
transmitter's output. 

J 
. l rJ 1 2 LI 

ES 220K - Line frequency time base. 1 KHz 
resolution. 5 digit: $69.50 Case extra: $10 

ES 221K - Crystal time base. 100 Hz resolu- 
tion. 6 digit: $109.50 Case extra: $10.00 

DIGITAL CLOCK: 

I g'ry 

ES 112K/ 124K 12 hr. or 24 hr. clock $46.95 
Case extra: Walnut $12.00 Metal $7.50 

CRYSTAL TIME BASE: 
ES 201K - Optional addition to ES 112K, 124K 
or 500K. Mounts on board. Accurate to. 002%. 

I D REMINDER: 
ES 200K Reminds operator 9 min. 45 sec. have 
passed. Mounts on ES 112 or 124 board. Silent 
LED flash $9.95. Optional audio alarm $3.00 
extra. 

Dependable solid state components and circuitry. 
Easy reading, 7 segment display tubes with clear, 
bright numerals. These products operate from 117 
VAC, 60 cycles. No moving parts. Quiet, trouble free 
printed circuit. 

Each kit contains complete parts list with all parts, 
schematic illustrations and easy to follow, step by 
step instructions. No special tools required. 

[g ORDER YOURS TODAY: 
Use your Mastercharge or 
Bankamericard 
Money Back Guarantee 

10418 La Cienega . Inglewóod. Ca. 90304 

' (213) 674-3021 

Circle 14 on reader service card 
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equipment 
report 

Kay -Townes 
ICA 500 TV antenna 

Circle 92 on reader service card 

WHAT A SURPRISE! HERE'S A RELA- 
tively small antenna (boom length 
only 150 inches) intended for deep 
fringe areas, that weighs a mere seven 
pounds yet delivers outstanding re- 
sults. The secret appears to be a 
matched package of carefully designed 
antenna plus a built-in high -gain low - 
noise amplifier. 

We put the antenna up at a Long 
Island, New York location some 35 
miles from the transmitters in New 
York City and about 80 miles from 
transmitters in Connecticut. The an- 
tenna we replaced was an 18 -element 
log -log type that we liad been using 
for the past three years. 

The new Kay -Townes antenna, 
though smaller, is doing a better job 
than the antenna it replaced. We not 
only get near perfect reception from 
New York, but snow -free reception 
of the more distant Connecticut sta- 
tions by merely rotating the antenna. 
This effectively adds two more (extra?) 
channels of viewing. 

The ICA-500 is a vhf -uhf antenna 
with built-in preamp, designed for 75 - 
ohm coax lead-in. Manufacturer's 
specifications show vhf gain to be 50 
dB, uhf gain, 32 dB. Vhf front -to -back 
ratio 27 dB; uhf front -to -back, 29 dB. 
Beam width is a quite narrow 28°. 

As you can see in the photo, the 
antenna uses folded dipoles cut for 
half -wave operation at low -band vhf. 
They are mounted on a sturdy twin 
boom. Since the folded dipole, not too 
common in modern TV antenna de- 
sign, is comparatively broadband in 
normal operation, only three folded 
dipole elements are needed to give 
full coverage of the low uhf hand. For 
high -band vhf reception passive ele- 
ments are staggered along the two 

1973 

booms to assure proper reception. A 
director element close to the front of 
the boom aids low -band gain while 
the corner reflector for uhf also con- 
tributes to high -band vhf reception. 

The uhf portion of the antenna 
system also uses folded dipoles. Here 
two such elements serve as broadband 
driven elements. These in combination 
with a corner folded array plus a 
group of x -type directors assure ex- 
cellent uhf response. 

The gain of the antenna is, how- 
ever, a combination of its design plus 
a built-in integrated circuit signal am- 
plifier. This low -noise high -gain wide - 
band IC is specially made for Kay 
Townes and the specifications claimed 
for it are 20 dB gain, flat from 50 to 
1000 MHz, and a noise figure of less 
than 4 dB across TV spectrum. 

This also leads to one potential 
problem. When operating this antenna 
close to strong transmitters it is pos- 
sible to overload it. When this hap- 
pens you don't have to add a pad at 
the antenna terminals. Just turn down 
the zoom CONTROL to reduce gain and 
avoid overloading. If overload occurs 
on only one channel plug-in pads are 
available to eliminate the problem. 

The ICA-500 that we tested is a 
middle -of -the -line antenna. There are 
two others. One, the ICA-100 is the 
smallest in the group and has a boom 
length of only 42 inches. It is recom- 
mended for fringe areas. The top -of - 
the -line unit, which we have not tested 
(it was not available at the time this 
report was prepared) ís said to be en- 
gineered for ultimate television recep- 
tion in hard to receive locations and 
ultra fringe areas. Vhf gain is said to 
be 33 dB, uhf gain, 35 dB and beam 
width is a narrow 24°. 

One extra gained from an an- 
tenna of this type is its small size for 
the performance it offers. This means 
low wind resistance which in turn 
means simpler, less costly installation. 

Our summary. This is a first rate 
TV antenna. It has special advantages 
in difficult locations 1% here physical 
size, high gain, and narrow reception 
angle are vital. A worthy competitor 
in the battle for first-rate fringe area 
TV reception. R -E 



12 electronics operating and 
servicing aids from Sams. 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
by Forrest M. Mims, Ill 
Here is thorough coverage of a fascinating 
subject, starting with the theory of semi- 
conductor emission, and covering infrared - 
emitting diodes, visible -light -emitting 
diodes, and their growing number of com- 
mercial applications. 
No. 20964 $4.50 

ABC's OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
-2nd Edition 
by Allan Lytel & Lawrence Buckmaster 
You needn't have an advanced degree in 
math to understand computer programming. 
Here, in easy -to -grasp terms, is an explana- 
tion of Computer arithmetic, numbering sys- 
tems, binary notation, punched card codes, 
arithmetic operations, octal numbering, the 
hexadecimal system, codes, COBAL and 
FORTRAN. Anyone interested in working in 
computer programming, or merely in gain- 
ing a general knowledge of it, will find this 
book of value. 
No. 20841 53.95 

NORTH AMERICAN RADIO -TV STATION 
GUIDE -9th Edition 
by Vane A. Jones 
The latest, expanded edition of this most 
comprehensive, one -source reference to all 
commercial broadcasting stations in North 
America. The guide lists frequencies, call 
letters, and locations for am, fm, and 
tv stations. 
No. 20957 54.50 

SOUND SYSTEMS INSTALLERS 
HANDBOOK -3rd Edition 
by Leo G. Sands 
For technicians in commercial sound as well 
as for those interested In Its use, this book 
gives clear, precise Information on Install- 
ing, operating, troubleshooting, and ser- 
vicing stationary and mobile systems. Also, 
it suggests the best type of amplifiers, mi- 
crophones, tuners, speakers, and tape 
reproducers for use with each system. 
No. 20980 $5.50 
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ABC's OF UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS 
by Courtney Hall 
The solid-state unijunction transistor (UJT) 
makes possible the use of more simplified 
circuits with significantly fewer components. 
This text describes all the various types in- 
cluding CUT's and PUT's. Their use in many 
typical circuits is thoroughly explained for 
the service technician. 
No. 20987 $3.95 

RADIO TRANSMITTER PRINCIPLES AND 

PROJECTS 
by Edward M. Noll, W3FOJ 
This helpful gathering of modem trans- 
mitter principles, ideas, circuits, techniques, 
and learn -by -doing project is of benefit to 
the student, the practicing technician, the 
radio amateur, and those studying for FCC 
license examinations. Covers radio - 
frequency oscillators, multipliers, and am- 
plifiers; all modes of modulation; all of the 
important electron devices; and the tuning 
and testing of transmitters. 
No. 24031 56.95 

EASI-GUIDE TO COLOR TV 
by Forest H. Belt 
This handy book answers the questions that 
present or prospective owners most fre- 
quently ask about color tv. It shows what to 
do to get the best color picture; how to save 
money on repairs; and where and how to 
buy. Follow its detailed and illustrated tips 
and you'll get maximum pleasure from your 
color tv. 
No. 20936 53.50 

EASI-GUIDE TO YOUR AUTOMOBILE 
by Forest H. Belt 
Shows, in nontechnical language, how and 
why your car works the way it does-and 
what you can do to keep it operating well 
and safely. It covers the car's electrical sys- 
tem, engine, carburetor, brakes, tires, bat- 
tery, ignition system, maintenarce, and 
safety precautions-things you seldom think 
about until something goes wrong. With 
illustrations on almost every page, it is ex- 
tremely easy to follow. 
No. 20938 53.50 
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EAST -GUIDE TO CITIZENS BAND RADIO 

by Forest H. Belt 
If you're considering operating your own 
personal two-way radio communications 
system, this book is for you. It covers every 
phase: FCC rules; how to get a license; 
equipment you'll need and where to get it; 
terminology; installation in your car and 
home; operation and maintenance. 
Mo. 20960 53.50 

EASI-GUIDE TO BOAT RADIO 
by Forest H. Belt 
Marine radio is the best - and safest - 
method of communicating between power 
boats. This book gives you an above -average 
knowledge of Its operation and use; its in- 
stallation, maintenance and repair; and its 
rules and regulations. 
No. 20958 $3.50 

EASI-GUIDE TO HI-FI STEREO 
by Forest H. Belt 
This book can help the reader avoid the 
mistakes frequently made by seekers of 
realistic music reproduction. It explains and 
discusses the maze of equipment variously 
labeled "hi-fi," "stereo," and "quadra- 
phonic"; and finally, guides you in putting 
together the right equipment for your home 
music system. 
No. 20937 53.50 

EASI-GUIDE TO SHORTWAVE LISTENING 
by Forest H. Belt 
In this all -embracing guide to the pleasure 
of "listening in" on the world via shortwave 
radio, the author explains, with pictures and 
nontechnical descriptions, the workings of 
a shortwave set, the proper equipment to 
install-and shows what to do and when to 
co It to get the best reception. 
h o. 20961 $3.50 
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How some tubes are rebuilt. How our color bright 85' RE 
is rebuilt. 

1. Inspect screen and replace electron gun. 
2. Reinstall safety glass. 

3. Test tube. 

1. Completely clean old glass so it gleams 
like new. 

2. Apply new internal and external coating to 
the bulb. 

3. Replace phosphors with Sylvania high - 
brightness types. 

4. As required, install new aperture mask with 
Sylvania thermal compensation system. 

5. Replace electron gun with Sylvania electron 
gun assembly. 

6. Install new implosion protection system. 

7. Final test. 

Every tube is remanufactured and tested 
on the same assembly line used for our new 
color tubes. And that line includes the 
latest computer -designed improvements in 
screen exposure optics. In short, when you 
install a Sylvania color bright 85RE picture 
tube, you are installing a tube that is 
practically brand new except for the glass. 
In fact, if we rebuilt it any further, it would 
be a new tube. 

Available at your local Sylvania distributor. 
Sylvania Electronic Components, 
100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154 

® SYLVAN IA 



4 -CHANNEL 
TAKES OFF 

Ready to take the 4 -channel plunge? Before you 

dive off the deep end, read this article and make sure 

you're up to date on the latest developments in equipment 

At just about the time the Stereo 
Mat, the newsletter of the Hi -Fi Deal- 
ers Association of Delaware was 
knocking 4 -channel, the CES show in 

Chicago was jam-packed with displays 
of 4 -channel hardware and customers 
looking to order that hardware. The 
truth of the matter is that qua- 
driphonic sound has taken off like a 

rocket: the audiophiles are pounding 
on showroom doors trying to get a lis- 

ten to 4 -channel and the manufac- 
turers are going all out to provide 
quality surround -sound hardware at 

the first go -around. 
Unlike the situation that occurred 

by FRANCOIS MARKETTE 

through pickups to speakers. 
As far as amplifier and receivers 

are concerned nearly everyone is try- 
ing to touch all bases by using 
"strapped" or "bridged" output cir- 
cuits, which for the purpose of "short- 
hand" I will refer to as strapping. 
Strapping is an electrical connection 
of the front and rear power output so 

that the present stereo -only enthusiast 
can utilize the available rear channels 
power output for stereo listening. For 
example, if the quadrisound amplifier 
provides four channels of 20 watts 
each, for stereo listening it becomes 
two channels of approximately 40 

I 

4 4 4 44i 
77'. 

when stereo was first introduced, 
where virtually everyone listened to 

the pundits who claimed stereo was 

not that much better than mono so 
why upgrade, the manufacturers are 
not getting trapped into dipping their 
toes in to see if the water's warm, nor 
are they waiting to see if anyone sa- 
lutes when they run up the flag. They 
tried this when stereo was introduced 
and dealers were stuck with "moun- 
tains" of add-ons, adaptors and sec- 

ond-rate equipment no one wanted. 
Virtually every manufacturer of truly 
hi -ti equipment has introduced an ex- 

tensive line of quality 4 -channel hard- 
ware-everything from receivers, 

} 

consumer with just the faintest 
thoughts of going 4 -channel to up- 
grade in stereo now without fear his 

purchase will be obsolete in just a few 
months should he get the quadrisound 
itch. 

The matrix war 
For all practical purpose the so- 

called "matrix war" (which never 
really existed for practical purpose) is 

a dead issue. With few exceptions- 
and possibly no exceptions by the 
time you read this-equipment with 
QS decoding (or RM for Regular Ma- 
trix as it is termed in Japan) also has 

HEATHKIT AA -2010 (left) Is a complete 4 -channel Integrated amplifier 

and preamp. It Includes front -panel speaker switching. 

TECHNICS SA -6800X (below) Is a new 4 -channel receiver. Note the 

joystick remote control for setting up the 4 -channel balance. 

_Y,'__'_ 
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watts each. (Depending on the type of 
strapping circuit used the combined 
power output will range from slightly 
less to slightly more than two times 
the per channel output. For more de- 
tails, see "Amplifier Strapping", Ra- 

dio -Electronics, July 1973, by Len 
Feldman.) Among the many manufac- 
turers who have chosen to follow the 
strapping idea originally pushed by 
Harmon-Kardon are Kenwood, Fisher, 
Pioneer, Toshiba, Sherwood, Pilot, 
Sanyo, Marantz, Sony, Akai and On- 
kyo. Though most still retain a line of 
quality stereo -only equipments the ex- 
tensive selection of strapped 4 -channel 
receivers and amplifiers allows the 

SQ decoding. For example, the latest 
Sansui equipment has a matrix selec- 
tion termed phase matrix which is 
their description of SQ. More typical 
examples, on the other hand, are Pio- 
neer and Toshiba who use the stan- 
dard terms QS and RM on the matrix 
selector switch. 

The primarily American com- 
panies such as Lafayette Radio, Radio 
Shack and Marantz, whose equipment 
is made essentially for the U.S. mar- 
ket, are going all the way with SQ, for 
SQ is the "accepted" matrix standard 
for U.S. matrix records. 

On some amplifiers and receivers 
you will find matrix decoders of the 
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"universal" type, such as used in 
Heathkit's AA -2010 and some Toshiba 
models. As proven by Electro -Voice's 
4X-44 "universal" decoder, good re- 
sults are obtained from universal de- 
coders though SQ decoders are rapidly 
replacing the universal models. 

As a general rule basic decoders 
with rather limited separation are used 
in lower priced models, with some 
form of logic-SQ or Vario -Matrix QS 
(RM) used in the higher priced mod- 
els: an exception is Ilarman-Kardon. 
who has chosen to use an SQ decoder 

jllilif 

W 

. 

í i,í 
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featuring wideband response and 
phase linearity approaching the speci- 
fications of the professional encoding 
equipment, thereby obtaining a sur- 
round -sound without the logic -pump- 
ing to which some listeners find objec- 
tion. 

Synthesizers: 2 -channel into 
4 -channel 

Many amplifiers and receivers 
presently feature some form of am- 
bience sound extraction from stereo 
records, often termed synthesizer. In 

(1//.1"- \ aVn' 
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DYNACO SCA-800 is their 4 -Dimensional amplifier combining both 
preamps and amplifier In one package. 
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TWO FISHER RECEIVERS, 4020 top and 4060 bottom,are equipped for 
4 -channel playback. 
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BSR McDONALD 
TD8OW (below) is a 

4 -channel 8 -track 
tape player that au- 
tomatically handles 
both 2 -channel and 
4 -channel cartridge 
tapes. 

.I 9.,` -Or 

many instances this is obtained with a 
simple. or no, phase shift in the QS or 
SQ matrix decoder; in others the am- 
bient sound is obtained through a 
"Dyna" circuit connection (passive) in 
the rear speakers. The advantage of 
the Dyna ambient sound extraction is 
that it provides a form of surround - 
sound at rock -bottom costs as the 
equipment is basically stereo, with just 
two power amplifiers. Teledyne -Olson, 
Sherwood and, of course, Dynaco are 
presently equipping their stereo equip- 
ments with the Dynaco "synthesized" 
rear output. 

Though the biggest noise is 
presently being made over matrix de- 
coders, discrete CD -4 is making heavy 
inroads into the better grades of 4 - 
channel receivers and amplifiers. Pio- 
neer already incorporates a built-in 
CD -4 demodulator ín three receiver 
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TOSHIBA SA -304 4 -channel stereo receiver includes playback selector 
for regular matrix, SO, and discrete. 
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REALISTIC OTA-790 from Radio Shack (left above) Is a 4 -channel re- 
mote/preset stereo receiver. Favorite FM stations can be pretuned. 

PILOT 366 (above) four -channel receiver offers matrix, decoder, and 
discrete modes for 4 -channel playback. 
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LAFAYETTE LR-4000 (left) 4 -channel receiver delivers several different 
4 -channel modes for playback of stereo and matrix discs. 
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CD -4 demodulators. 
Though CD -4 demodulators were 

originally available only from Pan- 
asonic and JVC, several other manu- 
facturers among them Pioneer and 
BSR-/Metrotech, have supplied photo- 
graphs (but no specs) of upcoming 
add-ons, while Lafayette is firmly 
committed to a CD -4 add-on in their 
latest catalog (specs supplied so there's 
a working model). 

Toyo, who virtually stood alone 
with RCA promoting 4 -channel from 
8 -track cartridges is now being joined 
by the thundering herd. JVC, Akai 
and Wollensak are just a few of the 
big names into 4 -channel cartridge 
players and recorders of high fidelity 
capacity. For those who like to be sur- 
rounded by sound while sitting behind 
the wheel of their Detroit Special 

AUDIO-TECHNICA AT14S (above) and AT15S 
(above center) are two new photo cartridges 
for playing CD -4 discrete records. Frequency 
response ranges to beyond 40,000 Hz to per- 
mit playback of subcarrier Information. Both 
are dual -magnet stylus assemblies and are 
available with a variety of stylus types and 
sizes. 

models, many other outfits such as 
Sanyo and Kenwood have at least one 
receiver model with a built-in CD -4 

demodulator. Panasonic (Technics) 
and JVC, of course, have an extensive 
selection of equipments with built-in 
CD -4, while Marantz provides plug-in 
CD -4 demodulators for several mod- 
els. 

To accommodate quadriphiles 
who can't decide on CD -4 now, just 
about every receiver and amplifier 
manufacturer does what Onkyo does, 
providing several discrete hi -level and 
tape recorder connections for add-on 

there's an endless assortment of quad- 
raphonic automotive cartridge players 
from companies such as Hammond, 
names generally unfamiliar to the hi-fi 

enthusiast. Even matrix 4 -channel is 

finding its way into the car through a 

matrix cartridge player by Tenna. 

Tape & records 
Virtually every manufacturer of 

hi-fi quality reel-to-reel recorders such 
as Pioneer, Panasonic, Sony and 
TEAC already has available or is 

ready to announce at least one model 
4 -channel recorder. The few holdouts 

I J 
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AUDIO TECHNICA AT12S (above) and a 

closeup of the dual -magnet stylus assembly 
(left). This unit Is lowest -cost CO -4 cartridge 
in the line. Stylus assembly can be easily re- 
placed when diamond stylus becomes worn. 
The cartridge will also play regular stereo 
as well as matrix discs without modification. 

in the super quality and mass -market 
lines got burned in the past by coming 
out with half measures such as stereo 
record/4-channel play, but with top - 
of -the -line reel recorders still selling 
well, most of us expect the holdouts to 

join in just as soon as they're certain 
quadrisound isn't another passing fad. 
(But can you imagine the price of a 4 - 

channel Revox A77?) 
Though there is considerable talk 

about discrete 4 -channel FM broad- 
casts and much interest in 4 -channel 
8 -track cartridges and reel-to-reel 
tapes, the primary thrust of qua - 
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SONY NOR -600 4 -CHANNEL stereo receiver (left). JVC 4DD5 CD -4 

System Disc Demodulator (above). 
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KOSS K/2+2 headphones (above) for silent 
listening to 4 -channel music. 4 -channel 
phones are fun to try. They do work. 

SUPEREX 01-48 (left) Ouad-tete tour -channel 

headphones. One plug Is for the front chan- 
nels the other for the rear pair. 
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PIONEER OD -240 is a CD -4 demodulator for playing discrete records. 
Panel meter shows separation adjustment. 
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AKAI AS -980 receiver includes CD -4 demodulator. Accessory remote 
balance control (right) Is optional. 

drisound-both matrix and Cl)-4-is 
from records. where final sound qual- 
ity is sharply determined by the per- 
formance level of the turntable, 
pickup arm and pickup. While the 
quality equipment from Empire, Tho- 
rens. Philips, Panasonic and JVC, 
among the turntable brands, is. of 
course. perfectly suitable for 4 -channel 
because it's darn good from any point 
of view, CD -4 does require the most 
optimum tracking conditions, and the 
latest model automatic turntables from 
Garrard (the new Zero 100), Dual and 
BSR bring to CD -4 the same optimum 
"automatic" performance they deliv- 
ered for stereo and matrix. For those 
who prefer to assemble their own 
turntable assemblies the Shure SME 
and Rabe() arms remain among the 
best you can combine with any quality 
turntable. 

Phono pickups 
As far as phono pickups are con- 

cerned we are fortunate because the 
accepted high fidelity models from all 
the top manufacturers such as ADC, 
Empire, Shure, Stanton, Pickering, 
B & O, Elac, etc., do an admirable 
job when it comes to matrix 4 -chan- 
nel, for the pickup that delivers opti- 
mum sound from standard stereo has 
proven to be as good when it comes 
to matrix. 

CD -4 records, however, require 
an extended frequency response 
pickup for optimum results. At the 
time this article goes to press the se- 
lection of quality CD -4 pickups is lim- 
ited to a handful from Technica (with 
Shihata stylus), JVC (selected Tech- 
nica units), Pickering (special Pick- 
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SANYO DCA-1600X 4 -channel decoder amplifier is added to existing 2 - 
channel stereo equipment setup. 
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PIONEER OX -747 Quadraphonic Stereo Receiver 
SO, and RM (QS) decoders and demodulators. 

ering design sylus) and a non-mag- 
netic from Panasonic. In actual fact, 
most of the highest quality stereo 
pickups can he used for CD -4 repro- 
duction with but a slight loss in over- 
all performance. On the flip side of 
the coin, the quality CD -4 pickups are 
also suitable for high fidelity stereo re- 
production. 

Speakers & headphone 
Finally, we come to loudspeakers 

and headphones. The question most 
common in quadriphonic showrooms- 
after the usual "What is four channel 
sound?"-is "How do we squeeze two 
more speakers into the room?" This is 
the same question asked when stereo 
came along, only then the problem 
was to fit two speakers, not four. If 
quadrisound follows the same pattern 
as stereo the hi-fi purist will somehow 
manage to squeeze two more rela- 
tively large speakers into his listening 
room. l'or the rest of us, who will be 
sticking the "extra" speakers behind 
curtains, chairs and tables, the solution 
will he smaller speakers; just as stereo 
gave the impetus to the so-called 
"bookshelf" speaker, we can expect 
quadrisound to result in a multitude 
of "vest pocket" models, or some 
other descriptive term implying a 

speaker that can be tucked just about 
anywhere. Anticipating the neec: for 
smaller speakers AR and Dynaco in- 
troduced mini -models just about when 
surround -sound got rolling, and ADC, 
of course. has had a line of smaller 
high-fidelity speakers for quite a 
while. Though there are presently no 
hard facts concerning specific models 
of other "vest pocket" speakers, sev- 

has built-in CD -4, 

eral manufacturers or their reps have 
hinted at new. smaller speakers for the 
4 -channel market. If previous experi- 
ence in stereo serves for quadrisound, 
by the time you're reading this you'll 
have an almost endless selection of 
miniature "quadriphonic speakers". 

It's a shame to close on "4 -chan- 
nel" headphones because unlike all 
other aspects of quadrisound, where 
quality appears to be the keyword, 
much of the 4 -channel headphone 
hardware is a ripoff on the consumer. 
We have reached the stage in 4 -chan- 
nel headphone design where each ear- 
piece consists of two relatively large 
speakers-supposedly front and rear. 
Now there is just not enough room 
around the ear for two transducers, so 
one. at least, radiates its highs into the 
side of the head where they are ab- 
sorbed. The end result is "full range" 
sound from one transducer directly 
into the ear while the other delivers a 

muddy, dull sound. In no sense is this 
high fidelity. So far, the true high fi- 
delity 4 -channel phones come from 
those few outfits who chose to design 
around sound, rather than the appear- 
ance of front and rear transducers. 
The 4 -channel phones from Koss. Su- 
perex and Radio Shack (Realistic) 
Iook like ordinary stereo 
phones. but really deliver four chan- 
nels. 

Summing up 
As you can see. though 

quadriphonics is virtually a brand nevl 
idea-if not to "pros" at least to the 
average audiophile, there is already an 
extensive assortment of equipments 
available. R -E 
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THE COMPLETE QUADRIPHONIC SYSTEM 

includes both matrix and CD -4 (dis- 
crete) systems, but unfortunately, at 
the time this is being written, there is 

no high-fidelity equipment (in the true 
sense of the term) which includes both 
an advanced matrix decoder (such as 

full -logic SQ) and a CD -4 demodula- 
tor. Though virtually every major hi-fi 
manufacturer now includes some sort 
of matrix decoder in his quadriphonic 
amplifiers and tuners (as contrasted to 

the "synthesized surround -sound" 
which can be a stereo amplifier with 
speaker circuit "ambient decoder"), 
CD -4 record reproduction requires an 
add-on optional such as the JVC 
4DD-5 demodulator, not to forget a 

suitable Shibata stylus pickup and 
low -capacitance shielded cables (12 pF 
per foot) for the pickup to demodula- 
tor connections. 

In very basic terms, adding CD -4 

to an existing quadriphonic system re- 
quires only replacement of the phono 
pickup with the Shibata stylus model, 
installation of the low -capacitance ca- 
bles, and finally, connection of the 
demodulator's four line -level outputs 
to matching line -level inputs on the 
quadriphonic amplifier. However, as 
with all good things, life isn't that 

Setting -Up for 
CD -4 Records 

fi 

11111~..... 

Discrete 4 -channel records can produce some really 

fine sounds when your equipment is properly set up. 

Here is how to install it right the first time. 

simple. While you can make a hand- 
ful of blunders when installing stereo 
equipment and still come out with 
some really fine sound, a few minor 
blunders with a CD -4 add-on can just 
about wipe out the surround -sound 
and leave you with four channels of 
stereo, or mono. 

The first consideration in up- 
grading to CD -4 is the amplifier line - 
level inputs. Many of the early qua- 
driphonic amplifiers have little or no 
provision for "external" accessories; 
they were intended solely as matrix 
amplifiers or as something called a 4 - 

channel control center, the control cen- 
ters being basic stereo amplifiers with 
a master volume control for future 4 - 

channel equipments (a volume control 
mounted piggyback or tandem on the 
regular amplifier volume control had 
its connections brought out to rear 
apron jacks, the thought being that a 

single volume control could serve for 
two separate front and rear stereo am- 
plifiers). Then there is the "qua- 
drisonic" amplifier which is basically a 

stereo amplifier with an ambient 
sound decoder in the speaker circuits. 
In no instance can any of these so- 
called quadraphonic, quadrisonic, 4 - 

channel or surround -sound amplifiers 

by HERB FRIEDMAN 

be used with a CD -4 add-on. 
Whether you have a fully in- 

tegrated quadrisound amplifier, or are 
using your stereo amplifier with an 
amplifier/decoder for the rear output, 
you must have four separate power 
amplifiers-for left front, right front, 
left rear and right rear; and you must 
have an independent line -level input 
to each amplifier; in short, four line - 
level inputs for CD -4. 

Many of the latest 4 -channel am- 
plifiers, even if they contain matrix 
decoders, have, at the least, one dis- 
crete 4 -channel line -level input(s) la- 
beled AUX or auxiliary. Some ampli- 
fiers have two discrete 4 -channel AUX 
inputs. When a discrete 4 -channel in- 
put is not provided for the AUX posi- 
tion of the input selector switch there 
will probably be a separate discrete 4 - 

channel input-usually labeled DIS- 

CRETE Or 4-CHANNEL-which is con- 
trolled by the stereo/mono mode se- 
lector switch. Your CD -4 demodulator 
can be connected to this connection. 

Finally, some quadrisound ampli- 
fiers intended primarily for matrix sig- 
nal processing have no discrete 4 - 

channel inputs. The tape monitor in- 
put, however, is discrete 4 -channel and 
can be used for the CD -4 demodula- 
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for (though you lose the tape monitor 
facility). 

When you have established that 
your quadrisound amplifier has a dis- 
crete 4 -channel line -level input (as we 
said, some amplifiers don't have this 
connection), then you are ready to 
purchase and install a CD -4 demo- 
dulator system. 

Replace the cables 
First step in the installation is re- 

placement of the turntable's existing 
shielded signal patch cords with the 
low -capacitance patch cords (12 pF 
per foot) supplied with the CD -4 
demodulator. The relatively high ca- 
pacitance of the normal shielded au - 
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plied with the demodulator are shorter 
than the standard shielded cords sup- 
plied with turntables; if they don't 
reach the amplifier you must use low - 
capacitance extension cords which are 
available from JVC. 

As a general rule the turntable's 
cables are easily replaced because 
most quality turntables have twin or 
duplex phono connectors under the 
motorboard, generally accessible by 
removing the bottom cover or the 
base. Empire turntables use a special 
multi -terminal connector at the base 
of the pickup arm pedestal. There is 
an optional JVC adapter which con- 
verts the Empire connector to duplex 
phono jacks. Some turntables do not 

1 _o o O D - 
SOME QUADRIPHONIC RECEIVERS and am- 
plifiers are basically stereo equipments, or 
have no provisions for optional discrete 4 - 
channel hardware. To add a CD -4 demodula- 
tor to your system the amplifier must have 
four Independent line -level inputs, such as 
the AUX 1 and AUX 2 shown above. A dis- 
crete 4 -channel tape monitor Input can also 
be used. 

dio patch cords will "short circuit" a 
substantial part of a CD -4 record's ul- 
trasonic subcarrier signal, resulting in 
partial or complete loss of the front - 
to -rear separation. Actually, you will 
hear a stereo output, for the L -R and 
R - L signals which are provided by 
the ultrasonic signal, and which are 
used to decode the sum stereo signals 
in 4 -channel, will be filtered by nor- 
mal shielded patch cords before the 
signal gets to the demodulator. 

The low -capacitance cables sup- 

C1 ... ,". 

ON BETTER QUALITY TURNTABLES the out- 
put patch cords usually connect to phono 
lacks concealed under the motorboard. Con- 
nect the low -capacitance cables provided with 
the CD -4 demodulator to these Jacks. If your 
turntable has the output cords soldered to a 
terminal strip make certain you double check 
the shield connections when Installing the 
low -capacitance cables. 

JVC PROVIDES AN OPTIONAL ADAPTER for 
converting the multi -terminal connector used 
on Empire turntables to a duplex phono lack. 

have plug-in cables; the connections 
are soldered. You'll have to cut the 
connector off one end of each low -ca- 
pacitance cable and solder to the turn- 
table's connection strip. In many in- 
stances you won't be able to tell 
which turntable wire is the shield, or 
ground; so before you solder the new 
cables double check the shield wires 
with an ohmmeter. 

The pickup installation is the 
most critical part of the CD -4 up- 
grading. Whereas a slight mis- 
alignment might not have any notice- 
able affect on stereo records, an 
improperly installed CD -4 pickup can 
sharply degrade the demodulator's 
performance. (It is important to keep 
in mind that Shibata stylus CD -4 
pickups are excellent stereo pickups, 
so if the pickup is installed for opti- 
mum CD -4 it is also optimum for 
stereo.) 

Overhang adjustment is critical 
The most critical part of the 

pickup installation is the `overhang", 
the distance the stylus extends beyond 
the platter's spindle. Most quality 
turntables are provided with some sort 
of overhang gauge. Use it. If the 
gauge is a plastic assembly with cross - 
hairs that fits on the pickup holder (or 
shell) make certain the stylus is 
directly under the cross, with the 
stylus as close as possible to the cross - 
hair support. Use spacers between the 
pickup and holder if necessary just 

get the stylus raised where indicated 
by the gauge. If the gauge has a V - 
notch make certain the stylus is inside 
the V. If the stylus is centered but un- 
der the V -notch use spacers to get the 
stylus into the notch. If no plastic 
gauge is provided there is most likely 
a paper overhang gauge that was sup- 
plied with the turntable. Maybe you 
tucked it away with the warranty-dig 
it out. Make certain the gauge is posi- 
tioned precisely as specified on the 
platter-don't fudge its position. Then 
check that the stylus falls precisely on 
the guide line when the tone arm is 
lowered. 

If you have one of those turn- 
tables that was supplied without an 
overhang gauge you are stuck. Better 
to make your own out of paper than 
try to slide the pickup across a ruler- 
even a wood ruler can chip a diamond 
stylus. Finally, be extra careful when 
installing the signal connections to the 
pickup. Crossed or reversed leads will 
cause some very odd sound distribu- 
tion. Not all manufacturers use the so- 
called standard color code, so the best 
thing is to check each signal wire with 
an ohmmeter before clipping it to the 
appropriate pickup terminal. 

(Take note that some CD -4 pick- 
ups we have tested do not give suf- 
ficient overhang adjustment on a few 
of the finest turntables; it is impos- 
sible to get the stylus under the 
gauge's cross -hair. If you run across 
this problem with the CD -4 pickup 
you purchase don't fool around with 
home-brew remedies. There is nothing 
you can do short of modifying the 
pickup arm. Take the pickup back to 
the dealer and try a different model.) 

Final checkout and adjustment 
Make certain your pickup arm is 

applying the correct stylus pressure as 

1 fi 

` . 
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CD -4 PICKUP INSTALLATION Is critical. If a 
stylus position or overhang gauge Is provided 
with your turntable be sure to use it. Don't 
guess. If you don't have an overhang gauge 
make one. 
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specified by the pickup manufacturer. 
Don't fudge the value. If 2 grams 
stylus pressure is suggested use 2 

grams, not 1.5 grams. If a range is 

specified, such as 1.5 to 2 grams, 
you're better off starting out on the 
high side at 2 grams. Be sure that the 
anti -skate is set to the correct elliptical 
stylus value. 

When you are certain the pickup 
is correctly adjusted place the test 
record supplied with the demodulator 
on the platter, fire up the amplifier 
and play the test record, making the 
demodulator adjustments as specified. 
If you find that the record specifies a 

left adjustment and only the right ad- 
justment has an effect, the signal leads 
from the pickup to demodulator are in 
error. If the adjustments are made 
correctly but the positioning an- 
nouncements are incorrect, such as left 
front appearing at right rear, the con- 
nections between the amplifier and 
demodulator are incorrect. 

A word about speaker phasing 
As a general rule all speaker con- 

nections should be in the same phase 
with the positive speaker terminals 
connected to the positive amplifier 
output terminals. Actually, it doesn't 
matter which speaker terminal goes to 
what amplifier terminal as long as all 
speakers are connected the same way. 
Now it is possible for room acoustics 
to reverse the phase from one or more 
speakers at the listening (seating) loca- 
tion, and the bass-the low fre- 
quencies-will sound thin. In fact, it 

can sound as if one speaker was con- 
nected in reverse -phase. Normally, 
when acoustic reversal of low -fre- 
quency phasing occurs the common 
recommendation is to deliberately re- 
verse the wiring to one speaker to 
compensate for the acoustic phase re- 
versal. While this technique almost al- 
ways works for stereo, and usually 
works for CD -4, it can create some 
really weird effects from matrix sur- 
round -sound. 

if you run into an acoustic phase- 
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AFTER THE PICKUP IS INSTALLED In the 
arm place the stylus on a record and 
sight -In from the side. The stylus should ap- 

pear to be almost at right anslza to the sur- 
face of the record. If the stylus appears to be 

"digging Into" the record place some spacers 
between the pickup and shell until you obtain 
almost a right angle. The stylus and Its reflec- 
tion from the surface of the record should 
form almost a straight line. 

ALL SPEAKERS SHOULD START out con- 
nected in -phase. If you are not using two- 
color wire (gold, silver) wrap a small piece of 

tape around one wire to denote either the 
positive (+) or negative (-) speaker and am- 
plifier connections. 

m 
.- 
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WHEN PLAYING THE CD -4 adjustment 
record, the left decoder adjustment should af- 
fect only the left test signal. If It affects the 
right test signal the Connections between the 
pickup and demodulator are reversed. 

reversal problem first try to determine 
which speaker is causing the problem 
by shutting down two speakers at a 
time. When you have located the 
problem speaker reverse the con- 
nections to that speaker. Then listen 
to all speakers in CD -4 and matrix. If 
ít sounds OK, leave it be. If ít sounds 
good in CD -4 but appears to have 
"frequency holes" in matrix, or if both 
CD -4 and matrix sound good at first 
but appear to be causing fatigue after 
15 or 20 minutes of listening then 
your best bet is to re -connect the 
proper speaker wiring phasing and 
physically move one or more speakers 
until you eliminate the acoustic phase 
reversal. And if you still can't elimi- 
nate the problem you'll have to select 
a new listening location. 

Experimentation with speaker 
phasing is particularly important if 
your basic 4 -channel equipment con- 
sists of a stereo amplifier or receiver 
with a separate rear -channel amplifier 
or amplifier/decoder. It is perfectly 
possible for the rear amplifier to have 
a 180° phase reversal compared to the 
front amplifier. For example, if a 
pulse waveform was applied simulta- 
neously to all four inputs, the speaker 
cones connected to the front amplifier 
would move forward while the cones 
connected to the rear speakers moved 
backward-an exact 180° phase rever- 
sal. The perceived sound will be quite 
"hairy" under these conditions. 

To check, feed a mono sound 
source through all inputs (mono 
record with both stereo amplifiers set 
to the mono mode); then turn off 
both the left front and left rear speak- 
ers. Reverse the wiring to one of the 
right speakers. If the bass at the listen- 
ing location gets "thin", indicating 
cancellation of the lows, the original 
speaker wiring was correct. If the bass 
response is improved by the speaker 
wiring reversal, reverse the wiring to 
the matching left speaker. Then give 
it the overall listening test for acous- 
tical phase reversal as previously de- 
scribed. R -E 

superconductivity breakthrough 
The possibility of a breakthrough 

that may result in making super- 
conductivity practical and useful in com- 
mercial applications was presented to 
the recent American Physical Society 
meeting in San Diego, CA, by two Uni- 
versity of Pennsylvania physicists. Re- 
cent experiments conducted by Drs. An- 
thony Garito and Alan Heeger indicate 
that superconductivity may be attained at 
temperatures high enough to make su- 
perconductive transmission lines, gener- 
ators or motors economically possible. 

A superconductive transmission line 
would carry current with practically no 

losses. It has been estimated that at 
present 75 per cent of the power gener- 
ated in the country is lost because of the 
resistance of the material through which 
it has to travel. 

Up to the present, it has been pos- 
sible to obtain superconductivity in some 
metals at temperatures up to 21°K 
(-252°C). Using an organic salt, Drs. 
Heeger and Garito have observed fluc- 
tuating superconductivity at about 60°K, 

a temperature that might make super- 
conductive lines and electrical equip- 
ment economically practical. 

The results may fall far short of the 

expectations of the scientists at the 
meeting, or they may exceed them. It is 

by no means certain that the attempt to 
stabilize the fluctuations and obtain a 
consistent superconducting material will 

be successful. On the other hand, since 
the scientists are working with a com- 
plex organic compound (dimethyltet- 
rathiofulvalene - tetracyanoquinodimethan 
for any reader who might like to make 
his own) there is the possibility that or- 
ganic chemists could build up super- 
conductors with special molecular struc- 
tures to attain specific electronic charac- 
teristics. 
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actronic circuit design-source of all new development 
the application of electronics to new products and 
rvices. Without this skill, we would be unable to monitor 

heartbeat of men in space. Without it, the computer 
volution would never have occurred. And we would have 
t to see our first TV show. Yet, only CREI teaches 
3ctronic circuit design at home. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGN 
A key skill which paces our nation's progress in count- 
less fields-from pollution control to satellite tracking 
to modern medicine to exploring the ocean's depths. 
And beyond. A skill which you must have to move to 
the top in advanced electronics. 

1E1 programs open up 
1w worlds of opportunity for you. 

addition to electronic circuit design, CREI provides 
ru with a full advanced electronics education in any of 
irteen fields of specialization you choose. Communica- 
ms, computers, space operations, television, nuclear 
>wer, industrial electronics-to mention just a few of 
e career fields for which CREI training is qualifying. 
ith such preparation, you will have the background for a 
freer which can take you to the frontiers of the nation's 
ost exciting new developments. And around the world. 

This free book can change your life. 
Send for it. 
If you are a high-school graduate (or 
equivalent) and have previous training or 
experience in electronics, then you are 
qualified to enroll in a CREI program to 
move you ahead in advanced electronics. 

Send now for our full -color, eighty page book on 
careers in advanced electronics. In it, you will find full 
facts on the exciting kinds of work which CREI pro- 
grams open up to you. And full facts on the compre- 
hensive courses of instruction, the strong personal 
help, and the professional laboratory equipment which 
CREI makes available to you. All at a surprisingly 
low tuition cost. 
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And when you have it, talk with your employer about it. 
Tell him you're considering enrolling with CREI. He'll 
undoubtedly be happy to know you are planning to 
increase your value to him. And he may offer to pay all or 
part of your tuition cost. Hundreds of employers and 
government agencies do. Large and small. Including some 
of the giants in electronics. If they are willing to pay for 
CREI training for their employees, you know it must 
be good. 
Send for Advanced Electronics today. You'll be glad 
you did. 

CREI Dept. E -1410D 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
Rush me your FREE book describing my opportu- 
nities in advanced electronics. I am a high school 
graduate. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State ZIP 

If you have previous training in electronics, check here 

Employed by 

Type of Present Work 

Veterans and servicemen, check here for G. I. Bill Information 

CAPITOL 
RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
INSTITUTE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016 



4 -CHANNEL FM 
9 ways to go 
The 4 -channel record has found its groove 

now let's see what's in store for 4 -channel FM 
by LEN FELDMAN 

CONTRIBUTING HI -Fl EDITOR 

FOUR -CHANNEL SOUND, AT LEAST FROM THE PHONO- 
graph record, has clearly settled into a "two -world" situ- 
ation. At the moment, matrix discs outnumber discrete 
discs by a wide margin. CBS continues to champion its SQ 
matrix system in this country, while in Japan, the Regular 
Matrix (RM) system of matrixing, akin to Sansui's QS sys- 
tem, is the front-runner. Meanwhile, late -starter RCA has 
increased its output of discrete Quadradiscs (more often re- 
ferred to as CD -4 discs-the name given to them by Japan 
Victor Company which is credited with their initial devel- 
opment). 

Many of the high -quality, high-priced component re- 
ceivers which are now available include facilities for decod- 
ing or demodulating one or more types of matrix discs as 
well as the new discrete four -channel records. Coexistence 
of "matrix" and discrete discs seems assured, at least for 
the present, and purchasers of new four -channel receivers 
seem less concerned about possible obsolescence-at least 
as far as record playing is concerned. 

In the case of four -channel FM broadcasting, the situ- 
ation is much more complex and unresolved at this time. 
Many stations throughout the country have been playing 
matrixed four -channel discs on a regular basis. Because 
these discs contain two audio channels-however complex 
they may be-present FCC rules need not be modified in 
any way, since the two encoded matrix channels are simply 
treated as two conventional stereo channels. Since all ma- 
trix discs are compatible with stereo (and, to a greater or 
lesser degree, with mono), the listener equipped with either 
a stereo or a mono receiver hears a balanced program, 
with all left information coming from the left -front speaker 
and all right program coming from the right stereo speaker 
during stereo playback. All four channels are blended to- 
gether for monophonic listening. The listener equipped 
with a matrix decoder and a full, four -channel set-up, uses 
his matrix decoding facilities in much the same way as he 
would when listening to a matrix quadriphonic disc played 
over his own phonograph system. 

The recently formed NQRC (National Quadraphonic 
Radio Committee), sponsored by the Electronic Industries 
Association and recognized by the FCC is now hard at 
work studying the problems involved in broadcasting four 
discrete signals over a single FM station. There are no less 
than eleven systems currently being analyzed. Not sur- 
prisingly, one of these, proposed by CBS, suggests that no 
significant rule changes be made by the FCC, since CBS 
maintains that their SQ matrix system, embellished with 
sophisticated logic circuits at the receiving end (Radio -Elec- 
tronics, June 1973, page 44) can provide four -channel 
sound that is as satisfying as that produced from any dis- 
crete system. Most of the other proposals submitted to the 
NQRC, however, involve techniques for actually trans- 
mitting a composite signal over an FM station which 
would be separable into four, fully discrete signals in much 
the same way that the present stereo composite signal is 

separated by currently produced stereo FM tuners and re- 
ceivers. 

The earliest four -channel broadcasting system offered 
for industry and FCC consideration was developed by 
Louis Dorren, whose Quadracast Inc., in cooperation with 
San Francisco FM station KIOI, has already demonstrated 
the feasibility of their system in several months of experi- 
mental broadcasting. Many of the other systems currently 
under consideration (proposed by such companies as RCA, 
Motorola, G.E., Zenith and Nippon Columbia) are, to a 
greater or lesser degree "variations on a theme" developed 
by Dorren, and an understanding of the technical aspects 
of his proposal will make the other systems equally under- 
standable. 

The present stereo composite signal 
The make-up of the presently approved stereo com- 

posite signal is in Fig. I. The main channel modulation 
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FIG. 1-SIGNAL COMPONENTS In the presently used stereo broadcast 
system. The 38 -kHz subcarrler Is suppressed. 

consists of left -plus -right audio information in the fre- 
quency range from 50 Hz to 15 kHz. Upper and lower AM 
modulation sidebands, centered about a 38 -kHz supressed 
carrier are used to transmit difference information (L -R), 
while a 19 -kHz pilot, modulating the main carrier approxi- 
mately 10% of total, is sent along so that the 38 -kHz sub - 
carrier can be reconstituted in the receiver for proper 
demodulation of the L -R information. 

At the receiver, once the L+R and L -R audio infor- 
mation has been recovered, the simple addition of these 
two audio signals yields a separated "L" signal 
[(L+R)+(L-R)=2L], while subtraction results in the re- 
covery of a discrete "R" signal [(L + R) -(L -R) = 2R]. 

Another component shown in Fig. I, but unrelated to 
stereo broadcasting, is a 67 -kHz SCA subcarrier that con- 
tributes 10% to the total modulation of the station carrier. 
It is this extra subcarrier that is used to transmit "back - 
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OUADRIPHONIC RECEIVER, Pioneer's OX - 

747, can handle CD -4, SO and RM qua- 
driphonic discs. 

ground music" to private subscribers such as restaurants, 
hotels and other public establishments which is not heard 
by the general public listening to conventional FM sets. 

It is this service, too, which poses one of the many 
problems inherent in the transmission of discrete quadra- 
phonic broadcasts, since the FCC has indicated that provi- 
sion for such Subsidiary Communications must be main- 
tained in any future quadriphonic broadcast system. More 
than 600 FM stations now derive extra income by "leasing" 
this extra facility to companies such Muzak which supply 
such musical programming and other specialized subscriber 
services. 

The Quadracast composite signal 
Figure 2 illustrates the makeup of the composite signal 
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FIG. 2-OUADRACAST 4 -CHANNEL FM system distributes Its signal 
components as shown here. 

proposed by Dorren for discrete four -channel broadcasting. 
Again, "main channel" audio extends from 50 Hz to 15 

kHz, but in this instance it contains the sum of all four au- 
dio program signals (Lr, Lb, R1 and Rb). The subscript "b" 
stands for "back" signals and this term, rather than "rear", 
is used to avoid confusion in abbreviations of right and 
rear. The 19 -kHz pilot signal remains exactly the same as 

for stereo broadcasting. 
Two sets of upper and lower sidebands related to the 

38 -kHz supressed sub -carrier are now used-one similar in 
phase to that used for stereo, the other leading the first by 
90 degrees. Because of this quadrature relationship between 
the pairs of sidebands, it is possible to detect the audio in- 
formation modulating each independently by locking the 
reconstituted 38 -kHz sub -carrier in the receiver to the 

phase of each of the pairs of sidebands. 
The first of these pairs of sidebands contains audio 

modulation corresponding to the difference between the 
left and right sets of information (Lf + Lb) - (R1 + Rb), 
while the second, quadrature related sidebands are modu- 
lated by the difference between front and back audio for 
the left side, plus the difference between right -front and 
right -back audio (Lf-Lb) + (R1 - Rb). 

Mathematically, to solve for four "unknowns" (in this 
case, the four separate audio signals which make up a 

quadriphonic program), it is necessary to have four sepa- 

rate equations. It is for this reason that no matrix four - 
channel system (working with only two "equations") can 
ever recover four fully separated signals. Accordingly, Dor- 
ren adds still another sub -carrier, whose center frequency is 

located at 76 kHz (four times the frequency of the 19 -kHz 
pilot reference carrier). Again the new subcarrier is sup- 
pressed and only the upper and lower sidebands are trans- 
mitted. Their modulation consists of "diagonal difference" 
information of the form (Lf + Rb) - (Lb + Rf). Now, with 
four separate equations of signal entities capable of being 
recovered by a properly designed receiver, the following 
mathematical manipulations are used to recover the four 
separate signals: 

(Lf + L.6 + Rb + Rf) - [(L1 + Lb) - (Rb + R1)] + [(L1 4- 

R1) - (Lb + Rb)] - [(L1 + Rb) - (R) + Lb)] = 4R1 

(L1 + Lb + Rb + R1) + [(L1 + Lb) - (Rb + R1)] + [(L1 

+ R1) - (Lb + Rb)] + [(L1 + Rb) - (R1 + Lb)] = 
4L1 

(L1 + Lb + Rb + R1) + [(L1 + Lb) - (Rb + Rf)] - [(L1 4- 

R1) - (Lb + Rb)] - [(L1 + Rb) - (R1 + Lb)] = 4Lb 

(L, + Lb + Rb + R1) - [(Lf + Lb) - (Rb + R1)] + 
[(Lf + Rf) - (Lb + Rb)] + [(L1 + Rb) - (Rf + Lb)] 

= 4Rb. 

Quadracast provides for an SCA sub -channel by mov- 
ing its subcarrier up to 95 kHz, beyond the upper sideband 
of the 76 -kHz subcarrier (required for quadriphonic ser- 
vice) which ends at 91 kHz and also suggests that this ex- 
tra -service subcarrier be "phase locked" to the 19 kHz, 
since it would be the fifth harmonic of that frequency. 

Extra bandwidth 
Those not intimately acquainted with the present FCC 

spectrum rules will, at first glance, conclude that the pres- 
ence of program information above 75 kHz in the "base - 
band" of this proposed composite signal will lead to "out - 
of -channel" radiation and possible problems with adjacent - 
channel interference in FM. Actually, many tend to con- 
fuse maximum deviation of the FM carrier with frequency 
distribution or content. The fact is that even present stereo 
transmissions create measurable sidebands well beyond the 
75 -kHz point, and present rules merely require that any 
sidebands existing between 120 kHz and 240 kHz removed 
from carrier "center frequency" be attenuated by at least 
25 dB. Dorren has already shown mathematically that his 
composite system meets these requirements despite its in- 
creased bandwidth occupancy. 
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While FCC regulations in this regard may prove to be 
no problem, present day receiver design practices may 
cause problems for those consumers who may someday at- 
tempt to convert their existing receiver to this or any other 
approved system of quadriphonic broadcasting. Better 
quality stereo tuners and receivers have fairly linear re- 
sponse and phase characteristics up to and beyond the 53 - 
kHz limit which defines the end of the upper sideband in 
the stereo composite signal. Further increases in bandwidth 
are often compromised so as to obtain better adjacent -and 
alternate -channel selectivity-particularly in view of the 
"crowded" conditions of the FM band brought about by 
the recent popularity of this radio medium. Just as some 
monophonic receivers (which had even narrower band- 
width) did not lend themselves to satisfactory stereo con- 
version in the 1960's, when "multiplex adapters" were sold 
for this purpose, it is likely that many high quality stereo 
tuners and receivers will not lend themselves to good con- 
version to quadraphonic reception, however plentiful good - 
quality quadraphonic adapters may become when and if a 
system is approved. 

Other quadriphonic broadcasting proposals 
Zenith has offered two proposed variations of the basic 

Dorren proposal which leave the 67 -kHz SCA service unal- 
tered in frequency. The first of these, shown in Fig. 3, has 
a main channel and two quadrature-related 38 kHz sub - 
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76 kHz UPPER 
SIDEBAND ONLY 
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(Lb + Rp). 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 1 80 90 100 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION (kHz) 

19 kHz 76 kHz PILOT 
PILOT SIGNAL (5%) 

FIG. 3-ONE OF ZENITH'S PROPOSED SYSTEMS permits 67 -kHz SCA 
operation by using only upper sideband of extra 76 -kHz subcarrier. 

carriers much like the Dorren system. The 76 -kHz sub - 
carrier, however, is limited to the transmission of the upper 
sideband only, thus freeing the frequencies around 67 kHz 
for continued SCA service. In this system, however, a sec- 
ond pilot carrier at 76 kHz, using 5% of total modulation 
of the main station carrier is required. 

Another Zenith proposal, its spectrum is plotted in 
Fig. 4, would shift the upper subcarrier to a frequency of 
90.25 kHz and would use lower vestigial sideband modu- 
lation, thus leaving the frequencies around 67 kHz still 
available for SCA use. 

General Electric's proposal is quite similar to Zenith's 
second proposal, as can be seen in Fig. 5, except that the 
upper subcarrier would again be located at 76 kHz and re- 
quire no separate pilot signal of its own. The upper side - 
band modulation would be steeply attenuated using vesti- 
gial sideband techniques, as shown. SCA service would 
then be able to occupy the spectrum between 90 kHz and 
100 kHz, and if a center frequency of 95 kHz were se- 
lected, it could be phase -locked to the I9 -kHz pilot signal, 
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FIG. 4-ALTERNATE ZENITH PROPOSAL uses lower vestlgal sideband 
of 90.25 kHz supressed carrier, still permitting SCA operation at 67 
kHz. 
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FIG. 5-GENERAL-ELECTRIC'S SYSTEM uses vestigial sideband for 
upper subcarriers, providing greater isolation between 4 -channel and 
SCA signals. 

since its frequency would be the fifth harmonic of 19 kHz. 
Both RCA and Motorola have offered "dual -option" 

proposals which suggest that a three -channel system be 
used when SCA service is required and that a full, four 
channel system be used when the station does not engage 
in SCA service. The two RCA variations are shown in Figs. 
6 and 7. In Fig. 6, only the first three types of audio com- 
posite signals detailed for the Dorren system are trans- 
mitted. Solving for "four unknowns" with only "three au- 
dio equations" does not, of course, result in complete 
isolation of the four original quadraphonic signals but does 
offer better separation than a simple "matrix" or "two 
equation" system such as that proposed by CBS. By offer- 
ing this dual option, the second RCA system shown in Fig. 
7 extends frequency spectrum to a maximum of 91 kHz, 
since in full four channel operation, SCA service is elimi- 
nated entirely. 

One interesting innovation suggested by CBS in con- 
nection with their "matrix" two -channel proposal involves 
a means of identification for matrixed four -channel broad- 
casting. At the present time, listeners have no way of 

(continued on page 98) 



4 -channel record review 
There are many 4 -channel records available now. Here's 
how we rate the 4 -channel effectiveness of these discs 

by RADIO -ELECTRONICS EDITORIAL STAFF 

DURING THE PAST YEAR THE EDITORS 

of Radio -Electronics have been testing 
4 -channel matrix recordings and 
equipment extensively. We have set 
up a scoring system to evaluate our 
impression of the effectiveness of these 
records. 

The scoring runs from one to four 
stars. One star is the lowest and four 
stars are highest on our scoring sys- 
tem. Note well that we are only eval- 
uating the records from the standpoint 
of 4 -channel technical effectiveness. 
The ratings shown here have nothing 
to do with performance or artistic 
merit. 

The equipment 
The mechanical and electronic 

chain of equipment used for playing 
the records includes the following: 
Shure V I5, Nark Ill improved car- 
tridge; Shure -SME arm; Thorens TD 
124 turntable; Dynaco PAT -4 preamp 
and Dynaco Stereo 120 amplifiers; a 
pair of AR -3A speakers for the front 
channels and a pair of Dynaco A-25 
speakers for the rear channels. 

A second equipment setup con- 
sists of a Shure M9IED cartridge; a 
Garrard SL9513 changer; a Scott 
model 499 Stereomaster Quadrent 
stereo amplifier and four Dynaco A-25 
speakers. 

4 -Channel Record Review 
Two different SQ decoders were 

used: The Lafayette SQL and the 
Sony SQD-2020. The Lafayette unit 
incorporates logic circuits to improve 
front -to -back separation. The Sony 
unit is more sophisticated and includes 
not only front -to -hack logic circuits, 
but also wave matching circuits which 
further improve left -right separation. 

4 -Channel Recording 
Techniques 

When matrix four -channel record- 
ings were first introduced, there were 
two distinct recording techniques. In 

Pop music the listener was placed in 
the middle of the recording group so 
that the sound would come at him 
from all directions. 

And in some records pan effects 
were incorporated so that individual 
instruments and voices would some- 
times move around the listening room 
during a selection. 

With Classical music, however, 
the record makers adopted a more 
conservative approach and tried to 
create the illusion of the listener being 
in an auditorium with the performers 
in front of him. 

The rear speakers picked up the 
delayed reverberation, giving the lis- 
tener the effect of the hall ambiance 
in which the recording took place. 

In the past year, four -channel 
classical record producers became 
more innovative and in some records, 
have copied the pop record technique, 
putting the listener in the middle of a 

symphony orchestra. This Surround 
Sound technique has caused con- 
troversy among classical music record 
buyers. Traditionalists rebel at the 
idea of being surrounded by the mu- 
sic. But many (including some classi- 
cal musicians) find Surround Sound 
exciting. A lot depends on the selec- 
tion and the record producer's style. 
In the reviews which follow, we have 
noted those classical records using the 
Surround technique. 

COLUMBIA 
CQ-30322-Janis Joplin, Pearl "° °' 

CQ-30750-Paul Simon *" 
CO-30768-The Raiders Indian 

Reservation** 
CQ-30797-Andy Williams, You've 

Got A Friend "" 
CQ-30800-Percy Faith, Black 

Magic Woman °#°` 
CO-30810-Jim Nabors, Help Me 

Make It Through The Night °* 
CQ-30961-Johnny Cash At San 

Quentin "' 
CQ-31096-Upendo Ni Pamoja, The 

Ramsey Lewis Trio °° 
CO-31170-Blood, Sweat & Tears 

Greatest Hits *#° 
MQ-31193-E. Power Biggs, Music 

For Organ, Brass and Percussion 
Recorded in St. George's Church, 
New York City "**# 

SQ-31237-Jim Nabors, Man Of La 
Mancha*** 

CQ-31247-Peter Matz Spectacu- 
lar °~"~° 

PAQ-31368-Bartok,Miraculous 
Mandarin-Boulez And The New 
York Philharmonic Orchestra * * ° ° 

QX-31403-An Introduction To The 
World of Quadraphonic 
Sound ar.au 

MQ-31425-Isaac Stern, Ro- 
mance '° 

MQ-31520-Stravinsky, La Sacre Du 
Printemps-Bernstein And London 
Symphony Orchestra. Surround 
Sound *** 

CO-31629-Alone Again (Naturally), 
Ray Conniff #° 

CQ-31641-Lynn Anderson's Great- 
est Hits** 

C0-31748-Lagins And Messina °# 
CO-31776-Azteca * ° * 
MO-31798-Pinchas Zukerman, 

Conducts English Chamber Or- 
chestra And Plays Vivaldi-The 
Four Seasons. Surround 
Sound ~°`* 

MQ-31960-Highlights From Leon- 
ard Eernstein's Mass *°*° 

MO-32051-Mozart's Greatest 
Hits** 

M0-32054-Bach's Greatest Hits 
MQ-32055-Tchaikovsky's Greatest 

Hits 
MQ-32056-Beethoven's Greatest 

Hits*** 
MQ-32058-Chopin's Greatest 

Hits "# 
MQ-32059-Strauss' Greatest 

Hits** 
CO-32079-The Best Of Mountain 

Featuring Leslie West And Felix 
Pappalordi * *" 

(continued on page 79) 
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THE LITERATURE IS OVERFLOWING 
with ambitious schemes for improving 
all phases of communications recep- 
tion. The profusion of really novel 
ideas is amazing. Until recently 
though, the great majority of this 
wealth of information was kept at a 
theoretical level for a very simple rea- 
son. They were just too complicated 
for the existing discrete circuit tech- 
niques. The IC has completely 
changed the picture. Circuit com- 
plexity is not nearly as costly as it 
used to be, and looking at the two cir- 
cuits we are going to explore here, the 
buyer of these circuits is getting a tre- 
mendous bargain. Not only is he get- 
ting a bargain in pure number of de- 
vices, but he is getting the benefit of 
many hours of highly skilled in- 
novative development time. The age 
of the integrated circuit is allowing the 
many ideas filed away in the various 
periodicals and journals to be re -ex- 
plored and is also inspiring new in- 
vention and thinking in how to use 
the new techniques to practical advan- 
tage. 

We are going to look at FM de- 
tection by exploring two very impres- 
sive devices. Two reasons prompt us 
to use FM as an illustration of what 
can be done. First, the initial appear- 
ance of an IC in a television receiver 
was a sound detector, and second, we 
will examine two methods of detection 
which may be unknown to many of 
you. The devices under question are 
the RCA CA3065 i.f. amplifier -limiter, 
FM detector, electronic attenuator and 
audio driver and the CA3089 FM i.f. 
system. We feel in no way prejudiced 
by choosing two RCA devices since 
RCA was the first to implement the 
detection systems which are now 
widely copied by other major manu- 
facturers. At first glance, the FM de- 
tector portion of the two IC's may 
seem similar because of the sym- 
metrical differential type circuits. They 
are in fact completely different in con- 
cept, each one chosen for a particular 
advantage in its specific operating en- 
vironment. These circuits are all ready 
and will continue to find their way 
into all manner of communication 
equipment, some far afield from their 
original design intent. 

Fig. I is the block diagram of the 
CA3065 television sound system 
shown in its natural milieu, the TV re- 
ceiver. With a minimum of external 
components the circuit does all FM 
functions between the sound take -off 
transformer and the audio output 
transistor. Note that one of the novel 
features obvious in this diagram is the 
dc volume control. A bypassed poten- 
tiometer controls the audio gain of the 
system by means of an electronic at- 
tenuator. A single wire can he used to 
control the volume with almost co111- 

727_ rt_ti ff=i-1 

NE.-' ` IC's 
For F 
CIRCUITS 

plete disregard as to its length and its 
route. 

With the aid of the schematic of 
Fig. 2 let us work our way through 
the maze of some 34 transistors, 9 

diodes, 45 resistors and 5 capacitors. 
The first thing you might notice in a 

cursory examination is that there are 5 

Zener diodes in the schematic. Be- 
cause of the limited value of capaci- 
tors that can be integrated other meth- 
ods of bypassing must be used. 
Capacitors of more than a few picofa- 
rads consume inordinate amounts of 
chip area and so are undesirable. 
When a Zener diode is biased beyond 
its avalanche breakdown knee its im- 
pedance becomes quite low and it be- 
comes an effective bypassing element. 
(The old gaseous VR tube was used 
for a similar purpose in early vacuum - 
tube hi-fi amplifiers.) D3 and D4 in 
series regulate the power supply bus 
for the circuit at a specified typical 
11.2 volts. D1 in series with RI and 
D2 in series with D9 and R2 provides 
dynamic bypassing for portions of the 
limiter circuitry that require it. 

RS 

3.9K 
SW 

0.047 
pF 

SOUND 
TAKEOFF 

TRANSFORMER 

SUBSTRATE 

0.05 
pF 

= 16pH NOMINAL 68pF T12pF 

Q I I through Q I9 are three stages 
of limiter amplifiers to help attain the 
specified 50 dB typical AM rejection. 
This is one of the more important FM 
specifications since it is an indicator of 
the receiver's ability to reject ampli- 
tude modulated noise which is what 
FM is all about. These three ampli- 
fiers are differential types which have 
always been the backbone of in- 
tegrated circuit design. The differential 
amplifier is convenient to bias without 
using capacitors since the low emitter 
impedance of the complementary de- 
vice gives the desirable ac signal by- 
passing. Another reason for its wide 
popularity is that it behaves well when 
overloaded-limiting by cutting off 
transistors rather than by saturating 
them. A large positive signal at IC pin 
2 pulls up the emitter junction of Q I I 

and Q12 cutting off Q12 with a result- 
ing positive swing on its collector. A 
relatively large negative swing at the 
base of QI I cuts it off, allowing Q12 
to conduct the full current in R25 re- 
ducing the collector voltage of Q12. 
The action of the limiters result in a 

Rx 
D.C. 
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0.01CONTROL 
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FIG. 1-BLOCK DIAGRAM of the CA3065 IC incorporating an FM If. amplifier, discriminator 
and of amplifier for use in television receiver circuits. 
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See how old techniques-made 

practical through new IC's-can im- 

prove performance from TV sound 

and FM receivers. 

limiting knee of 200 microvolts typical 
which is the signal level 3 dl3 below 
where the amplifier levels off with in- 
creasing input. 

Transistors Q22 through Q28 are 
the differential -type FM detector. It 
detects the difference in two responses 
of a low-pass filter in such a way as to 
perform the desired demodulation. 
Figs. 3 and 4 show how this detector 
works. The responses of the two in- 
puts to the detector are different since 
one is taken at its input and one at its 
output. The nulls in the two responses 
are at different frequencies. Q23 and 
C3 peak -detect one response, Q26 and 
C4 the other and differential amplifier 
Q24, Q25 subtracts the two detected 
dc voltages. 

If the two curves in Fig. 3 are 

R4 
2.5K 

03 4,y` 
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017 I28 
1t.5K 4.7K25 

R261.5K 
127R.5K 

R35 
8K 
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R42 
390 
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75K 75K 

by STEVE LECKERTS 

subtracted point by point as done by 
the differential amplifier the detector 
response of Fig. 4 results. This is the 
familiar S curve essential to all fre- 
quency detectors since the straight 
central portion gives a linear changing 
dc voltage with frequency. Although 
we previously said AM rejection is the 
function of the limiter amplifier a con- 
tribution is also made by the detector. 
Those of you familiar with the ratio 
detector are aware of this fact. 

This differential detector enhances 
the receiver's AM rejection because 
the center or zero crossing of the S 

curve is formed by the difference of 
two signals. This point can be made 
virtually independent of input level. 
We have described how the difference 
detector produces the demodulated 
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R30 
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108 R37 
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C3 J_ 
15 

audio current which is the collector 
current of Q25. 

The circuitry of Q6 through Q10 
along with Q29 forms the electronic 
attenuator. The collector current of 
Q25 feeds the emitter of transistor 
pair Q7 -Q8. The differential dc volt- 
age appearing on the bases of these 
two transistors determines how the de- 
tected audio signal is split between the 
two transistors. If the base of Q8 is at 
a higher potential than the base of 
Q7, Q8 will conduct more than half of 
the demodulator's output current. The 
audio output is taken off the collector 
of Q8 (it's developed across R3) to 
drive the output follower Q2. By vary- 
ing the resistance to ground at pin 6, 

the bias on differential pair Q7 -Q8 is 

adjusted and the output signal level is 

controlled. If nothing else were added 
the system would work but there 
would he an annoying shift in dc level 
at the output as the attenuation is 

changed. Transistors Q9 and Q I0 fed 
by dc current source Q29 solve this 
problem by adding in a dc current 
equal to the amount subtracted by the 
audio attenuator portion. As the ac 

and dc signals in Q8 are reduced the 
dc current in Q10 increases. Since the 
two collectors are tied together their 
currents are added and the net dc cur- 
rent shift is zero keeping the dc out - 

270 

Q7 Q8 09 Q 0 
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ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE IN OHMS, ALL 
CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE IN PICOFARAOS. 

FIG. 2-SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM of the CA3065 IC. Formidable looking with its 34 transistors, 9 

diodes and maze of resistors and capacitors; the device Is housed In a 14 -lead DIP case. 
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put voltage fixed. This system gives an 
attenuation range of 60 dB with an 
output distortion rated at 1.5% typical. 

Now for the CA3089 
This more complex FM i.f. sys 

tern was designed for use in the more 
critical FM receiver where specifica- 
tions such as capture ratio and dis- 
tortion are paramount. The CA 3089 
can provide exceptionally low dis- 
tortion (typically 0.1%) using a 
double -tuned circuit in its detector. 
With an ideal front-end, a capture ra- 
tio as low as 0.5 dB can be achieved. 
This is the number which tells the dif- 
ference in two signal levels at the 
same frequency which results in the 
smaller one being rejected. The 
smaller the number the better the per- 
formance. While we don't know what 
receiver capture ratio has been ac- 
tually achieved combining front-end 
design with this IC, 0.5 dB is a great 
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the responses of signals sent to detector. 
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place to start. To get these results a 
quadrature detector is used which pi- 
vots around a double -balanced phase 
detector circuit that has become one 
of the building blocks of many in. 
tegrated circuits. 

Looking at Fig. 5, the block dia- 
gram of the CA3089 FM i.f. system, 
we see that in addition to the i.f. am- 
plifier -limiter and detector, the circuit 
contains level detectors used to oper- 
ate a tuning meter and a squelch cir- 
cuit to mute the receiver. This IC chip 
does not have an attentuator as such 
but an audio muting control amplifier 
which is used to switch off the audio 
while tuning between stations. The 
simplified schematic (Fig. 6) is more 
complex than the first circuit we dis- 
cussed. Working at an i.f. of 10.7 
MHz it is more difficult to design an 
integrated limiter, or any limiter for 
that matter, since the frequency is 
roughly double that of the 4.5 -MHz 
TV sound i.f. The limiter -amplifier is 
similar to the previous one using dif- 
ferential amplifiers except that it is 
completely balanced. Both collectors 
of the amplifiers are used to couple 
signal to the next stages. Also phase 
compensation is included by positive 
feedback using the small I- and 0.2- 
pF capacitors. (The 0.2-pF capacitors 
are not shown.) Each amplifier has its 
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FIG. 4-FAMILIAR S -CURVE shows the re- 
sponse of the differential FM detector. 
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own level -detector circuit. The detec- 
tor outputs are combined to operate a 
signal -strength meter over a large sig- 
nal range. RCA points out that this is 
not just an age metering scheme but a 
system that gives a true signal -strength 
indication. 

Figure 7 explains the operation of 
the doubly -balanced phase detector. 
The diagram shows that as the relative 
phase between the two inputs changes, 
the detector output voltage changes. To 
convert this voltage change so the FM 
quadrature detector can process it, the 
frequency shift of the received signal 
must be changed into phase shift. An 
inductor -coupled tank does the job. As 
the frequency changes the phase shift 
of the tank circuit feeding Q2I and 
Q26 (across pins 9 and 10) is com- 
pared to the phase of the input signal 
feeding Q27 and Q28. The circuit is 
adjusted so that with no frequency 
modulation there is a 90° phase shift 
between the two inputs resulting in no 
demodulated output. 

The audio output of this amplifier 
exists as currents in the collectors of 
Q23, Q24 and Q22, Q25. These cur- 
rents feed two identical mute circuits. 
They appear in duplicate because of 
the way the audio output is formed by 
a subtractor circuit. A second sub - 
tractor circuit produces an AFC cur- 
rent directly from the chip which can 
be connected through a resistor circuit 
to control a varactor-tuned local os- 
cillator. The audio output is squelched 
while the afc output is not. The mut- 
ing circuit Q43, Q44, Q47 is controlled 
by the dc voltage on the base of Q47. 
When this base is driven positive by 
the squelch output Q43 is turned on 
harder, turning off Q44 and reducing 
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the audio signal flowing through it. 
The second circuit (Q45 and Q46) 
stabilizes the dc voltage at the audio 
output similarly to the way ít was 
done on the CA3065. 

Other applications 
There are many imaginative ap- 

plications and variations possible with 
these two circuits. For example the 
detector -gain control part of the 
CA3065 can be used as a variable -gain 
audio amplifier without using the lim- 
iter -detector functions at all. All that 
has to be done is to feed audio into 
pin 10 and bias pill 9 at the same dc 
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voltage as pin 10 by using a resistor 
and bypass capacitor. 

An interesting extension of the 

CA3089 is to use the meter circuit to 
detect multipath transmission. If we 

feed filtered afc output at pin 7 to the 
horizontal input of an oscilloscope and 
the meter signal into the vertical input 
we will set up the required display. 
The horizontal axis now corresponds 
to frequency and the vertical deflec- 
tion indicates received signal strength. 
Deviations from a straight line show 
multipath reception. The same effect 
will be seen if the rf and if. filter re- 
sponses are not flat. 

We hope we have stirred up some 
interest in the modern sophisticated 
integrated circuit and at the same time 
enlightened you on the operations of 
two types of now practical FM detec- 
tors considerably different from the 
common diode types. IC manufac- 
turers provide a mass of information 
in their manuals in the way of detail - 
packed data sheets and application 
notes and these are a good investment 
for learning, or a necessary one to 
profitably use the devices. For those 
interested in reading further on the 
devices we have discussed here we 
recommend hunting up copies of the 
CA3065 and CA3089 data sheets. The 
August 1971 issue of the IEEE Trans- 
actions on Broadcasting and Television 
Receivers has a detailed report on the 
CA3089, "Advances in FM Receiver 
Design" by Jack Avins of RCA. R -E 
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TV ANTENNA INSTALLERS HAVE KNOWN 
for a long time what antenna manu- 
facturers were a little slow to pick up: 
that the most widespread reception 
problem today is not weak signal, but 
electrical interference. Or, put another 
way, the principal antenna require- 
ment in most areas is not higher gain, 
but better interference rejection char- 
acteristics. 

Ten years ago-even five years 
ago-antenna engineering centered al- 
most entirely on producing higher 
gain. There was always a fringe area 
that needed just another dB or two to 
pick up a distant channel. Fringe 
areas still exist, of course, and gain is 
still an essential antenna characteristic. 
But another quality has become just 
as important, if not more so: noise re- 
jection. 

The Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers defines noise as, 
"Unwanted disturbances superposed 
upon a useful signal that tend to ob- 
scure its information content." 

An installer trying to deal with 
practical TV reception headaches 
might more graphically define noise as 
"interference from trucks, trains, ap- 
pliances, and unwanted broadcast 
transmission that throw patterns and 
streaks across what would otherwise 
be a fine TV picture." 

This article deals with external 
noise sources only, principally of the 
man-made variety. 

The importance of a noise -free 
environment to good reception is sug- 
gested by the care taken in the siting 
of radio -telescopes (such as the large 
parabolic array at Green Bank, West 
Virginia) and other antennas used in 
space communications and explora- 
tion, to find an area as free as possible 
from interference. 

Interference sources 
What are the sources of external 

interference and their significance to 
TV reception? 

Atmospheric noise is caused by 
lightning, whose low -frequency radi- 
ation is trapped between the earth's 
surface and the ionosphere, affecting 
reception at global distances. At radio 
broadcast frequencies below about 20 
MHz, it is the limiting factor on re- 
ception-many times greater than in- 
ternal receiver noise. For this reason, 
the typical broadcast receiver operates 
fairly well with an extremely short, 
low -gain ferrite rod antenna: any in- 
crease in antenna gain would increase 
both signal and noise but would not 
change the signal-to-noise ratio. At TV 
frequencies, this source of noise is un- 
important except on a local basis. 

Cosmic noise, first discovered by 
Jansky in 1932, originates outside the 
earth's atmosphere, and includes radi- 
ation from the sun, from other por - 
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New Antenna 
For Fringe -Area 

Reception 
Co -channel and adjacent -channel interference are common 

problems in fringe areas. Here's an approach 
to antenna design that minimizes these problems 

tions of our galaxy, and from other 
galaxies. Because of attenuation by the 
atmosphere, its magnitude decreases 
with increasing frequency. Further- 
more it does not appear equally from 
all directions. Location of the particu- 
lar sources of this noise has attracted 
great interest and effort, and has given 
birth to the field of radio astronomy. 
On the average, this noise is slightly 
greater than typical internal receiver 
noise on Channels 2 to 6, less than set 
'noise on Channels 7 to 13, and in- 
significant at uhf frequences. 

Man-made noise, constantly in- 
creasing, is the result of our endless 
proliferation of electrical devices. Con- 
sequently, its continued rapid growth 
is guaranteed. Noise sources include 
appliance motors, switches, ignition 
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by JULIUS GREEN 
Channel Master 

systems (especially busses and trucks), 
generating stations and power trans- 
mission lines, diathermy equipment, 
amateur radio, FM stations, and TV 
stations. Ghosts (reflections off natural 
or man-made structures and topogra- 
phic features), adjacent -channel inter- 
ference, and co -channel interference 
might also be placed in this category. 
This distressing situation has given the 
term "air pollution" a new meaning 
for the TV industry and the unhappy 
home viewer. 

Obviously, the level of man-made 
noise varies considerably with the par- 
ticular location, but some general- 
izations can be made. Like cosmic 
noise. it decreases with increasing fre- 
quency. In metropolitan areas it can 
be much greater than the internal set 
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ACCESSORIES FOR THE QUANTUM ANTENNA. Top left is the weatherproof terminal housing, top right is the uhf antenna segment. Lower left and right are coax balun and FM trap. 
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ONE OF THE CHANNEL MASTER QUANTUM ANTENNAS for deep 
fringe vhf and uhf TV. An FM trap and balun for coax are useful. 

noise. As one moves out into less 
densely populated areas, it becomes 
less of a factor. 

Experienced technicians are only 
too painfully familiar with the visual 
results of such interference, partic- 
ularly but not entirely on the low 
band: herringbone and moire patterns, 
venetian blinds, sync bars, windshield 
wiper effect, and so on. 

Since neither the TV set location 
nor the noise sources are likely to be 
moved away, the most effective way- 
indeed, perhaps the only way-to elim- 
inate interference is to eliminate an- 
tenna and transmission line pickup of 
the offending signals. 

High -gain antennas, with ex- 
tremely narrow forward beams, have 
been a valuable step in this direction. 
However, a narrower beam width im- 
plies higher gain, and the engineering 
efforts to achieve higher gain, and 
thus narrower beams, are approaching 
the practical limits imposed by size 
and cost. Therefore, little more can be 
done to reject interference coming 
from the same direction as the TV 

RADIATION PATTERN CHANNEL 3 

QUANTUM 
ANTENNA 

TYPICAL 
LOG -PERIODIC 

ANTENNA 

transmitter other than using an array. 
However, there is at least a 50-50 

chance that much of the interference 
may come in from the rear or sides of 
the antenna. When faced with co - 
channel or adjacent -channel inter- 
ference, probably 90% of the unde- 
sired signals come from the rear be- 
cause of the FCC's geographical 
allocation of channels. 

Despite this growing problem, 
high gain has continued to be the 
principal target of TV antenna engi- 
neers. Other characteristics have re- 
mained secondary considerations, and 
often are even sacrificed for additional 
gain. 

This is in contrast to the design of 
large radar arrays and radio telescopes 
where control of side and back lobes 
is the primary design objective to as- 
sure the best possible performance. 

However, the scope of the inter- 
ference problem became glaringly ap- 
parent following a national field sur- 
vey of reception conditions by 
Channel Master engineers in late 
1970. This led to a design project 

RADIATION PATTERN CHANNEL 10 
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REAR LOBES MAGNIFIED BY 10dB REAR LOBES MAGNIFIED BY 10dB 
REAR -LOBE RESPONSE OF QUANTUM ANTENNA compared to a typical log -periodic on chan- 
nels 3 and 10. Quantum has the best front -to -back ratio. 

which had, as its principal objective, 
the development of a TV antenna 
with a higher Interference Rejection 
Factor (IRF) than ever before at- 
tained. High gain, of course, remained 
a major objective, but was not to be 
achieved by any sacrifice of IRF. The 
project was completed in the spring of 
1972 with the successful development 
of the Channel Master "Quantum" 
antenna. 

The IRF is defined as the ratio of 
an antenna's maximum sensitivity nor- 
mally the front) to its average sensi- 
tivity in the rear 180° sector. The peak 
IRF of high -gain antennas to date has 
been IS to 18 dB. The Quantum an- 
tennas (there are eight 
VHF/UHF/FM models and seven 
VHF/FM models) have an average 
IRF of 25 dB, and they go as high as 

35 dB. Remember, they are high -gain 
antennas designed from scratch to 
eliminate rear and side interference. 

In a reception area where the pre- 
dominant interference originates at the 
rear or sides of the antenna, a 10 dB 
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio 
occurs: note that this is equivalent to a 

10 dB increase in antenna gain. 
The importance of this concept 

cannot he over -emphasized. In many 
deep -fringe reception situations, elimi- 
nating interference by an antenna with 
improved IRF will bring about the 
same dramatic improvement in picture 
quality that technicians normally ex- 
pect only from higher antenna gain. 
And in near -fringe and suburban 
areas, where the TV signal is usually 
ample, but where interference sources 
are numerous, the use of a high IRF 
antenna will usually elminate all signs 
of interference. 

It is generally known that the "or- 
chestration" of current distribution on 
the elements of an antenna determines 
its gain, bandwidth, and pickup pat- 
terns. Several years ago, Channel Mas- 
ter introduced the principal of Propor- 
tional Energy Absorption in its high - 
gain Crossfire. The impedance of each 
element was adjusted so that every 
driven element in the array absorbed 
approximately the same amount of 
current, since uniform current distribu- 
tion was a key to high broadband 
gain. 

However, equal current distribu- 
tion does not produce the best pos- 
sible front -to -back ratios. For the next 
step to occur, the state of the art had 
to await development of sophisticated 
new measuring equipment which per- 
mitted, for the first time, the appli- 
cation of Fourier Transform Theory to 
TV antenna design. 

Fourier Transform Theory, widely 
applied in radio -telescopes and space 
communications, states that a tapered, 
symmetrical distribution of current 
over an antenna's elements will yield 
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ANTENNA GAIN AND RADIATION PATTERN Is determined largely by the amplitude and phase 
of the currents In the driven and parasitic elements. The Quantum antenna parasitic elements 
are designed for tapered current distribution which results In minimum pickup of signals arriv- 
ing from directly behind and from the right -rear and left -rear sectors. 

patterns with the smallest side and 
rear lobes. 

The new instrumentation referred 
to above provided new insights into 
the functioning of TV antennas and a 
greater ability to measure currents 
precisely in both phase and amplitude. 
Advanced engineering also contributed 
to the maintenance of the symmetry 
and balance of the antenna system. As 
a result the Quantum antennas reach 
new performance levels in both IRF 
and gain. 

There is another source of inter- 
ference problems: transmission line 
pickup. In theory, the input imped- 
ance of the TV receiver is balanced; it 
does not respond to a signal present 
on both wires of a twin -lead transmis- 
sion line. In practice, however, the 
balance is never perfect. This degrades 
picture quality, since interference sig- 
nals induced on the twin lead appear 
on the picture tube. For this reason, 
about 10% of installations today use 
coax with a balun at each end. 

There is an optional balun avail- 
able for the Quantum, specially de- 
signed to fit into a terminal housing 
on the antenna crossarm. 

One source of interference is par- 
ticularly difficult to eliminate-local 
FM transmission. The growing num- 
ber of FM stations has made this a 
problem of major dimensions-espe- 
cially in areas where the TV signals 
are weak. The effectiveness of the 
Quantum can be augmented in such 
situations with printed circuit FM 
trap, model 0091, that fits into the 
Quantum's terminal housing. 

The Quantum is engineered to 
provide excellent FM reception, with 
the same high IRF as for the TV fre- 
quencies. There are 15 models in all, 
ranging from city -metropolitan to 
deep fringe. The 82 -channel models 
feature an adjustable high -gain uhf 
antenna, mounted on the front end, 
that can be peaked for a range of se- 
lected channels in any reception area. 
The Quantum is a new generation of 
antenna. It is more signal -selective 
and sets new standards of color recep- 
tion in every area. R -E 

New high-speed laser printer 
operates with ultrasound 

A non -impact experimental high- 
speed printer recently demonstrated by 
Zenith prints as fast as most computers 
can deliver the data. Operating at a rate 
of 5,000 lines a minute, it turns out four 
pages (64 lines of 132 characters each) 
in a second. Most printers work at about 
one-fourth of that speed, and their inabil- 
ity to keep up with the computer makes 
the printer a bottleneck in data process- 
ing. 

The new machine can print on 
photo -sensitive paper or microfilm, with 
a resolution of 1,000 spots (almost 
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double the resolution of a home televi- 
sion receiver). 

Information from a computer is con- 
verted into ultrasonic frequencies that 
control the brightness and the scanning 
of the laser beam. One ultrasonic signal 
modulates the beam; a second, by vary- 
ing in frequency, causes it to scan (the 
higher the frequency, the greater the 
beam deflection). 

The operation is entirely electronic- 
the only mechanical system in the printer 
is the transport that carries the paper at 
90 feet a minute through the rapid dry - 
development process and delivers the 
pages to the operator. R -E 



ST -EOFSOLIDSTLTE 
This month's selection of semiconductor devices is diverse and interesting. 

The more unique of these include a receiver in a 3 -lead IC package 

and a digital alarm clock on a single IC chip. 

FROM THE REPORTS RECEIVED, MANY OF YOU 

were fascinated by the Lithic Systems' 
LP2000 microtransmitter IC discussed in 
February. In fact, a number of readers 
wondered why no manufacturer offered a 

comparable "receiver IC." 
Actually, such a device is available, al- 

though designed to operate over a different 
frequency range than the LP2000. It's Fer- 
ranti's ZN414, a 10 -transistor trf (tuned ra- 

dio frequency) receiver IC assembled in a 

3 -lead TO -18 package and selling, in 1-4 

quantities, for $5.00 each plus $0.50 for 
postage and handling. A detailed appli- 
cations circuit booklet is offered by the 
U.S. subsidiary, Ferranti Electric, Inc. (East 
Bethpage Road, Plainview, N.Y. 11803). 

The ZN4I4 consists of a high -imped- 
ance (4 megohm) input stage, several ca- 
pacitively -coupled rf amplifier stages, and a 

transistor detector stage, as illustrated in 
Fig. I. Requiring but six external com- 
ponents for operation as an AM broadcast 
band receiver or tuner, the device is suit- 
able for use from 150 kHz to 3 MHz. It 
can he powered by dc sources from 1.2 to 
1.6 volts (a single cell) and draws less than 
0.5 mA. With a 1.3 -volt dc source and a 

high -Q coil, the ZN414 has a threshold sen- 

sitivity of 50µV and can deliver a typical 
power gain of 72 dB. Its agc range is 20 

dB. Selectivity is quite good for a single - 
tuned design and, according to the manu- 
facturer, a 4 -kHz bandwidth is possible 
with suitable coils. 

Although the ZN414 can drive a sensi- 
tive earphone, the manufacturer suggests 
that the device be used in conjunction with 
an audio amplifier for greater sensitivity 
and power output, using an arrangement 
similar to the circuit shown in Fig. 2. The 
audio section may be as simple as a single 
transistor driving an earphone, a multistage 
complementary push-pull design, or an au- 
dio amplifier IC. 

OOPS! 
Have you ever considered the unem- 

ployment situation and economic chaos that 
could result if people stopped making mis- 
takes? No longer would pencil manufac- 
turers have to include eraser tips on their 
products. The "CE" key could be elimi- 
nated from electronic calculators, reducing 
the demand for these components. The 
manufacturers of erasers, correction fluid, 
and ink eradicators would face economic 
ruin. Supervisors would be hard pressed to 
find fault with their underlings and thus en- 
courage them to greater efforts. Psychia- 
trists' offices would be jammed. Teachers 
would have to develop completely new 
grading systems. Editors would be frus- 

by LOU GARNER 

Crated. The world, in short, would totter on 
the brink of disaster. 

Frankly, I wouldn't want to see all of 
this happen, so I manage to do my bit in 

avoiding such a catastrophe by making an 

occasional misteak (sic). Not deliberately, 
of course, and I try my best to avoid over- 
doing it (after all, others are helping), but 
one does manage to slip in from time to 

time. 
My latest goof occurred in the June is- 

sue when I inadvertently described the Sig- 

netics ULN211I FM limiter/detector IC as 

if it were a completely new device. This 
rather miffed my (former??) friend Sidney 
Chertok, Director of Information Services 

for the Sprague Products Company (North 
Adams, Mass. 01247), who wasted no time 
in letting me know that the ULN2III was 

first introduced by Sprague some time ago, 

and, further, that Signetics was but one of 
several "second -sources" for the interesting 
and versatile device. 

As Napoleon may have said after the 

battle of Waterloo . . . c'esr la vie! 

VERY HIGH INPUT 
IMPEDANCE STAGE 

In any case, my personal apologies to 
Sprague, and, most of all, to my readers, 

for the boo-boo. 

Tick-tock-tick-tock . . . 

With single -chip calculator circuits a 

reality and available from several sources, 
and interest in electronic clocks booming, it 

was only a matter of time before someone 
introduced a single -chip digital clock cir- 
cuit. The latest here is the MM53I6, a com- 
plete self-contained digital alarm clock cir- 
cuit capable of directly driving fluorescent 
tube or liquid crystal displays, announced 
recently by the National Semiconductor 
Corporation (2900 Semiconductor Drive, 
Santa Clara, Calif. 95051). 

As shown in Fig. 3-a, the MM53I6 
provides all the logic and decoding needed 
to assemble several types of clocks and 
timers, including 12- or 24 -hour alarm 
clocks and desk clocks, clocks for radios 
and automobiles, stop watches, appliance 
timers, and industrial timers. The unit is a 

monolithic integrated circuit that uses both 
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FIG. 1-FERRANTI'S ZN414 RECEIVER IC-Internal block diagram. 
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FIG. 2-TYPICAL RECEIVER BLOCK DIAGRAM fcr the ZN414. 
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low -threshold P -channel enhancement 
mode and ion -implanted depletion mode 
devices. It is supplied in a 40 -pin plastic 
DIP, Fig. 3-b, and is designed to operate 
from 8- to 29 -volt unregulated dc sources. 

The MM53I6's timekeeping function is 

triggered by either a 50 or 60 -Hz input, 
with the display format either 12 hours 
with leading zeros suppressed and an 
AM/PM indication, or 24 hours. In addi- 
tion, the device offers the user four possible 
display modes: I) time in hours and min- 
utes, 2) time in minutes and seconds, 3) 
alarm set time, and 4) sleep time. Outputs 
are provided for display drives, alarm en- 
able, and sleep or timed radio turnoff. 

In operation, a Schmitt trigger shaping 
circuit built into the MM53I6 permits the 
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use of a simple filtered sine wave at 50 or 
60 Hz as the input signal, providing about 
6 volts of hysteresis and driving the counter 
chain that performs the actual timekeeping 
function. Either 50 or 60 -Hz operation is 
programmed via a single pin connection, 
while two other pins are used for fast and 
slow time and alarm setting. 

Alarm operation is controlled by a 
comparator that senses the coincidence be- 
tween the alarm counters (i.e., the alarm 
setting) and the time counters (real time). 
The comparator output sets a latch which 
turns on the alarm output driver. The latch 
remains set for 59 minutes, during which 
time the alarm sounds unless it is reset with 
the ALARM OFF input, or the SNOOZE ALARM 
input which temporarily inhibits the alarm 
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FIG. 3-INTERNAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (A) AND lead connections (B) of National's MM5316 digital 
alarm clock IC. 
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for 9 minutes. 
The MM53I6 also contains an interval 

timer which can be set for up to 59 min- 
utes. This may be used in clock radios, for 
example, to allow the user to fall asleep to 
music, with the radio shutting off after the 
preset interval. In desk clocks, the interval 
timer could be used to sound an alarm af- 
ter a preset period to remind the user of an 
event, such as the end of a three minute 
phone call. 

Abstracted from NSC's technical bulle- 
tin on the MM53I6, a complete schematic 
diagram for a general purpose digital alarm 
clock using the device and a standard fluo- 
rescent tube display is in Fig. 4. An ex- 
ternal alarm sound generator is required, of 
course, as well as an external control device 
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FIG. 4-COMPLETE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR a digital clock using the MM5316. 
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for "sleep" switch operation, should these 

features be desired. 

Let there be light 
Undismayed by continuing inflationary 

pressures, both Hewlett-Packard (1501 Page 

Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304) and 

Motorola (P.O. Box 2953, Phoenix, Ariz. 
85036) are doing their bit to hold down the 

prices of light emitting semiconductor de- 

vices. H -P initiated the fight against higher 
prices with their introduction of a LED 
priced at only 17 cents each in 100,000 lots, 

as reported in my May column. Motorola 
was not far behind with their announce- 
ment of a 10 -cent LED (in 1,000,000 lot 
quantities). Now both have announced low- 
cost digital readouts. 

H -P's offering, Fig. 5, is a 0.3 -inch 

FIG. 5-H -P's NEW LED numeric displays are 
low cost. 

high, seven -segment single -digit device in a 

DIP package. Their type 5082-7730 contains 
a left-hand decimal point, while type 5082- 
7731 features a right-hand decimal. Both 
displays are IC compatible. 

Forward voltage per segment or deci- 
mal point is 1.6 volts; luminous intensity is 

typically 250 microcandelas per segment; 
typical operating current is 10 mA per seg- 

ment when strobed. Each display makes 
use of but one LED per segment (eight in 
all), with a funnel -shaped "light pipe" used 
to stretch the light source optically to a bar 
five times the length of the LED chip. 

Suitable for applications in calculators, 
TV sets, radio receivers, counters, test in- 
struments, and digital clocks, H -P's new 
displays are priced at only $2.95 each in 
quantities of 1,000. 

Recognizing that hobbyists and experi- 
menters, too, are interested in low-cost dig- 
ital readouts, Motorola's HEP Semiconduc- 
tor group has introduced a four -device, 
seven -segment readout kit at a net price of 
only $9.98 per kit. This is equivalent to a 

price of less than $2.50 per readout device. 
Designated the HEK-5 kit, the new 

HEP item includes a valuable booklet that 
contains basic information about readouts, 
their characteristics, applications, and capa- 
bilities, as well as a number of suggested 
"thought starter" projects. Complete parts 
lists and schematic diagrams for each 
project are featured in the booklet. 

Product/device news 
In addition to its digital alarm clock 

IC, described earlier, the National Semicon- 
ductor Corporation has introduced a num- 
ber of other new devices, including a quad 
comparator, a one -chip calculator IC, and a 

family of solid state transducers. 
Designated type LM359, National's 

new quad comparator, is the first com- 
parator specifically designed for use with 

both CMOS and bipolar logic. It can oper- 
ate over a wide range of power supply volt- 
ages ... from 2 to 36 volts on a single 
supply, or from ± 

1 to ± 18 volts on dual 
supplies ... and requires only about 0.8 

mA total current; with a 5 volt supply, the 
device draws only I mW per comparator. 

Input offset voltage on all four com- 
parators is typically 2 mV, with a guaran- 
teed maximum of 5 mV at room tempera- 
ture. Suitable for use as an interface 
between different logic levels or in inter- 
facing sensors, such as those used in speed 
control systems and level sensing to logic 
circuits, the LM359 is offered in both plas- 
tic and ceramic 14 -lead DIP's. 

National's new calculator IC, type 
MM5725, is a complete 8 -digit calculator 
on one MOS/LSI chip. It uses three regis- 
ters to provide the four arithmetic func- 
tions-addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and division-and also contains a 16 -place 
decimal point register and self-contained 
oscillator and clock driver. 

Calculations in the device are handled 
in floating decimal point for both entry and 
display, while internal timed key -bounce 
protection circuits permit the use of low- 
cost keyboards without affecting calculator 
performance. 

The unit can be used with virtually any 
type of display, including LED's, Panaplex II 

neon readouts, and fluorescent display tubes. 
Designed for operation with a -28-volt and a 

-35-volt supply, the MM5725 is available in 
a 28 -pin DIP. 

Claimed to be the industry's first full 
family of IC transducers, National's new 
line is designed for applications in such in- 
dustries as automotive, medical, altimetry 
and air data, computer peripherals, commu- 
nications, air conditioning and refrigeration, 
heating and ventilation, food and chemical 
processing, hydraulics, numerical control, 
and process control. 

Each device in the line contains in a 

single small package all four of the basic 
transducer elements-diaphragm and vac- 
uum reference, piezoresistive sensor, signal 
discriminator and conditioner, and signal 
amplifier and processor. The first three 
functions are contained on a single die, the 
fourth provided by standard IC op amps. 
Various models are offered for measu-ing 
absolute, gage, and differential pressures. 

Designed for complete rf amplifier or 
driver applications in uhf land mobile com- 
munications systems, two new amplifier 
modules have been introduced by Motorola 
Semiconductor Products, Inc. (P.O. Box 
20912, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036). Designated 
types MHW709 and MHW710, both hybrid 
units are intended for operation on 12.5 - 

volt do sources. 
The MHW709 delivers 7.5 watts output 

with a driving power of approximately 100 

mW for a power gain of 18.8 dB, while the 
MHW710, Fig. 6, supplies a full 13.0 watts 
with only 150 mW of driving power and a 

power gain of 19.4 dB. 
Two versions of each model are of- 

fered, one covering the 400 to 440 MHz 
range, the second the 440 to 470 MHz 
band. Harmonic suppression is at least -40 
dB down across the frequency range with 
all spurious outputs more than 70 dB below 
the desired signal. Input impedance is 50 - 

ohms for both modules, and operation with 
a 20:I load mismatch produces no damage 
to the units. 

FIG. 6-MOTOROLA'S MODULAR uhf hybrid 
amplifier, type MHW710. 

A new hf power transistor offered by the 
.Amperex Electronic Corporation (Hicks- 
ville, N.Y. 11802) produces up to 150 watts 
in class, A, B, C, CW and SSB service up 
to 70 MHz with IMD- 30 dB. Designated 
type BLX 15, this new npn silicon planar 
transistor, is ruggedized against mismatch 
failures and offers a gain -bandwidth prod- 
uct of 300 MHz at collector currents as 

high as 10 amps. Intended for use in indus- 
trial, military and commercial applications, 
the BLX 15 operates on 28 Vdc. 

Meanwhile, back in the great south- 
west, Texas Instruments, Inc. (P.O. Box 
5012, Dallas, Tex. 75222) has introduced a 

number of new devices, including a family 
of six optically -coupled isolators and a 

chopper -stabilized op amp IC. 
TI's new opto couplers, identified as 

types TILl14 through TIL119, are supplied 
in 6 -pin DIP's. Each coupler consists of a 

gallium -arsenide LED and a high -gain stan- 
dard or Darlington phototransistor. 

The TIL117, for example, has a min- 
imum 50% current transfer ratio at a for- 
ward current of 10 mA. The TIL114 has a 

minimum 12.5% current transfer ratio at a 

forward current of 16 mA. The TILII5, 
TIL116, TILI18, and TIL119 are rated at 

10 mA forward current with current trans- 
fer ratios of 2, 20, 6, and 300 percent. 

Electrical isolation for the TIL114-117 
is ±2.5 kV, while the TIL118 and 119 are 
rated at -*1.5 kV. The devices may be used 
as solid state relays, for circuit isolation, 
and as interface devices between systems, as 

well as for line driver/receiver applications. 
Designated type SN62/72088, TI's new 

chopper -stabilized op amp, is believed to 
be the first of its kind to be integrated and 
made available in a standard 14 -pin plastic 
DIP. The unit's characteristics include a 35- 
µV input offset voltage, a 130 dB voltage 
gain, a slow rate of 25V/µs, a small signal 
rise time of 65 ns/pe, and a low 0.6 µV/"C. 
offset voltage drift. 

The SN62/-72088 comprises two IC 
chips encapsulated in a single package. One 
is a P -channel MOS chip, the other a JFET 
bipolar chip. Fabricated on the MOS chip 
are three linear amplifiers, a clock gener- 
ator, multiple stages of flip flops, associated 
logic decoding, and MOS analog switches; 
this chip performs chopper control, syn- 
chronous demodulation control, and some 
sample and hold functions. 

The second chip contains two ampli- 
fiers, with the main one an internally -com- 
pensated high -frequency wideband ampli- 
fier and the second an active low-pass filter 
which provides nulling of the main ampli- 
fier's offset voltage. 

That concludes our look at the solid 
state field for now. R -E 
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CIE graduate builds 

two-way radio 

service business 2 

into $1,000,000 

electronics company! ` 

How about YOU? Growth of two-way 
transmitters creates demand for 
new servicemen, field and system 
troubleshooters. Licensed experts 
can make big money. Be your own 
boss, build your own company. And 

you don't need a college education. 

Two-way radio is booming. There are already nearly 
seven million two-way transmitters for police cars, fire 
department vehicles, taxis, trucks, boats, planes, etc., 
and Citizens Band uses. And the number keeps growing 
by the thousands every month. Who is going to service 
them? You can - if you've got the know-how! 

Why You'll Earn Top Pay 
One reason is that the United States Government doesn't 
permit anyone to service two-way radio systems unless 
he's licensed by the FCC (Federal Communications 
Commission). 

Another reason is that when two-way radio men are 
needed, they're really needed! A two-way radio user 
must keep those transmitters operating at all times. And, 
they must have their frequency modulation and plate 
power input checked at regular intervals by licensed 
personnel to meet FCC requirements. 

As a licensed man, working by the hour, you would 
usually charge at least $5.00 per hour, $7.50 on eve- 
nings and Sundays, plus travel expenses. 

Or you could set up a regular monthly retainer fee 
with each customer. Your fixed charge might be $20 a 
month for the base station and $7.50 for each mobile 
station. Studies show that one man can easily maintain 
at least 135 stations-averaging 15 base stations with 120 
mobiles! This would add up to at least $12,000 a year. 

A 
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.CITIZE 

Edward J. Dulaney, Scottsbluff, Nebraska, (above and at right) 
earned his CIE Diploma in 1961, got his FCC License and moved 
from TV repairman to lab technician to radio station Chief 
Engineer. He then founded his own two-way radio business. 
Now, Mr. Dulaney is also President of D & A Manufacturing, 
Inc., a $1,000,000 company building and distributing two-way 
radio equipment of his own design. Several of his 25 employees 
are taking CIE courses. He says: "While studying with CIE, I 

learned the electronics theories that made my present 
business possible." 

Be Your Own Boss 
There are other advantages, too. You can become your 
own boss - work entirely by yourself or gradually build 
your own fully staffed service company. Of course, we 
can't promise that you will be as successful as Ed 
Dulaney, or guarantee that you'll establish a successful 
two-way radio business of your own, but the opportuni- 
ties for success are available to qualified, licensed men 
in this expanding field. 

How To Get Started 
How do you break in? This is probably the best way: 
1. Without quitting your present job, learn enough about 

electronics fundamentals to pass the Government 
FCC exam and get your Commercial FCC License. 

2. Then get a job in a two-way radio service shop and 
"learn the ropes" of the business. 

3. As soon as you've earned a reputation as an expert, 
there are several ways you can go. You can move 
out and start signing up and servicing your own cus- 
tomers. You might become a franchised service repre- 
sentative of a big manufacturer and then start getting 
into two-way radio sales. 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics has been successfully 
teaching Electronics for over 37 years. Right at home, in 
your spare time, you learn Electronics step by step. 
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CIE's AUTO -PROGRAMMED' Lessons remove the 
roadblocks by using simple, concise examples. You learn 

in small, compact steps - each one building on the other! 
You'll learn not only the fundamentals that apply to 

all electronics design and servicing, but also the specific 

procedures for installing, troubleshooting, and maintain- 
ing two-way mobile equipment. 

You Get Your FCC License... 
or Your Money Back! 
By the time you've finished your CIE course, you'll be 

able to pass the FCC License exam. A recent survey 

of 787 CIE graduates reveals that better than 9 out of 10 

CIE grads passed the FCC License exam. That's why 

we can offer our famous Money -Back Warranty: when 

you complete any CIE licensing course, you'll be able to 

pass your FCC exam or be entitled to a full refund of all 

tuition paid. This warranty is valid during the completion 
time allowed for your course. You get your FCC License 
- or your money back! 

It's Up To You 
Mail the reply card for two FREE books, "Succeed in 

Electronics" and "How To Get A Commercial FCC 
License." For your convenience, we will try to have a 
representative call. If card has been removed, mail cou- 
pon or write: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc., 
1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 
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APPROVED UNDER G. I. BILL 

All CIE career courses are approved for educational 
benefits under the G.1. Bill. If you are a Veteran or in 

service now, check box for G.I. Bill information. 

r -t 

CIECleveland Institute 
of Electronics, Inc. 

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

Please send me your two FREE books: 

1. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License." 

2. Your school catalog, "Succeed in Electronics." 

I am especially interested in: 

Electronics Technology Electronic Communications 

Broadcast Engineering Industrial Electronics 

First Class FCC License Electronics Engineering 

Electronics Technology with Laboratory 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip Age 

Cl Veterans & Servicemen: Check here for G. I. Bill information 

(Please Print) 

L RE -23 j 
Circle 16 on reader service card 
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add voice actuation 
to your phone sentry 
A simple and inexpensive adapter described in the June issue 
contains the control electronics that lets you use two 
cassette recorders as a phone -answering device. Here is how 
voice -actuation removes the time limit on the caller. 

by ROGER L. SMITH 

HERE'S A USEFUL ADDITION TO THE 
Phone Sentry automatic telephone an- 
swering machine (Radio -Electronics, 
June 1973). The original Phone Sentry 
circuit contains a 30 -second mono - 
stable that times the recording of the 
incoming messages. With the addition 
of this voice -actuated circuit, your in- 
coming message recorder will run for 
as long as the caller talks. 

An advantage to adding this cir- 
cuit (apart from recording long mes- 
sages) is that it stops your recorder 6 
to 8 seconds after the caller hangs up. 
Thus when you play back the mes- 
sages, you have a maximum of 8 sec- 
onds of dial tone between messages. 
Since most callers leave only a short 
message, you will find this a welcome 
change and also you will be able to 

PHONE SENTRY 
PC BOARD 

VOICE -ACTUATED BOARD MOUNTED ABOVE 
PHONE SENTRY BOARD 

THERE IS ADEQUATE SPACE Inside the 
Phone Sentry for the VOX circuit PC board. 

record more messages on less tape. 
One word of caution. This voice - 

actuated circuit can't be used on all 
phone lines. You can quickly tell if 
your line will accept the circuit by 
picking up your receiver and listening 
to the dial tone for 30 to 40 seconds. 
If you hear nothing but dial tone for 
this time, or dial tone for 20 seconds 
and then silence, the circuit can be 
used on your line. On phone lines 
where a recording is heard after 20 
seconds (asking you to dial again), or 
if an intermittent tone is heard (an 
out of order signal), then the circuit 

.C6 

1 

R5 

1 

will not work. Also, if there is a high 
level of noise on your line, you will 
have difficulty with the circuit. 

A feature of this circuit is that by 
simply disconnecting the output lead, 
you can restore your answering ma- 
chine to the original 30 -second opera- 
tion. You could even put a switch in 
this lead if you expect to change loca- 
tions in the future and you find you 
can't use the circuit. 

How to build It 

Build up the circuit on a 2 x 31/4 - 
inch board. You can use perf-board or 

1 + 

+ 

\C121R4 

RI1 

D2 
VOX 

+ 1 

D4 D3 

R8 

D5 

G Cl 

+6 

R9 OUT 

P.C. BOARD PATTERN COMPONENT LAYOUT 

PC FOIL PATTERN 
is shown full-size. 
Trace or photograph 
It or use It as a 
model as you design 
your own board. 

r 

L' 

IN 
o 

441. 

414 
v. al 

LAYOUT OF PARTS 
on the PC board 
used to add vcice- 
actuation to the 
Phone Sentry. Diodes 
D1-05 are ordinary l- 
amp silicon devices 

1 
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+ 
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R4 
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33K 

D5 

R5 1 
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R6 
10K 

R8 
4.7K 

R9 

150K 
+6 volts 

OUTPUT TO 
PINS 6, 7 OF 
NE555V -IMER 
IN PHONE SENTRY 

THE VOICE -ACTUATED (VOX) CIRCUIT Is designed around an IC that contaIns an array of 
three ultra -high -gain wide -band amplifieris. Average gain per stags Is about 44 dB. 

PARTS LIST 
All resistors '/-watt 10% unless noted 
R1-1000 ohms 
R2-100,000 ohms 
R3-10,000 ohms 
R4, R5, R7-33,000 ohms 
R8-4700 ohms 
R9-150,000 ohms 
R6 -10 -ohm trimmer control 
C1 -0.1µF, 100V 
C2-.005µF 
C3 -5µF, 15V electrolytic 

C4, C5 -10µF, 15V electrolytic 
C6 -100µF, 15V electrolytic 
D1 thru D5 -1A silicon diodes 
ICI-CA3035 integrated circuit (RCA) 
Circuit board, hook up wire and mounting 

hardware as required 
NOTE: A circuit board is available for $2.25. A 

kit of all of the above parts can be ob- 
tained for $9.95 (plus postage) from 
Southwest Technical Products Co., 
219 W. Rhapsody, San Antonio, Tex. 
78215 

the toil pattern shown in this article. 
Watch capacitor and diode polarities 
and don't overheat leads. Mount the 
board by two corners with 3/4 -inch 
spacers and 1/4 -inch 6-32 screws 
directly above the board in the Phone 
Sentry (over the end nearest ICI). 
Four 6 -inch leads are necessary to 
connect up the hoard. Follow the dia- 

gram for their connections. 
After you have installed the 

board, you will have to make some fi- 
nal adjustments. Adjust R6 (10,000 - 
ohm trimmer) so the output (pin 7) 
will go high when there is no input 
signal. Also, you may have to change 
the value of RI to alter the gain of 
amplifier I. This would only he neces- 

sary if you had a noisy line; so do not 
make this change unless you have to. 

How it works 
The signal from the phone line is 

coupled thru a 0.1-µF, 100 -volt capaci- 
tor to pin I of the CA3035 amplifier 
(do not use a lower voltage capacitor 
for CI). The CA3035 contains three 
separate amplifiers. The output of the 
first amplifier (pin 3) is ac coupled to 
diodes DI and D2. The rectified signal 
appearing across R4 is coupled thru 
C4 and R3 to amplifier 2 (pin 4). This 
ac coupling means that a steady tone 
signal (dial tone) or silence will gener- 
ate no output from the second ampli- 
fier. Only variable signals such as 
voice signals are amplified. The output 
of amplifier 2 (pin 5) is rectified by 
D3 and D4 (two are required to give 
the proper dc level shift), and filtered 
by capacitor C6. This final dc signal is 
then coupled to amplifier 3 which is 

used as an inverter and as isolation. 
When voice signals are present at 

the input of the circuit, the output 
(pin 7) is held low. Since this output 
is coupled to the timing capacitor of 
the NE555v thru D5, the timing ca- 
pacitor will not charge up and the 
NE555v will net "time out." When the 
input signal is a steady tone signal or 
silence, the output (pin 7) rises toward 
+6 volts and the timing capacitor is 
allowed to charge up. Resistor R9 
(150,000 ohms) is in parallel with the 
390,000 -ohm resistor in the Phone 
Sentry timing circuit, so this reduces 
the charging time from 30 seconds to 
about 8 seconds. R -E 

electronic news 
A high -efficiency optical fiber just 

developed by Bell Laboratories scientists 
makes it possible to fabricate an efficient 
light -carrying fiber from a single mate- 
rial. Up to the present, optical fibers 
have been made with two materials: a 

center core-glass or liquid-and a sur- 
rounding outer cladding. Fibers made 

( 
Y 

r 

with different glass materials may have 
contained impurities that caused trans- 
mission losses. 

Three Bell scientists, S. E. Miller, 
E. J. Marcatili and P. Kaiser, selected a 

glass that showed a very low transmis- 
sion loss as an unclad fiber. Then they 
developed a unique configuration that 

4. 

THE NEW LIGHT -CARRYING FIBER has three main parts: thi central light -conducting rod, the 
flat plate or partition that supports It and the outer glass tube that protects It. 

made it possible to form the glass into 
an optical fiber without any additional 
materials. One design has three com- 
ponents, as shown in the photograph: an 
outer tube, a transverse partition across 
the tube that acts as a supporting plate 
for the center rod, which is the optical 
conductor. 

The assembly is then drawn into a 

hair -thin fiber. In drawing, all parts are 
brought into close contact, but the con- 
tact is not intimate enough to permit es- 
cape of light from the rod, even though 
plate, rod and tube are made of the 
same type of glass. 

The excellent light conduction 
(losses of 5 dB per kilometer) would 
make it possible to space signal ampli- 
fiers farther apart than in land cable sys- 
tems now in use, and scientists are look- 
ing ahead to the day when such glass 
fibers, packed into cables perhaps a 

quarter inch thick, may carry as many 
signals as thousands of the present tele- 
phone wires. 
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J., 

Now that you have your synthesizer completed 
you must be ready to start playing it. Here's the 
instructions you will need to get started 

Using the 
SYNTHESIZER 

IF YOU'VE BEEN FOLLOWING I IIE 

development of the Radio -Electronics, syn- 
thesizer (May, June. July. August, Septem- 
ber. 1973) its a good het that after the last 
article you spent a couple of weeks plug- 
ging cables and pushing buttons. In the 
process you probably discovered that you 
could make some pretty interesting noises 
with the gear even if you didn't understand 
exactly why. This month we're going to fill 
in the why's and try to cover some of the 
not -so -obvious how s. 

Since the greatest part of understanding 
any new tield is learning the vocabulary we'll 
begin with preliminary definitions of pitch as 

the dominant frequency of a sound. dynamics 
as the time varying intensity changes of a 

sound and Libre as the time varying spectral 
changes of a sound (how the harmonic con- 
tent caries with time.) 

Notice that pits/, was defined as the 
dominant frequency. not the fundamental 
frequency. The difference is mostly techni- 
cal but still important from a musical 
standpoint. To the technician, the funda- 
mental frequency of a waveform is by defi- 
nition its lowest frequency component. To 
the musician. the dominant frequency is in 
all probability not the lowest. hut the one 
that has the greatest impact on the listener. 
Because of his understanding of sound a 

musician will consistently refer to the sub - 
harmonics of a sound, whereupon the tech- 
nician will probably begin to twitch and 
loudly proclaim that there's no such thing 
as a subharmonic. 

The human ear is more sensitive to 
changes in pitch than any other musical pa- 
rameter. Tuning is ordinarily expressed in 
"cents" with one cent being a frequency 
deviation equal to l9 of the interval be- 
tween the note being tuned and the next 
highest note in the chromatic scale. Even 
an unskilled listener can spot a 3 -cent 
change in pitch. 

Finally, kind of a reverse point regard- 
ing pitch is that not all musically interesting 
sounds have it. Unpitched "noise" is com- 
posed of all frequencies and is typically 
generated by such non -resonant mechanical 
systems as the wind, surf. explosions. etc. 
When noise is used to excite a resonant 
system the result is "pink noise". a term 
that at one time denoted noise composed 
only of lower frequencies but lately is used 
to designate any bandwidth limiting. Noise 
'PrcaJcm. t'AtA Elmiromc,,. Oklahoma Co). Okla 

will be covered by examples in a later part 
of this text. 

In Fig. I we have drawn a line that 
represents the change in overall amplitude 
of a sound as a function of time. Radio en- 
gineers are familiar with modulation enve- 
lopes of radio frequencies. This is the mod- 
ulation envelope of an audio frequency. 
There are an unlimited number of possible 
envelopes and each has it's own distinctive 
sound regardless of the pitch of the note 
involved. This is dynamics. 

As it happens. Fig. I is an envelope 

ATTACK SUSTAIN 

7 
DECAY 

TIME - 
FIG. 1-WOODWIND SOUNDS have rapid at- 
tack and decay; sustain period is in between. 

that would impart to the listener the feeling 
that he is hearing an instrument in the 
wood -wind family. These instruments are 
characterized by a moderately rapid rise in 
volume (attack), a steady period (sustain) 
followed by a moderately rapid return to 
zero output when the performer stops play- 
ing (decay.) 

Instruments in the percussion family 
generally have an envelope similar to Fig. 
2. characterized by very sharp attack fol- 
lowed immediately by an exponential de- 
cay. If the resonant member is a string as 
in guitar or piano the decay period can be 
quite long on the order of seconds. The 
decay is relatively shorter if the resonant 
member is a steel bar as in vibes and very 
short if the resonant element is a tightly 
stretched membrane as in drums. In no 
case will a natural percussion instrument 
have a sustain period simply because the 
energy that causes the sound is applied in a 

single pulse-or possibly rapid succession of 
pulses. 

One of the advantages that a synthe- 
sizer offers over conventional instruments is 
illustrated in Fig. 3. This envelope would 
he highly improbable in a natural in- 
strument because it has the sharp attack of 
percussion followed by a sustain period 

by JOHN S. SIMONTON, JR.* 

typical of reeds or horns and the long de- 
cay found in percussion strings. Consid- 
erable skill on the part of the performer 
would he required to produce this envelope 
using a conventional instrument but with a 

synthesizer it's simple. 

Function generator at work 
In a synthesizer dynamics are handled 

by the combination of the function gener- 
ator-which is often called an envelope gen- 
erator-and the VCA (voltage -controlled 
amplifer). The attack and decay controls of 
the function generator are set to produce a 

time varying voltage that if viewed on the 
screen of an oscilloscope would look essen- 
tially the same as the envelopes shown in 
Figs. I, 2 and 3. This voltage is then ap- 
plied to the control inputs of the VCA. As 
the control voltage rises so does the gain 
and consequently the output of the ampli- 
fier. While the control voltage is constant 
the gain of the amplifier is constant and 
when the control voltage decays the output 
of the amplifier decays in a similar manner. 

As a demonstration. connect the mod- 
ules as shown in Fig. 4 with the function 

TIME -+ 
FIG. 2-TYPICAL TONE WAVEFORM pro- 
duced by the attack and decay controls. 

TIME - 
FIG. 3-INSTANT RISE, moderate sustain and 
logarithmic decay are possible with VCA. 

(continued on page 62) 
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"Contrast is best:' "Brightness is best:' 

r 
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We think Sylvania ChroMatrixTM gives the best of both. 
Brightness is great if you don't have to lose contrast. 
And contrast is great if you don't have to pay for it with a dimmer 

picture. 
At GTE Sylvania, we think the best replacement tube is the one 

that gives you just the right balance of both. 
That's why we developed the ChroMatrix line using a jet black 

dark surround and Sylvania bright phosphors. 
Our design uses the black surround to get both brightness and 

contrast. And it also helps to maintain a uniform brightness across the 
entire face of the tube. 

As replacement tubes for many of the color sets now coming out 
of warranty, ChroMatrix is a line that's hard to beat. 

And you can get them now in all large -screen sizes from 19" to 
25" diagonal including the popular 23" diagonal size. 

Using the replacement line that gives the best of both worlds 
might make customers think that you're the best serviceman in this 
one. Sylvania Electronic Components, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, Mass. 02154. ® SYLVANIA 
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FIG. 4-WITH MODULES CONNECTED AS SHOWN the output of the function generator (see 
waveform) rises to its sustain level and remains there until the controller key is released. 
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FIG. 5-TWO FUNCTION GENERATORS ARE CONNECTED as shown, to simulate certain per- 
cussive sounds. The resulting waveforms are determined by attack and decay settings. 
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FIG. 6-HOW THE TWO FUNCTION GENERATORS, triggered by the common output of the con- 
troller are summed together to form the desired percussive waveform. Diagrams (a) and (c) show 
how the decay controls can be adjusted to develop various percussive effects. 
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generator being triggered from the con- 
troller's step output. (The operation of the 
controls for each module were covered in 
the first parts of this series. In the interest 
of brevity this information will not he re- 
peated.) In this configuration the output of 
the function generator will rise to it's sus- 
tain voltage at a rate determined by the set- 
ting of the attack control. remain at that 
level as long as any one of the controller 
keys is held down and then decay at the 
rate determined by the setting of the decay 
control. 

A little experimentation with the set- 
tings of the attack and decay controls will 
quickly show the importance of these pa- 
rameters to the total effect that the sound 
produces. To completely eliminate the sus- 
tain portion of the envelope. switch the 
trigger input of the function generator from 
the controllers step output to it's pulse out- 
put. The short trigger pulse causes the 
function generator to cycle through the at- 
tack and immediately advance to decay. 

Remember that we said that the ar- 
rangement of Fig. 4 could produce a/ntosr 
any imaginable envelope? Here's the ex- 
ception. Fig. 5 shows a situation that is 
quite common for percussion instruments. it 
illustrates a case in which the instrument is 

played particularly hard. So hard that what 
can be thought of as an "overload" occurs. 
a short time during which the instrument is 
incapable of dissipating in a uniform ex- 
ponential manner the applied energy. 

As is shown by the envelope. the result 
is a brief time during which a large amount 
of energy is dissipated followed by the nor- 
mal exponential decay. The function gener- 
ator that we assembled doesn't provide for 
this type of envelope primarily because of 
cost but also because the envelope can be 
generated using two function generators 
with the added advantage of being able to. 
at other times. use the two modules sepa- 
rately. Our example illustrating this coinci- 
dentally makes a good point of the advan- 
tages of control voltage summation. 

Fig. 6-a shows two function generators 
being triggered by the pulse output of the 
controller. Notice that A is set for the 
shortest possible decay while B is set for a 

significantly longer period. The outputs of 
these modules are routed to two of the con- 
trol inputs of a single processing module- 
typically the VCA-where they are summed 
together to produce the equivalent envelope 
shown in Fig. 6-b. 

If function generator B is triggered 
from the step rather than the pulse output 
of the controller the result is individual en- 
velopes as shown in Fig. 6-c which sum to- 
gether to produce another envelope that 
would be rare to the point of impossibility 
in a natural instrument. 

There is one important point to note 
regarding multiple function generator ar- 
rangements and that is that the peak ampli- 
tude of the equivalent envelope is the sum 
of the amplitudes of the individual wave- 
forms. For most of the equipment we've 
built this sum should not exceed the 5 -volt 
design limit placed on control voltages. 
This same consideration also applies to any 
multiple control voltage situation. 

How to add timbre 
As important as pitch and dynamics 

are, they pretty obviously don't account for 
all the differences between the sounds of 



various instruments. For example. the trum- 
pet and French horn are both brass in- 
struments with approximately the same at- 
tack. sustain and decay characteristics. They 
even overlap in pitch range but there would 
he little danger of mistaking the blaring. 
brassy sound of the trumpet for the muted. 
mellow tones of the French horn. The dif- 
ference between the two is what we ordi- 
narily call timbre and as was stated earlier. 
differences in timbre are essentially differ- 
ences in the harmonic structure of the 
sound the instrument generates. 

Since any imaginable waveform can he 
constructed by summing together sine 
waves of the proper frequency. amplitude 
and phase, the most obvious way to impart 
timbral differences to an electronic musical 
instrument is to get a hunch of oscillators 
going and sum their outputs together as 

needed to produce the desired waveform. 
This technique is known as frequency syn- 
thesis and is most often employed in elec- 
tronic organs. Fig. 7 shows the result of 
summing a fundamental with its half am- 
plitude second harmonic to produce the 
wave form shown by the solid line. 

Mother Nature has developed a differ- 
ent method that she uses in what is prob- 
ably the most versatile of all synthesis sys- 
tems. the human voice. Most electronic 
music synthesizers employ the same tech- 
nique. known as formant synthesis. 

In formant synthesis the starting point 
is not a group of oscillators producing pre- 
cisely time -related sine waves but a single 
oscillator that is cranking out a waveform 
rich in harmonics from the start. Rather 
than adding in sine waves as needed to 
produce a given voice. component fre- 
quencies are removed from the source as 

needed. 
As an example, Table I gives the har- 

monic content of the three common wave- 
forms that our VCO produces; ramp, 
triangle and square wave. Referring back to 
the wave in Fig. 7 again and comparing it 
to Table I we quickly see that if we remove 
all of the harmonics above the second that 
are present in a ramp the result will be the 
same as summing together a fundamental 
and it's second harmonic. Granted, this is a 
specially chosen, simple example but the 
basic principle applies to any waveform. 

Some people will read that last para- 
graph and disagree because of the phase dif- 
ferences that cause one waveform to look en- 
tirely different from another even though the 
harmonic contents are identical. The answer 
to that is that as far as the sound produced is 

concerned constant phase differences have no 
effect. As evidence of this we offer the fact 
that a sawtooth that ramps up as time goes on 
sounds the same as one that ramps down 
even though the phase differences between 
the harmonics are as great as any you'll find. 
We can further state that phase differences 
cannot he heard unless they are changing in 
which case they are perceived as an apparent 
frequency shift. 

Filters on the job 
To use formant synthesis there must he 

some way of eliminating those unwanted 
harmonics and this is where our filters 
come in. Probably neither of the filter types 
we've built needs any explanation but 
briefly, the band-pass filter allows for at- 
tenuation of frequencies outside of a given 
frequency hand while the frequencies 

FIG. 7-SUMMING A FUNDAMENTAL with its 
half -amplitude second harmonic produces the 
waveform shown by the solid line. 

TABLE I 

wave 

harmonic 

AA/ 
triangle 

AAA 

ramp square 

fundamental 8/r 2 2/ir 4/7r 

2nd - - 1/r - - 

3rd 8/9x2 2/3w 4/3r 

4th -- 1/2w - - 

5th 8/25r2 2/5w 4/5w 

6th - - 1/3w - - 
7th 8/49x2 2/7r 4/7w 

8th -- 1/4r -- 
9th 8/81x2 2/9w 4/9w 
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FIG. 8-AUTOMUTE CONNECTION of mod- 
ules permits the control voltage from the key- 
board to set the pitch of the oscillator while 
the controller trigger outputs are used to key 
the function generator. 
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within the hand are passed without altera- 
tion. In our filter the "Q" (how well the fil- 
ter does it's job of attenuating out -of -hand 
signals) is adjustable with a front panel 
control while the sum of the input control 
voltages determines the center frequency of 
the filter. Likewise, the low-pass filter at- 
tenuates all frequencies above the fre- 
quency of interest while allowing fre- 
quencies below that point to pass unaltered. 
In our low-pass filter increasing the control 
voltage simultaneously lowers the cut-off 
frequency and increases the rate at which 
higher frequencies are attenuated. 

Due to space limitations we will leave 
the more subtle uses of the filters to the ex- 
perimental discovery of the user and con - 

+5V 

OUT 

FIG. 9-IMITATION OF A FLUTE is produced 
by this module hookup. 

centrate instead on some of the more spec- 
tacular effects that can he achieved. Fig. 8 

shows a module arrangement that for lack 
of a better name we will call the "auto - 
mute" connection. The arrangement is such 
that the control voltage from the keyboard 
sets the pitch of the oscillator while either 
of the controller trigger outputs (pulse 
works better than step) are used to key the 
function generator. As in the previous ex- 
ample the function generator output con- 
trols the VCA to provide appropriate attack 
and decay times. Unlike the previous ex- 
ample, however, the output of the \ CO is 

routed through the hand -pass filter before it 
passes through the VCA. The filter is also 

(continued on page 88) 
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IF -you car USE 

...you can build yourself a Bell & Howell 
solid-state 25 -inch diagonal color TV... 
and maybe build a whole new future 
while you're at it! 

, , 

1. 

r-' 

>. 

" Elecro-Lab" is a registered trademark of the Bell 8 Howell Company. 
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If you're already handy with a set of tools, 
here's a way to pick up a pretty thorough 
knowledge of electronics: build yourself 
a solid-state color TV as part of a com- 
plete learn -at-home program from Bell & 
Howell Schools. 

This important project gives you valu- 
able "hands on" experience with solid- 
state circuitry-the kind of practical ex- 
perience you'll need to build a successful 
career. It's a vital part of your total elec- 
tronics education. 

Once you've completed your program 
from Bell & Howell Schools, you could 
have an exciting career opportunity wait- 
ing for you in the growing field of home 
entertainment electronics. You might 
even end up with a business of your own 
in color TV servicing. 

Fix stereo systems ... FM -AM radios ... 
phonographs ... tape recorders 
With your new skills, you can build and 
service stereo -hi-fi systems-including 
FM -AM radios ... phonographs ... open 
reel tape recorders and cassette or car- 
tridge player/recorders. You could even 
build yourself a complete "home enter- 
tainment communications center" - com- 
plete with the new gadgetry of cartridge 
television when it comes out. The skills 
you build by following this unique pro- 
gram are more than enough to service 
almost any type of home entertainment 
electronics device. 

A complete at-home learning program 
in home entertainment electronics 
Your color TV project is probably the best 
way for you to learn the most advanced 
"state of the art" concepts of sophisti- 
cated electronics circuitry. It's part of a 

complete at-home learning program pre- 
pared by skilled instructors at Bell & 

Howell Schools. Mail the postage -free 
card today so that our representative can 
bring you all the facts at no obligation. 

It doesn't matter if you've never had 
any training in electronics before. No- 
body's going to start throwing "diodes" 
and "capacitors" at you right off. You 
start with the basics. You take it one step 
at a time. You walk before you run. And 
you'll be amazed at how quickly you 
start to feel comfortable with things that 
seemed complicated at the beginning. 

Attend special "help sessions" 
if you like 
In case you run into a sticky problem-or 
you want to discuss your project with an 
instructor-Come in and see us. We've 
scheduled special "help sessions" regu- 
larly at the Bell & Howell Schools and in 
many other cities throughout the U.S. and 
Canada. Drop by. Meet an expert instruc- 
tor in person. Talk over any rough spots 
with him-and with other students. You'll 
enjoy the chance to "talk shop." 

Master the most up-to-date 
solid-state circuitry 
Solid-state is here to stay. Not just color 
TV but almost every type of electronic 
device will eventually move farther and 
farther in the direction of total solid-state 
circuitry. Get to know the most advanced 
"trouble -shooting" techniques for these 
sophisticated circuits. You'll find an al- 
most irresistible demand for your skills. 

Why you should know electronics 
No matter where you look, the amazing 
technology of electronics is becoming a 
bigger and bigger part of the picture. 
More and more automotive parts and di- 
agnostic instruments are electronic. 
Many large manufacturing plants use 
sophisticated electronic systems-con- 
trolled by a few skilled electronics tech- 
nicians. The increasing use of two-way 
radio . . . the huge promise of cable 
television ... the astonishing growth of 
electronic data processing all open doors 
to exciting new career opportunities for 
the man with thorough training in elec- 
tronics. In fact, the day may come when 
the man who does not have electronic 
skills will be severely handicapped in 
many industries. 

Why you should get your training from 
Bell & Howell Schools 
Skilled instructors at Bell & Howell 
Schools-carefully selected for 
their knowledge, experience 
and teaching ability-plan 
each program with the utmost 
care and attention. Each year, 
they spend ovar $200,000 im- 
proving programs to keep them 
up-to-date with the latest technol- 
ogy. Many Bell & Howell Schools 
graduates have used their home 
study training to get started in excit- 
ing new careers or businesses of their 
own in electronics. You could too! 
With your first lesson you get... 
...the Laboratory Starter Kit! A volt - 
ohm -meter (VOM) with design panels, 
modular connectors, experimental 
parts and battery power source. 
Gives you immediate "hands on" 
experience with your very first lesson. 

You also build and keep the exclusive 
Bell & Howell Schools Electro -Lab@ 
electronics training system 
To make sure you get practical ex- 
perience with instruments used daily 
by professionals, you build yourself a 

Design Console, an Oscilloscope and a 

Transistorized Meter (see details at right). 
These are the three instruments you'll 
work with constantly-both during your 
program and thereafter. 

CONSIDER THESE ADVANTAGES: 

Help Sessions We've scheduled special 
"help sessions" regularly at the Bell & 
Howell Schools and in many other cities 
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Top 
instructors give you expert advice and 
you meet other students, too. 

National Career Placement Center 
When you complete your course, we will 
help you in your search for a job in a field 
of electronics that fits your background 
and interests. Although we cannot 
guarantee jobs to our graduates, this 
placement service is available at any time 
after you graduate. 

Veterans' Benefits We are approved by 
the state approval agency for Veterans' 
Benefits. Check the box for details. 
Student Financial Aid We are an eligible 
institution under the Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program. Check the box for details. 

Detach postage -paid 
reply card and 
mail today for Free 
Information! 

- 
. 

i 

25 -inch 
picture 

(measured 
diagonally) 

Bell & Howell Solid -State 25 -inch 
color TV. Ultra -rectangular tube ... 25 - 
inch picture measured diagonally . 

full 315 square inch viewing area. Solid- 
state modular circuitry ... 4 advanced IC's 

.. 100 transistors . .. 72 diodes ... indi- 
vidual plug-in circuit boards. Special 
UHF/VHF tuning features... built-in self- 
service components. 

Design Console Use this to rapidly 
"breadboard" circuits without soldering. 
Equipped with built-in power supply .. . 

test light . _ . speaker ... patented plug-in 
modular connectors. 

Oscilloscope Portable 5 -inch wide - 
band oscilloscope offers bright, sharp 
screen images ... calibrated for peak -to - 
peak voltage and time measurements ... 
3 -way jacks for leads, plugs, wires. 

Transistorized Meter Combines most 
desired features of vacuum -tube volt- 
meter and quality multimeter. Registers 
current, voltage and resistance measure- 
ments on a large, easily -read dial. Fea- 
tures sensitive, 4 -inch, jewel -bearing 
d'Arsonval meter movement. 

For Free Information, Mail Card Today! 
If card has been removed, write: 
An Electronics Home Study School 

DEVRV InSTRUTE OF TEO-MI.0GV 
c. ce TIE 

BELL s HOWELL SCHOOLS 
4141 Belmont. Chicago. Illinois 60641 

528R 
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A dropping diode- 
what is it? 

A diode is a cool substitute 
for a filament resistor 

JACK DARR 
SERVICE EDITOR 

This column is for your service 
problems-TV, radio, audio or gen- 
eral and industrial electronics. \Ve 
answer all questions individually by 
mail, free of charge, and the more in- 
teresting ones will be printed here. 

II you're really stuck, write us. 
\Ve'll do our best to help you. Don't 
forget to enclose a stamped, self-ad- 
dressed envelope. Write: Service Edi- 
tor, Radio -Electronics, 200 Park Ave. 
South, New York 10003. 

R -E's Service Clinic 

WHAT IN THE WORLD IS A "DROPPING 
diode"? Just what it says. A diode 
connected in series with the heater 
string of a hybrid TV set-the kind 
with four or five tubes, in the high - 
power stages. You might say it's a 
"heater rectifier", and in fact, it's 
marked FIL RECT in some Sams Photo - 
fact schematics. True, in a sense. Ac- 
tually, it looks to me as if it's used to 
drop the ac line voltage to about half 
normal. One case of this is in RCA's 
KCS-176A portable chassis. 

The use of these can lead to some 
confusion, and some funny voltage 
readings, if we're expecting them. The 
heater circuit is in the diagram. Here, 

AC 
IN 

1 

DROPPING T DIODE 

1101 -B+ 

1 680pF 

T GLITCH 
FILTER 

9AEP4 
33GY7 I2FX5 (PIX TUBE) 

I7JZ8 8FQ7 

-55V -32V -20V -10.5V -4V 

THE DIODE RECTIFIES half of the Input sine - 
wave, reducing effective voltage to hall. 

we're not rectifying ac to get dc. in 
the regular sense; note that there 
aren't any filter capacitors on the 
load -side. What is happening here is 
that the rectifier is cutting off one half 
of each sinewave. (Doesn't matter 
which half; happens to be the positive 
halves.) So, we get approximately 
"half -power." The heating effect of the 
current is reduced, referred to full - 
wave ac. 

This gives us some unusual read- 
ings if we use our regular rms-reading 
ac voltmeters. Note the voltages 
shown along the heater string. The 
33GY7 for example shows 55 volts on 
one side and 32 volts on the other; to- 
tal (55-32) = 23 volts! Yet, the tube 

works. Note that these voltages are 
read with a dc voltmeter; it shows 
-55 volts, etc. The normal ac drop 
across the heater string adds up to 76 
volts, but we see only -55 volts at the 
input. The "heating -effect" of the half - 
wave rectified ac is enough to get the 
cathode up to the correct operating 
temperature. 

We set up an experiment, using a 
33GY7 tube, in a tube -tester. on an 
adapter. Setting the heater at the rated 
voltage we got the readings shown in 
the table. We used a standard vom, a 

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS 
33GY7 tube, in test adapter, in tube - 
tester. Heater set to 33 volts ac. 

METER 
VOM 
FETVOM 
DVM 
With diode in 
METER 
VOM 
FETVOM 
DVM 
METER 
VOM 
FETVOM 
DVM 

Set on ac volts. 
33V 
33V 
34.1V 

series, one side of heater. 
Set on ac volts 
15V 
18V 
18.6V 
Set on dc volts. 
15V 
18V 
14.88V 

(Polarity of reading depends on how 
diode is connected; unimportant) 

FET vom and a digital vom. On ac 
volts. the readings were correct. Then, 
one side of the heater was opened, 
and a standard silicon rectifier diode 
was connected in series. The heater 
voltage was not changed. 

Now look at the readings! On ac 
volts, we get roughly half the applied 
voltage, which makes sense. Setting 
them on dc volts, we got about the 
same readings. (Oddly enough, the 
emission of the tube didn't seem to go 
down too much. Perhaps I didn't wait 
long enough for the cathode to cool 
down; tests took only about 3 min- 
utes.) 

(continued on page 7/) 
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R -E's Transistor Substitution Guide 
ARCH DM G -E ICC IR MAL MOT RCA SPR SYL ZEN 

2N1729 NA NA GE -53 NA TR-05 PTC 102 HEP-629 SK 3005 RT-118 ECG 100 NA 
2N1730 RS276-2002 T-641 GE -54 ICC-641 TR-08 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1731 RS276-2004 T-353 GE -53 ICC-253 TF-05 PTC 102 HEP-253 SK 3005 RT-118 ECG 100 ZEN 304 
2N1732 RS276-2001 T-641 GE -54 ICC-641 TR-08 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1742 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -9 ICC-3 NA PTC 102 HEP-3 NA NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1743 RS276-2004 T-253 GE -9 ICC-253 TR-05 PTC 102 HEP-253 SK 3005 RT-118 ECG 100 ZEN 304 
2N1744 RS276-2004 T-253 GE -9 ICC-253 TR-05 PTC 102 HEP-253 SK 3005 RT-118 ECG 100 ZEN 304 
2N1745 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -51 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 NA NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1746 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -9 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1747 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -9 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1748 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1749 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1750 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -51 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 SK 3007 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 
2N1751 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA RT-147 ECG 179 NA 
2N1752 NA T-2 GE -51 ICC-2 NA PTC 107 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 

2N1753 NA T-2 GE -1 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 109 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1754 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 NA PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3005 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1755 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 

2N1756 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 
2N1757 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 

2N1758 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 

2N1759 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 

2N1760 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 
2N1761 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 RT-124 ECG 104 NA 

2N1762 NA NA GE -3 NA NA PTC 105 NA SK 3009 AT -124 ECG 104 NA 

2N1763 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -18 ICC-53 NA PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3124 RT-100 ECG 123 ZEN 102 
2N1764 RS276-2009 T-50 GE -20 ICC-50 TR-22 PTC 136 HEP-50 SK 3024 RT-114 ECG 128 ZEN 100 
2N1765 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1307 NA NA NA NA 

2N1768 NA NA GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S5003 NA NA NA NA 
2N1769 NA NA GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA 

2N1770 NA S-300 NA ICC-300 NA NA HEP-R1241 NA NA NA NA 
2N1771 NA S-300 NA ICC-300 IR -1771 NA HEP-R1241 NA NA NA NA 

2N1772 NA S-302 NA ICC-302 SCR -04 NA HEP-R1243 NA NA ECG 122 NA 
2N1773 NA S-302 NA ICC-302 SCR -04 NA HEP-R1243 NA NA ECG 122 NA 

2N1774 NA S-302 NA ICC-302 SCR -04 NA HEP-R1243 NA NA ECG 122 NA 

2N1775 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1306 NA NA NA NA 
2N1776 NA NA NA NA IR -1776 NA HEP-R1306 NA NA NA NA 

2N1777 NA NA NA NA IR -1777 NA HEP-R1307 NA NA NA NA 
2N1778 NA NA NA NA IR -1778 NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2N1779 RS276-2002 T-641 GE -6 ICC-641 TR-10 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 

2N1780 RS276-2002 T-641 GE -5 ICC-641 TR-10 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1781 RS276-2002 T-641 GE -5 ICC-641 TR-10 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1782 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -2 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 109 HEP-3 SK 3005 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1783 RS276-2003 T-641 GE -1 ICC-641 TR-10 PTC 109 HEP-641 SK 3005 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1784 RS276-2003 1-3 GE -1 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 SK 3005 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1785 NA 1-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1786 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 S 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1787 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1788 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1789 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 rIEP-2 SK 3006 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 

2N1790 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 NA HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1800 NA NA GE -53 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2N1808 RS276-2001 T-641 GE -8 ICC-641 TR-08 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1837 NA NA GE -18 NA TR-87 FTC 144 HEP-S3011 NA NA NA NA 
2N1838 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -63 ICC-53 IRTR-21 PTC 144 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 

2N1839 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -27 ICC-53 IRTR-78 PTC 144 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1840 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -27 ICC-53 IRTR-78 PTC 144 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1841 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S3010 NA NA NA NA 

2N1842 NA S-304 GEMR-3 ICC-304 NA NA HEP-R1301 SK 3505 NA NA NA 
2N1843 NA S-304 GEMR-3 ICC-304 IR -1843A NA HEP-R1301 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1844 NA S-306 GEMR-3 ICC-306 IR -1844A NA HEP-R1304 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1845 NA S-306 GEMR-3 ICC-306 NA NA HEP-R1304 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1846 NA S-306 GEMR-3 ICC-306 IR -1846A NA HEP-R1304 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1847 NA NA GEMR-3 NA NA NA HEP-R1306 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1848 NA NA GEMR-3 NA IR -1848A NA HEP-R1306 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1849 NA NA GEMR-3 NA IR -1849A NA HEP-R1307 SK 3505 NA NA NA 

2N1850 NA NA NA NA IR -1850A NA NA SK 3505 NA NA NA 
2N1853 RS276-2004 T-253 GE -2 ICC-253 TR-05 PTC 102 HEP-253 SK 3005 RT-118 ECG 100 ZEN 304 
2N1854 RS276-2004 1-253 GE -2 ICC-253 TR-05 PTC 102 HEP-253 SK 3004 RT-120 ECG 102 ZEN 304 
2N1858 NA NA GE -20 NA TR-08 PTC 108 NA SK 3010 RT-122 ECG 103 NA 

2N1864 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3008 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1865 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -9 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-3 SK 3008 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 

2N1866 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 SK 3008 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1867 NA T-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 REP -2 SK 3008 NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 
2N1868 NA 1-2 GE -9 ICC-2 TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-2 NA NA ECG 160 ZEN 300 

NA = NOT AVAILABLE (turn page) 
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2N1869 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1215 NA NA NA NA 
2N1870 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1215 NA NA NA NA 
2N1871 NA NA NA NA NA PTC 107 HEP-R1216 NA NA NA NA 
2N1872 NA NA GE -50 NA TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-R1217 NA NA NA NA 
2N1873 NA NA GE -50 NA TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-R1218 NA NA NA NA 

2N1874 NA NA GE -50 NA TR-17 PTC 107 HEP-R1218 NA NA NA NA 
2N1871 NA NA GE -50 NA TR-17 PTC 107 NA NA NA NA NA 
2N1881 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1101 NA NA NA NA 
2N1882 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1101 NA NA NA NA 
2N1883 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1102 NA NA NA NA 

21'41884 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1103 NA NA NA NA 
2N1885 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-R1103 NA NA NA NA 
2N1886 ' NA NA GE -66 NA NA NA HEP-S5003 NA NA NA NA 
2N1889 NA NA GE -18 NA NA PTC 125 HEP-714 NA NA NA NA 
2N1890 NA NA GE -1B NA NA PTC 125 HEP-714 NA NA NA NA 

2N1891 RS276-2002 1-641 GE -5 ICC-641 TR-08 PTC 102 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1892 RS276-2002 T-641 GE -54 ICC-641 TR-08 PTC 108 HEP-641 SK 3011 RT-119 ECG 101 ZEN 315 
2N1893 RS276-2009 T-714 GE -27 ICC-714 TR-87 PTC 125 HEP-714 SK 3024 RT-114 ECG 128 NA 
2N1894 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5003 NA NA NA NA 
2N1895 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5003 NA NA NA NA 

2N1896 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5003 NA NA NA NA 
2N1897 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA 
2N1898 NA NA NA NA NA NA HEP-S5000 NA NA NA NA 
2N1905 RS276-2006 T-232 GE -16 ICC-232 IRTR-88 PTC 105 HEP-232 SK 3014 RT-115 ECG 129 ZEN 326 
2N1906 NA 1-626 GE -25 ICC-626 TR-27 PTC 138 HEP-626 SK 3014 RT-147 ECG 179 NA 

2N1907 RS276-2006 T-232 GE -25 ICC-232 TR-27 PTC 105 HEP-232 SK 3014 RT-147 ECG 179 ZEN 326 
2N1908 RS276-2006 1-232 GE -25 ICC-232 TR-27 PTC 105 HEP-232 SK 3014 RT-147 ECG 179 ZEN 326 
2N1917 RS276-2021 1-51 GE -22 ICC-51 TR-88 PTC-103 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 ZEN 101 
2N1918 RS276-2021 T-51 GE -22 ICC-51 TR-88 PTC 103 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 ZEN 101 
2N1919 RS276-2021 T-51 GE -21 ICC-51 TR-88 PTC 131 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 ZEN 101 

2N1920 RS276-2021 T-51 GE -21 ICC-51 TR-80 PTC 131 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 ZEN 101 
2N1921 RS276-2021 T-51 GE -21 ICC-51 TR-88 PTC 131 HEP-51 SK 3114 RT-115 ECG 159 ZEN 101 
2N1922 NA NA GE -21 NA IRTR-88 PTC 103 NA NA RT-115 ECG 129 NA 
2N1924 RS276-2007 T-629 GE -2 ICC-629 IRTR-85 PTC 102 HEP-629 SK 3004 RT-121 ECG 102A NA 
2N1925 RS276-2005 T-254 GE -2 ICC-254 IRTR-85 PTC 135 HEP-254 SK 3004 RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 

2N1926 RS276-2005 1-254 GE -2 ICC-254 IRTR-85 PTC 135 HEP-254 SK 3004 RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 
2N1929 NA SR -1241 NA ICC-R1241 NA NA HEP-R1241 NA NA ECG 5400 NA 
2N1930 NA SR -1241 NA ICC-R1241 NA NA HEP-R1241 NA NA NA NA 
2N1931 NA SR -1243 NA ICC-R1243 SCR -04 NA HEP-R1243 NA NA ECG 122 NA 
2N1932 NA SR -1243 NA ICC-R1243 SCR -04 NA HEP-R1243 NA NA ECG 122 NA 

2N1933 NA SR -1243 NA ICC-R1243 SCR -04 NA HEP-R1243 NA NA ECG 122 NA 
2N1934 NA SR -1005 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2N1935 NA SR -1005 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2N1936 NA T-247 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
2N1937 NA 1-247 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 

2N1940 NA T-250 GE -2 NA TR-05 PTC 102 NA SK 3005 RT-118 ECG 100 NA 
2N1941 NA NA NA HEP-S3011 NA NA HEP-S3011 NA NA NA NA 
2N1942 NA NA NA HEP-629 NA NA HEP-629 NA NA NA NA 
2N1943 NA 1-714 GE -18 HEP-S3020 TR-87 PTC 125 HEP-S3020 NA NA NA NA 
2N1944 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -63 CC -53 TR-86 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 

2N1945 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -63 CC -53 TR-86 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1946 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -63 CC -53 TR-25 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1947 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -17 CC -53 TR-87 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1948 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -17 CC -53 TR-86 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1949 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -17 CC -53 TR-25 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 

2N1950 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -17 CC -53 TR-87 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1951 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -17 CC -53 TR-86 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1952 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -17 CC -53 TR-25 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1953 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -18 CC -53 TR-65 PTC 125 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1954 RS276-2005 1-254 GE -2 ICC-254 NA PTC 135 HEP-254 SK 3005 RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 

2N1955 RS276-2005 1-254 GE -2 ICC-254 NA PTC 135 HEP-254 SK 3005 RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 
2N1956 RS276-2005 1-254 GE -2 ICC-254 NA PTC 135 HEP-254 SK 3005 RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 
2N1957 RS276-2005 1-254 GE -2 ICC-254 IRTR-85 PTC 135 HEP-254 SK 3005 RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 
2N1958 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -63 ICC-53 TR-25 PTC 123 HEP-53 NA RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1959 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -63 ICC-53 TR-25 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 

2N1960 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -2 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-3 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 
2N1961 RS276-2003 T-3 GE -2 ICC-3 TR-17 PTC 102 HEP-3 SK 3123 NA ECG 160 ZEN 301 
2N1962 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -20 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 123 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 100 
2N1963 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -20 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 123 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 100 
2N1964 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -20 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 123 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 100 

2N1965 RS276-2009 1-50 GE -20 ICC-50 IRTR-51 PTC 123 HEP-50 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 100 
2N1969 RS276-2005 1-254 GE -1 ICC-254 IRTR-85 PTC 135 HEP-254 NA RT-121 ECG 102A ZEN 305 
2N1970 NA T-233 GE -4 ICC-233 TR-03 PTC 106 HEP-233 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 ZEN 327 
2N1971 RS276-2006 1-232 GE -25 ICC-232 TR-01 PTC 105 HEP-232 SK 3009 RT-127 ECG 121 ZEN 326 
2N1972 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -63 ICC-53 TR-21 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 

2N1973 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -18 ICC-53 TR-21 PTC 123 HEP-53 SK 3124 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1974 RS276-2009 1-53 GE -18 ICC-53 TR-21 PTC 125 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1975 RS276-2009 T-53 GE -18 ICC-53 TR-21 PTC 125 HEP-53 SK 3122 RT-102 ECG 123A ZEN 102 
2N1980 NA 1-231 GE -4 ICC-231/233 TR-03 PTC 106 HEP-231 /233 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 ZEN 327 
2N1981 NA 1-231 GE -4 ICC-231/233 TR-03 PTC 106 HEP-231/233 SK 3012 NA ECG 105 ZEN 327 
NA = NOT AVAILABLE 
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substitution guide 
PART VIII 

complied by ROBERT 8, ELIZABETH SCOTT 
ARCH-"Indicates the Archer brand of 

semiconductors sold only by Ra- 
dio Shack and Allied Radio stores. 
Allied Radio Shack, 2725 W. 7th 
St., Ft. Worth, Texas 76107 

DM-D. M. Semiconductor Co., P.O. Box 
131, Melrose, Mass. 02176 

GE-General Electric Co., Tube Product 
Div., Owensboro, Ky. 42301 

ICC-International Components, 10 Daniel 
Street, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 

IR-International Rectifier, Semiconductor 
Div., 233 Kansas St., El Segundo, 
Calif. 90245 

MAL-Mallory Distributor Products Co., 
101 S. Parker, Indianapolis, Ind. 
46201 

MOT-Motorola Semiconductors, Box 
2963, Phoenix, Ariz. 85036 

RCA-RCA Electronic Components, Harri- 
son, N.J. 07029 

SPR-Sprague Products Co., 65 Marshall 
St., North Adams, Mass. 01247 

SYL-Sylvania Electric Corp., 100 1st 
Ave., Waltham, Mass. 02154 

ZEN-Zenith Sales Co., 5600 W. Jarvis 
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60648 

Radio -Electronics has done its utmost to 
insure that the listings In this directory are as 
accurate and reliable as possible; however, no 
responsibility is assumed by Radio -Electronics 
for its use. We have used the latest manufac- 
turers material available to us and have asked 
each manufacturer covered in the listing to 
check its accuracy. Where we have been sup- 
plied with corrections, we have updated the 
listing to Include them. The first part of this 
Guide appeared in March 1973. 

SERVICE CLINIC 

(continued from page 68) 

This type of circuit can lead to 
some unexpected problems, if you 
don't know it's being used. In one, al- 
though the customer's complaint was 
"poor focus", the tubes suddenly 
started glowing very brightly, then the 
fusable resistor in the B + supply 
popped out. Checks showed that the 
diode in the heater string had shorted. 
This applied the full 120 -volt line 
voltage to the heaters. 

The diode was replaced, and the 
B + checked. A heavy short was still 
there. This turned out to be the audio 
tube, a I2FX5, with a big fat short. 
It's possible that the heater overload 
had caused this. Although the other 
tubes had been overloaded too, they 
weren't damaged. Note: this diode 
seems to be used only in the "A" se- 
ries of the KCS-l76 chassis. In later 
runs, higher -voltage tubes were used, 
and a small dropping resistor (15 
ohms) was added. 

In other sets, you'll find other 
things used as droppers. In fact, any- 
thing having either resistance or reac- 
tance can be used. Small chokes can 
be used, but these are much more ex- 
pensive than diodes; so are big resis- 

tors, nowadays. In some imported TV 
sets, a special non -polarized elec- 
trolytic capacitor was the dropping 
"resister"! Needless to say, this was a 
very odd value, and practically impos- 
sible to get. We finally began replac- 
ing these with stock resistors, which 
worked beautifully. 

If you run into a set with some 
kind of unusual dropper, and you 
can't find a replacement, good old- 
fashioned resistors will solve the prob- 
lem. You can find the value needed 
with Ohm's Law. Don't forget to fig- 
ure the wattage too. Some of these 
will get pretty warm. Most can be 
mounted in some place on the chassis 
where they'll stay cool enough. 

Suspect the use of some odd 
thing whenever you see that the heater 
voltages of the tubes do not add up to 
the line voltage. As in the RCA men- 
tioned, where they add up to only 76 
volts. Here's how to get the right 
value; add up the heater voltages of 
all tubes in the string. Now, subtract 
this value from the line voltage at 120 
volts. In the example above, this 
would be 120-76=44 volts drop, 
across the dropper. The current will 
be the same in all tubes, so you need 
only look up one type. Here, it's 450 
mA. So, Mr. Ohm says that R=E/I, 
or 100 ohms. If you come out with an 

The Mark Ten B Capacitive Discharge 
Ignition System keeps your car in tune 
... and everyone knows that a well -tuned 
car gets better mileage, requires less 
maintenance, runs longer and better, 
and helps in the quest for 
cleaner air. 
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oddball resistance value, use the next 
higher stock value; this will give you a 
little "cushion" in case of line -surges, 
and the tubes will never know the dif- 
ference. You can run them at least 5% 
below rating, with full output. 

The dropping resistor must have 
an ample wattage rating. Here, we'd 
have P= I2R, or .452 times 100; 
comes out around 20 watts. Use a 25 - 
watt type, for safety -factor. You can 
mount this on a couple of small metal 
brackets, so that it will be held away 
from the chassis, for best air -circula- 
tion. 

So, there you are. With good of 
fundamentals, and some scratch paper, 

Just keep 
open. 

it's not too hard to cope with some of 
the more unusual things you run into. 

your eyes (and your mind) 
R -E 

reader 
questions 

REGULATED SUPPLY LOW 
The 20 -volt regulated supply on a 

Sylvania D-12 color chassis reads only 
10 volts. I have no raster or sound 

MkKE 
--- - . ry 

:aft 

0 

LB0-502 - 5" 
Solid State 

Triggered Scope 
3 graded scale readings - 1,2,5. 
Push -buttons, lab -grade quality. 

15MHz b'width;auto and trig sweep- 
1µs/cm (5X mag. 0.21s/cm)to 

0.5s/cm. 17 steps. 10mV/p-p/cm 
sensitivity. Rect. bezel; adj.lighting: 
scale -tilt adj. & trig. light. $529.95 SERVICE 

pkyIt;:;i;; 

OFF 
WI1H 

LSG-231 - FM Multiplex 
Stereo Generator 

Solid state stability & accuracy. 
Check balance, separation and 

alignment on all state-of-the-art 
audio equip. 50dB separation, 

2% at1 KHz audio signal accuracy; 2°%o at 
19KHz pilot sig freq. accuracy.0.3Vrms output. $229.95 

LFM-36A - Solid State 
Wow 8 Flutter Meter 

Offers accurate, simul- 
taneous, direct readouts 

on tape recorders and 
other units. Has sep- 

arate meters for meas- 
uring each function. 

Accuracy is .15% of full scale 
value. Signal frequency is 3KHz. 

Compact, rugged, for bench or 
assembly work. 5699.95 

TEST INSTRUMENTS 
"Put Us to the Test" 

LEADER151 Dupont Street Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803 (516) 822-9300 
INSTRUMENTS CORP. 

Higher de voltages OK.-T.D., Bellevue, 
Ohio 

One of two things: either you 
have a high leakage or short in some 
of the many circuits fed by that 20 - 
volt source. or the regulator transistor 
itself is bad. 

Check: disconnect the output of 
the 20 -volt supply. Turn the set on. If 
this reads exactly 20 volts, it's OK. If 
it reads 10 volts no-load. try a new 
regulator transistor. Should hold the 
do output constant at 20 volts. with 
line voltage all the way from 105 to 
120 volts. 

Loss of video and raster 'could be 
due to low supply voltage on the first 
and second video amplifier transistors. 
biasing the pix tube off 

INTERMITTENT CONVERGENCE 
We've got an odd case of inter- 

mittent convergence in a Magnavox 938. 
The customer complains bitterly', hut we 
had an artful time snaking it show up in 
the shop. When we did, it looked like a 
sudden displacement of the three colors, 
by about 14 inch each.-T.D., Bellevue, 
Ohio. 

Check the Molex plug on the 
convergence yoke for intermittent con- 
tacts or loose wires to the male pins. 
Possibility 2. check the 50-µF elec- 
trolytic in the vertical output tube 

The Most Advanced 
Design in Color 

Combo Antennas I 

THE 
ALL-CHAN EL 
C.V.U. 

In these antennas the best 
feat es of 

the log periodic and magnetically 

arrays with an exclusive corner reflector 

magnetic wave UHF section to make it a 

top performer. The unique teatudiserimin this 

system is the ability to 

between desired signal and unwanted 

noise. Sharp, vibrant life -like color plus 

FM stereo listening at its finest. 

Investigate now! 

S & A ELECTRONICS 
Phone 419-693-0528 

202 W. Florence St. Toledo, Ohio 43605 
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cathode circuit. If it is opening inter- 
mittently, it can cause some strange 
and wonderful symptoms. While 
you're at it, hit the diode unit on the 
convergence board a couple of smart 
raps with a screwdriver. These can 
"loosen up" and cause just this type 
of trouble. If it's loose, replace it. 

REDUCE FULL-SCALE READING 
OF VTVM? 

I've got an old but good vtvm, with 
a 5 -volt full-scale as the lowest range. 
Do you know how I could modify this 
to get something like a 0.5 or 1.0 -volt 
full-scale?-A.K. Elmhurst, IlL 

Frankly. no. This uses a standard 
vtvm bridge circuit. In these, the 
maximum voltage for full-scale defiec- 

INPUT 
HEP80I o-o + 

9 VOLTS 
O_ 

1 MEG 1K 

1 

;-.-1 10011 

G 

OPTIONAL CIRCUIT 
TO OBTAIN OUTPUT DOWN TO ZERO, USE 
THIS TERMINAL AS THE "GROUND" POINT 
FOR THE OUTPUT. 
(ADJUST POTENTIOMETER TO GIVE ZERO 
OUTPUT WITH INPUT GROUNDED) 

10K 

OUTPUT 

NOW! YOUR OWN 
I; 

BUSINESS 

IN THE EXCITING 

ALARM f'rffsi I 

SECURITY 
FIELD 

v 

LEARN AT HOME WITHOUT RISK! 
No question. The most rapidly expanding indus 
try is home and business security. Every area. 
city or rural, desperately needs alarm Installa 
tion and servicing companies. Right now, you 
can learn all the techniques of installation, of 
estimating, of running a profitable business at 
home with approved training. You receive all 
necessary tools, work on actual industry -type 
projects and receive enough equipment to do 
your first job, the profit from which can pay for 
training, launch your business. FREE INFORMA. 
TION-no salesmen. Ito ̀

5a 

p" wL. 

i SECURITY SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT SCHOOL 1 
Div. of Technical Home Study Schools 
Dept 7479-103, Little Falls, NJ 07424. 
RUSH ME INFORMATION on opportunities 
for an alarm business. No salesman is to 
call. 
Name 

Address 

City State/Zip 
L Check here if Veteran 

Circle 91 on reader service card 

tion is applied to the "hot grid" of the 
dual -triode, through the multiplier re- 
sistors. In your instrument, the lowest 
voltage seems to be 5 volts, since there 
are no resistors in circuit on that scale. 
(In other words, no matter what volt- 
age range you're on, you get 5 volts 
on the grid of the tube for full-scale; 
the multiplier does this.) 

I don't think you could modify 
this without a complete redesign. 
However, you might build up a little 
"preamp". with the circuit for a "dc 
amplifier" (see diagram) that comes 
from Moiorola's HMA-33 Fet folder! 
This could be used ahead of the vtvm 
for a lower range. Adjust its gain so 

that you get a 5V. output for say 0.5V 
input, and away you go. 

POOR HORIZONTAL SYNC 
I've checked and replaced every 

part in the horizontal aft in this RCA 
KCS-144-diodes, capacitors, resistors, 
etc. Still won't work. It will hold pretty 
well, until anything disturbs it; change 
of camera, commercial, etc, then out it 
goes. I'm at my wit's end.-R.S.G., 
Provo, Utah. 

Last resort, on this type of prob- 
lem. If it will hold fairly well, or hold 
at all, apparently without any sync, 
the oscillator is working, and the afc 

(continued on page 78) 
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The World's Largest 

Consumer Electronics Catalog 
The world's Foremost consumer electronics 
catalog is yours for the asking! Over 25,000 
items ... jampacked with illustrations and 
descriptions of the very latest in Hi -Fi, CB, 
Tape recorders, Radios, Television, Elec- 
tronic Parts, Technical Publications. 

Everything in Electronics For Home, Business, 
Industry PLUS The latest in 4 -Channel Stereo! 

LAFAYETTE 1974 CATALOG 740 

Our 53rd Year Stores From Coast -to -Coast 

MAIL 
THE 

COUPON 
TODAY 

rend me the FREE LAFAYETTE Catalog 
I 

Name 

I Address 

I 

city 

LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS 
P.O. Box 10, Dept. 11103 

Syosset, LI., N.Y. 11191 

Send ForYoúr Free Lafayette Catalog Today! 

1 
I 
I 
1 

I 
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hanges come fast 
in electronics. 

fi 
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Take a look at the race in circuit technology. In the 
1960's the tubes at the left made way for the transis- 
tors at the right. Today, transistors are surpassed by 
the large scale integrated circuit (LSI) at the far right. 
This circuit, less than a quarter inch square, replaces 
over 6000 transistors! 

There's big money to be made by the men who 
stay ahead of this technology race. Put yourself 

From 
tube 

,v to 
111 L S I 

ahead with NTS Home Training! You get the latest, 
most advanced equipment (at no extra cost). More 
solid-state units, and more advanced technology. 
Plenty of training with integrated circuits, too! As an 
NTS graduate, you enter a world of electronics you're 
familiar with. You have a thorough working knowl- 
edge of solid-state circuitry. You're ready to tackle 
bigger jobs at higher pay! 

NTS COLOR AND B &W and all other equipment are yours 
TV SERVICING to keep. 

Solid-state 
315 sq. in. 

Heath color TV 

Build and keep the largest, most 
advanced color TV made! Over-all 
solid-state design, ultra -rectangular 
screen, matrix picture tube, built-in 
self -servicing features, "Instant 
On," A.F.T., solid-state, 24 -channel 
detent UHF/VHF power tuning, and 
much more! Also build and keep 
AM -SW Radio, Solid -State Radio, 
FET Volt -Ohmmeter, and Electronic 
Tube Tester. Learn trouble -shoot- 
ing, hi-fi, stereo, multiplex systems, 
radio, color and B &W TV servicing. 

Learn sophisticated solid-state cir- 
cuitry as you build this B & W TV 
receiver. Lo-Silho "Superhet" 
Radio, FET Volt -Ohmmeter, Solid - 
State Radio, Electronic Tube 
Checker, and Signal Generator. TV 

Solid-state 
B & W TV, 
74 sq. in. 
picture 
(cabinet 
included) 

NTS ELECTRONICS 
& COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGY 
Build and keep this exclusive NTS 
Compu-Trainer. It teaches you the 

Solid-state 
Compu-Trainer 
14 integrated 
circuits replace 
198 transistors! 

. 

_h ,, 
same principles used in million - 
dollar systems. Contains 14 inte- 

grated circuits! All Solid -State! You 
perform all wiring and patchcord- 
ing. No shortcuts. No pre -wired 
circuit boards. Your training is com- 
plete! Also receive an FET Volt - 
Ohmmeter and a 5" wide -band 
Solid -State Oscilloscope. 

NTS ELECTRONICS 
COMMUNICATIONS 
Gain the prestige and earning pow- 
er of owning an F.C.C. First Class 
Radio -Telephone License. Two 
comprehensive NTS courses cover 
the big opportunity field of trans- 
mitting and receiving. 
You build and keep 14 kits, includ- 
ing this amateur phone 6 -meter 
VHF Transceiver, NTS's exclusive 
6 -transistor Solid -State Radio, and 
a fully transistorized Volt -Ohmme- 
ter. Also, learn 2 -way radio, Citi- 
zens Band microwaves, and radar. 

5 -watt AM 
transmitter/ 
receiver 

i!t 
at'é 

= 

<iI w ,_411r 
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NT Home Training 
puts you in the lead. 

NTS INDUSTRIAL & 
AUTOMATION 
ELECTRONICS 
Automation is the future of indus- 
try and you can play an important 
part! Learn industrial controls by 
training on the NTS Electro -Lab (a 
complete workshop). You also build 
and operate this 5" 
Solid -State oscillo- 
scope. And you per- 
form experiments 
that involve regulat- 
ing motor speeds, 
temperature, pres- 
sure, liquid level, 
and much more. All 
equipment is yours 
to keep. 

NTS AUDIO ELEC- 
TRONICS SERVICING 
Learn basic sound theory-how it 
works in home radio, car tape 

N7$ GUIpE 

. r 
Big, Colorful NTS 
Guide to new 
opportunities in 
Electronics. 
Yours FREE! forseuzemeciantele 

i 

t 

decks, stereo multiplex component 
systems, and more! Set up a spec- 
tacular music system. Learn about 

Build and keep this 
famous Heath Stereo 
Receiver and Speakers. 

la 

-- -- ' 

sound distortion, amplification and 
control, loud -speaker baffles, prob- 
lems of system installation, etc. In- 
cluded is Volt -Ohmmeter, In -Circuit 
Transistor Tester, and Solid -State 

sr. ,, 
rr x.0f 

%1f 
. . 

vs I 
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Radio. Prepare yourself for great 
opportunities in the Home Enter- 
tainment Industry! 

CLASSROOM TRAINING 
AT LOS ANGELES 
You can take classroom training at Los 
Angeles in sunny Southern California. 
NTS occupies a city block with over a 
million dollars in technical facilities. 
Check box in coupon below. 

NATIONAL SCHOOLS 
WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905 

Resident & Home Study Schools 
4000 S. Figueroa Street 

Los Angeles, California 90037 

APPROVED FOR 
VETERAN TRAINING 

Accredited Member: National Associa- 
tion of Trade and Technical Schools; 
National Home Study Council. 

NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 
4000 S. Figueroa Street 

Los Angeles, California 90037 
Please rush me FREE Color NTS Elec- 
tronics Guide & FREE lesson, plus in- 
formation on course checked at right. 
No obligation. No salesman will call. 

MASTER COURSE IN COLOR 
TV SERVICING 
COLOR TV 
ADVANCED 

NG 
TECHNIICIAI S)R 

MASTER COURSE IN B&W TV 
& RADIO SERVICING 

O MASTER COURSE IN 
ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS 

O PRACTICAL RADIO SERVICING 
FCC LICENSE COURSE 
MASTER COURSE IN 
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
AUTOMATION 8 INDUSTRIAL 
ELECTRONICS 
COMPUTER ELECTRONICS 
BASIC ELECTRONICS 
AUDIO ELECTRONICS SERVICING 

Dept. 206-103 
1 

NAME AGE 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE ZIP 

Check If Interested In Veterans Training 
under new G.I. Bill. 
Check If Interested ONLY In Classroom 
Training at Los Angeles 
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YOKES 
for every use 

Triad makes a variety of deflection yokes 
for the majority of the television receivers 
in use today-some complete with plug, 
leads and network for specific application; 
others with toroidal winding for multi -pur- 
pose use (YT's); "mini -yokes" for color sets: 
and smaller ones yet for use in domestic 
and foreign sets with 20 mm. CRT neck 
size. Triad-Utrad makes many of the orig- 
inal yokes used today in popular color TV 
receivers. The replacement units reflect 
the sound engineering and workmanship . 

that goes into the original. 

FLYBACKS 
cao. 

You can service most of the 
popular color sets with a 
Triad exact replacement flyback. For your 
convenience, we carry a great many fly - 
backs for new black -and -white sets - both 
domestic and foreign - and also most of 
the older models. All of these are listed in 
Sams Photofacts and Counter Facts. Have 
your distributor refer to his counter copy 
for the recommended Triad replacements 
in the sets you are working on. And, be sure 
to get the Triad TV Replacement Guide. 
Write to Triad-Utrad Distributor Services, 
305 N. Briant St., Huntington, Ind. 46750. 

1 TRIAD-UTRAD 
Litton Distributor Services 

READER QUESTIONS 
(continued from page 73) 

circuit itself is probably OK. One 
thing that has caused exactly this 
problem, in this and many others. is 
broken PC -board conductors. These 
will be in the conductors which feed 
the horizontal sync from the sync - 
separator into the afc. I found one 
with a I/4 -inch break in it. where a 
screwdriver had slipped at some time 
in the past. (Under a metal brace, so 1 

couldn't see it, naturally.) Check all of 
these with an olnnmeier. 

FILTER CAPACITORS 
My old Precision E-200 signal gen- 

erator has a shorted filter capacitor. I 
can't find the value of these on the can, 
and I don't have a service manual. 
What are they?-J. P., Louisville, K r. 

The main filters in this generator 
are 8-1.tF at 450 volts. There is also a 
25-µF at 100 volts in the same can. 

atch out for the connections on any 
replacements. There are actually four 
terminals: see the diagram. 

PART OF 
POWER TRANS 

5Y3 
RECT 

µ 
I 4580VF 

3K B+ 

+ 25µF 

VARIABLE 
RESISTOR 

8µF 
450V 

__J 

AVC BIAS 
JACK 

You'll probably be better off us- 
ing three separate capacitors; you 
might have a hard time finding a 
single unit type with this exact 
hookup. 

BURNED OUT FLYBACK 
The flyback has burnt out in this 

Admiral 4G13 color chassis. There are 
two horizontal output tubes, in parallel. 
1'd like to protect the new flyback 
against tube -shorts. No fuses used that 
I can see. How would I do this?-C G., 
Mountain Top, Pa. 

Open the cathodes, tie them to- 
gether, and add about a 3/BA fast -blow 
fuse to ground. Don't use slow -blow 
fuses; they have enough resistance to 
cause degeneration. Beside that. you 
want that circuit to open as quickly as 
possible if anything happens! R -E 

You 

judge a 
Crystal 

by its can r 
OfppNO 

ON 

*Controlled Quality Crystals 

for "ON CHANNEL" 

Communications 
FOR 

CITIZEN BAND 
23 Channels and "Mars" 

HAM OPERATORS 
Commercial 2 -Way 

Marine -Monitor 
See your Distributor for Speedy 

"Zip Certificates" 

CRYSTEK 
formerly Texas Crystals 

Div. of Whitehall Electronics Corp. 
1000 Crystal Drive 4117 W Jefferson Blvd. 

Fort Myers. Florida 33901 los Angeles. California 90016 
Circle 21 on reader service card 

THE. ONE WORD 

FOR PERFORMANCE 

AND RELIABILITY IN 

ELECTRONIC IGNITION 

i 

YOU ` l 

CAN HAVE 'rni 
TOMORROW'S"ttt lf 
IGNITION ON a Y, 

YOUR CAR TODAY 
Proven by over 100,000 in operation 
for over five years. 

Don't accept "as good as" there are 
none. 

Write Today for Literature sxr is. sco 
RESEARCH ANO M,FG. CO." 

' CONSHOHOCKEN PA.t9428 
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RECORD REVIEWS 

(continued from page 43) 

CO-32114-Johnny Mathis, Me And 
Mrs. Jones ' 

MO-32132-Bartok, Concerto For 
Orchestra-Boulez And The New 
York Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Surround Sound **"* 

CO-32149-Liza Minnelli, The 
Singer ** 

MQ-32196-Haydn, Mass In Time Of 
War-Bernstein And Orchestra 
With Soloists, Recorded At Wash- 
ington National Cathedral *** 

PROJECT THREE 
PR-5067QD (QS encoded)-The 

Brass Ring Featuring Phil Bod- 
ner *7° 

PR -50680D (SO encoded) -4 -Chan- 
nel Dynamite "*"* 

PR-5068QD (OS encoded) -4 -Chan- 
nel Dynamite "*** 

EPIC 
EQ-30209-Poco Deliverin' A * ** 
EQ-30325-Sly & The Family Stone 

Greatest Hits "" 
EQ-30472-Chase * * * 
EQ-30658-Tammy Wynette, We 

Can Sure Love Each Other * * 

EQ-31584-They Only Come Out At 
Night, The Edgar Winter 
Group *** 

OVATION 
OVQD/14-27-Laura, 

Apart * * 
Comin' 

VANGUARD 
VSQ-30012-Martin Berinbaum 

Trumpet And English Chamber 
Orchestra, Music By Hayden, Al- 
binoni, Torelli And Hummel "*** 

VSQ-30021-Stravinsky, Petrushka, 
Mackerras And London Sym- 
phony Orchestra. Surround 
Sound m" 

VSQ-30025/7-Rossini, La Pietra 
Del Paragone (Opera Buffa)- 
Jenkins And Clarion Concerts 
Orchestra, Chorus And So- 
loists **** 

VSQ-30008/9-Mahler, Third Sym- 
phony-Abravenel And Utah Sym- 
phony Orchestra (Fifth Movement 
is especially effective)**** 

VSQ-30013/4/5-Handl, Judas Mac- 
cabeus**** 

VSO-30020-Handl, Royal Fireworks 
Music, The Water Music *"* 

That's our list, complete as of 
now. As we receive and listen to more 
new 4 -channel records, we'll report on 
them too. We think you'll find this re- 
port useful and would appreciate com- 
ments. R -E 
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MICROELECTRONICS MAIZE WATCHES RUN accurate to 3 minutes per year. Using quartz crys- 
tal and a CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) chip, the accuracy is five times that 
of the "tuning fork" watch. The module, one eighth inch square, is made by Hughes Aircraft Co. 
for watch manufacturers, and contains the equivalent of 1,500 transistors. Other IC's drive the 
displays. With average use, the watch will run a year on a single change of batteries. 

When you want the 
very best stereo without 
paying the highest price 

I 
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PAT 4 Preamplifier 

The experts agree that Dynakits deliver pure performance that matches 
the most costly components. A few evenings of your time bring you substantial 
savings with unparalleled listening satisfaction. It's easy, fun and educational. 
Advanced engineering, with functional simplicity which is a hallmark of Dynaco's 
designs, adds a special satisfaction for you who appreciate excellence. 

It's much easier to build a Dynakit. Thoroughly proven circuits, supplied 
preassembled and tested on fiberglass etched circuit boards, leave only the 
mechanical assembly and interconnection to you. Detailed step-by-step 
instructions with easy -to -follow pictorial diagrams clearly show every connection. 
In high fidelity stereo or 4 -channel sound there is no match for Dynakit value. 

A-25 Loudspeakers SCA-80Q Amplifier AF6 AMFM Tune, 

OL/IlaO II YC_Division Tyco 
3060 Jefferson St., Phila., Pa. 19121 

Also available in Canada 
from Dynaco of Canada, Ltd. L 
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DYNACO, INC. 
3060 Jefferson St. 
Phila., Pa. 19121 

Gentlemen: 
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Please send me your new 1973 full 
color Dynaco catalog. 
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new products 

More information on new products is available from the 
manufacturers of items identified by a Reader Service num- 
ber. Use the Reader Service Card inside the back cover. 

TOOL CASE, model TC-200ST contains tools, test instruments, parts boxes, sot - 
assortment of screwdrivers, nutdrivers, dering gun, etc. Lid contains a full -width 
pliers, cutters, stripper/cutter, etc., all pocket for literature, manuals or other 
mounted in see-thru plastic pockets on a printed matter. Case alone, without tools, 
removable pallet of heavy -gauge vinyl to- is available as model TC-200/MT. 18" x 
cated in the lid of the case. Bottom of 131/2" x 43/.".-Xcelite Inc., Orchard Park, 
case is empty to allow ample space for N.Y. 14127. 
individualized selection of additional Circle 3/ on reader service card 

HI-FI RECEIVER, SA -8000X is an FM/AM 
4-channel/2-channel receiver with a 

built-in CD -4 demodulator plus matrix 

circuitry for direct demodulating or de - 
cording 4 -channel source material with- 
out external accessories. Includes 64 
watts of total continuous rms power, all 
4 -channels driven at 8 ohms in the 4 - 
channel mode; 84 watts total continuous 
rms power, both channels driven at 8 
ohms in the 2 -channel mode. Total IHF 
power is 160 watts. 

Can accommodate all auxiliary 4 - 
channel sources, including discrete 4 - 
channel tape equipment, reel-to-reel and 
cartridge. Has separate level control for 
each channel, 4-channel/2-channel 
speaker outputs and multiple tape -moni- 
tor and dubbing facilities. $499.95.- 
Technics by Panasonic, 200 Park Ave- 
nue, New York, N.Y. 10017. 

Circle 32 on reader service card 

VOM MULTITESTER, model VM-100K 
features ±1% temperature stabilized car- 
bon film resistors. Long mirrored scale 
to eliminate parallax in reading. Polarity 
changeover switch; 23 ranges. Dc volts; 
7 ranges, from 0-0.6, 3, 12, 60, 300, 600, 

7 
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First in the race. Raytheon put together , R 
the car. You drove it to top money in the 

F 
big '72 season. It's a money -making team that , 

F 
C f 1110 , 

started with your switch to Raytheon, the largest k, F` 
independent tube supplier. We know the competitión T 

R u 
F 

is rough. As an independent serviceman, you can't waste . N 1 

time and money on call backs or pit stops. So, Raytheon 3 
builds to beat the competition. You drive hard for first place. 
And we're going for the trophy again this year. Together. 
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1,200. Ac volts; 5 ranges, from 0-6, 30, 
120, 300, 1,200. Dc current; 6 ranges, 0- 
12 µA, 300 µA, 6 mA, 60 mA, 600 mA, 12 
A. Ac current; 0-12 A. Ohms; 4 ranges, 
0-20 K, 200 K, 2 meg, 20 meg. Db; 6 

ranges, -20 to + 17, 31, 43, 51, 63. Sen- 
sitivity: 100,000 ohms/volt dc, 10,000 
ohms/volt ac. Accuracy: ±3% dc, ±4% 
ac (of full scale). 180 x 135 x 65 mm; 2 

lbs., 4 oz.; $65.95.-Finney Company, 34 
West Interstate, Bedford. Ohio 44146. 

Circle 33 on reader service card 

SECURITY SYSTEMS. Ultransonic-Sen- 
try, model 30-9030, detects anyone 
within 25 feet. Needs no installation. 
Features a delayed -action electronic tim- 
ing circuit, automatic shutoff, adjustable 
sensitivity control and; comes complete 
with power supply/battery charger to ex- 
tend battery life. 

Electro -Sentry, model 30-9020, pro- 

tects any door or window against intru- 
sion. Features built-in electronic timer 
and a piercing 100 -dB horn that sounds 
until silenced with a special key. Battery 
operated. 

Magna -Sentry, model 30-9010. is a 
versatile alarm that is installed by self- 
adhesive backing. Battery operated unit 
has built-in fire alarm that sounds any 
time temperature reaches 135°F-even 
when burglar alarm is turned off. All 
models are do-it-yourself and solid- 

state.-GC Electronics, Div. of Hydro - 
metals, Inc., 400 South Wyman Street, 
Rockford, Ill. 

Circle 34 on reader service card 

AUTOMOBILE SPEAKER SYSTEMS fea- 
ture instant -mount, hardware -less instal- 
lation, air -suspension cones, high -tem- 
perature voice coils and aluminum 
tweeters. May be used indoors as well as 
outdoors-for patio, poolside, camper 
and boat. Prices range from $14.95 for a 

pair of 5" speakers in black and 
chrome -trimmed, recess -mount enclo- 
sures to $39.95 for top -of -the -line model 
SA 1000, a 30 -watt rms, 2 -way stereo sys- 

.r 
- 6r 

?. 

r - 

tern that uses 4" x 6" air -suspension 
woofers, 2W' supertweeters and cross- 
over networks in black leather -finished 
and chrome -trimmed enclosures.-Am- 
perex Electronic Corp., 230 Duffy Ave- 
nue, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802. 

Circle 35 on reader service card 

HF SWEEP GENERATOR, PM5334. Fre- 
quency range from 3 MHz to 860 MHz in 
eight panel -selected sweep ranges. Set- 
ting accuracy is better than 1%. Sweep 
frequency is continuously adjustable 
from 8 to 50 Hz on any band. Fixed fre- 
quency markers at 5.5, 10.7 and 38.9 
MHz-each with 0.1% stability. Variable 
frequency marker is also available. 

Output is electronically stabilized 

fa t 

11 

ti (i' a 1 ti 

and is continuously adjustable down to 
80 dB below the maximum output level 
of 200 mV. A 1-KHz internal amplitude 
modulating signal may be superimposed 
on the output. Front panel controls are 
color coded by specific function. A 0 to 
30 V floating bias output voltage elimi- 
nates the need for a separate power 
supply for radio and TV alignment work. 
$575.00.-Test 8 Measuring Instruments 
Inc., 224 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, N.Y. 
11802. 

Circle 36 on reader service card 

SSB 8 AM MOBILE CB TRANSCEIVER, 
Spartan SSB has selectivity of ±3.5 KHz 
at 6 dB and sensitivity of 0.4µV for 10 dB 
S/N. Up front controls include PA/CB 

Keep 
inventories 
small with 
SK 3004. 
It's the only solid-state device you 
need to make over 4,000 different 
replacements. And it's just one part 
of RCA's compact SK line of 156 
devices that can replace over 
51,000 foreign and domestic types. 
SK is the way to go to cut inven- 
tory to the bone and still have the 
replacement you need when you 
need it. 
Ask your RCA Distributor about 
SK, The Solid State System. And 
get your copy of the new RCA SK 
Replacement Guide SPG-202N. 
RCA Electronic Components 
Harrison, N.J. 07029 
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ELECTRONIC 
TECHNICIANS! 
Raise your professional standing 
and prepare for promotion! Win 

your diploma in 

ENGINEERING 
MATHEMATICS 
from the Indiana Home 

Study Institute 
We are proud to announce two great 

new courses in Engineering Mathematics for the electronic industry. 
These unusual courses are the result of many years of study and thought by the 

President of Indiana Home Study, who has personally lectured In the classroom to thousands of men, from all walks of life, on mathematics, and electrical and 
electronic engineering. 

You will have to see the lessons to ap- preciate them! 
NOW you can master engineerin 

mathematics and actually enjoy doing It. WE ARE THIS SURE: you sign no 
contracts-you order your lessons on a money -back guarantee. 

In plain language, Il you aren't satis- fied you don't pay, and there are no strings attacl.ed. 
Write today for more information and 

your outline of courses. 
You have nothing to lose, and every- thing to gain! 

The INDIANA 
HOME STUDY INSTITUTE 

Dept. REl0 P.O.Box 1189, Panama City, Fla. 32401 

Circle 25 on reader service card 

TOOL KITS 
FIELD ENGINEER TOOL KIT JTK-17 

Includes more 
than 100 tools! 

Write for brochure 
More than 100 line tools used for servicing In the field. 
Used on communications equipment, business machines, 
computers, all kinds of electronic systems. All tools and 
VOM tester are furnished in deluxe attache case. 

FIELD ENGINEER ATTACHE' CASES a 

51` 

Five styles 
available 

Pockets for 60 tools. Solid wood frame. Scull -proof Mar- 
velon cover, all brass hardware. Compartments in base for 
spare parts and a test meter. Dimensions: 18 a 13 It 4-1/2". 

Write for catalog. 
100(3 

1 

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY TOOLS I` 

Lists more than 1700 items-pliers, tweezers) 
wire strippers, vacuum systems, relay tools, 
optical equipment, tool kits and cases. 

1/rIl J8,NBEN'TOOLB Iona ALLOYe 
A4111 /117 N.44111 STRIP, HOf NIX, ARIZONA Wit 

Circle 26 on reader service card 

Electroa/oice 
Condenser Mic 
Meet the te 

r 
(and please the testersl. 

Hirsch -Houck Laboratories (re- 
porting in the May, 1973 Popular 
Electronics) said, in part, "Best of 
all, their sound quality has a range 
and smoothness that we have not 
previously found except in much 
more expensive mikes". 

And Consumer Guide magazine 
(Vol. 31) rated the E -V electret con- 
denser microphones "Best Buys" 
on the basis of their tests. 

hones'. 
oe _ 

1 

Further proof that you can get 
studio -quality sound at moderate 
prices with an E -V electret con- 
denser microphone. Prices start at 
$39.75, suggested retail. See and 
hear them today at your E -V dealer. 
Or write for your useful FREE guide 
to the use of Electro -Voice con- 
denser microphones. It has helpful 
information for every tape recording 
enthusiast. 

COMPANY 613 Cecil St., Mich. 49107 EigeoM/Clerr e ELECTRO -VOICE, INC., Dept. 1032E 

More U.S. recording studios use Electro -Voice microphones than any other brand. 
Circle 17 on reader service card 82 RADIO -ELECTRONICS OCTOBER 1973 
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switch, noise blanker, local/distance RF 
control and AM/upper sideband/lower 
sideband selector switch. Features illumi- 
nated channel indicator and S/RF and 
power Indicator. Has ±600 Hz clarifier. 

Uses a lattice crystal filter on SSB 
and mechanical ceramic filter in AM op- 
eration. Detachable mike comes with the 
unit and all mounting hardware as well 
as crystals for all channels. Power out- 
put is full 15 watts peak envelope power, 
5 watts rms. 71" x 2-5/16" x 91/2"; 6 
lbs.-Fannon/Courler Corp., 990 South 
Fair Oaks Avenue, Pasadena, Calif. 
91005. 

Circle 37 on reader service card 

COLOR PICTURE TUBES, Speed Fit are 
fitted with pre -assembled and pre - 
mounted straps and hardware. These 
units replace tubes in Motorola chassis 
908, 914 and 914A; all RCA 25" (23v) 
chassis; and nine Zenith chassis from 
20" to 25". CRT's for Zenith chassis 

tI 

,. 

a 

have a premounted one-piece shield, 
built-in degaussing coil, premounted 
pads for repositioning the yoke and pre - 
assembled strap and corner brackets.- 
Channel Master, Ellenville, New York. 

Circle 38 on reader service card 

SPEAKER SYSTEM, MP -2000. 3 -way 
tuned -port system. Bass octaves are re- 
produced within ±2.5 dB by a 12" high - 
compliance woofer that features a long - 
throw, 4 -layer high temperature voice 
coil (wound on a 11/2" aluminum form re- 



name brands. 
the branch 
nearest you 
to save time 
and money 
on 
freight. 

Why pay 
retail for hifl? 
Buy direct from us, and you 
save money with our high - 
volume prices on more than 100 

Order from 

Midwest 
Wholesale 
& MAIL ORDER DIVISION 
Send for our tree catalog! 
2455b Wisconsin Ave. 
Downers Grove. III 60515 
3309 E. I W Carpenter Frwy, 
Irving, Tez 75062 

Circle 28 on reader service card 

FREE catalog 
over 

1000 
uniqüe tools; 

handy kits, 
precision 

instruments, 
technical 
supplies. 

Our 21st year of service to the World's 
finest craftsmen and technicians. 

"National Camera 
1000 We.1 Union Ae. Dgr.GU 
Enyleweed, Eelere/e, 40170 r MD - - - 1 

Senda FREE copy of the nc Flasher 

name 

' address 

t city 

state zip ^ National Camera° 
v2000 Weet Ynlen Ave. Dept. Gil 
[nylew,eed, C.Ierede, 10110 

Circle 29 on reader service card 

inforced with asbestos), a 4 -lb ceramic 
magnet drive assembly and viscous - 
damped fabric suspension. Acoustically 
isolated 5" midrange unit with chem- 
ically treated cloth rolls and a 1" horn - 
loaded phenolic dome radiator for 
smooth response to 20,000 Hz. Variable 
control permits adjusting the response to 
match room acoustics. Can take 60 -watt 
power peaks. 15'/4" x 24" x 12"D; 
$139.95.-Utah Electronics, 1124 East 
Franklin Street, Huntington, Ind. 

Circle 39 on reader service card 

GROUNDED OUTLET TESTER, GT-20 
checks for faulty wiring circuits. Simply 
plug the tester into any wall outlet and 
observe the indicator lights. Amber lights 

45.4; 

7A i 
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show presence or absence of power. Re- 
verse polarity, faulty connections or 
missing grounds are immediately evident. 
$6.95.-Alco Electronic Products Inc., 
1551 Osgood Street, North Andover, 
Mass. 01845. 

Circle 40 on reader service card 

STEREO MODULATION/FREQUENCY 
MONITOR, TBM2200A. In addition to si- 
multaneous metering of left and right 
channel modulation, this model features 
continuous monitoring of the 19-KHz pi- 
lot frequency deviation. The modulation 
meters also measure channel separation, 
crosstalk, 38 KHz suppression and indi- 
vidual channel stereo signal-to-noise ra- 
tios. Internal calibration of pilot injection 
level and frequency is featured as well 
as full remote metering plug-in options 
and rear access to all critical circuits 

ororrs, 

.....1 

p, 
that appear on individual plug-in cards. 
7" rack height; $1,350.00.-McMartin In- 
dustries, Inc., 605 North 13th Street, 
Omaha, Neb. 68102. 

Circle 41 on reader service card 

SPEAKER SYSTEM KITS. CK10-2 is a 
two-way system. 61/2" woofer and 2" 
tweeter. Response 35 to 18,000 Hz. 
Maximum power input 20 W, 8 ohms. 
13"H x 8"W x 8"D; 12 lbs.; $34.95 each, 
$59.95 pair. Model CK20-2 is a two-way 
system. 8" woofer and 2'/4" tweeter. Re- 
sponse 40 to 20,000 Hz. Maximum power 
input 60 W, 8 ohms. 20"H x 10'/4"W x 
91/2"D; 22 lbs.; $59.95 each, $99.95 pair. 
Model CK20-3 is a three-way system. 8" 
woofer, 5" mid -range and 21/2" tweeter. 

Profits 
grow faster 
with 
SK 3016. 
It's all you need to put top -of -the 
line quality in nearly 2,600 replace- 
ments. With it, you can offer more 
on -the -spot service and build better 
business efficiency all down the 
line. It's just one of RCA's 156 SK 
devices that can replace over 
51,000 different foreign and do- 
mestic types. 
See your RCA Distributor today. 
He'll give you the full story on SKs 
and your copy of the new RCA SK 
Replacement Guide SPG-202N. 
RCA Electronic Components 
Harrison, N.J. 07029 
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THE VERO 
BK-6 KIT 
LETS YOU 
BUILD ANY 
CIRCUIT 
IN 3 STEPS 

ucro 

Here, in kit form is the fast- 
est, simplest method of circuit 
building. Veroboard eliminates 
the need for etching, wires or 
terminals - you can now build 
any circuit in 3 easy steps. 
The BK.6 Veroboard kit con- 
tains six assorted veroboards, 
a spot face cutter and instruc- 
tion sheet. Try it and you'll 
never want to go back to the 
old method again. 

$595 
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
N.Y. RESIDENTS ADO SALES TAX 

VERO ELECTRONICS, INC. 
171 BRIDGE ROAD, HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 11787 

Circle 30 on reader service card 

For 

faster 
service 

USE 

ZIP 

CODE 

on 

all 
mail 

Response 40 to 20,000 Hz. Maximum 
power input ohms. 20"H x 10'/4"W x 
91/2"D; 23 lbs.; $69.95 each, $119.95 
pair. Model CK50-4 is a four-way system. 
10" woofer, 5" x 7" mid -range and two 
21/2" tweeters. Response 30 to 18,000 
Hz. Maximum power Input ohms. 261/2"H 
x 15"W x 10'/:"D; 30 lbs.; $99.95 each, 
$179.95 pair.-National Tel Tronlcs, 98 
Cutter Mill Road, Great Neck, N.Y. 
11021. 

Circle 42 on reader service card 

4 -CHANNEL CONVERSION SYSTEM, 
Quasi Quad is a passive matrix enhancer 
packaged with two rear -channel speak- 
ers. Designed to be connected to the 
speaker terminals of any stereo system, 
this adapter has controls to adjust matrix 
blend and rear speaker loudness and to 
select four different sonic effects to suit 
different kinds of music and personal 
taste. 

System will play any 4 -channel ma- 
trix sound source and enhance normal 

Everything you need for complete audio testing. 
Ferrograph RTS-2 with Auxiliary Unit 

'- - 
11 

- 

.o a o 

Versatile all -in -one 
precision test system 
It's a Sine Wave generator ... 
Millivoltmeter ... Wow & Flutter bridge 

. Harmonic Distortion analyzer that you 
can learn to use in minutes. Requiring only 
two leads, setup time is minimal. 
Pushbutton controls provide rapid, precise 
operation. Compact and lightweight, it's 
ideal for recording and broadcast studios, 
testing labs and service shops. 

Vastly expanded operation 
By combining the RTS-2 with the ATU 
Auxiliary Unit, you're ready for the most 
sophisticated audio testing. Monitors 
pre-recorded test alignment tape with 
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RTS-2 Test Set - $1450 
ATU Auxiliary Unit - $560 

Carrying cases optional 

built-in speaker unit Balanced and 
unbalanced input/output. Switches 
between left/right input/output channels. 
Provides matching impedances for 80, 
2000, 6000 impedances, or unloaded. 

Compares input/output signals NAB 
weighted noise filter network for S/N 
measurements Oscillator output may be 
set in 10dB increments over 40dB range 
by pushbuttons Designed for use with 
virtually any test equipment. 

New, Convenient 
Leasing Plan! 
Try this unique, complete test system Free 
for 30 days. Write for details. 

ELPA MARKETING INDUSTRIES, INC., New Hyde Park, N.Y. 11040 
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stereo records, tapes and FM broadcasts 
by synthesizing a 4 -channel effect. 
$59.95.-BSR (USA) Ltd., Blauvelt, N.Y. 
10913. 

Circle 43 on reader service card 

STEREOPHONES, Traveler transforms 
from a full-size set into a compact, palm - 
size unit for storage or traveling. It fea- 
tures a 11/z" Mylar diaphragm and a 

lightweight, stiff material that is resistant 
to moisture and temperature changes. 
Elliptically shaped, the ear -cups include 
PVC foam cushions for complete seal 
against outside noises as well as wear- 
ing comfort. Delivers a frequency re- 
sponse range of 10-18,000 Hz; 8 -foot 

ing t ou wante 

:. know about CD Ignition. 

.Systems but didn't know 

:::whom to ask. >::::..::::::::. 
. 

Send for FREE Tiger booklet 
(20 pages) which answers all 
your questions. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

CLIP OUT THIS AD AND SEND TO- 

TRI-STAR CORP. 
P. 0. Box 1727 Dept. H 

Grand Junction, Colo. 81501 
Circle 61 on reader service card 

END OF THE 
REPLACEMENT 
TRANSISTOR 
NIGHTMARE 
just 47 transistors replace 
over 22,500 0.E.M. part numbers. 

Finding the right replacement transistor has been a real 
toughie for most service technicians. Over 22,500 existing part 
numbers have made life difficult. Now, they can be replaced 
with just 24 small -signal, 18 power, and 5 field effect tran- 
sistors. You can get any or all of the 'Fantastic 47' on the self- 
service Semiconductor Q -Mart at your Sprague distributor's. 
While you're there, pick up a free copy of the 48 -page K-500 
Semiconductor Replacement Manual. Or . . . write to Sprague 
Products Co., 81 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247. 
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Circle 62 on reader service card 
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"...Over the years, no company 
has offered such a wealth of 
little gadgets to gladden the 
souls of hi-fi putterers." 

HIGI I FIDELITY MAGAZINE 

PROOF: OUR SPEAKER PROTECTOR 

With all the money you've invested in your speakers, 
a little speaker insurance pays. Especially at less than $19. 
Without affecting tonal 
quality, Robins' Speaker :- 
Protector electronically v`- SPEA 

IOR 

limits power surges, iN 

preventing damage to f? 3 
speaker cones, voice C0 6 

w 

coils and amplifier 'tr 10 25 Y 

output stages. Twin con- IN AMPL 5 

trols provide adjustable ` s Ji(' ,R,' ./cc 
limiting action, tomatch ; 1j eilsol 

W e.; _ -- 
the needs of your panic-.. Aoalry 
ular speaker systems. 

For more information, send for our "Sound Enhancers" 
spec sheet. For more enjoyment-and safer speakers- 
see your 
Robins dealer. INS 

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP. 
75 AUSTIN BOULEVARD, COMMACK, N.Y. 11725 (516) 543-5200 

Circle 64 on reader service card 

Now...the most 
enjoyable 
do-it-yourself 
project 
of your life - 
A Schober 
Electronic Organ! 
You'll never reap greater reward, more 
fun and proud accomplishment, more 
benefit for the whole family, than by 
assembling your own Schober Electronic 
Organ. 
You need no knowledge of electronics, 
woodwork or music. Schober's com- 
plete kits and crystal-clear Instructions 
show you - whoever you are, whatever 
your skill (or lack of it) - how to turn 
the hundreds of quality parts into one 
of the world's most beautiful, most musi- 
cal organs, worth up to twice the cost 
of the kit. 

Five superb models with kit prices 
from $500 to around $2,000, each an 
authentic musical instrument actually 
superior to most you see in stores, easy 
for any musically minded adult to learn 
to play, yet completely satisfying for the 
accomplished professional. And there 
are accessories you can add any time 
after your organ is finished-lifelike big 
auditorium reverberation, automatic \ rhythm, presets, chimes, and more. 

Join the thousands of Schober Organ 
builder -owners who live in every state 
of the Union. Often starting without 
technical or music skills, they have the 
time of their lives - first assembling, 
then learning to play the modern King 
of Instruments through our superlative 
instructions and playing courses. 

Get the full story FREE by mailing the 
coupon TODAY for the big Schober color 
catalog, with all the fascinating details! 

!The .9'h o4(let Organ Corp., Dept. RE -119 
143 West 61st Street, New York, N. Y. 10023 

Please send me Schober Organ Catalog. 
II Enclosed please find $1.00 for 12 -inch L.P. 
I record of Schober Organ music. 

INAMF 

;ADDRESS 

'CITY STATE ZIP 

cord; 9 oz.; $29.95.-Koss Corp., 4129 
North Port Washington Avenue, Milwau- 
kee, Wisc. 53212. 

Circle 44 on reader service card 

MINI TEST CLIPS, model 3925 permits 
user to assemble his own test leads for 
specific testing requirements. Will accept 
any wire up to .090" in diameter. Fea- 
tures a plunger -action contact hook that 
connects with and holds component 
leads or terminals without damage. Spe- 

cially constructed probe tip slips down 
over a .025 square Wire -Wrap pin to 
make positive connection.-Pomona 
Electronics Co. Inc., 1500 East Ninth 
Street, Pomona, Calif. 91766. 

Circle 45 on reader service card 

PTS Electronics, Inc. has announced 
three more service centers. They are at: 
P.O. Box 5794, 5111 University Avenue, 
San Diego, Calif. 92105, phone (714)- 
280-7070; 5682 State Road, Cleveland, 
Ohio 44134, phone (216)-845-4480; and 
P.O. Box 16855, 1921 South 70th Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19142, phone (215)- 
724-0999. R -E 

- 

MAKES THE' ONLY 4' 

K -IT SYÑTHÉSIZÉR 

MODELS PRICED 
FROM S139 

J 
oJg1/4. ra O 

THE 
SURF 

A BIRD 
THE WIND 

PING PONG 
WINO CHIMES 

DRUMMER BOY 

111 STEAM WHISTLE 
SYNTHESPINMK-II 

A FAZE BCHIFTER 
A CHATTER JAMMER 

,INFINITY PLUS SUSTAIN 
BALANCED MODULATOR 

AND MANY MORE IN OUR 

. FREE CATALOG 

PA1A ELECTRONICS c . 

BOX R14359, OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73114 

Circle 63 on reader service card 
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Circle 65 on reader service card 



new lit 

All booklets, catalogs, charts, 

data sheets and other litera- 

ture listed here with a Reader 

Service number are free. Use 

the Reader Service Card in- 

side the back cover. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS 1973 Annual Catalog 
presents AM and AM/FM radios, tape record- 
ers, speaker systems, turntables, stereo ampli- 
fiers and receivers, headsets, rf connectors, 
silicon -controlled rectifiers and diodes and 
semiconductors, relays, power supplies, wire 
cords and cable, transformers, fuses and hold- 
ers, capacitors, switches, sockets and security 
equipment. Also included is a section on test 
equipment and tools and service aids. -Elec- 
tronic Distributors Inc., 4900 North Elston 
Avenue, Chicago, III. 60630. 

Circle 46 on reader service card 

PARTS CATALOG 16 -page booklet includes 
silicon rectifiers, circuit breakers, antenna re- 
placements, soldering Iron, service kits and 
sets, hi-fi speakers, microphones, diamond 
needles, solid-state tubes and TV tuner sub- 
ber. An order form is included.-Fordham Ra- 
dio Supply Co., 558 Morris Avenue, Bronx, 
N.Y. 10451. 

Circle 47 on reader service card 

SOLDER SELECTOR GUIDE is a 6 -page book- 
let that describes and Illustrates soldering 
problems and the company's full line of sol- 
ders, fluxes and chemicals. Problems include: 
icicling, bridging, dewetting and excess solder. 
Products include: 5 -core solders of standard 
and special alloys and gauges, rosin base, or- 
ganic acid and inorganic acid fluxes, cleaning 
solutions, solder creams and tapes and con- 
formal coatings.-Multicore Solders, Westbury, 
N.Y. 11590. 

Circle 48 on reader service card 

Write direct to the manufacturers for infor- 
mation on ite,Pts listed below: 

SERVICING QUASAR COLOR TV is a 15 -page 
booklet of suggestions to help cut trouble- 
shooting time and present procedures for 
those sets where the solution is not readily ap- 
parent and the problem has not been solved 
by logical analysis -replacement of panels. In- 
formation is arranged according to symptom 
and by chassis number. Categories included 
are: audio, high voltage, brightness, raster, In- 
sta-Matic, sync, signal path/picture, sweep, 
power supply, remote control sets only, and 
service adjustments. 51.00, from local Motor- 
ola distributors. 

ANTENNA PRODUCTS, catalog CP-2. 24 
pages illustrate and describe more than 230 
products that Include TV and FM antennas, 
preamplifiers, couplers, band separators and 
wire.-Wlnegard Company, 3000 Kirkwood 
Street, Burlington, Iowa 52601. R -E 
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Checklist of Books for the libraries 

Y of Technicians, Hobbyists 8 Students 

AUDIOHI-FI i`TAPE RECORDERS 

E 4 -Channel Stereo -Source to Sound. 176 pps. 

0 Japanese Radio, Record L Tape Player 

Seniung Manual. 228 pps., 206 illus. 

0 Acoustic Techniques for Home and Stud°. 
208 pps, 168 illus. 

E Basic Audio Systems 240 pps, 203 dlus 

0 Selecting & Impronng Tour HFfi Syst 224 p 

0 Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder Repairs. 

256 pps., 310 illus 

0 How to Repair Musical Instrument Amplifiers. 

288 pDs.. 110 dlus 

Ni -Fi for the Enthusiast 176 pps, 51 illus. 

0 Servicing Electronic Organs. 814 x 11" 196 p. 

E Electronic Mesical Instruments. 192 D., 121 ill 

0 Servicing Modern Hi -Fi Stereo Systems 

248 pos., 125 illus. 

0 Handbook of Magnetic Recording. 224 p., 90 ill. 

0 Installing and Servicing Nome Audio Systems. 

256 pps., 150 illus. 

0 Tape Recadiag fa Fun L profit. 224 pps. 

E Audio Systems Handbook. 192 pps- 125 illus. 

ELECT RCiÑIC rSERh%LING - u_l' 

0 Troubleshooting Solid -State Amplifiers. 

256 pps.. 95 illus. 

0 How to Solve Solid -State Circuit Troubles 

304 pps., 161 illus. 

0 Troubleshooting Solid -State Electronic 

Parer Supplies. 208 pps.. 85 illus. 

0 Solid -State Circuit Troubleshooting Guide. 

224 pps.. 150 dlus. 

lad Dan's Service One No. 2. 116 Dps. 

$3.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

54.95 

$5.95 

53.95 

$7.95 

14.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

,_are, rear 

REFERENCE A GENE RAL.E LECTROÑICS 

E Dictionary of Bectronics 420 pps., 487 illus. 

E Introduction to Medical Electronics for 

Elect. & Medical Personnel 272 pps. 

0 Fire & Theft Security Systems. 176 pps. 

0 1972 Tube -Transistor Substit'n Guide. 256 pps. 
E Marine Electronics Handbook 192 p.. 106 dl. 0 Handbook of Electronic Tables -2d Ed. 224 p. 

0 Electronics Data Handbook -2d Ed. 256 pps 
0 Pulse t Switching Circuit. 256 pps., 184 illus. 

0 Electronics Reference Databook. 232 p.. 100 ill. 
0 Modern Radar. Theory, Operation and Maintenance. 

480 pps., 361 illus. 0 Installing 6 Servicing Electronic Protective Systems. 
256 pps., over 160 illus. 

54.95 

$5.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$3.95 

$3.95 

$6.95 
$4.95 

$2.95 

$4.95 
$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$7.95 

$4.95 

"LEARN -IT -YOURSELF" BEGINNER'S BOOKS 

0 Bauc Electricity and Beginning Electronics. 

256 pps., 191 dlus. 

0 Basic Electronic Circuit Simplified. 
352 pps., °th 170 illus. 
How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams 

256 pps_. loth 140 dlus 

0 Understanding and Using Radio Communications 

Receivers 192 pps., 56 illus. 

0 Basic Electronics Course. 384 pps., 275 dl. 

Beginner's Guide lo TV Repah. 176 P. 80 dl 

0 How to Become a Radio Dix Jockey. 

256 pps. 25 lessons plus teat. 

0 Electronks SeltTaught wet Experiments and Projects 

288 pps, 191 dlas. 

0 Model Car Racing ... by Radio Control. 

224 pps., wrth 250 illus. 

RADIO A TV SERVICING 

0 Prctonal Guide to Color TV Circuit Troubles. 

256 pps., with 262 illus. 

0 125 Typical Electronic Circuits Analyzed and Repaired. 

208 pps., dlus 

E Sbnplified TV Trouble Diagnosis 320 pps. 

0 199 Color TY Troubles & Solutions. 224 pps 

E Rwtk-FioT" TV Service Manual. 384 pps.. 

0 Allan -One TY Alignment Hardboo. 304 pps. 0 Basic Color Television Course. 420 pps. 
0 Modern Radio Repair Techniques. 

260 pps.. roe' a 36 -one foldout 

0 TV Troubleshooter's Handbook -2d Ed. 288 p. 

0 Home Call TY Repair Guide. 144 pps., charts. 

$4.95 

$5.95 

$3.95 

$3.95 
$5.95 

$3.95 

$7.95 

$4.95 

$3.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$5.95 
54.95 

$5.95 

$5.95 
$6.95 

$4.95 

$3.95 

$2.95 

A UNIQUE CCIICEPT M 1111S -TA$ EIEL7UUOI11C SO 1011 

Fa the price of a kit alone, you get a book by an expert who 

opens the world of electronics to you -PLUS a complete lit to 

help you start budding and learning. Guaranteed to work! 

E Audio Mixer, $1.95 0 5 -Watt HrF Amplifier, 

$9.95 0 Electronic Fortune Teller, $4.95 0 AM Wireless Mike, 

$6.95 0 Electronic Touch Snitch. $6.95 0 Garage Light Con 

trol, $9.95 E Audio Signal Generator Inlecter, $5.95 0 Low 

Voltage DC Power Supply, $4.95 0 Diode Tester, 

$5.95 0 High Power _amp Dimmer, $4.95 E 20W Four -Chan- 

nel Quad" Amplifier, $19.95 0 Electronic Siren, $4.95 0 In 

trusron Alarm, $1.95 0 Tunable Electronic Organ, $9.95 

HOBBY PROJECTS a PLANS 

0 Handbook of IC Circuit Projects 

0 Stereo/Quad Hi -Fi Principles and Projects. 

192 pps., profusely illus. 

Landsailing ... from RC Models to the Big Ones 

192 pps.. heavily dlus. 

0 How to Build Solid State Audio Circuit. 
320 pps., *lb 190 Illus. 

0 New IC FET Pnnciples and Projects. 160 p. 

0 Solid State Project tor the Experimenter. 
224 pps, with 228 illus. 

Digital Electronics: Prin's A Pract. 288 pp. 
Radic-Bectronics Hobby Projects. 192 pps. 

0 IC Projects for Amateur & Experimenter. 192 p. 

Transstor Projects tor Hobbyists and Students 
192 bps., 252 dlus. 

0 125 One -Transistor Projects. 192 pps., 125 dl. 

0 104 Easy Projects for the Electronics Gadgeteer. 
160 pps., 105 illus. 

1 

COMMUNICATIONS i HAM RADIO 

0 Commercial FCC license Study Guide. 
432 pps.. with 150 illus. 

0 The 2 Meter FM Handbook. 312 p., 182 dl. 

0 MATS Systems Handbook. 116 an 
E Mobile Radio Handbook. 192 pps., Foldout 

0 Pictorial Guide to CB Radio Installation $ Repair. 

256 Des., profusely illus. 
RTTT handbook. 320 pps.. 230 dlus. 

0 You're On The Arr! 224 pps.. 49 dlus. 

0 Desigmng and Maintaining the CAD and 

Small TV Studio. 256 Dps.. 102 dlus- 

0 CB Rana Service Manual. 228 p., 98 ill. 

0 CB Ram Operator's Guide. 224 p., 246 ill. 
AMATEUR RADIO STUDY GUIDES 

0 Novice $3.95 0 General $5.95 0 Advanced 

Extra $4.95 0 Incentive $3.95 

.r 
COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Beginner's Guide to Computer Programming. 
480 pp... with 364 illus. 0 Computer Technician's Handbook. 
480 ppc., with 400 dlus. 

0 Begione's Guide to Computer Logic. 192 p. 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$5.95 

$3.95 

$3.95 

$5.95 

$3.95 

$3.95 

$4.95 

$3.95 

$3.95 

$5.95 

$5.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$5.95 

$7.95 

$12.95 

$4.95 

$3.95 

$3.95 

$6.95 

$7.95 
$4 95 

AUTO, ENGINE a APPLIANCE REPAIR 

0 Everyman's Guide to Auto Maintenance. 

192 pps, with 38 dlus $4.95 

0 The Complete Mimbike Handbook. 320 p., 145 dl $5.95 0 How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines. 

288 pps, with 124 Alns $4.95 

0 Using Electronic Testers for Automotive Tune -Up. 

256 pps, 226 illus. 14.95 

0 Major Appliance Repair Guide. 260 pin. illus. $5.95 
0 Small Appliance Repair Guide. 224 p., 100 ill. $4.95 

0 How to (repair Home and Auto Air Conditioners. 

208 pos. with 100 dlus. $4.95 

0 Refrigeration. 160 pps., 53 illus. 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

0 Understanding and Using the Oscilloscope. 

272 pps., profusely dlus. 

0 Basic Electronic Test Procedures. 416 pps 

0,199 Electronic Test and Alignment Techniques. 

224 pps, 130 illus. 

0 Understanding & Using the VOM & PAM. 192 pps 

0 How to Use Calar 7Y Test Instruments. 

256 pps., with 230 dlus. 

0 How to Ise Vectaxope-Oscilloscopes and 

Sweep Marker Generators. 256 pps., dtus. 

0 Electronic Test and Measurement Handbook. 

224 pps, with 100 illus. 

0 The Oscilloscope -Third Edltion. 256 Dps. 

14.95 

$6.95 

$4.95 
$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 

$4.95 
84.95 

ALLIN-0NE TV SCHEMATIC/SERVICING MANUALS 

Eacn volume contains complete service data. encl. lull -size sche 
mats diagrams. & all other into needed. All 8N a II", 212 pps. 

$4.95 
COLOR: Svcng Modular Reran Vol 1_ Vol 2 Admiral Vol L 
Vol 2- GE Vol 1_ lap. Vol 1_ Vol 2_ Vol 3_ Magnavox Vol 

1 Vol 2- Motorola Vol I _ Vol 2- Phiko RCA Vol 1_ Vol 

2_ Sylvania Psi l _ Vol 2- Zenith Vol 1_ Vol 2_ Vol 3_ 
BM* Admiral_ GE- lap._ Magnavox_ Motorola_ Philco_ 

RCA Sylvania_ Zenith_ 

See these helpful books at your parts distributor or 
clip this ad and order on FREE toDAY TRIAL: 

NO -RISK COUPON -MAIL ENTIRE AD 

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 

Please send me books checked above. 
I enclose S 

Please Invoice on 10 -day FREE trial. 
Send FREE 28 -page catalog. 

Name Phone 

Company 
Address 
City State Zip 

...,,<..n .m I. RE -103 

7 
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USING THE SYNTHESIZER (continued from page 63) 

., o O RO 
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CONTROL OSC. 2720-5 FUNCTION GEN. 

e C 

2720-4 

FIG. 10-FOR A LOW -FREQUENCY REPEATING WAVEFORM for percussion repeat effects, use 
this wiring arrangement. The slnewave output of the control oscillator can't do the lob by Itself. 

Want a brighter picture? 
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At Perma-Power, our bag is brighter TV 
pictures ... and brighter customer smiles. 
You'll smile when you buy 6 Perma-Power 
Color-Brites (2 Model C-501 for round tubes, 
4 Model C-511 for rectangular tubes) for only 
$34.70, and get the insulated bag as our gift. 
Your customer will smile when you brighten her 
color TV picture, and extend useful CRT life by 
6 months or more. 
Hurry now to your distributor .. . 

this is a limited time offer! e Bowen, 

. .:,a. 

Ideal for school lunches. 
football games, 
hunting or fishing 
...sold in stores - 

as high as $4.95 

Durable, lightweight 
insulated bag 

keeps food and 
beverages 

hot or cold for hours 

Division of 

Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation 
845 Larch Ave., Elmhurst, Illinois 60126 
(312) 279-3600 
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free! 
when you buy 6 

PERMA-POWER 
Color-Brites 

under the control of the function generator. 
A pulse waveform of minimum duration 
has been chosen as the signal source in this 
example because of the evenly balanced, 
harmonic rich spectrum. 

When any note is played with the 
above connection the function generator at- 
tacks rapidly and causes the VCF (voltage - 
controlled filler) to be resonant at some 
high frequency. During the decay portion 
of the note the center frequency of the fil- 
ter slowly slides down through the fre- 
quency spectrum of the VCO's output 
pulses. The result is something like a per- 
former muting a harmonica with his cup- 
ped hands but since the spike is a better 
source of harmonics than the pre- 
dominantly square wave output of a har- 
monica and the filter is a more effective 
resonator than cupped hands the effect is 
quite naturally more spectacular. 

A more standard sound can be 
achieved by increasing the pulse duration 
and backing off on pulse filter's Q control. 
You might also try using the function gen- 
erator's output attenuator to lower the con- 
trol voltage to the filter thereby lowering 
the upper limit of the resonant frequency. 
Also try summing a constant voltage from 
the power supply's bias sources into the 
control inputs of the VCF. 

In Fig. 9 we have a simple arrange- 
ment that gives a convincing imitation of a 

flute. The connections are straight -forward; 
controller to VCO, step trigger to function 
generator, function generator to VCA. The 
triangle VCO output goes through the low- 
pass filter and then to the VCA for enve- 
lope shaping. In this example the filter is 

simply turned on by one of the bias sup- 
plies on our power supply module so that it 
attenuates the higher frequency content of 
the triangle. In it's fully "on" condition the 
filter rolls off at the rate of about 12 

dB/octave and since there is no second har- 
monic in a triangle and the third harmonic 
is already 19 db down from the fundamen- 
tal there is a total attenuation of the third 
harmonic of 43 dB. The output of the low 
pass filter is for all practical purposes a sine 
wave, the classic flute -like voice. Attack and 
decay times are adjusted to correspond to 
those typical of a flute. 

Control oscillator/noise source 
There is one remaining module that 

we've treated as an orphan child so far, the 
Control Oscillator/Noise source. This mod- 
ule is peculiar to the R -E synthesizer be- 
cause in most other equipment the VCO is 
flexible enough to be used at very low fre- 
quencies. Our cost objectives were best met 
with a separate low -frequency oscillator. 
Among the effects produced using a low - 
frequency control voltage source are vi- 
brato-a slow, rhythmic pitch variation-and 
tremolo, a slow variation in amplitude. 
These effects are produced by using the 
output of the control oscillator as one of 
the control -voltage sources for the VCO 
and VCA respectively. 

There are times when you need a low - 
frequency repeating waveform with a shape 
other than a sine wave. For example, per- 
cussion repeat effects similar to staccato 
banjo picking require that the VCA be 
driven by a waveform such as the one 
shown in Fig. 10. The sine wave output of 
the control oscillator won't hack it by itself 
but it can be used as a repeating trigger 
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FIG. 11 -NOISE IS USEFUL IN MUSIC SYNTHESIS. This hook-up generates wind sounds. 

nical sense. If you then play with the tone 
controls you are "coloring" the noise. 

Noise as sound 
It's easy to see why the first artisans of 

electronic music missed the signicance of 
noise. As you listen to it on the radio it 
doesn't appear to be the sort of thing that 
would be musically useful. But to illustrate 
it's me Fig. I I shows an arrangement for 
producing the sound of the wind. 

In other words. try everything. We've 
done a fair job of covering the basics in- 
volved but you have at your disposal a 

source for the function generator as shown. Lion on the part of the explainer they don't complete synthesis system. A few hours 
With this arrangement the attack and decay do a lot for the 'splainee. Simply put, if constructive play with the machinery will 
controls of the function generator control you tune an FM radio to a spot between teach you more than a hundred written 
the attack and decay of the final output stations what you hear is noise in the tech- pages. R -E 
while the sustain is a function of the point 
on the sine wave al which the generator 
triggers and consequently of the settings of 
the control oscillator's output attenuator. 

When Harry Oslon first started work 
on the old RCA Mark I and Mark II syn- 
thesizers back in the 1040's he was pioneer- 
ing in a number of areas and not the least 
of these was the first use of noise in an 
electronic musical instrument. Up until that 
time the Ondiolines. MartinoLs, Theremins, 
etc. had without exception used only 
pitched sound sources. Because of that they 
produce less than natural sounds. 

There are a number of stock phrases 
that accurately describe noise. phrases like 
"white noise is an equal probability distri- 
bution of all frequencies" or "pink noise is 

a Gaussian frequency distribution". While 
these are answers that display great erudi- 

-`DISCOUN:T 
PRICES' . 

TEST 
EQUIPMENT 

AUK 
S ENCOF=tE ií 

I.C.C./Mullard. 
Tube Specials 

Telematic Test Jigs 
& Accessories 

Catalog & Prices on Request 

FORDHAM Radio Supply 
Company, Inc. 

ro Morns Ave, 
Bronx. N.Y. 
Tel: (212) 585-0330 RC/1 

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES 
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CJ 175 

Modernize your shop to speed color TV 

Consists of: 
Compact metal case 
Universal Yoke 
Convergence Yoke 
Blue Lateral Magnet 
Solid State Transverter with Adaptors 

service-with a Telematic CJ 175 

Included at NO Charge: 
4' Anode Extension 
4' 90 degree CRT Extension 
4' Yoke Extension 
Convergence Load for rapid 
static service 

UPGRADE ALL MAKES TEST RIGS 

SERVICE SOLID STATE 
WITH ANY TEST RIG 
Telematic Transverter will match Solid 
State TV to any Test Rig 

plus: 
Four Adaptors to Motorola, RCA, Zenith, 
Sylvania 

DA 133 

Value 
$119.10 

NET COST 

$99.10 

BE PREPARED WITH AN 
ASSORTMENT OF ADAPTORS 
FOR IMMEDIATE SERVICE 
DA 133 includes 18 Yoke Adaptors and 
10 Convergence Loads for most Tube 
Type TV. Two pegboards complete with 
labels and hooks. 

SERVICE ADDITIONAL 
SOLID STATE TV 

Use with Telematic Transverter. Four 

Adaptors for RCA, PHILCO, GE, MAG- 
NAVOX 
YAK 3200 $24.70 

f . 

2245 PITKIN AVENUE, BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11207 
Wiite'Us! Free subscription for current,cross-reference charts 
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FALL SALE 
COLOR YOKES 

SILVERTONE 80-56-4G $4.95 Ea. 

MAGNAVOX -361340 $4.00 Ea. 

MAGNAVOX -361395 $4.95 Ea. 

SYLVANIA-51-29986-2 $6.95 Ea. 

DY95-AC-Y 109 (EQUIV.) $6.96 Ea. 

MOTOROLA (QUASAR) $4.95 Ea. 

TUNERS -NEW WITH TUBES 

G.I. PARALLEL-60S7-6HA5 $3.95 
SILVERTONE SERIES 5U8-3HA5 $3.95 
SYLVANIA TRANS. 54-29331-3 $5.95 
STANDARD COIL PAR. 6GJ7.6HA5 $6.95 
SARKES TARZIAN PAR. 6G17-6HA5 $6.95 
PHILCO SERIES-5G17-3HA5 $3.95 

COLOR FLYBACKS-COLOR FLYBACKS 

EQUIV. FLY 277-HO601C $7.95 
RCA -143536-501 $7.95 
RCA -1435637-501 $7.95 
EMERSON -738229 $4.95 
5 Asst'd Stereo Cart. $6.95 

20 Asst'd ASTATIC NEEDLES $3.29 
STEREO TURNOVER TONEARMS $1.69 Ea. 

10 Asst'd. IF Transformers $1.00 
50 Asst'd Wire Wound Resistors $2.49 
20 Assorted Mallory Controls $2.00 
10 HV Anode Leads -B/W Sets $1.00 
5-4OKV HV ANODE LEADS $1.00 
COLOR CRYSTALS 3.58 Mhz 2 for $1.98 
RCA DAMPER DIODES 2 for $2.95 
100 Asst'd Bypass Cond. $4.95 
100 Asst'd 1&2 Watt Res. $1.39 

DIODES -TRANSISTORS 

25 -IR -2.5 Amp. -1000 PIV $4.95 
20-1 Amp. 1000 PIV TOP HATS $3.19 
20-1 Amp. 1000 PIV Epoxy Rect. $3.19 
10 -DD -04 -Dual Diodes $2.98 
10 -DD -05 -Dual Diodes $2.98 
25-IN34A Crystal Diodes $2.00 
5 -Boost Rect. $2.00 
18.5 KV FOCUS RECT. 3 for $2.49 
50 Asst'd Terminal Strips $1.19 
COLOR CRT BOOSTER 90% $4.95 Ea. 

COLOR CRT BOOSTER 70% $4.49 Ea. 

BLUE LATERAL MAG/PURITY 2 for $2.98 
25 Asst'd Filter Cond. (CANS) $4.95 
25 Asst'd Filter Cond. AXIAL $4.95 
ZENITH VOLT TRIP -212-109 $5.95 Ea. 

ZENITH IC -212-45 $2.95 Ea. 

10 Asst'd Align. Tools $1.98 
66 Meg.-IRC HV Resistor 3 for $2.00 
53 Meg-IRC-HV Resistor 3 for $2.00 
5 -CRT SOCKETS COLOR 90% 5 for $2.00 
50 Assorted Fuses $2.00 

MINIMUM ORDER $15.00 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG 

TUBES UP TO 80% OFF 

SEND CHECK OR 

MONEY ORDER 

TV TECH SPECIALS 

P.O. BOX 603 

Kings Park, t,I., New York 11754 
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APPLIANCE CLINIC 
(continued from page 24) 

lights to a fairly good brightness, the 
charger can supply normal current. 
Most of these are trickle chargers, at 
about 150 to 200 mA maximum. 

If the charger is dead, check its 
line cord; it could be broken at the 
point where it goes into the housing. 
Some of these go inside the housing 
and connect to the rectifier unit with 
flexible leads. If the ac voltage is 
present, but no dc output, replace the 
charging unit. This is literally a Black 
Box, sealed so you can't get into it. 

The gear -boxes are about as 
simple as you can get. Most of them 
have only a worm cut into the end of 
the motor shaft, which drives a gear, 
usually made of plastic so that it will 
take the wear. This gear has two small 
studs, one on each side. These slip 
into slots in the ends of the knife 
blades, as shown below. This causes 

WORM 

MOTOR 

GEAR STUD 

WORM GEAR CONVERTS rotary motion to re- 
ciprocating. One blade shown; other on other 
side of gear. 

the reciprocating motion of the blades. 
Replacement gears are available, and 
easy to install. If one blade moves but 
the other doesn't, one of the studs is 
broken off. 

The gear box is usually just a 

cavity molded in one half of the case. 
A thin metal cover holds the grease 
inside. If you find grease -leaks, check 
for missing screws in the cover, or a 

broken gasket. In emergencies, you 
can cut new gaskets out of paper or 
even plastic. 

The blade -mountings and slides 
are usually made out of nylon or Tef- 
lon, or something like that. They are 
not lubricated. Make sure that they 
can slide freely. The blades are spe- 
cially ground, and are normally "self - 
sharpening" as they rub against each 
other. If they need sharpening, take 
them apart, and find the flat side. 
Use a very smooth oil -stone, fine- 
grained, and hold the blade with the 
flat side perfectly flat on the stone. 
Only a few strokes back and forth 
on the stone will bring back the cut- 
ting edge. Most of them are serrated 
for easier cutting. Do not try to 
sharpen from the serrated side. 
That's a job for the manufacturer or 
a pro. R -E 

The ultimate in ignition systems -The Infrared Break. 
erless Electronic Ignition System by Allison Engineering. 

-XI '( ó 
a º 11: 

-471,/r1 

Eliminates Breaker Points. Eliminates 
Tune-ups. Never wears out or needs 
any maintenance. Timing and Dwell 
never change. 

The Allison Breokerless Ignition system eliminates the 
points and condenser, replacing them with an optical trig 
ger, using a light emitting diode and phototransisror. Only 
o system which eliminates breaker points can eliminate tune 
up causing wiper arm (contact point rubbing block) wear 
and give the performance, economy and reliability of true 
electronic ignition. This is why GM and Chrysler use only 
breakeriess electronic ignition In their new car models. 

This is the only true electronic ignition that you can 
install on your car for under $100.00. The system gives 
Ignition timing 40 times more accurate than systems using 
breaker points. Actually increase engine efficiency and gas 
mileage up to 30%. Will not misfire under any conditions. 
Installs in 20 minutes using existing distributor & coil, no 
rewiring. Ten times as much energy ovallable for plug firing. 
Spark plugs last 3 to 10 times longer. Unlimited R.P.M. 
capability. Tests prove dramatic increae in power and 
performance. Precision timing means instant starts in any 

eBather 
and noticeably smoother running. An average 30% 

duction in emissions. 
Installing the Allison Breokerless Ignition in your car 

converts the present inefficient trouble prone system to the 
most advanced electronic ignition system available. Remem- 
ber If it is not breokerless then it is not true Electronic 
Ignition. 

Units are available for all vehicles, each designed for a 
specific make. State make, year and number of cylinders. 

To order: Send $49.05 PM, COD orders send $15.00 pay balance COD to Allison Automotive Co., P.O. Box 973, 
Temple City, Ca. 91780, or send for free literature. 
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ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS INC. 
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HV RECTIFIER FILAMENT 
ARCING 

When the filament winding on 
the flyback transformer arcs, there is 

no need to replace the winding or the 
transformer. Simply remove the fila- 
ment leads from the set and replace 
the vacuum -tube rectifier with a solid- 
state equivalent such as the R -3A3, R- 
3AT2 and R-DB3 Solid -Tubes by 
Electronic Devices, Inc. 

FLYBACK 
TRANSFORMER 

SOLUTION 

FLYBACK 
TRANSFORMER 

3A3 
Vacuum 
Tube 

7 

TO PIX 

TO PIX 

Do not cut the leads to the pic- 
ture tube. Completely remove the 
winding from the transformer core 
and clean the socket and plate cap. 
The solder joint on the socket pin to 
the picture tube should be smooth 
with no points so that arcing across 
the unused pins is avoided. Greater 
protection can be had by putting a 

drop of RTV silicone rubber such as 

DOW or GE Silicone Tube Sealer on 
the connection.-News From EDI 

MAGNAVOX T979 
An intermittent bright horizontal 

line that moves vertically through the 
bottom third of the screen may be ac- 
companied by vertical jitter. In some 
cases, the condition appears to be cor- 
rected by tapping or moving certain 
components on the "D°' panel. This 
may be caused by a contaminate, such 
as solder flux, in the "D" panel plug- 
in socket at pins 5, 6 and 7. 

If you encounter this condition, 
clean both male pins on the chassis 

and female connectors on the "D" 
panel with an approved cleaner, such 

as General Cement's Chloro-Kleen or 
Dry-Kleen, that will not react with the 

PC board or adjacent components. 
The female connector should be 
cleaned using an applicator such as a 

tech ates 

toothpick, and then thoroughly 
dried.-Magnavox Service News Letter 

MAGNAVOX T936/956/957 
Snivets on the left side of the 

screen on uhf channels may be caused 
by a leaky diode D 102. This diode is 

located in the horizontal output sec- 
tion and is in series with the center 
arm of the high -voltage adjustment 
control. Replace with diode part 
No. 530088-1004.-Magnavox Service 
News R -E 

VIEB1 U.121SS 
.PT 

ELECTRONICS, INC. 

also available in .. - 

MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL 

KANSAS CITY 

1'h" NEW ORLEANS 

' WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Mfr- NEW YORK CITY 

Iii R 

$995 

1 YEAR GUARANTEE 

ALL PIS BRANCHES are wholly owned subsidiaries of PTS ELECTRONICS. INC. (NO FRANCHISES!) 
and report directly to the Home Office in Bloomington. Indiana. Only this way can we guarantee the 
same quality-PRECISION TUNER SERVICE-that made PTS the leader In this field. 

PTS is proud to be the only tuner service to publish a TUNER REPLACEMENT PARTS CATALOG (80 
pages of tuner blow-ups, tuner -antenna coil -and shaft replacement guides available for $1.00). 

WE OFFER MORE. SERVICE IS EVERYTHING WITH US. 
WE ARE DYNAMIC AND FAST. TRUSTWORTHY 

YOU AND US -A TRUE PARTNERSHIP 

PTS ELECTRONICS, 
INC. is recommended by 
more TV manufacturers and 
overhauls more tuners than 
all other tuner services com- 
bined! 

- - N 

for finer, faster, 

Precision 
Tuner Service 

Color Black 8, White Transistor 
Tubes Taractor Detent UHF 

All Makes 

VHF, UHF or FM $ 9.95 
UV -COMBO 16.95 
IF-SUBCHASSIS 12.50 

Major parts and shipping 
charged at cost. 

(Dealer net!) 

over 4000 exact tuner replace- 
ments available for $15.95 up 
(new or rebuilt) 

send faulty unit with tubes, shields and all broken parts to: 

( 

NONE «IKCE-IN4AN4 
PO 800 070 
N o04.1416101 IRS 47.00 
TEL ell 5249331 

130e4_00RM 
INS ELECTRONICS. INC 

PO RCN 41754 
IERTO Cí. 15541 

TELI TEL 916, 611611000 

Ceti MU- tam. 
PIS ELECTRONICS, INC 

PO SW 5794 
so OIE6O, 0411, 91105 
TEL 111 1E0 7010 

Tama) 
ns ELECTRONICS tIC 

PO 901 477 
moo& COLO 00001 

TEL - , 403 TWO 

Lama 
ITS ELECTRONICS INC 

PO 00s 7923 
1ACIltaAlt. fie 11110 
TEL 904 79 9951 

001173 

PS ELECTRONICS, INC 

PO BOA 772 
O 00SI CtON III 47e1 
TEL In 1149331 

RIR_At 
PTS ELECTRONICS NC 

` 116 NM/IANLANE 
13961 Cm, LUCAS 6E00 

TEL 913, III 1101 

601114* 
PTO ELICT40N1Oi. INC 

Po 1104 /3047 
[TRAIL u 031 

TEL 504, 1851349 

Muru00 
ITS ELECTRONICS INC 

1105 0PRING 01 

SNIEe WIRE. 410 Trnio 
TEL 301 5650015 

11ass1CNl0ETn: 
no IIECTRONICS, INC 

PO 80T 3199 
Sn111UIuo, WBs 01101 

TEL 413 7342731 

M1107309k 
PIS ELECTRONICS. INC Ill N Leer S7 

MINNCA»OOIS. Mlle 55404 

TE1 611 104 2333 

Noe Toes CIn-010 ALMS 
'1S ELECTRONICS INC 

158 4441111 ST 

L PATERsa N3 07407 
TEL 101, 191 6300 

0.00 
Pit ELECTRONICS. INC 

5680 STATE 40 
CLt91LANO, ONIo «111 
TEL 116 «54440 

MAMMA 
P IS ELECTRONICS, INC 

PO Rot 60566 
O%LANNI. an MLA 73106 
TEL 405. 9410013 

009100 
PTO ELOCTRON105. INC 

PO 804 13096 
IOritANa 001004 97203 
TEL 503.1819616 

rTNI6rl,4N1-LAST: 
PIS ELECTRONICS. INC 

Po BIT 16856 
PILAOELIIn It 19141 
TEL 115.1240999 

nRR5rL4ANIA-REST: 
PTO ELECTRONICS, INC 
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/1730.060, n 15201 
TEL 111 061 7640 
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PIS C3. INC 0 100 1331 
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TEL 2116 153 4334 
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Pit ELECTRONICS. INC 
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pis ELECTRONICS, INC 

1105 SPRING IT 
510111 SPANKS, so Moo 
TEL 101. 565 eon 
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There are more low-cost 
Heathkit projects than ever.... 
starting f,r as little as $5 

These low-cDst Heathkit projects represent great values on 
el?ctronic items you could pay up to twice as much for 
in assemble J form. But they are also great kits for the 
first-time Haathkit builder, or the /oungster who has been 
wanting to try a sophisticated electronics project. till the kits 
shown can te assembled in one c r two evenings' time w i -h 
conventioru l hand tools and a so dering iron. The sssambly 
instructions begin with a quick cc urs 3 in soldering -hen take 
the builder into the famous Heattki- check -by -step assembly 
manual. After the kit is completes and working, the bt,ilder 
can go on tc the circuit description sections which tell him 
bow and wh/ his kit works. 
Aid finally, 3nly Heath gives its cis- 
tcmers this Jnique pledge: "We 
vrDn't let you fail". f a Heathkit 
builder has any problem before, 
during or aí-er assembly, he has a 
nation-wide technical consultant 
staff backing him up. These tech - 
n cians, at the Ben -on Harbor plant 
and Heathkt Elect-onic Centers n - 
rrajor metropolitan areas are the c'rm. 
"Dig brothe s" of tie Heathkit 
fraternity. Tney are always pleased 
to lend a he ping hand...free. 
FDr as little as $5, a Heathkit 
product col Id be tie most worth- ..... a. 

while investment you'll ever make,. c 
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A. Het tildt Lamp Dimmer -- lets you adjust brigt t- 
ne 01 able or floc lamps smoothly frcm full on 
to complete invisibility. A simple, useful ki-, and an 
intsres:ilg Introduction to Triac and Die:: phase- 
co.itroled switches. Handles up to 300 wais. 
Kit GD11/18, 2 lbs. 7 <5 
B. Heathkt Tune-up Meter -a 3 -in -1 ding ostic 
instument for 4 -cycle, 3, 4, 6 and 8 -cylinder engires 
having zrventional (Kettering) ignition systems. 
Includes two -range tachometer to 4500 rpr\ dwet 
meter, and voltmeter reading 0-15 volts. 
Complctelf portable 
Kit lO-29.5 lbs. 29.9'. 

C. leatIkit tiectrenic Metronome - provides professional accuracy, in telnpoS 
from 40 to 2' 0 beats per minJte- Has adjustable volume control aid ncludss 
Curt relating tempos in time sigrotjres to beats per minute. Uses two 9 -volt 
belle -ies(nct stpplied). 
Kit TO -17, 2 bs. 9_95 
D Heathkit .gab -to -Camper Intercom - gives instant two-way conru.anicat on 
between truck cab and cab- ver t amper or shell. Great for boats, too. Can -per 
unit has sw't2'i pos Lion for 11stenhc to cab radio. Includes mount ng brackets 
and 15' cable. 12 -volt automctivt system provides power. 
Kit G0-150, ! lbs. 2L95 
E. Heathkit Photoelectric Lamp .4w tch - turns on a lamp when y3tf'e awry. 
Adjustable sensitivity control late roc set unit to operate at various levels o 

dulness. No timers to set - electronic circuitry is fully automatic to ;om- 
oensate 'or oranges in dayli;ht t ours during the year. Operates on 20 
VAC househc Id current. 
<it GD-600, 1 lb. 5 00' 
2. Heathkit 8 dokshelf Speaker S astt m - excellent reproduction wilt any audio 
aysten having 4 watts or more per channel. Has 41/2" high -compliance 
;loth -suspension speaker wi h sled acoustic suspension cabinet. t/easur3S 
12' H x 7'W e 6" D. Useful frequ 31c/ responsa extends from 70 H_ Id 16 

kh'.z. C rder a )air for stereo. 
Kit AS -106, "C bs. 19.95' 
G. H e.athkit Code Practice Os;illator - great for beginning and novice amateur 
radio operato-s. Has tone and vokone. controls, built-in speaker, headphone 
lack. t liner I ght Includes key, F 1 one plug, cord. Uses two 9 -volt 3n one 
,rC ' 3attery (rot supplied). 
Kit HD -16, 3 IDS. r 95' 
H. Heathkit Thermo Fish Spatter - an all -solid-state thermometer wi-h self- 
contained rep and 100' cable so cu can find he depth where your g amefish 
are likely to be feeding. Kit incluc a- fish temperature preference charts, 
calibating thermometer and ine depth marking material. Uses one 9 -volt 
L t1e-y (not slppliedt. 
hit MI -104, 3 IDs. 24. )5' 

I. -leathldt 4- Natt Monophor is A11p,(11er - all solid-state. Excellent 'requer cy 
-espouse and now distortion. H 3s i vats for ceramic phono cartridge, mono 
4A1 or FM tuner or tape recorder. pkis front -panel headphone jack. Dr ves 
t to 13 ohm speakers 
< t 41.-18, 4 Iba. 19.95 
J. Heathkit Portable AM Radio - ailed -in to today's look, turns on :o the 
sc'uirs of AM. )-as dig 31/2" speake , RF amplifier stage, automatic ga n 

con'rc I - quali:y features not usually found on portables. Uses one 9 -volt 
batlry (net sanplie.d). 
Kk GF-1008, 2 lbs. 14.93' 
K. Heathkit Telephone Amplifier - lsts you cur/ on conference calks or cool 
diirer while t.scng : re phone.And :he special acoustic -coupled desigr means 
,cu can use it Id th virtually an/ tole 3tnne hand set. Amplifies incorrIn; 
igrtial only Inc udes speaker and F' extension cord. Uses one 9 -volt 

tatter! (not sudotted). 
Kit GC-' 02-1, 2 bs. 14.95" 

H 

Visit your nearest Heathkit El scironic Center... or SE nc for FREE catalog 

HEATHIOT ELECTRONIC CENTERS - ARIZ.: 
Phoenix; CALF.: Anaheim, El Cerrito, Los Angeles. 
Pomona, Redwood City, Sai Diejo (La Mesa), 
Woodland Hiles COLO : Denser CONN.: Hartford 
(Avon); R.P.: >. iami (hialeah); GA. Atlanta: ILL 
Chicago. Downers Glove; ND.: Indianapolis; 
KANSAS: Kan. -its City (Missior) MD.: Baltimore, 
Rcckville MA53.: Boston (Wellesley); MICH.: De- 
Irc)t: MIN V. lIeneapolis(Hop*'rs); MO.: St. Louis; 
N.J.: Fair Lawr; N.Y.: Buffalo tAnherst), New York 
City, Jeri;h3; L.I.: Rochester, JH 0: Cincinnati 
(Woodlavn). CIiveland; PA.: Ftlladelphia, Plus - 
burgh; R.L: °rte-idence (Warwick); TEXAS: Dallas. 
Houston; NASH : Seattle, WIS : Milwaukee. 

heathk ic'7t4 r - 

7 REATH COMPANY, Dept. Z¢10 HERTH l 

Eenton Harbor, Mldtigar 49122 

Please send FREE H®1H'lt Catalog. , Schlurnberger 
t Enclosed Is $ , plus shipping. 

Please send modals) 

Ill Name 

i Address 

Wcrld'a taws j C ty state Tp 
se ecti3n et ) "Mai order prices; F.O.B. factory. 
elctrczn a kits 1, nMr 

CL -480 r 
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EMC, 625 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y. 
Checks all transistor types - high or low 
power. Checks DC current gain (beta) to Send me FREE catalog of the complete 
200 in 3 ranges. Cheeks leakage. ni value -packed EMC line, and name of 
versal test socket accepts different base local distributor - 
configurations. Identifies unknown tran 
sistors as NPN or PNP. 

Dynamic test for all transistors as signal 
amplifiers (oscillator check), in or out of ADDRESS 

circuit. Develops test signal for AF, IF, 
or RF circuits. Signal traces all circuits. c 
Checks condition of diodes. Measures (- 
battery or other transistor -circuit power- 
supply voltages on 12 -volt scale. No ex- 
ternal power source needed. Measures 
circuit drain or other DC currents to 80 
milliamperes. Supplied with three exter- 
nal leads for in -circuit testing and a 
pair of test leads for measuring voltage 
and current. Comes complete with . 

Instruction manual and transistor listing. 

NAME 

ITY 70NE STATF 

,E -M C -17 p 

ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS CORP. 
625 Broadway,New York, N.Y. 10012. 

VIDEOPLAYER PROGRESS 

Video discs and tape sys- 
tems for the home continue 
to be glamour babies of the 
future in electronics. RCA has 
lifted the curtain just a little 
on its plans for its Selecta - 
Vision videocassette player - 
recorder. Pilot production will 
start late this year, but the 
first units probably won't be 
on the retail market until early 
1975, RCA says. RCA still 
plans to price the recorder - 
player attachment with built-in 
TV tuner at $795. An optional 
monochrome TV camera will 
be $300, and blank recording 
cartridges will be available in 

15-, 30- and 60 -minute 
lengths, costing a maximum 
of $30. RCA will offer a cata- 
log of 100 recorded tapes at 
the start, available primarily 
through rental. A feature film 
will rent for about $10. 

MCA Disco -Vision, which 
demonstrated its laser - 
scanned video disc for the 
first time last December, pre- 
sented a "progress report" 
demonstration which showed 

sharply improved pictures and 
longer playing time. Featured 
was a 12 -inch record which 
provided 18 minutes of color 
programming, as compared 
with seven minutes in the ear- 
lier demonstration. The goal 
is a 40 -minute video LP, to go 
on the market in 1975. 

Cassette Sciences also 
demonstrated a videoplayer- 
this one designed to play 
back Super -8 film through 
home TV sets and to interact 
with a home computer termi- 
nal. Production of the player 
and the terminal, each cost- 
ing about $500, is slated to 
begin late this year or early 
next. Among the uses cited 
for the unit are programmed 
visual instruction and games 
in which the viewer can com- 
pete with the computer. The 
computer alone, without the 
videoplayer, can help with 
such household tasks as 
checkbook -balancing and 
homework, will be available 
to homes at one dollar per 
hour of actual use. R -E 
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IN'S;TR.U-M'ENTS`.,IN U=ON',E° 
e . .Out-of-Circúit o Transistor Analyzer Pd° °, 

Dynárnic In -Circuit 
I 1,i ' Transistor & Radio Tester 

Signal. Generator' 
Signal'Tracer, Voltmeter': `} Milliammeter 

;z d:wl, Battery Tester 

e 
= s * 4 Diode Checker 
n1 11 Transistor Analyzer Model 212 

Factory Wired & Tested-$23.50 
Easy -to -Assemble Kit-$15.50 

YOU DON'T NEED A BENCH FULL OF EQUIPMENT TO TEST TRANSISTOR RADIOS! All the 
facilities you need to check the transistors themselves - and the radios or other sir- 
cults in which they are used - have been ingeniously engineered into the compact, 
6Inch high case of the Model 212. It's the transistor radio troubleshooter with all the 
features found only in more expensive units. Find defective transistors and circuit 
troubles speedily with a single, streamlined instrument instead of an elaborate 
hook-up. 

r 
Features: 

s. 
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RE -10 

Kleps 40 
Kleps 30 Kleps 1 

Kleps 10 - 20 

Kleps 30 

Clever Kleps 
Test probes designed by your needs - Push to seize, push 
to release (all Kleps spring loaded). 
Kelps 10. Boathook clamp grips wires, lugs, terminals. 
Accepts banana plug or bare wire lead. 43/4" long. $1.39 
Kleps 20. Same, but 7" long. $1.49 
Kleps 30. Completely flexible. Forked -tongue gripper. Ac- 

cepts banana plug or bare lead. 6" long. $1.79 
Kleps 40. Completely flexible. 3 -segment automatic collet 
firmly grips wire ends, PC -board terminals, connector pins. 
Accepts banana plug or plain wire. 63/4" long. $2.59 
Kleps 1. Economy Kleps for light line work (not lab quality). 
Meshing claws. 41/2" long. $ .99 
Pruf 10. Versatile test prod. Solder connection. Molded 
phenolic. Doubles as scribing tool. "Bunch" pin fits banana 
jack. Phone tip. 5112" long. $ .89 
All in red or black specify. (Add 500 postage and handling). 
Write for complete catalog of - test probes, plugs, sockets, 
connectors, earphones, headsets, miniature components. 

Available through your local 
distributor, or write to: 
RYE INDUSTRIES INC. 
127 Spencer Place, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 
In Canada: Rye Industries (Canada) Ltd. 
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next month 

NOVEMBER 1973 

Build An Electronic Stopwatch 
Make your own hand-held digital elec- 
tronic timer. Can be built with a 3, 4, 5 or 
6 -digit readout. The 6 -digit version does 
double duty as a digital clock. 

Inside The 4 -Channel Variomatrix 
Len Feldman explains one of the most so- 
phisticated 4 -channel matrix systems yet 
developed. Be one of the first to under- 
stand how it works. 

Electronic Careers For High -School Grads 
Young high-school grads have boundless 
career opportunities open to them in al- 
most every phase of electronics-comput- 
ers industrial electronics, television, and 
radio. Become aware of what's happening. 

All About Active Filters 
Don Lancaster explains the active filter. He 
also goes on to show how you can build 
one for yourself. 

PLUS 
Bob Scott's Technical Topics 
Calculator IC Applications 
Jack Darr's Service Clinic 
R -E's Transistor Replacement Guide 

November issue on sale October 18 

GRANTHAM OFFERS YOU 

College -level Training 
and a college degree. 

Electronic Circuit Design, 
Engineering Analysis (includ- 
ing mathematics thru calculus), 
Classical and Solid -State 
Physics, Engineering Design, 
etc., etc., are all part of 
the Grantham home -study de- 
gree program in Electronics 
Engineering. 
(Regardless of what you may 
have real in another school's 
ad, Grantham does teach 
college -level circuit design 
by home study.) 

By adding college - 
level home training 
and a college degree 
to your experience, 
you can move lip to 
greater opportuni- 
ties in electronics. 

Grantham offers the 
A.S. E.T. degree by corre- 
spondence. After earn- 
ing this degree, you may 
continue with additional 
correspondence plus a one -week 
residential seminar and certain transfer credits, to 
earn the B. S. E.T. degree. Then, the B. S. E. E. is 

available through further residential attendance. 

GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, CA 90027 

Telephone (213) 462-1411 

r 

Established in 1951 - G.I. Bill approved. 
Mail the coupon below for free bulletin. 

Grantham School of Engineering RE -10-73 

1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, CA 90027 
I have been in electronics for years. Please 
mail me your free bulletin which gives details con- 
cerning your electronics degree programs. 

Name Age 

Address 

City State - Zip 
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... TEST 

NEW CIRCUIT IDEAS, 

I.C.'s, DISCRETE COMPONENTS 

WITH NO SOLDERING! 

Only $17.75 The E&L SK -10 SOCKET 

Just plug in 1/4 watt resistors, ceramic ca- 
pacitors, diodes, I.C.'s, transistors and more, 
and your circuit is built! No soldering! No 
special patch cords needed. All compon- 
ents reuseable! Interconnect with any solid 
#22 gage wire. 

Nickel/silver terminals - low contact 
resistance 
Low insertion force 
Initial contact characteristics beyond 
10M insertions 
Vertical and horizontal Interconnecting 
matrices 
Handles wide range of wire leads from 
.015" to .032" 

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE 
Try it with absolutely no risk for 5 days. If 
not satisfied, return your SK -10 socket and 
get a full refund. Trying is believing. How 
can you go wrong? Send check or M.O. 
today! 

Add 50/ for postage and handling 
25% deposit for C.O.D.'s 

Ask for FREE IDEA -PACKED, 
ILLUSTRATED CIRCUIT DESIGN 

CATALOG. 

1 Eri 
E&L INSTRUMENTS, INCORPORATED 

61 First Street, Derby, Conn. 06418 

d 
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4 -CHANNEL FM 

(continued from page 42) 

75.- (100%) 

70 - 
MAIN 

CHANNEL 60- 

50t- 

40 
I,+Rf+ 
Lb Rb 

301- 

2017 

IN PHASE 
- --- IN QUADRATURE (90° PHASE SHIFT) 

LOWER UPPER 
SIDEBANDS SIDEBANDS 

IRf+ b 
(Lb+ Rb) 

67 kHz SCA 
SUB -CARRIER 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION (kHz) 

19 kHz 
PILOT 

SIGNAL 

FIG. 6-RCA'S "3 SIGNAL" SYSTEM requires no Increased bandwidth, 
but does not provide total separation between all four channels. SCA 
remains at 67 kHz. 

75 
1100%1 

70 
CHANNEL 

1 

501- 

1 

40l Lf+tb. 
Rf * Rb 

30 

201 - 

l ó ,o 20 

19 kHz 
PILOT 

SIGNAL 

IN PHASE 
- --- IN QUADRATURE (90° PHASE SHIFT) 

LOWER UPPER 
SIDEBANDS SIDEBANDS 

76 kHz 

LOWER UPPER 
SIDEBAND SIDEBAND 

Lf+ Rb)- 

t 

(Lb+ R1) 

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION (kHz) 

FIG. 7-IN RCA'S ALTERNATE SYSTEM, SCA service is not used. 
Second subcarrier upper and lower sldebands are transmitted and 
modulation levels can be somewhat greater. 

knowing that a station is broadcasting a matrix disc, unless 
an announcer indicates that fact. 

CBS feels that it would be nice if some sort of in- 
dicator light could be activated on a home receiver every 
time a matrix disc was played. Towards that end, they have 
proposed that while no major changes need be approved 
by the FCC for continued transmission of SQ programs, 
the present unmodulated I9 -kHz signal be amplitude mod- 
ulated by a frequency of 593.75 Hz and that this modu- 
lation cause the peak amplitude of the pilot signal to vary 
by a maximum of 10%. 

Since present rules regarding pilot amplitude permit a 

range from 8% to 10% of total modulation anyway, such 
amplitude modulation of the pilot signal would not fall 

(continued on page 100) 



VERY SOUND VALUE 
FREE $1 BUY WITH EVERY 10 YOU ORDER ºn1S1'°s' FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER 

SHANNON MYLAR RECORDING TAPE- _ CANADIANS: Ordering is easy - we do the paperwork - try a small order 
CASSETTE C-60 .59 

3" - 225' .19 CASSETTE C-90 1.19 
31/4" - 600' .58 CASSETTEC-120(TDK) 1.97 
5" - 600' .62 8 -Track - 64 Min........... 129 
5" - 900' .80 8 -Track - 80 Min 1.59 

5" - 1200' .97 B -Track - Clearw 1,49 

5" - 1800' 1.49 
3" TAPE REEL .06 

7' - 1800' 1.12 3%" TAPE REEL ............. .07 

7' - 2400' 1.79 5" TAPE REEL .14 

7" - 3600' 2.95 7" TAPE REEL .15 

SARKES TARZIAN TUNER 

te 41mt 
!SICI 

wa .11"; 

Latest Compact 
Model good for 
all 41 me TV's, 

BRAND NEW - 

Best TUNER "SARKES TAR- 
ZIAN" ever made -last word for 
stability, definition & smoothness 
of operation. An opportunity -to 
improve and bring your TV Re- 
ceiver up-to-date. $795 

COMPLETE with Tubes 

n ALL NEW TV TUNER Standard makes -less $1 - tube. 
WESTINGHOUSE FM TUNER (12DT8 /2.99 
Tube) 
UHF TUNER -TRANSISTOR TYPE Used 113.95 
in ail TV seta 
STANDARD TUNER -TRANSISTOR (GUIDED t 

1 GRID) 4 Channel dosed circuit 

PHILCO 
TV TUNERS Model -76-13963-3 .4.95 

(5G17-3HQ5) 
MAGNAVOX 
661E tubes) 

TV TUNER 340137-3 (6CG8- $ 7.95 

GE -STANDARD COIL TV TUNER Model 
EU-S6X1 (6HQ5-6GJ7) ModelET 17.95 
86X304-(61J8-6EA5) 
TV TUNERS VHF/UHF all sew standard 17.95 
makes, including Tubes 

WILLS GARDNER TV TUNER 25A1283 $7.95 
(61J8-6HA5 tubes) 

RCA 110 FLYBACK TRANSFORMER /a W. .cooped the Market 
latest type - tendard 
for all 110 TV'. 
RCA design of large 
Copt produces IaKV- 

ring adequate width 
1nel Schematic Diegrnm 

1. i applleatlon for any TV 
List price 413.90 

$3 
Your price .. 

1007e off lo Iota of 3 

Ile TV DEFLECTION YOKE for all A3.9 
types TV's Intl schematic 

"COMBINATION 
SPECIAL" 

RCA 110 FLYBACK 
plus 110' DEFLECTION YOKE 

.5.95 

90° FLYBACK TRANSFORMER for all $2,95 
type TV's ind schematic 

90' TV DEFLECTION YOKE for all type 12,95 
TV's incl .dematim 

10' FLYBACK TRANSFORMER for all type /2 
TV's ind schematic 

70' TV DEFLECTION YOKE for all type 42 
TV's inel schematic 
SHARP 110' FLYBACK & YOKE COMBI. 
NATION a0FT-582 Good for poet pot, $5.00 
table TV 
90' COLOR YOKE For all R.:eango-41 0.95 
lar 19 to 'L5" Color CRTs 
RCA COLOR FLYBACK Part *11338'201 2.95 
(Stanmr a HO -601C) 

31 1 - RCA COLOR YOKE PART *6214- 15.95 
50 

CO -AX CABLE RG59U grey or black W0-89 12 
100-$269 50- 

4 - TV ALIGNMENT TOOLSmost useful a.,- 111 

oortment a 1 

4 
- TV 

cep 
ALIGNMENT TOOLS For Color $1 .49 

TV 
6 - TV COLOR ALIGNMENT TOOLS 12.79 
Most popular type 
COLOR POWER TRANSFORMER - Good $3.95 
for matt sets 36K150 Lost Price -1146.75_ lJ 

IBM COMPUTOR 
SECTIONS 

8 assorted Unite we 
sell for SI are 
traded with ever 
150 aluable pail.. 
Incl. - Tranatrore 
Condenser., Real - 
torn, Beet Slues, 
Diode.. Etc. 

8 Far $1 
100 for $10 

MARKET SCOOP COLUMN 
ZENITH COLOR DEMODULATOR CHIP 
PART a2213,39 (Sprague Eqv. TVCM- $4.19 

BLUE LATERAL MAGNET ASSY. Re $1.59 
placement for most cola TV's....___..... 
UNIVERSAL TV ANTENNA Back of set 11 .98 

COLOR 
CONVERGENCE ASSEMBLY Unl- 12.49 

vernal type -good for mast eels._ 

COLOR TV RECTIFIER - Used in most $1.95 
color seta -6500 kv 3 for 
2 COLOR -TV CRT SOCKETS Wired lead , $1 
for all Mar TV's 
3 - RCA 110' CRT SOCKETS Wired leads, 11 
for all TV'. 1 

70' COLOR TUBE 
BRIGHTNER 

90' COLOR TUBE 
BRIGHTNER 
2 - COLORBURST OUARTZLRYSTAL $ 1.89 
For Moat Color TV seta 3579.545 KC..... 
5 ASSTD. GLORAR VARISISTOR Popaar sea 

*1 placements for most COLOR TV. 

$3.95 

tÁ.95 

KLEPS "CLEVER" TEST PRODS 
"Third -hand" test prods, reach into out 
of way places - Insulated - cannot slip - 
accommodates bare wire or banana 
plug -no soldering. 

PRUF 10 - VERSATILE TEST .19 
PROBE 

KLEPS 10 - BOATHOOK CLAMP - $1.19 
449" long 

KLEPS 20 . BOATHOOK CLAMP $ 
1 

.39 
7" long 

KLEPS 30 - FLEXIBLE -FORKED $1.47 
TONGUE 6" long... .... .. 

KLEPS 40 FLEXIBLE -PC BOARD .2.39 
TERMINALS 61/4" long...... ... 

KEEPS 
WORK 

1 -ECONOMY KLEPS FOR .99 
LIGHT 

ASTATIC 
PICKUP MODEL 700 -ROT Can- 

taine 891 ceramic cartridge LIST 42.95 
PRICE 817.00.._ 

20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS .01- t 1 eov 

20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS .033-.1 
600V 
20 - DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS .$033 11 
1000 V .... ... ...... 
10 DIPPED MYLAR CAPACITORS .047-40011 

15 - MOLDED TUBULAR CAPACITORS .1 
068-400 V 

20 - DIPPED WEER CONDENSERS .0039-.1 
1410 V 

10 - SPRAGUE "ORANGE DROP" CAPACI- 11 
TORS .01166 2000 Volt 
1 - 20 FT. COILED GUITAR CABLE $2.95 
With plugs 
1 - CASSETTE TYPE DYNAMIC MI- 
CROPHONE with universal plug. 200 12,19 
Ohms ... ... 
10 - SETS PHONO PLUGS & PIN JACKS 111 
RCA type .. ........ 

RAN 8 -PRINTED CIRCUIT IF TRANSFORMERS $1 
4 -log, 456 KC 

STEREO TONE ARMS Moat pegiuler type- .2 
turn over cartridge 

4-50' HANKS HOOK UP WIRE amen./ 11 
colors. 
100' -SPOOL SPEAKER WIRE 2 cond. $ 1.50 
mini zip, dear, 101 tees 

I-110 
- ASST. RADIO II TV TUBES Every $1 

Tube good number ... ......... _....._ 

for TAUDIO 
OUTPUT TRANSFORM Sub -min 41 

rans Radio. 

5 - I.F.r 
O 

COIL 
TRANSFORMERS 

456-kz forTran $1 
ios 6" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER Top quality 

*1'29 Special buy Ea 
ALL AMERICAN TUBE KIT (12AV6- 12.99 
128E6-12BA636 W 4-5036) 
1 - GARRARD RECORD CHANGER121.50 
Special buy 

SPEAKERS W'-tOTvs Mag -3) Watts - UTAH -CELES" 3 -AY C 0 -AX. 
_ 

13'95 

UTAH "CELESTA- 
EILT 3Aos Magg -45 

Watttss....t 
24.95 6 - MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC CAPACI. el 

TORS SMPD-150 V.... 

WESTINGHOUSE ALL TRAN- 
SISTOR HOME/OFFICE 

MESSAGE CENTER 
Leaves messages for other for replay . . Built in 
speaker/microphone for talk -into convenience ... Re- 
cords up to 3 minutes of messages - illuminated 
signal shows when a message is waiting. Control 
adjusts playback volume without affecting recording 
volume Capstan Drive: 
BRAND NEW SOLD AS IS 

$7.95 

MATCHED PAIRS TRANSISTORS NPN & (-I 
PNP (2N4252-21142904) (2N22222N2907) $1 

KNOB SPECIAL 

100 - ASSORTED RADIO KNOBS All $ 

1 standard types 620 value 
50 - TV KNOBS - POPULAR TYPES .1 
Mostly Selector & Fine Timing_...___ 

20 - VERTICAL LINEARITY KNOBS 
Long shank .. Front mount ... as- 41 
nortmenl 
20 - VERTICAL LINEARITY KNOBS $1 

sir® ... Side mount ... Standard .__ 

25 -KNURLED SHAFT KNOBS Hard to $1 
gel ... Had selection..-....._ ............._ 

25 - CLOCK A RADIO KNOBS most $1 

ANY 6 KITS FOR 85_ - 

TRANSISTOR RADIO nee/ type good, *1' 
TAPE RECORDER-u.orted types good- A 
bad, broken. u 

I 
-ie, potluck 4 

300 - ASST. W W RESISTORS Top Brand. $ 

1 Short trade. Excellent Selection...._.........._. 
100 - ASST Y WATT RESISTOR'S stand, I1 
choir. ohmage., some in 5% ............... 

1--/100 
- ASST Vi WATT RESISTORS stand, $1 

choir. ohmage*, some In 5% 1 

70 - ASS' 1 WATT RESISTORS stud, $ 

choice ohmage+, noose in 5% 1 

35 - ASST 2 WATT RESISTORS stand, 11 
choice ohmagae, some in 5% 

soot 50 - PRECISION RESISTORS list- 11 
once 850 bats 98% sees ........._ 
20 - ASSORTED WIREWOUND RESIS- $1 
TORS, 5, 10,20 watt 
10 - ASSORTED SLIDE SWITCHES SPST, $1 
SPOT, DPIYT, Ate .-_........ 

25 - SYLVANIA HEAT SINKS For Transinv $ 

ton 
20 - ASSORTED TV COILS I.F, VIDEO, $1 
sound. radio, etc 1 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 1 
30/300/100/100 MFD - 25 V. 
1- ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 100$1 
MFDa00V 

3 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 21/2011 
RFD -450 V. 

5 - 9 VOLT MOTORS Excellent for hobby- sl 
at 

6" PHILIPS "INVERTED CONE" 1e).29 
SPEAKER Top quality Thinline. L 

1-6" . 9^ HEAVY DUTY 10 OZ. 1').95 
SPEAKER Ceramic Type ... 8 Ohm s3 

El10 ASSORTED DIODE CRYSTALS 1N34, 11 
11158, 15760, 10464, et<..... .. ... sees... 

6- TOP BRAND SILICON RECTIFIERS I41 
amp 1000 PIV..... 
5 - PNP TRANSISTOR general purpose, 11 
TO -S cane ...... . ............_........__..___...._ 
5 - NPN TRANSISTORS general purpose, 41 
706 case 
50 - ASSORTED TRANSISTORS big fan- 41 tory hemp sold an -in 
TV TWIN LEAD-IN 300 ohm 500 -87 100' - $1 
81.50, 50' 
12 -MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENS- 11 
FRS For Transistor & miniature work 

1-1 CLARICON AM FM TUNER Solid$59.95 
Li state, walnut cabinet 47 

WEN SOLDER GUNS 
Model 225K 48.50 Model 288 $1,50 
Model 250 $9.95Moeal 100K $5,95 n 8 ELEMENT COLOR OUTDOOR AN- 5.95 - TENNA Big shot Jr. List 811.96 

12" JVC BLACK 6 WHITE TV Special 7 9.95 
Bu 
ARISTO WIRELESS INTERCOM W'al- 
smtiCabon ninet, th buster call, AC op -422.50 
ora L 
4 -ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS $1 
75/30mfd-150... 

TEST EQUIPMENT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES 

Q1K E/COL- 

SF NC ORE 

R 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY . Scientific light packing for safe delivery at min'mum cost. 
HANDY WAY TO ORDER ... Send check or money order, add extra for shipping. Lists of new offers will be returned in your order. 

Please specify refund on shipping overpayment desired: CHECK POSTAGE STAMPS MERCHANDISE (our choice) with advantage to customer 

300 - ASSORTED HEX NUTS 2/56, 4/40, 1'1 
5/40, 6/32, 8/32 
250 - ASST. SOLDERING LUGS hest types 9 
and alms 

250 - ASST. WOOD SCREWS finest pops- 11 
lar selection..,.....-.-_.._ 

250 - ASST, SELF TAPPING SCREWS *6, $1 
a 8, etc 1 

150 - ASST. 6/32 SCREWS and 150.1 
6/32 HEX NUTS 

ISO - ASST. 8/32 SCREWS rod 150- $1 
8/32 HEX NUTS 

150 - ASST. 2/56 SCREWS and 150- $1 
2/56 HEX NUTS..__ 

I-1150 - ASST. 4/40 SCREWS and 150- $1 
4/40 HEX NUTS...._-. 
150 - ASST. 5/40 SCREWS sod 150- $1 
5/40 HEX 

500 - ASSORTED RIVETS most useful se- 11 
leeted due 
300 ASSORTED WASHERS meat useful se- 41 
lerted sizes 
100 - ASST. RUBBER BUMPERS for cab-- 41 
net bottoms - other wee. ..........._.... ..... .._ 

1 -.1100 
-ASSORTED RUBBER GROMMETS best 11 

sizes 
SIMPSON 21/2" ROUND PANEL METERS 13.95 
Model 125 (0-10 DC Milliammeters 
12'' UNIVERSAL SPEAKER Top Quality $4.89 
.. Large Magnet.,._..... ._sees._. 

10" PHILCO SPEAKER Tap Quality ....2.99 
Large Magnet._- 8" UNIVERSAL SPEAKER - Large Ie2.99 
Magnet -Special Buy._......_........_....... _. L 
5" UNIVERSAL TWEETER I oz. 11.29 
Magnet 1 

UNIVERSAL 4" PM SPEAKER 11 
TopQuality .........................._.._......_....__...._.. 
21/2" "45 4" SPEAKER Special Buy 11110604 Ea 

4" X 8" "GUAM" 16 OHM SPEAKER 7 
magnet ... Special BUY (10 for t 

1 
,19 

615. 

RONETTE STEREO CARTRIDGE latest dual 12 
sapphire fiipover type 
STEREO HEADPHONES MiFi Quality $5.95 ... Complete with Stereo plug J 

10 - STANDARD TRANSISTORS NPN & I1 
PNP 214404, 214414. etc. ..... ............. 
UTAH B" - HEAVY BUTT 10 OZ. 13.95 
SPEAKER Ceramic Type - 8 Ohm 
2-ELECTR/1OLYTICMfd .. CONDE 

.30NSE VoltRS 
UNECAP .1 

. 3 000 2 -SPRAGUE ELEC. CONDENSERS 80/30/4 - $1 
Mfd. 475 V 

mfd 
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 200/30/1 $1 

R -TRACK TAPE PLAYBACK DECK$27.50 
Compact design fits anywhere 3 -ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 100 mfd$ 1 
100 V, 50 mfd-75 

red & TEST PROD 
WIRE DELUXE OUAUTY,/1 

SOUO STATE UHF CONVERTOR Chan -4 1 7.95 
nel. 14-89, easy to install.... 1-1 VARCO STEREO CARTRIDGE-CN-72 12.95 
With mounting bracket, Oipovtr needle, 
20- PILOT LIGHT SOCKETS bayonet type. sl 
100' - FINEST NYLON DIAL CORD best t 1 
lire, .028 gauge 

1-115 - MINIATURE 456KC IF TRANS- 41 
FORMERS PC 19 X W' -good values__ 
2 - 128147 RCA 41 
TUBES 
1 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 200 mfd 

$ 1 - 200V 
2 - ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS 1500 81 
mfd - 35V 
1 - 5" SPEAKER with output trans- $ 1.39 
former 
MERCURY TUBE TESTER MODEL 99019- .95 
Compact, latest model._.al 
MIDLAND STEREO AMPLIFIER Model $16.51) 

02 26-0 12 Watt, solid Bute....._....____. IA/ U 

8G003, 25 WIDLAND Ttt,ESold StateO 
lER Model 15 5.00 

STEREO CAR SPEAKER SET Deluxe Ser- 16.50 
.ice Mount U 
RCA 2 SPEAKER AM FM CHASSIS 
Deluxe front panel, good for walll20.00 
mount. 

TUBE & CONTINUITY CHECKER Model 
FT425 (Teets fuses, heater., lamps, $1.98 
Etc) _..._.__.._...._ 

Minimum Order $3.00. 

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 487 Columbus Ave., New York, N. Y. 10024 2TELEPHONE 
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FREE 
CATALOG 

Fast... Flameless 
CONCENTRATED HEAT 

up to 1000°F. 

HEAT B®DNS 

'AT° 
CONCENTRATED 

HEAT n 

up to 1000°F. 
f4meleea 

fqt.,Portable 

11LW,\UKee 
Lp- 

MILWAUKEE 

HEAT-BLO GUN 
The Heat Gun of a Thousand Uses 

A model for every need ranging from 150° to 1000°F., 
without an open flame. Safe and easy to operate...use 
wherever concentrated heat is needed. Fingertip switch 
control permits operator to aim heat right at desired 
point. Temperature can be varied by air intake adjust- 
ment. Also blows cold air when desired. 

MEETS DOZENS OF NEEDS In laboratory and on production 
lines...softens plastics...dries paint, glue or photo prints...thaws 

.defrosts...heat seals...does blister packs...preheats for welding 
or soldering...desoldering...excellent for softening, repairing and 
retexturing molded plastics...shrinks vinyl to tit upholstery. 

Sturdy adjustable metal stand permits positioning 
on bench or machine, on assembly lines, etc. 

(MILWAUKEE .LOCK & MFG:'' CO. 
5078 N. 37TH STREET p'MILWAUKEE, WIS., 53209 

Circle 79 on reader service card 

DIGITAL 
MUSIC $10 

COMPOSER 

. t ` o # : 1 
1 /" 

WOW" -,L7 

*kJ 1 SCA 

A. ,.. J ADAPTOR 

$12.75 

Rt Re av Rw au 8 NOTE ELECTRONIC 

ORGAN #KC4A $3,35 

13 NOTE ELECTRONIC ORGAN 

#KC4C $4,99 
This organ is essentially the sam as the 
KC4A, above, except that we prov de 13 
variable resistors instead of the 8 fixed 
ones to allow for precise tuning to the 

chromatic scale. 

ir. This "tune compu- 

ter" plays its own I¡ pseudo -random 16 
T{ note melodies! 

1 
Hours of fun and 
entertainment. Can 

also be used as 

electronic door 
chimes, message 
sender, etc. 

TELEPHONE 

AMPLIFIER 

600 WATT TRIAC 

LAMP DIMMER $2,95 

FLUORESCENT READOUT DISPLAY GE /Y-4075 

6 ors 5 b J SAO. 

32 in Onef°r$ 5 
EXPERIMENTERS' 
HOBBY PROJECTS 

Over 32 Surveillance, Security, Alarm, and just 
plain entertaining hobby projects can be built 
with this kit. Six sub -assemblies (a Dual Pho- 

tocell Light Detector, a Multi -Voltage Relay a 

Noise/Vibration Detector, a Reed Switch with a 

Bar Magnet, a Pulse/Noise Detector, and a Reed 
Switch with a coil) are interconnected to form 

the various circuits. There are also 19 extra 

components used to build an oscillator and to 

enhance operation of some of the circuits. Our 

16 page booklet gives full instructions. 

OUR FREE CATALOG DESCRIBES THESE AND 
MANY OTHER EXCITING ELECTRONIC KITS. 

CORTLANDT ELECTRONICS INC. 

16 HUDSON ST. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10013 
Circle 80 on reader service card 
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CRITICAL INTERVAL TIMER 

VARIABLE ELECTRONIC TIMER 

$4,25 
.0evi r 

4 -CHANNEL FM 

(continued from page 98) 

outside these tolerances, and the 593.75 Hz could be de- 
tected at the receiver and used to trigger a light or some 
other indicator every time "matrixed" material were 
played. In case you're wondering why they chose 593.75 Hz 
for this modulating frequency-it's because it happens to be 
the 32nd sub -harmonic of 19 kHz-which was obvious as 
soon as it was explained! 

Tests, timetables and other 
considerations 

At the present time, it would appear that field testing 
of all of the proposed systems will take place in early 
1974-most likely over the facilities of FM station KIOI in 
San Francisco. Much analytical work remains to be done 
by the NQRC before that time, and even after the compre- 
hensive field tests are completed, conclusions will have to 
be reached, data submitted to the FCC, and formal 
requests for new rule -making will have to be made. If past 
history is any criterion, the FCC will examine this work 
very carefully before reaching a decision. Compared to a 
monophonic broadcast, stereo FM offers approximately 23 
dB poorer signal to noise ratios. In strong -signal areas, this 
has been relatively unimportant, but at greater distances 
from the transmitter this degradation of S/N often makes 
stereo listening unacceptable in areas where mono recep- 
tion is quite satisfactory. 

All of the new quadriphonic broadcast proposals, with 
the exception of CBS (which really involves no new 
changes) and the RCA three -channel proposal will in- 
troduce still further degradation in signal-to-noise ratios. 
The calculated figures (compared to a monophonic refer- 
ence) range from 26.2 dB to 30.8 dB, depending upon 
which system is used. That means a further decrease in sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio ranging from 3.2 dB to 7.8 dB which can 
prove to be quite significant. The FCC will not be satisfied 
with calculated adjacent and co -channel interference fig- 
ures, but will want to insure proper protection ratios based 
upon present frequency allocations to FM stations around 
the country. In short, the job of selecting and approving 
new standards for quadraphonic FM broadcasting is a 
complex one-and one not likely to be finished for the next 
couple of years. While the presence of a new "four -channel 
decoder jack" on the back panels of some of the latest 
tuners and receivers seems like a good act of consumer 
protection, it does not guarantee that the system ultimately 
chosen will necessarily lend itself to "adapter" packages 
implied by the presence of this extra jack. While we're 
waiting, we can all enjoy good stereo FM as well as "ma- 
trix" four -channel broadcasts right now. R -E 

411 
19111 

AEI W 
SdAEffsR 

"la know, he talks alot of carrier modulation 
but with very little intelligence." 



WANTED 

QUICK cash . . . for electronic equipment, 
components, unused tubes. Send list now' 
BARRY, 512 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10012, 
212 Walker 5-7000 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 
& INSTRUCTION 

EVALUATE complex functions on any four - 
function arithmetic calculator. Details 25C (re- 
fundable). ADTECH,pob 1068, Englewood Co. 
80110 

SHORTCUTS to success! Highly effective, 
profitable short courses. (75 choices). Study 
at home. Diploma awarded. Our 27th year. 
Free literature. CIEE-E, Box 10634, Jackson, 
Miss. 39209 

+ - x + calculator owners: Compute square 
roots, trigonometric functions, logarithms, ex- 
ponentials, and morel Quickly, accurately, eas- 
ily! Manual $2.00. Send today -Unconditional 
money -back guarantee! MALLMANN OPTICS 
and ELECTRONICS, Dept. -2B, 836 South 113, 
West Allis, Wisconsin 53214. 

AMATEUR license test questions 8 answers. 
Get your technician class by memorizing. 
$2.00 postpaid. CRD ASSOCIATES, Box 291, 
Western Springs, III. 60558. 

TV tuner repairs -Complete course details, 12 
repair tricks. Many plans. Two lessons, all for 
$1. Refundable, FRANK BOCEK, Box 3236 
(Enterprise), Redding, Calif. 96001. 

DEGREE Program In Electronics Engineering. 
Out 27th Year! Free Literature. Cook's Insti- 
tute, Dept. 14, Box 10634, Jackson, Miss. 
39209. 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or ser- 
vices). $1.00 per word . . . minimum 10 words. 
NONCOMMERCIAL RATE (for individuals who want to buy or sell personal items) 70c per word 
. . . no minimum. 
FIRST WORD and NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face at 1011 per 
word. Payment must accompany all ads except those placed by accredited advertising agencies. 
10% discount on 12 consecutive insertions, if paid in advance. Misleading or objectionable ads 
not accepted. Copy for December issue must reach us before October 1. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 

1 2 

6 7 

11 12 

16 17 

21 22 

26 27 

31 

3 4 

8 9 

13 14 

18 19 

23 24 

28 29 

32 33 

( @ .70 Non -Commercial Rates 1 

No. of Words j @ $1.00 Commercial Rate J 

No. of Words in bold face 
@ .10 =$_ 

Total Enclosed $$ 

NAMF 

ADDRESS 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

34 35 

Payment must ac- CITY STATF 71P_ Insert tlme(s) company order un- 
less placed 
through accred - 

Starting with iude ited advertising MAIL TO: RADIO -ELECTRONICS, CLASSIFIED AD DEPT., 
agency 28 200 PARK A11E. SOUTH, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003 

SIGNATURF 

100 -PC. JUMBO CORNING "METAL OXIDE" RESISTOR KITS fl First time ev r offered! Corning'. Type C. NA, NC, and FP-ull in tlow-priced package. The FINEST RESIS- 
e 

II TOR ever made! 1%, 5%., 10% tot, With many dif- ferent 
t x, ':a, Ilues and 2'w 

160 ohms tg mega. Inc! ud, military, precision 
l unit., Designed for critical egpt. Wt. I lb. Only $2,50 

Micro -miniature, color - 
100 ALLEN 
BRADLEY 
RESISTORS 

o Only $2.50 

cooled, standard axial lead carbon resistor, istors, R cted 6J I: 
Vs watt. For all mi -cir- cuitry. Type BB in 5% and 10% tolerances. Sizes 0.145 x 0,062.. Sold to you at 90 ó oidistributor t! Values from10ohms r to 10 mega, 

you 

Removed from new equip - 
0 q tfu/ / menu Inetuden popular . 

Mee. if(/ 214174 'doorknob transits - 

\\' 
1^ 

0 12 for $3.50 

$1.49 for TO-36 germanium I PVP, 160 watts, VCBO HIGH POWER NOV, 15 amps. 40 hfe. For 
TRANSISTOR 3 foe 53 ignition, high power trans - 
WITH HEAT SINK mitte=n, etc. Mounted on 

heat sink f, x 2' c x 11/4" 

GENERAL Osole 

TELEPHONE $8.88 
¡L 4J DATA ENTRY ° 

KEYBOARD 
'Y'r. 

Used in calculators. S tooth-tone, encoding. programminguncom- 

mitted. 
PUSH BUTTONS to Si & 2 u nit ted. All s.vitche. have 2 erp pole. k 6 wep- 

t orate busses - totalling 6 busses S 24 poles, , Any 
i combination of which can be used! Sire: 3x2'/ of". 

"AEROSPACE" BABCOCK & LEACH 
CRYSTAL CAN RELAYS 

All hermetically sealed. 
Submini, 1/6, half, anal 
full crystal can types in 
6-12-24V in aunt contacts 
up to 4PDT. I amp up 10 
taps. Such types as BR 0, 

41, 10, 44, 16. 24, etc. 
Sorry, no choosing voltages 
or types. From factory mix- 
tures . to you! Good 
asst. if you are space - 
minded. et low price. 

M,'a cures only V'4 x I x 
1 . Plastic cased. Like 
KNP type. For pc board or 
socket, 14 logo. 1-8/32 
stud too! Both 4PDT.' All 

construction. 3 
amp s' contacts. For r -i ant. 

,switching. Wt. I -or. Wher- 
ever npac,is prime, you 
need a "mint cap" relay. 

HI-FI 1° SQUARE 

I 

MINI METERS 

Plastic case $1.49 
Red needle Indicators 

-, italuncing, nt . tape, amps. 
VU, side mtg. Plan 3 dd..' 20 dh, 
VU, front mtg, plum 3 minus 20 db. 3 for 53.73 

POTTER BRUMFIELD 
MINI CAP RELAYS 

$2.49 
3 for 56 

Your choke 
1is VAC 0 2 VDC 

e 
GI "GLASS AMP II" SPACE AGE FEATURES 

Meets critical JAN spree. A 
glans "ball of silicon 

Type PIV Sale elrength" that meets JAN 
1144245 200 5.14 epees, high reliability, with- ° 
1114246 400 .22 stands : vyal.nce power 
1144247 600 .39 surges to 1K Watts. ON,: 
1114248 BOO .49 lone ratings with 2 amp 
1N4249 1000 .59 capabilities. Axial leads. 

RTL TO -5 IC 
BY FAIRCHILD 
Any 2 for $1 
600 911 921 
903 913 923 0 90 914 0 94 910 915 0 96 

` 

IMPORT CLOSEOUT! 

10 -AMP FULL WAVE 
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 

Silicon, 400 -volts. In 1 x 
Ya o ye. epoxy case with - 

heavy-duty space lugs. 
Properly marked. Wt, 2 -ors. 

O $3.95 

I4 

AM -FM STEREO I 
TUNER WITH 
BUILT-IN 
SOLID 

II.. STATE AMP 

o 
Only $15.50 

Each unit completely wired. Imagine so little for AM - FM -Stereo 13 -transistor SOLID STATE unit. Each unit different. Sorry, no MULTIPLEX. Everything on one chassis. Operates on II6/1/60. For tape, mike or ° turntable. Dial non -calibrated. Each unit guaranteed satisfaction. Sire: 12 x 6 x 3'. Wt. 4 Iba 

Terms: add poet:,¢, Rated: net 't0 
Phone Ordern: Wakefield, Mace. 16171 2515-3629 Retail, 16-10 Ito! Carmine St.. Wakefield. Man.. 
loo Water Street, C.O.D.'S MAY HE '11056D 

° 156 CATALOG on Fiber optics. 'its', SemFs. Parts 

POLY PAKS 
P.O. BOX 942 R. IELO, MASS. 01940 

OCTOBER 
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FREE Catalog 
~ -- OF THE WORLD'S FINEST 
fá.k GOVERNMENT SURPLUS f ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

And BETTER Than Ever 
1 

Ltr- -Stale -Stale -- 
Mail Coupon for You FREE Copy, Dept. 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
1016 E. EUREKA Box 1105 LIMA, OHIO 45802 

J 
RE 

íMEATS dollies 
1324 W. FOND DU LAC AVE.MILWAUKEE. 

WIS. 53205 

YEATS dollies 

a.tt 
stasenu 
Color 
Trlonasoo 
Tian 
S(RRVDI 

u,1e. 

nitl a.6.r. bred-. 

TUTS WWI N. S 570.50 

REBUILD YOUR OWN 
PICTURE TUBES? 

With Lakeside Industries precl.lm 
equipment. you can rebuild any 
picture tube! 
For complete detella, Send name, 
address, alp code to: 
LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES 
3520 W. Fullerton Ace. 
CMrago Ill. 60647 
Phone: 312-342-3399 

LITRONIX DL -707 7 -SEGMENT LED DISPLAY $3.75 
THE SECOND GENERATION LITE-PIPE 

REPLACEMENT FOR MAN -1, DL10, ETC. 

14PIN DIP -MAN -1 PINOUT 

MAN -1 7 -SEGMENT DISPLAY - THE 
REAL THING $3.55 

MAN -1A LATER, IMPROVED VERSION $4.95 

MONSANTO MAN -3M 
MONSANTO MAN -4 50 
XD -7 7 -SEGMENT MINIATURE LED DISPLAY 

WITHOUT DECIMAL PT. $2.25 WITH 
DECIMAL PT $2.50 

MONSANTO MAN -2 7 BY 5 LED ARRAY $8.50 
ASCII ALPHANUMERIC CIRCUITRY INCLUDED 

LARGE RED LED .35 THREE FOR $1.00 
7400 7401 7402 7403 7404 7405 7410 
7420 7430 7440 7450 7453 7454 7460 $ .30 
7441 $1.35 7475 $ .90 7495 .99 
7442 $1.20 7476 $ .65 7496 $1.25 
7447 $1.50 7483 $1.25 74107 .55 

7448 $1.25 7486 $ .55 74153 $1.50 
7472 $ .40 7490 $ .99 74154 $2.00 
7473 $ .55 7492 $ .99 74192 $1.75 
7474 $ .55 7493 $ .99 74193 $1.75 
LOW POWER 111. ONE TENTH THE CURRENT 
74100 74L02 74103 74130 74L51 74135 8.40 
74172 74L73 74L74 $.75 74190 74193 $2.00 
NATIONAL "DM" SERIES 
8090 8091 8092 8093 8210 8820 8830 $1.00 
8211 8601 8200 8520 8551 $1.50 
8570 8590 8880 $1.75 8123 8810 8812 $2.00 
8223 FIELD PROGRAMMABLE 256 BIT ROM $7.50 

CUSTOM PROGRAMMING $5.00 
LM 309K 5V. 1A. REGULATOR $2.00 
LM 311 SUPER COMPARATOR 81.95 
LM 308 ULTRA HIGH IMPED. OP AMP $1-95 
NE 565 PHASE LOCKED LOOP $2.95 
NE 566 FUNCTION GENERATOR $2.95 
NE 567 TUNE DECODER $2.95 
74000, 74C04, 74C10 $ .60 
74CMOS!! 74C76 $1.25 74C162,74C163 $2J5 
DIGITAL CLOCK CHIP 6 DIGIT 7 SEG. 

OUTPUT -SINGLE POWER SUPPLYI WITH 
DATA $11.95 

ALL BY FIRST CLASS MAIL -NO XTRA COST 

!TM ASSOCIATES 
P. O. BOX 843 MANCHESTER, MO. 63011 

Circle 84 on reader service card 

MINIATURE POWER SUPPLY 
Supply Is 255x155x1 Xand is 3.0 volts@300 ma. 

' Has on -off switch, pilot light & 5V, ft. line cord. 
Add 2 diodes, which we supply, and supply be- 

'comes6 volts. Ideal for RTL, DTL,TTL IC 
I circuits, battery chargers, portable radios etc. 

, STOCK NO.J5081. with data. 3.75 ea. 3/10.00 r 

SOLID STATE TIMER 
bt Yw I 

6Ní 76.3 

l 
AEMCO, 1 to 15 second solid state precision i 
timer. 3POT relay closes at selected time. 10 
amp. contacts. Operates from 115 VAC. With 
data sheet. Removed from new equipment. Ill ', STOCK NO.J9566 4.95 ea. 3/13.00 ,.,µ Mgr 

c 

, VERSATILE AUTO TRANSFORMER 
This autotransformer can supply more than 90 

acs different voltages, from 10 to over 250 volts, at 
currents from 15 to 25 amps. Ideal for laboratory 
experimental and development work, or can be 
built Into equipment. Made by G.E. for use In 

'= computers. Data sheet supplied. Original cost 
"-5 _ $78.50. In factory boxed cartons. Wt. 20 lbs. 

STOCK NO.F9467 12.50 ea. 2/22.00 

8 SECTION PUSHBUTTON SWITCHES 
New lot of G.E. 8 section Push button sw- 
itches, all SPST, rated 8A @250 V. Each 
button different in color for positive iden- 
tification. 4'/sx 1'/.x2'/.. Pushing any switch 
releases any switch that is closed. t' ̀  

STOCK NO.J9052 1.25 ea. 5/5.00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Include sufficient postage, excess will be refunded. Send for new 
56 page catalog, loaded with new items. MINIMUM ORDER $3.00 

A DELTA 
BOX 1, LYNN, 

ELECTRONICS 
MASSACHUSETTS 01903 

CO. 
Phone (617) 388-4705 

NEXT 
MONTH 
IN R -E 
Build an 

Electronic 
Stopwatch 
It can have 

a 3, 4, 5, 

or 6 -digit 
readout. 

NOVEM- 
BER 

ISSUE 
ON SALE 
OCT.18 

IC PRICES 
SLASHED 

FACTORY FIRSTS 
NATIONALLY 
KNOWN 
BRANDS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

DIGITAL TTL 
I a 

ITEM 1-99 100.999 ITEM 1-99 100.999' 
7400N ....320.... 280 7472N ....400.... 350 
7401N ....320.... 280 7473N ....520.... 450 
7402N ....320.... 280 7474N ....520.... 450 
7403N ....320.... 280 7475N..$1.00.... 850 
7404N ....350.... 310 7476N ....600.... 550 
7410N ....320.... 280 7487N ....600.... 550 
7420N ....320.... 280 7490N..$1.00.... 850 
7430N ....320.... 280 7492N..$1.00.... 850 
7440N ....320.... 280 7493N..$1.00.... 850 
7441N..$1.75..$1.45 1495N..$1.30..$1.15 
7442N..$1.35..$1.15 74107N ..550.... 500 
1447N..$1.30..$1.10 74121N ..700.... 600 

°MIXED TTL PRICES 

LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
709C MINIDIP ..600 
723C DIP $1.15 
741C MINIDIP ...600 
748C MINIDIP ..800 
558C MINIDIP $1.25 
NE565A DIP 53.57 
LM309K TO -3 $2.50 

10/$ 5.50 
10/$11.50 
10/$ 5.50 
10/$ 7.50 
10/$12.00 
10/530.00 
5/$11.25 

100/$ 51 
100/$100 
100/$ 47 
100/$ 70 
100/$110 

GENERAL PURPOSE 

SILICON TRANSISTORS 
2N3638 PNP 200 100/515.00 
2N3638A PNP 220 10/ 1.80 100/$16.50 
2N3641 NPN 230 10/ 2.00 100/ 17.50 
2N3643 NPN 230 10/ 2.00 100/ 17.50 
2N5133 NPN 150 10/51.25 100/ 10.00 
2N5134 NPN 150 10/51.25 100/$10.00 
2N5137 NPN 180 10/51.50 100/513.65 
2N5138 PNP 150 10/51.25 100/510.00 
2N5139 PNP 150 10/51.25 100/510.00 
2N3055 NPN $1 10/$9.50 100/$86.25 

1 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS 
1N4001 50PIV ....12/$1 
1N4002 100PIV ....11/$1 
1N4003 200PIV ....10/$1 
IN4004 400PIV ....10/$1 
1N4005 600PIV 9/51 
1N4006 800PIV 7/51 
1N4006 1000PIV 6/$1 

100/56 1M/$49 
100/56 1M/$51 
100/57 1M/$53 
100/$8 1M/$55 
100/58 1M/$61 
100/59 1M/$75 
100/$101M/$83 

SILICON SIGNAL DIODES 
N4148 (1N914 equiv.) 20/$1 100/$4.50 1M/$35 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 

Values from 1 usd through 2200 ufd. Com- 
petitive prices listed in latest flyer. 

MOLEX IC SOCKET PINS 
100/51.00 200/51.80 300/52.60 500/$4.20 
700/$5.80 1000/58.20 ea addn 1000/$7.50 

DISPLAY DEVICES 
5 VOLT 7 SEGMENT TUBE $3.75 
DISPLAY KIT (TUBE+7447+7475+7490) $6.15 

3/$17.50 
7 SEGMENT LED (MAN -I TYPE) $4.00 
DISPLAY KIT (LED+7447+7475+7490+ 
RESISTORS) $6.40 3/518.25 

1/4 & 1/2 WATT 10% RESISTORS 
1/4W 50 30/$1.20, 100/53.00, 500/$13.75 as 

low as 1.70 ea In quantity -see catalog 
1/%W 40 30/900, 100/$2.50, 500/$11.25 as 

low as 10 ea in quantity -see catalog 

COD orders accepted for same day shipment. 
Call 218 681 6674. 

Free Catalog -Large Quantity Discounts -Order. 
Less Than $70.00 Add 254 -Others Portpaid 

DIGI-KEY PRIR 
FORCQUALITY 

E 

EICES 

BOX 126H THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN56701 

Circle 86 on reader service card 

Circle 85 on reader service card 



OPIO Electronics Solo 
IGHT EMITTING DIODE GaAs INDICATORS 

2-MV1, Amber, visible jumbo epoxy lens upright 51.00 
C 1-MV2, TO -18, Dome green, visible 1.00 

1.MV-2. green small dome, green dill. late 
1 -MV -2, cleat small plastic dome, green dill. lite . -. 
1 -MV -3, micro -mini 'pin head' dome, TO18, green late 
3-MV3, visible, "coax pin pak", red, mini dome lens 

Q 1-MV4, stud, high power, red, 2 -watts 
1-MV411, stud, high power, hl -dome, red, 2 -watts ... 
3-MV1O13. visible, red, clear, dome lens. TO -1R 
3-MVIOC elsible, red, diffused, dome lens, TO -I8... 

Q 3.MV50, axial leuda, micro -mini dome, Clear, red 
3-MV5012, visible, red, email dome lens 
3-MVSO22, jumbo red dome, TO -18, visible 
3-MV5020, jumbo Clear dome. TO -l8. visible. red 
1.MV5040. 4LED red array, with 5 -lead pak 

03-MV5054, visible. red, jumbo dome lene, upright , . 

2-MVS1380, TO -IS, micro -mini, clear dome, red 
4MV3082, visible, red, clear flat len., TO -18 
1-MV5222, green hi plastic dome, dieuned green Isle 
1MV5222, Clear hi dome, diñ. green lato 

10 
1-M1/11222*. jumbo dome, green, panel snap -In 
1-MV5322, jumbo dome. GaAep, panel nap -lo Yellow . 

1MV9000, Cartridge panel lamp. sealed red, clear len. 
2MT20, Photo Transistor, light n r, TO -18 3.MEt, infra -red, parabolic lens. pin type 
3 -ME -4, infra -red, "Invisible", TO -18, .11e. dome 
3-ME60, infra -red. "invisible". axial, micro -mini 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
3.93 
3.95 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.49 
1,00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.49 
1.98 
1.49 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

OPTO -COUPLERS M Equivalent 
MCA2.30 1300V Photo Darlington Rolay $1.00 

oil MCDI 4000V Isolation Photo Transistor 3.95 
o MCD2 1500V Isolation Photo Diode 1.00 
0 MCTI 4000V Isolation Photo Transistor. ... 4.95 

MCT2 1500V Isolation Photo Transistor.. 1.00 
MCT2D 1500V Isolation Twin Photo Transistor 1.49 

MAN' 2 MCTS-10 10,000V Isolation Photo Transistor 3.95 
O MCTS-25.25.000V Isolation Photo Transistor 4.95 

LITRONICS-MONSANTO-OPCOA i23 

LED Readouts::::: ) 
All lit 14 -pin IC socket,, 
5V 10 to 20 mile. 0 -to -9 
numeral', plun letter. & 
decimal. With spec "sheet.. 

Monnnnto Equal. MAN' I 
MAN - I Specs. 
135 -Diode Array. MAN -3 

MAN. 
4 

10 SALE 
SCHOTTKY TTL IC 

REC. le MORE 
SN74500 90.98 2 for 
5M4501 .99 2 for .99 
SN74S02 .98 2 for .99 
S1474503 .98 2 for .99 

o 51174504 .98 2 for .99 
SN74505 .98 2 for .99 

O 51174508 .98 2 for .99 
5N74509 .98 2 foe .99 
51174510 .98 2 for .99 
S1174511 .98 2 for .99 
5N74515 .98 21ce .99 
51174520 .98 2 for .99 
S1474522 .98 2 for .99 

O 51174540 .98 2 for .99 
10 51474550 .98 2 for .99 
11011 SN74551 .98 2 for .99 

SN7456 .98 2 for .99 OAK FEATHER -TOUCH 
SN745 .98 2 for .99 CALCULATOR O 5117457373 1.98 2 for 1.99 
51174574 1.98 2 for 1.99 Mid. by OAK (Ham's note, 
5N74578 1.98 2 for 1.99 RTTY,KEYBOARD some too) data eyntoard 
51174512 1.98 2 for 1.99 .aloe aced in Keyboard 
5N745106 1.98 2 for 1.99 Calculator, SPST, Normally 
SN745107 1.98 2 for 1.99 SWITCHES Open, 24V 1 amp contact., 

Q 511745108..., 1.98 2for 1.99 Characters and letters 
511745112 1.98 2 for 1.99 I-. For RTTY easily changed. 7/." high, 
$111745113 1.98 2 foe 1.99 r,.4t1- Printed Circuits Printed circuit. 

Q 5N745114 1.98 2for 1.99 For Unique Panel Swllehe 
O SN745139 1.98 2 for 1.99 
O SN745140.. , 1.98 2 for 1.99 

SN745151 2.50 2 for 2.51 
13 59745153 3.98 2 for 3.99 

SN745157 3.50 2 for 3.51 
SN745158 3.00 2 for 3.01 

O 511745182 2.50 2 for 2.51 

CALCULATOR 
KEYBOARD o .95 3527 1or 

Etched calculator board 
with holes, as above, le.. 
nwitcllee ....52.50 52.50 Board 

Properly etched, drilled, "MULTIPLEXED," with proper 
diodes. Reedy to go! Vend with our own CAL TECH'. 
5001 chip advertised at $12.96 or equal to Cal Tech 
or Most.k chip. Keyboard unes the new manufactured 
by OAK. printed -circuit low -profile FEATHER TOUCII 
switches 0 -to -9 in .white with black letters. Decimal 
white with black dot. CE. CL and the 4 function 
witches are in blue with white character.. Designed 

by top maker, Sire: 81/2 x 41/2x 1/2". All etched con- y nretione link to take a I2 -pin edge connector. 
Cal Tech SOLI 12 -digit calculator 28 -pin DIP for ei 9.95 
Keyboard, 5001 "chip", and 12 MAN -3'a, specs $35.00 
Twelve MAN -3' for above $17.50 
Twelve MAN4'5 for above $32.00 
Twelve MAN1's for above $42.00 

1 

SLA3N 

MONSANTO 
"ALL LED" Type I Slee: 

Color 
olsplay Deelmal OrIner I Eaeh i special 

MONSANTO MAN -I .27 Red Yes SN7447 4.50' 3 for $12. 

MONSANTO MAN -2 .32( Red Yes 2513 6.50 1 3 for 518. 
MONSANTO MAN -3. .115 Red Yes SN7448 2.25 3 for $6. 
MONSANTO MAN -3 .115 Red No SN7448 1.49: 3 for $3. 

MONSANTO MAN -4 .190 Red Yes SN7448 2.95 1 3 for $8. 
MONSANTO MAN -4 .190 Red No SN7448 1.79 I 3 for SS. 

MONSANTO MAN -5 .27 Green Yes SN7447 6.50 3 for $18. 

MONSANTO MAN8 .27 , Yellow ' Yes SN7447 6.50 ' 3 for $18. 

"REFLECTIVE LITE BAR" (SEGMENT) LED READOUTSI ' Decimal right or left 

a LITRONIX 707 /MAN -I) .33 I Red Yes 597447 3.501 3 for $9. 

LITRONIX 704 (M4N-4) .33 1 Red Yes SN7448 3.50 I 3 for $9. 

O OPCOA SLA-1 (MAN -1) .33 ' Red Yes SN7447 3.50 I 3 for $9. 

OPCOA SLA-1 (MAN -1) .33 Red No SN7447 1.951 3 for $5. 

OPCOA SLA-311 Giant DIRIt .70 Red 

I 

Yes ;SN7447 8.60 a 3 for S24. 

OPCOA SLA-2 Plus/Minus/1 .33 1 Red No 'SN7447 3.50 3 for 59. 

OPCOA SL/1-11C (MAN -S) .33 '`Green SN7447 4.951, 3 for S13. 

OPCOA SLA-12 Plus/Minus/1 .33 ¡Green - 15N7447 4.95 3 for $12. 

» EXPERIMENTAL "LED" KORNER 
3MAN3 "The rha.v", come negmentn mi.sing, hobby use, readout $1.00 

.00 
1.49 

00 
1.00 

00 

I-MAN.4 some segments mtn.in¢, hobby one, rradoat. 
1-SLA7 MAN -1, 1 -segment ~siting 
I-SLA-7 Opeoa's MAN -1, hobby, some segments missing 

SURPR12E1 asst. type., notest 
5-MONSANTO's Opto Coupler wp o -tes 

=0 
Opc oa's 

g10 
-LED HOBBY 

t 
CI 3 -PC. KIT, MAN -1, MAN -3. MAN -4, some meements missing 1.49 

1-SLA-13H Opcoa, giant 0.7 character readout. some see miming 1.49 
1-SLA-11 Opto., like MAN -1, green, 'some oeg cloning, readout . 1.49 

O 2-SPERRY SP332, twin -digit, factory fallouts, no text 1.00 

SPERRY "ORANGE" 
TWIN DIGIT ARRAY 

Type SP332, each digit in 
individually controlled, op- 
rates off 180VDC. I 00 

, 200 mw. Color: ORANGE. 

$5.95 7't -digit., glacs protection 
over digit.. Character 

3 for $15. height: 0.33. P.C. mount- 
ing. Size: V." x 74". 9 -Pine 
pe digit. Driver: SN7447. 

Each digit l.a 

LED (MAN -3 type/ and 
Internally "multiplexed" 
and driven by one 557448. 
Made by OPTORAY, ON13- 
C-13, intended for calcula- 
tor., clocks, tent equipment. 
etc. Encapsulated in red 
tnmxparent epoxy in 14 - 
Pin dip psk, ttith decimator. 
High brightness, character 

.12 x .077. Require. 
5.7e 10 mile, 

3 LED 
DIGITS 

ON A DIP 

$8.88 

LED MITY DIGIT "DCM'S" r.ÁrE rieduut:l 
Scientific Devices "Digital Counting Module." autper- 
form any other DCM on the market today. Mote fea- 
tures than ever before! Not goneoux, not incandescent, 

Only not nixie but the modern LED. Choose from ouch tarena. 
any 3 $9.7 munufacturrra s Monsanto's MAN -1, MAN -4, Litronicn 

a T.. lot V .7 707 and 704, Opcoil'. SLA-1 (the last 4 having charac- 
ter height. of 0.33 at no extra charge). Each kit in - 

Char. Maker elude.. 3.2" p.c board with finger. for FREE edge 
.27 h. Monsanto connector, side -mounting dip socket, LED readout of 
.19 h. Monsanto your choice, resistors, :1 IC's, and Molex connectors 
.33 h. Lltronlc (thin ELIMINATES SOLDERING YOUR 1C'a). and 
.33 h. Lltronics booklet. INCLUDES P.C. EDGE CONNECTOR - FREEI 

READOUT 
MAN -1 
MAN -4 
707 704 

O SLA1 .33 h. Opew MAN -1, ' Pin -for -pin MAN -4, lee, char. name 

MUX'D DIGITAL CLOCK PC BOARD 

7 A rT n Each hoard properly' Multi - en ',tested forfor 6M In hold 
p estad f diga s, MAN- 
4'a, Litronicw 707 (MAN - 

No, Sale '] 5 .49 
01 5.49 I] .49 1 .49 7 .49 2 '69 f7 e .49 3 .49 9 .49 

13 4 .49 
While top, black numbers. 
}Blue top, white characters. 

Kit of 17 abºvs switches for keyboard 57.50 

Q CE( .49 
CLT .49 
-( .49 
+ = f .49 

rt 
Xt . 

49 
.49 
.49 

8 0 GIT "CALCULATOR CHIP" 
Type I'. Any4 O CTSOOI Chip 
,ere won w«r Similar to Moxl.k 5001. Outperform. Texan 8- 9.95 
"sass$. for $1 digit T16S1802. A 40 -pin DIP. Adds, multiplies. 3 for 527. subtract., and divides Use with 7 -segment 

eadouts, Nixie., and LED's. We include ache - 
matice, instructions to build calculator. / /11 

CTSOO2.9 Volt version of above -.59.95 
CT5005-Same es above with MEMORY - $14.95 

ALLEN BRADLEY 
'TRANSISTOR' 

POTS 

Ohms 
75 

too 
200 
250 
SOO 
750 
1.0K 
2.311 
5.01( 

7.511 
10.OK 
20.01( 
25.K 
SO.K 
75.1( 
1001( 
2506 0 M. 
5 Meg 

NATIONAL EQUALS ON 
"DIGITAL CLOCK on a CHIP" 

Any "Chip" o$12.88 
ALLEN 
BRADLEY II -Money Back Guarantee! 
'MICRO- `1 Mfr , 

POTS' Ij 
53" 

Type C. 1/2" rho. x t5 5312 
I 2" high. Aloen'' I I" 
hole. with chafe, linear 
ammer. uin-nru,,l high fr17",2 for S1 
Ohw. U 2.55 

75oo 

too 00':5 0 75.: I 

300 10. .00.5 
2.08 20.5 S Mn. 

se -mil. L,,,'anut Heiden. & 
Seri wdrwer Dpe. at +me 
1w seas e'. 

POLY 
PAKS 
STOCKS 
"C-MOS" IC 
CIRCUITS 
Type Sale 

74C00 $.95 
Q 74CO2 .75 

74C04 1.15 
CI74C10 .95 

74C73 1.79 
74C74 1 59 
74C76 179 
74C157 2.50 

O 74C160 3.50 
O 74C161 3 50 

74C162 3.50 
74C163 3.50 

11374C195 4.50 
RCA TYPE 
"C-MOS" IC's 
Type 
CD4001AE 
CD40024E 
CD4009AE 
CD40l1AE 
CD4O12AE 
CD4O13AE 
C04016AE 
CD4023AE 

0 CD4035 =E 

Salew - 

3 .71 
.71 - 

1.69 
.71 
.71 

1.62 
1.62 
.71 

4.16 

STUD 'TRIALS' 
PRO IS ame 2..wo 

So 8.05 1.es 
too 0 .es "5200 

0 1.25 0 1.45 
300 0 1.t5 ¡.05 
400 1.05 0 1.95 
500 2.35 2.25 
sao - 2.45 

Your choice $2.50 MAN -1 
Of and 704 /MAN -4). n d 0MAN-3 
Opcoe's SLA-1 (MAN -I1. MAN -4 
Board 67/n" long with spec 
sheets. Elee char. same esMonsanto devices MAN -1 or 4, 

AM RADIO ON A "DIP" Only $1.49 O 

Over 50,000 pieces purchased from SPRAGUE ULX2137. 
Designed for auperhet AM rodio application. Contains 
two amplifiers, a mixer oscillator, age detector, and 
voltage regulator on a 'single chip. It'. inflation -fighting, 
economy priced because we can't tent 'em! With spec 
sheets and diagram.. 14.pin dip pak. Supply Yee 14. 

Money back guarantee. 

9 DIGI-METER READOUT 
FOR PANEL INDICATION 

Imagine! Nine 7 -.segment MAN -3's m u ted ina red 
plastic molded 21/2" x I" x 1/2" meter like cane. Each 

oniy group of MAN -36 are multiplexed internally on dip 
substrate red epoxied then mounted u a multiplexed 

$1Ssuhntrate 'hat holds 3 dims each convicting of 3 
SEAN -3'n. Then connected to 19 finger. and 19 external 
connecting pin.. Attractive panel -like construction 
lends itself to 1000'. of panel mounting DIGI-METER 
READOUT applications. Complete with instruction.. 
Mounts easily in Molex sockets with spec .heels. 

5313 

Description Sal. 
28.pin, ceramic, any readout, $12.88 With 
6digitsi AA.8-1)24-pan, 

ceramic, any readout, $12.88 Spec 
4-digitsi CD 
28 -pin, ceramic, any readout, 512.88 Sheet! 
6 -digits: A -C 

5314 24 -pin, plastic. LED and 5í2s88 
incan4eecenl readouts, 6-dIRNs: AS. V.88 

Cmfe: A-sutp Str. PPS Output. 
B -Output Strobe. I) -BCD 

NATIONAL MM531d 6 EQUAL "ALARM CLOCK only 
ON A CHIP" $14.95 

MOS 40 -pin dip IC, Four display modes time, 'seconds. alarm and sleep, for a variety of digital clocks. Inter- faces directly with 7-lieument Ooureneent and liquid Crystal display., Require, single 24 alarm netting, featuring9-minutepower apply. 12 or 
and pre-nettable 59 -minute 'sleep timer 

SNOOZE 
power 

ALARM 
nipntion only '12mw e. 8V. Operate. fro to d29 volt.. NO REGULATION REQUIRED! Only needs 4 -digits. l too econds provision., with mutant pre.., of button. Ilan many, many features, The only ALARM CIIIP on the market today at thin low Poly Pak price- With 5 pages of tech. info, Nu. appücationn. 

o 

Libonic. 707 ( MAN -1.1 
Lltrenles 704 (MAN -41 
Opeoa SLA-1 (MAN -1) 

Terms: add postage Rated: net 30 
Phone Orden: Wakefield, Maass. (6171 245-3829 
Retad, 16-18 Del Carmine St., Wakefield, Mann, 
toe Water Street) C.O.D.'S MAY BE PHONED 

15e CATALOG on Fiber Optics, 'ICs', Semi's, Parts 

POLY PAKS 
P.O.80X.9425, IELD,MASS. 01940 

Circle 83 on reader service card 
OCTOBER 1973 RADIO -ELECTRONICS 103 



International Electronics Unlimited 
PRE MOVING SALE 

10% OFF ANY ITEM ANY QUANTITY 
TTL's 
7400 $.25 7443 $1.25 7493 $1.05 
7401 .25 7444 1.30 7494 1.10 
7402 .25 7445 1.25 7495 1.05 
7403 .25 7446 1.45 7496 1.05 
7404 .29 7447 1.45 74121 .55 
7405 .27 7448 1.50 74123 1.15 
7406 .55 7450 .29 74145 1.25 
7408 .29 7451 .32 74151 1.05 
7409 .29 7453 .32 74153 1.45 
7410 .25 7460 .30 74154 1.75 
7411 .35 7470 .50 74155 1.35 
7413 .95 7473 .55 74157 1.50 
7420 .25 7474 .55 74161 1.65 
7423 .37 7475 .95 74164 2.95 
7425 .39 7476 .55 74165 2.95 
7430 .25 7483 1.25 74175 2.95 
7432 .30 7485 1.20 74181 4.50 
7437 .50 7486 .55 74192 1.65 
7440 .25 7489 3.25 74193 1.65 
7441 1.25 7490 1.25 74194 1.65 
7442 1.15 7492 1.05 75195 1.15 
Low Power TTL 
74L00 .40 74L42 .80 74L85 1.25 
74 L02 .40 74 L51 .40 74 L86 .95 
74L04 .40 74L71 .60 74L90 1.75 
74 L10 .40 74 L72 .60 74L93 1.75 
74L16 .40 74L73 .80 74L95 1.75 
74L20 .40 74L74 .80 74L164 2.95 
74L30 .40 74L78 .80 
8000 Series 
8091 .69 8123 1.75 8810 .95 
8092 .69 8214 1.95 8812 1.25 
8093 .69 8280 .95 8831 1.95 
8094 .69 8520 1.45 8836 1.75 
8095 .69 8551 1.95 

Linear 
LM300 T05 .95 LM311 T05 1.25 
LM301 T05 .45 LM320-5.2 T05 1.95 
LM302 T05 .95 LM320 -12 T05 1.95 
LM304 T06 1.25 LM320 -15 T05 1.95 
LM305 T05 1.25 LM380 Dip 1.75 
LM307 T05 .45 LM3900 Dip .50 
LM308 T05 1.25 LM709 T05 -Dip .29 
LM309K T03 1.95 LM723 Dip .75 
LM309H TO5 1.25 LM741 TO5-Dip .45 
LM310 T05 1.45 LM747 Dip .95 
Phase -locked Loop Memories -with data 
NE565 2.95 1101 2.95 
NE566 2.95 1103 7.95 
NE567 2.95 7489 3.25 

8223 6.95 
LED 
MV1OB Visible red SUPER SPECIAL .25 ea. 
MV50 type red emitting .25 ea 51$1.00 
MV5020 type Large red .35 ea. 3/$1.00 
ME4 Infra red TO18 .69 ea 
MAN 1 The original 4.25 ea 
MAN 3 type 1.95 ea 3 or more 1.49 ea 
MAN 4 type 2.75 ea 3 or more 2.50 ea 
DataLite 707 (MAN 1 rep!) 4.25 ea 

Calculator Chips 
5001 LSI (40 pin) 

Data supplied with chip $6.95 ea 
Data only -Refundable 
w/purchase 1.00 ea 

5002 LSI (40 pin) for battery power 
Data supplied with chip 8.95 ea 
Data only -Refundable 
w/purchase 1.00 ea 

5005 LST (28 pin) four function memory 
Data supplied with chip 10.95 ea 
Data only -Refundable 
w/purchase 1.00 ea 

Digital Clock .. on a Chip 
MM5311 (28 pin) with spec sheet $11.95 ea 
MM5312 (24 pin) with spec sheet 8.95 ea 
MM5314 (24 pin) with spec sheet 10.95 ea 
MM5316 (40 pin) with spec sheet 15.95 ea 
Test them yourselves and save 

MOS Shift Registers 2500 Series 
2502 2506 2509 2510 2511 2518 
2519 2521 2522 2524 2525 2527 
2528 2553 Untested seconds 4/$1.00 
Grab Bag Specials 
15 Assorted DTL or TTL dip package 

Untested seconds $1.00/bag 

Satisfaction guaranteed. All items excep 
as noted are fully tested. Minimum order 
$5.00 prepaid in U.S. and Canada. Calif 
residents add sales tax. Orders filled within 
3 days after receipt. Please add $.50 per 
spec sheet for items priced at less than 
$1.00 ea. 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONICS 

UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 1708R 

MONTEREY, CALIF. 93940 

BUILD IC designs quickly and economically. 
Illustrated manual describes breadboard sys- 
tem: Layout, construction. solderless wiring, 
making changes. No specialized **breadboard" 
components required. Permanent results. 
$4.95 Postpaid. MP PUBLISHING CO., 16 
Channing Road, Belmont, Mass. 01278 

LOGIC newsletter, design and construction, 
sample copy $1.00. LOGIC NEWSLETTER, 
Box 252, Waldwick. N.J. 07463 

_ 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

START small, highly profitable electronic pro- 
duction In your basement. Investment, knowl- 
edge unnecessary. Postcard brings facts. 
BARTA-REI, Box 248, WalnutCreek, Calif. 94597 

INVENTION & PATENTS 
YOUR idea and $5.55 could make you rich. 
"Ideas, Inventions and Patents" tell you in plain 
language how to develop your idea and make 
money. Send $4.95 plus 600 handling to: PIO- 
NEER PRESS, Dept. RE, P.O. Box 76025, Atlanta, 
Ga. 30328 

v_ 

PLANS & KITS 

ELECTRONIC organ kits, keyboards and 
many components. Independent and divider 
tone generators. All diode keying. I.C. cir- 
cuitry. Build any type or size organ desired. 
Supplement your Artisan Organ. 250 for cata- 
log. DEVTRONIX ORGAN PRODUCTS, Dept. 
B, 5872 Amapola Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95129 

TRIGGERED sweep conversion kits for EICO 
460 or Heath 10-102. Details -Henry Weme- 
kemp, *1009, 201 Van Home Ave., Willow - 
dale, Ontario, Canada. M2J 2T7 

15 AMP CHARGER KIT 
Brand new GE transformer with solid state 
rectifier. Assembled in minutes and ready to 
charge any 12 volt battery up to 15 amps. - #PK-4 $7.50 

POWER AMP TRANSFORMER 
115 VAC input. Output 70 VCT at 3 amps. 
Makes a mignificent power amp. 

/í73S-43 $7.50 
7 Segment LED display, 

similar to MAN -1 $3.50 
7 Segment LED display, 

similar to MAN -3 2.00 
7 Segment LED display, 

similar to MAN -4 3.50 
LED (red) 3 for $1.00 R 

LM 309K $2.00 
PA234 1 watt audio amp $1.25 
PA264 5 watt up to 25 volt regulator 1.25 
PA265 5 watt up to 37 volt regulator 1.50 
GE THYRECTOR 20 amp peak, 

30 volt surge protector 5/$1.00 
709 OP AMP TO -5 3/$1.00 
DUAL 709 OP AMP .75 

HOW'S YOUR MEMORY 
RCA MEMORY STACK 

ultra compact 32x32x9 
MEMORY STACK 32x32x16x9 frames 
SINGLE PLANE 64x64 
SINGLE PLANE 32x32x16 

$50.00 
100.00 

10.00 
15.00 

AM -FM RADIO $5.50 
Fully built, with AC supply, no cabinet, 
no speaker. Send for free catalog. 
Postage extra on above items. 

MESHNA PO Bx 62, 

E. Lynn, Mass. 01904 

FREE catalog. Most unusual electronic kits 
available. Music accessories, surf, wind syn- 
thesizers, wind chimes, many others. PAIA 
Electronics, Box B14359, Oklahoma City, OK 
73114 

UNIQUE devices: Plans, kits -security, audio, 
hobby -catalog 500 (refundable). METRO- 
ELCO, Box 409, Toledo, Ohio 43692 

"DIGITAL speedometer with numeric readout 
plans $4.50 KIMTRON, Box 80134, Chamblee, 
GA. 30341" 

"32 -FUNCTION digital computer kit, 24 -pin 
IC, 12 transistors, complete Instructions, now 
only $14.00. ELECTRONETICS, Box 278A, 
Cranbury, N.J. 08512" 

DIGITAL IC manual -1973 edition -1500 
types. Double listing by type and wiring dia- 
gram number. Many cross-referenced. $3.95. 
ELECTRONETICS, Box 278, Cranbury, N.J. 
08512 

SIX digit clock kit. Mostek chip, P.C. board, 
all electronics and cabinet $45.00. DIGI-TEL, 
P.O. 6585, Toledo, Ohio, 43612. 

- 

TUBES 
TUBE tester, Eico 635, new, make otter. 
GOLDBERG, 1111 Arlington Blvd., Arlington, 
Va. 22209 

RADIO & TV tubes 360 each. One year guar- 
anteed. Plus many unusual electronic bar- 
gains. Free catalog. CORNELL, 4217-E Univer- 
sity, San Diego, Calif. 92105 

SAVE money on parts and transmitting -receiv- 
ing tubes, foreign -domestic. Send 250 for Gi- 
ant Catalog. Refunded first order. UNITED RA- 
DIO COMPANY, 56-R Ferry Street, Newark, 
N.J. 07105 

RECEIVING & Industrial tubes, transistors. All 
brands -biggest discounts. Technicians, hobby- 
ists, experimenters -request free giant catalog 
and savel ZALYTHRON, 469 Jericho Turnpike, 
Mineola, N.Y. 11501 

FOR SALE 

COLLECTORS Records of Dallas presents the 
largest oldies record catalogue. Over 6000 
records listed for sale, 500 to $150.00, years 
1948 to 1972. Cost of 60 page catalogue is 
$3.00, refundable with the first order. Send to 
COLLECTORS RECORDS, POB 44017 B, Dal- 
las, Texas 75234. 

TTL IC Semiconductor, Parts Discount Price 
List. 100. TOTELEK, Box 222, Goodyear, Ariz. 
85338 

"HIGH quality components at low prices. SO- 
LAR ELECTRONIC ENTERPRISES, Box 778, 
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, T5J 2L4." 

r, ^'A NEW INSTRUMENT TO USE WITH YOUR'SCOPE 
MULTITRACER 
Use -,ttt your present Oscilloscope to Nee. 
Resistors. Capacxom. Transformers. Diodes. 
Transistors. ¿enero. Trightors. most Semleon. 
ductoro. ICS. etc. Also shd.1 cOntrnuitr, in 
Circuit and go/no.10 checks. Complete tenth 
diagrams and Instructions. No Internal scope 
connections . For medium or small production 

or for hobbyist,e.penmenter, engineer. 
o ham. 
ONLY $19.95 -CHECK OR MONEY ORDER 
WHY PAY MORE' 

BO% 14, LESCO ELECTRONICS. SKOKIE, ILL. 60076 

BUILD A 'SPACE -ACE"" TV CAMERAII. 
otiLY RNotM SOL INSTATE ¿MIX RA IKRITFORW 
Al" ..dlaW. loran ...NM 14.1 bar r Il ..perinHrt, ,.d.trry, d,,.eoo, H e. Hl# 

lob 
performance 

,etnn,bc.1 
by 

Gn.ra"r 
term 

ial 
m 

C pliFw"il i -F1* any TV 
.e7 t.d,unw y-r..11.. 

a.4y d 
15119>r 

IT.I Sw ,r. OR.. 

(.das..dci«m NMFIH.7Sa.. Mm, sdr 
11is,Farh.14.l.,p.1t....,1.11.. 

PHONE f WRIT 1e7 CATALOG -DIAL 403.9174771 - 
Box 4934E ATV Research DAKOtA an, NFu. 64731 

Circle 87 on reader service card Circle 88 on reader service card 
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or Stretchers 

$1. 
51. 

0 - 709 LINEAR AMPS, 741'. too, - HOBBY MEMORY CELLS. 557481, up to I6 -cell. DIP' 51, 
O- RCA CA -3000 OP AMPS. TO -6 case- 51. - 723 VOLTAGE REGULATORS. TO -6' 51. - PHASE LOCK LOOPS, hobby 565, 660, 561' st, 
O - MINI DIPS phase lock loops. 709, 711, 301. 307, hobby' 51. - VOLTAGE REGULATORS. LM3O9K, hobby, 70-3' 
O-SIGNETIC OP AMP. 531, 533, 536, 550, 555, DIP., TOS s. 

I -5311-14 CLOCK Oft A CHIP, 4 -0r -O digit, 24 -or -28 -pin'. 51. 
1 -CALCULATOR ON A CHIP, hobby, rxp. 40 -Pin, saes' SI. 

0 4 -DECADE COUNTER, hobby special, SN7490, DIP ,skis 51. 
0 1 -2516 CHARACTER GENERATORS, hobby, for MAN 2' S1. 

I. 2513 CHARACTER GENERATOR, Hobby for MAN -2 51. 
10 -555 HOBBY TIMER special, in the mini DIP paks' 51. 

0 10 -NATIONAL 301 and 307 HOBBY OP AMP SPECIAL TOS' 51. 
15 -NATIONAL A SIGNETIC TTL dip apeeial, all marked' SI. 

Untseted, guaranteed .stl.l,etlna 

SUPER ECONOMY S1 PARTS "DOLLAR STRETCHERS" 
2 -GUARDIAN I2VDC type 1206 DPDT 10 amps cont. 51. 
2 -SOLENOIDS 24VDC type 1 a 3/4 x 3/4". Stroke 1/0",w plunger 51. 
4 -LINE CORDS, 18-2, black, molded plug, 115VAC S1. 
15 -NE -2 LAMPS, neon- for 100's applications 51. 
I.115VAC RELAY. DPST, 10 amp coat. 2 x 2 x 21/2 Si. 
100 -MOLEX SOCKET connectors, for IC's, etc. Si. 
2 -CINCH EDGE CONNECTORS, type fits .055 board. 30 Cont. 51. 

0 10 -TEXAS INST type silicon reeistors 1 -ohm to 106, 1/w 51. 
10 -POINTER KNOBS, push -on black, fluted, ./4" shaft. 51. 

0 4 -MIKES, rat al, only 1" diameter, 2 lugs 51. 
' 4 -CONTROL DATA BOARDS, 100'. parts, w/plug. SI. 
' 15 -TRANSISTOR SOCKETS, for pep A non tranai.tor. St. 

2 -GLASS P.C. BOARDS, 6 x 6 ... .1. 
1-TTL FILAMENT XFMR, 115/1/60 to 5V W 120 1 : SI. 

Q 4 -CHERRY MICRO -MICRO 'witches w/leaf, 3/4 x l/4 x 1/ 51. 
5 -MINI HANDLE TOGGLE SWITCHES, 115VAC, 3 amps, with wire:S1, 

' 10 -RELAYS, crystal can, micro's, 12-24V. unmarked 51. 
10 -SELENIUM RECTIFIERS, 65 mil, for ac do set.. Only V," so Si. 
10 -SLIDE SWITCHES. SPOT, DPST, DPDT. 115/1/80, 9A 51 
30 -ALLEN BRADLEY MICRO MINI 1/ watt resistors. asst. 51 

0 30 -POWER RESISTORS, 9 -to -25m, square, vitreous, asst. vale 51. 
10 - MICRO REED SWITCHES, I" long, transistor work $1. 
1 - 525. SURPRISE PAK, resistor., Caps, trannlntore, etc. 51. 

0 50 -TERMINAL STRIPS, 1 -to -R screw & tie lug' SI. 
30- SQUARE DISCS, 85mmf, to Olmf, space- SI. 

: 75 - PRE -FORMED DISCS, condenser., printed circuit 51. 
á60 - TUBE SOCKETS, receptacles. plugs, audio, etc. 51. 

100 -PREFORMED RESISTORS. 1/a watt, printed circuit Si. 
s0 -COILS A CHOKES, if, rf, ant. Peak., a.. p.ranitic S1. 
60 - PRECISION RESISTORS, p. 1/a, I 2w. 1% asst. vale. S1. 
60 -TUBULAR CONDENSERS, to .6mf, to Ike, molded too Si. 
30 - POLYSTYRENE CORDS. finest Baps made, asst. values Si. 
10 - PANEL SWITCHES, 110VAC, micro, rotary, thermal, slide 51. 

0 10 - VOLUME CONTROLS, to 1 meg. dual. too, mane iv/switch Sf. 
0 40 - MICRO MINI RESISTORS, 1/aw, 100 ohm to 1 mee, 5% 51. 

40 -MICRO -MICRO -MINI CONDENSERS, to .06m/ cerafil 51. 
5 - IBM COMPUTER BOARDS, trans, cap., ye., coils, etc. SI. 
10 - ELECTROLYTIC COND's, FP's, & tubular, 2 & 3 sect. too 51. 
6 -TRIMMER POTS, 100, 500, 2K, 5K. 10K, 25K, 1/ w snap -in $1. 
4 - MICRO POTS w/knoh, snap -in, 1/5w. 25k. 50k, 100k, 1 meg Si, 
30 - YELLOW PACKET MYLARS, &aorta values & sizes 51. 
10 -POWER TRANSISTOR SOCKETS, for TO -3, asst. types Si. 
64 - PLASTIC TRANSISTORS TO -18, printed circuit ...... 51. 

o o 
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Watt* 

1W 
2W 
3-5W 
4W 
SW 
4W 
Dual 2W 

Mfr. 

w.stingheu 
National 

Texas 
SGS 
Motorola 
SPrag_ 

TYp. 

WC334 
LM35O 
PÁ263 
55176024 
TBA50O 
MFC9000 
2277 

FalrMDdt 73 
Dual Stereo PreamP 

Cage Heat Sala 
Sink 
N. 

DIP 
DIP 

DIP No 

1.49 
1.95 
2.95 

$3.95 
$4.50 
$2.95 
$2.115 
$1.95 

Dh built -1 All 9-24V, to 9T6 ohms load 

90.10 ISMOUS doll SEMI-KOH 
10.1582 GERMANIUM UHF diode, clip -in *type' 51. 
5 -SCRs 7 -AMP 70220, 6-12-24 prv, power tab SI. 
10-MOS FETS, 3N187, 35200, 35128, TO -18, Fairchild' $1. 

o S-SCRS A TRIACS up to 25 amps. 6-12-24 pry. atada too $1. 
12 - 2N3819, Texas, N channel. 6600 analTO.18 51. 

2 - 2N2646 UNIJUNCTIONS. plastic transistors, Texas Si. 
5 - 2N107, GE, moat commonly used pnp, germanium $1. 
50 - SILICON, glass rectlfier., computer, axial leads Si. 
50 - GERMANIUM. glans rectifiers, signal, axial lends' SI. 
5 - 25170, GE. RF, germanium, npn translators, TO -22 51. 
6- 1 -AMP 1000 Ply, epoxy, submini, silicon rectifiers $1. 
30 - 5008194 ZENERS, axial 4, 6, 9. 10, 12V rectifiers Si. 
4 - 253055, HOBBY, 40W npn silicon transistors. TO -3 51. 
30 -3 -AMP RECTIFIERS, silicon, epoxy. nnnorted V, axial' .. Si. 

1 - PHOTO TRANSISTOR, with darlingion amp filler. lens... 51 
2 - PHOTO TRANSISTORS. with dsrlington amp, 255717, GE II 
4 - PHOTO CELLS, Claires, pancake. 10K-70 ohms 51 

1 - 253055 non, 100W, 15A. T0.3, transistor SI. 
5 - ER900 TRIGGER DIODES for SCRs A Trilacs $1. 
2 - FET'S 255457 N channel 5000 umho$, TO -92 plastic 51. 
10 - 1N914 fast switch diodes, silicon. 4 nanoseconds Si. 
2 - 6 AMP TRIAC 200 PRY TO.S Si. 
40- ITT MICRO MINI RECTIFIERS silicon porcelain to 1KV Si. 
30 - WORLD'S SMALLEST RECT. & tenet's, 1W, assorted volts 51. 
4 - 254269 Nixie tube driver transistors 100V, npn 51. 
2 - PUTS, pro,. oni-transistors, similar to GE-D13T Si. 
2 ,6000 PIV 60 mil epoxy rectifier., axial lead.' Si 

0 10- BENDIX 2S WATT "pellet" power transistors. silicon' 51 
O 1 - PHOTO ELECTRIC FET, 10,000 uhmos, n channel 51 

4-80 WATT, 251488, silicon. T03. 60 Veo. npn 51 
4 - 1000 HFE DARLINGTON Transistors, TO -18 ease 51. 
1 - 255036 NI-PWR plastic trans 100 viceo, 7 amp 86 watts , Si. 
4- 255296 HOBBY, 36 watt., plastic powers, NPN Si. 
4- 2N6109 HOBBY, 40 watts. plague power., PNP S1. 
5 - PLASTIC 35W powers, npn. silicon. hobby 256121 Si. 
5 - PLASTIC 35W powers, pnp, silicon. hobby 256124 51. 
2 - 51O5 FETS. N channel 10K taros 35128, 70-I8. RCA Si. 
2 -1505 FETS, DUAL GATE, N chan. 35187, TO -18, RCA 51. 
2 -NOS FETS. DUAL CATE, N chan..35140. TO -18, RCA 51. 
4 - RCA 2N3600 NPN, UHF translators. tv -fm. TO -18, 1000mc $1. 
1-300V PLASTIC POWER TAB transistors, 6K . 51. 
2 - 2N5296 35 -WATT NPN PLASTIC TRANSISTORS, for NE -540 51. 
2 - 21'46109 40 -WATT PNP PLASTIC TRANSISTORS, for NE540 SI. 

Untested, guaranteed satinf:action 

"EYE C" SPECIAL EKONOMY BARGAINS! 

5.709 FLAT PAK OP AMPS, 100% good 
0-710.711 FLAP COMPARATORS, untested 
-DUAL 709, dip pals, op ampo, untested 
-74740 triggered flip-flops, dip, no test 
-1101 256 BIT ram special, dip, no test 
-SN7447 7-Seg. decoder -driver fallouts 
0- TO -5 Case 536, 540. 566, 567, 741 

1 -WATT AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, Westinghouse, TO -5 $1. 
$1. 
$1- 
S1. 
51. 
51- 
51. 
S'. 

-5105 REGISTERS, 5013-17, mini dips, no -teat Si. 
-NOS REGISTERS, 501-6, etc., TO -5, no -test 51. 
- 557441N, hobby, BCD -to -Nixie" driver IC, DIP' 

0 - LINEAR AMPS, 709, 710, 711. 741, TO -5 

U,.. Dale National MOS "clock chip.. 
12 or 24 Hour operation 

Designed by our Scientific Device engineers at, the must 
adv ced digital timing device inthe .a nnumcr "lime" 
field^ It in so accurate, 611051/5 KR1110 Series, in 
the new sleek all-purpose walnut -and -black modern de - 

'TIM E sign cabinet, enhances :my alive, home. den. etc. It be- 
comes a "visible -action ns sutiun piece" a.herever 

STANDARD' it is placed. Han modern LSI National Cluck Chip, and 
Buy 3 - 5 -page brochure hock -full with pictorial, d ea y-to- 

Tabe 107 CHRONOMETER understand. step-by-step inatiuct,nns. This 
and 

laCOM- 
PUTER SIMPLIFIED making do -at -yourself easy' Other 

Cabinet: 6 x 51/ x feature.. include :1 netting controls. I hour per second, 

All "MAN" ...dour. 1 maniac per second. and hold button. Eaay-to-change 
from 12 to 24 hours, 4 to 6 digits, 50 to 60 ha opera - 

Type LEO Char. Sale 
KR1O1 MAN -3 .12 547. 
KR -102 MAN -1 .27 47. 
KR -103 MAN4 .19 47. 
KR -100 Nixie .45 47. 
KR -105 707 .33 47. 
KR -106 704 .33 47. 
KR -107 SLA-1 .33 47. 
KR -108 Same as KR -107 except 

add 512. for green digits. 
Litronles or Ope oa equals to MAN -1 char 
Lltronles equal to MAN -4 eharactristla*. 

all readout 7 -segment type. 

COMING SOON: Scientific Devices low-cost Crystal Standard, watch for DI TWO CLOCKS IN 05E1 

NATIONAL 'OP' AMPS 
BUY ANY 3 - TAKE 109. 

Type 
LM -300 
LM -301 

o LM -302 
LM -304 
LM -305 

TAPE TRANSPORT 
8 -TRACK CAR RADIO STEREO $388 

Contains Complete 8 -track stereo recording/pinylmck 
unit you find in expensive car tape decks. Excellent 
direct replacement unit if your own does not function 
properly. Priced to toss away old, and replace with 
new. Less amplifier. Design your own ha -fl stereo 
systems around It. Uses standard 8 -truck cartridge. 
With hi -it tape and all Its mechanical parts 
that go with It Operate. off 12VDC. Automatic track 
locating and changing plus track Indicator output. 1/4 

fps speed. WOW and FLUTTER less than 0.6% MU 
meth' shield motor reduces motor noise to an inaudible 
one. Unee separate 739 preamp and is ready to go. 

Size: 3. 6 x 2". 
Lowear Prh.. 

Large 
Brand Narw 

Type 
SN7400 
557401 

O 557402 
557403 
557404 
SN7405 
5517406 
$57407 
557408 
557409 
557410 
557411 

0 557413 
5N7415 
SN7416 
557417 

O SN7420 
557421 

O 557422 
557425 
5517426 

Sale 
50.30 

.30 

.30 

.30 

.35 

.32 

.S5 

.55 
.35 
.35 
.30 
.35 
.95 
.55 
.5S 
.55 
.30 
.35 
.35 
.30 
.37 

Factory Marked 

st Selection TTL IC, OIP" Order by type number! Spec .heels on renue.t "ONLY" 557430 .30 5X7470 4 
O 5N7432 .30 0 557472 .35 
0 557437 .60 0 557473 .52 
5X7438 .60 0 557474 .52 

Q 557440 .30 557475 .95 
0 557441 1.40 557476 .55 

5117442 1.25 557477 1.30 
0 5517443 1.35 0 557478 ,95 
0 5N7444 1.35 0 557480 ,75 0 557445 1.35 0 557481 1.15 0 5117446 1.65 0 557482 .95 

SN7447 1.50 5X7483 1.15 
(J S57448 1.50 0 557485 1.41 

5X7450 .35 0 557486 .55 
5X7451 .35 0 5517489 4.25 00:N57744,531 
5X7453 .35 0 557490 1.30 0 5N7454 .50 557491 í.5p 0 5X7460 .3S 5X7492 1.10 5X7461 .35 0 557493 1.30 0 557462 .35 0 5X7494 1.10 557464 .50 0 557495 1.10 557465 .50 0 557496 1.10 

Money Back Cuerant.. 

KRONOS147. 
'o 

- 

`ay 2 
+a«., 

10% 
4i«aaat 

S 0 SN74104 .55 0 5574161 5574105 .55 
1.65 1.95 0 5574106 1.25 1 5574163 1.95 SN74307 .60 0 55/74164 3.50 5574108 1.25 0 55174165 3.50 51174112 1.25 0 5574166 2.05 0 5574113 1.25 0 5574174 2.10 0 55174114 1.25 5574175 2.10 0 5574121 .70 0 5574176 2.10 0 SP474122 .75 13 5574177 2.10 0 55174123 1.20 5574179 2.10 5574139 1.50 0 5574180 1.20 5574140 .50 0 5574181 4.50 0 5574145 1.40 0 5574182 1.20 0 5574148 4.50 S574192 1.95 0 5574151 1.25 6574193 1.95 0 5574153 1.60 5574194 1.95 0 5574154 1.95 0 5574195 1.35 0 5574156 1.42 0 5574196 1.50 0 S1174157 1.55 5574197 2.10 0 51574158 1.55 0 5574199 2.65 5574160 1.95 

Boy 10o - Take 20'4 

Any 
Type Clock 

6" (Included). 
by Monsanto 

Description Sale Super 723 V, reg. 51.49 
HI -performance mp .49 Voltage follower 1.49 Ng. V. reg- 1.49 
Pos. V. reg. 1.49 

el LM -307 Super 741 .59 LM -308 H1 -Q Fet Type Op Amp 1.50 1M -309H 5V 200 mil V. reg. 1.50 LM,309K 5V 1 -amp V. reg. . 2.25 LM.311 Com 1 50 LM -320 Minus 5V 1 -amp V.R, . 1.95 LM -320 Minus 12V 1 -amp V,R, 1.95 LM -320 Minun 159 1 -amp V.R, 1.95 LM350 Dual peripheral driver .. .59 
LM -370 AGC .9u.le5 op amp . 1.49 LM371 S.F. I -F, op amp .69 LM -373 AM -FM, SS(3, 1.4.0. . , , 3.75 0LM-374 AM -FM, 558, IVAD , 3.75 0 LM -380 2 -watt audio amplifier . 1.95 LM3070 Chrome 

O LM -3071 TV chrome IF amp . , , 1.50 TO.3 caw, - others TO -5 

"MEMORY 
LANE" 

0 1101 
1103 
2513 

0 2516 
7489 
8223 

LOWEST PRICES 
EPDXY SILICON 

RECTIFIERS 
microminiatur. . 

LINEAR u4. r 104a 
sA.4 

OUa 

rAa.ct.Srssobnv PaCro e ..... 
531 HI slew rate op -amp ITO.5) 52.50 

0 532 Mitro power 701 (TOSI 2.50 
533 Micro power 709 (TO -S) 2.50 

0 536 FIT Input op amp (TO.S) .. 3.95 
0 537 Precision 741 (TO -S) 2.50 
0 540 70W pwr driver mp (TO -S) 2.50 

550 Precision 723 volt.,. reg. (DIP) 1.17 
s55 Thar 2 uSecondn to 1 -hr /Al 1.25 me 
556 S Times faster than 741C 2.10 
558 Dual 741 leans DIP) 1.00 

0 560 Phase luck loops (DIP) . 
3.26 

551 Phase lock loops (DIP) 3.25 
562 Phase leek loops (DIP) 3.25 

0 565 Phase lock loops (4) 3.25 
566 Function Rn.rator (A) 3.25 
567 Ton. (A) 3 25 
595 Four quadrant multiplier 3.10 
702C HI -grain, DC amp (TO -S) .49 
703C RF-IF, amp, 14 ektn ITO-S) 1.00 

g704 TV sound IF system 1.50 
709C Operational amp (A) .49 
709CV Op amp (mini DIP) .49 
710C DIM Sal amp (A) ,49 
73I1C Dual dIM, comp (A) .49 
723C Volt... p.5,1.40.- (A) .95 
733 1.75 
741C FDIM.requnVideo am mpansator 709 IA) 49 

A 

741CV Freq. comp 709 (Mini DIP) .49 
747C Dual 741C (A) 1.25 
748C Freq, adj. 741C (A) .49 
748CV Freq. ad). 7410 (mini DIP) .49 
753 Gain Block 1.75 

0 709.709 Dual 709C /DIP) 1.00 
0 739.739 Dual stereo preamp 1.98 

D741-741 Dual 74íC IAI 1.00 
75150 Dual peripheral driver .88 
75154 Dual peripheral driver .88 
705512 Dual lino driver 39 

O PÁ265 5 -Watt voltage r.guletnr 1 95 
ULN2300M Op p with SCR 1.50 
CA3065 Video Audio 1.50 

IA) TO -5 or DIP dual in line park 

256 Blt RAM NOS $3.50 
1024 Oit RAM MOS 8.50 
CharacterROM 12.50 
C ROM 12.50 

Bit64 RAM TTL 
Programmable mmable ROM 

EPDXY 
FULL WAVE 
SILICON 
BRIDGE 

3.,955 70 

Ply 211me 'amp 3AmP 
so Osos s.os rja.ors 

too Q .06 .06 .12 
aoo 
400 .09 .09 .22 
600 , 2 .12 .2a 
600 . S .l5 .19 

1000 , ,I. 0 .4S 

NTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT 
SOCKETS 

14 -Pin, DIP 5.45 
14 -Pin. Wire Wrap .59 14 -Pin, Side Monnt1.00 l6 -Pin, DIP .50 216Pln, Win Wrap .59 TO. S, 8 10 -Pins. .29 

PIV 2 Ám9 6 Amp 
SO 0 5.55 0 S 66 

100 .79 .99 
200 .55 F 1.23 
400 0 1.19 C, I.SO 
400 0 1.35 El 1.75 
600 01.5901.59 

1000 1.79 2.25 

RECTIFIERS Code: 
.» ;m: t: 1/16 

Terms: add postage Ratedt net :40 
Phone Orders: Wakefield. Masa. (617) 245.3829 
Retail: 16-I8 Del Carmine St., Wakefield, Mae. 
(off Water Street) C.O.D.'S MAY BE PHONED 

150 CATALOG on Fiber Optics, 'ICs', Semi's, Parts 

POLY PAKS 
P 0 BO;.942R, IELD,MASS. 01940 
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1.1Rci 3 'má 
0.127 HIGH LED 7 - 
SEGMENT 
DISPLAYS ALL NUMBERS 
AND NINE LETTERS 
COMPACT SPACING - 5 

PER INCH 
BRIGHT RED 400FT-L AT 
10 MA PER SEGMENT 

EACH 02.501 
TEN OR MORE POR 2.001 

METAL CAS( TRANSISTORS - 
ALL ARE MARKED (MOST 
ARE HOUSE NUMBERED) ALL 
ARE GOOD UNITS AND HAVE 
GOLD PLATED LEADS. 
PRIME CONDITION 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

1 OUNCE- $1.50 
(40) TRANSISTORS 

RCA 2010 
NUMITRON DIGITAL DIS- 
PLAY TUBE. INCANDESCENT 
FIVE VOLT SEVEN SEGMENT 

.6" HIGH NUMERAL VIS- 
IBLE FROM 30 FEET 

'STANDARD NINE PIN 
BASE (SOLDERABLE) 
LEFT HAND DECIMAL 
POINT 

EACH 5.00 
5 FOR 420.00 

CT5005 
A SINGLE SOS CHIP WITH 
ALL THE LOGIC NECESSARY 
FOR A - TWELVE DIGIT - 

FOUR FUNCTION CALCULA- 
TOR WITH AN EXTRA STOR- 
AGE REGISTER FOR CONS- 
TANT OR MEMORY APPLICA- 
TION 
28 LEAD DIL PACKAGE.. 

' CAPABILITIES(+, -.x.-) 
CHAIN CALCULATIONS 

' TRUE CREDIT BALANCE 
SIGN DISPLAY 

'AUTOMATIC KEYBOARD 
DEBO UNCE 

' SINGLE VOLTAGE SUPPLY 
IS POSSIBLE 

COMPLETE WITH DATA 
14.95 

DATA ONLY 1.00 
(REFUNDABLE WITH 
PURCHASE OF CHIP) 

7400 TTl 
7400 DIP 35 
74H00 50 
7401 .35 

74401 .50 
7403 .35 

7404 .35 

74H04 
7405 
74H05 
74121 
7413 
7410 
7420 
74120 
741420 

744422 

7430 
74130 
7440 
744440 

7441 
7442 
7446 
7447 
7448 
7450 
7451 
74H51 
7453 
74H53 
7454 
74154 
7460 
74171 
7472 
74172 
7473 
74L73 
7474 
74174 
74154 
7476 
7480 
74192 

7491 
7492 
7493 
7495 
74195 
74107 
74H30 
74123 
74193 
74195 

7483 

50 
.35 

.50 

1.60 
1.15 
.35 

.35 

.50 

.50 
.50 
.35 
.50 
35 
50 

1.60 
1.30 
1.75 
1.75 

1.15 
.35 
.35 

50 
.35 
.50 

.35 

.50 

35 
.30 

.50 

60 
.65 
.90 

.65 

.90 

2.50 
70 

65 
2.50 
1.15 
1.15 
1.15 
1.25 
2.00 

.70 
2.00 
2.00 
1.50 
1.10 
1-33 

C1RN 4 
SEVEN SEGMENT. 0-9 PLUS 
LETTERS. RIGHT HAND DEC- 
IMAL POINT. SNAPS IN 14 - 
PIN DIP SOCKET OR MOLEX. 
IC VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS. 
IDEAL FOR DEIK OR POCKET 
CALCULATORS: 

EACH 3.00 
TEN OR SORE -425.00 

!J 

SEVEN SEGMENT. 0-9 PLUS 
LETTERS. SNAPS IN 14 -PIN 
DIP SOCKET OR MOLEX. OP- 
ERATES WITH IC VOLTAGE 
REQUIREMENTS. LONG OPER- 
ATING LIFE. 

14.00 EACH 

GIANT NIXIE 
COMES COMPLETE WITH SOCKET AND 
DD700 202 NUMERIC DRIVER. READABIL- . 

ITV IN HIGH AMBIENT LIGHT 200 
FOOTLAMBERTS BRIGHTNESS'ALL DC OP- 
ER/.TION. LONG LIFE WITH NO LOSS OF 

BRIGHTNESS COMPATIBLE WITH CON- 
VENTIONAL SOLID STATE CIRCUITRY. 

ONLY 42.25 THESE WERE USED IN 
THE NEW YORK STOCK 
EXCHANGE 

TABLE TOP 

CALCULATOR 
CASE + 

KEYBOARD 

11" WIDE X 10.5"X 2.9" HIGH 

ATTRACTIVELY DESIGNED;;; EXCELLENT CRAFTSMANSHIP. 
CASE AND KEYBOARD (DESIGNED AS ONE UNIT). CABINET 
IS MADE OF HIGH -IMPACT PLASTIC BEIGE COLOR WITH 
BLACK BEZEL AND AMBER WINDOW. KEYBOARD CONSISTS 
OF A 3 POSITION SLIDE SWITCH AND 25 KEYS, 5 OF 
WHICH ARE USED FOR MEMORY FUNCTION. 20 KEYS GRAY, 
5 KEYS ORANGE. ALL KEYS MOUNTED ON ONE PRINTED 
CIRCUIT BOARD 

" , 4l6yS,¡x,0 

1-- 

THIS MODULAR UNIT IS WELL SUITED FOR OUR CALCULA- 
TOR CHIPS IDEAL FOR THE CT5005 

CASE AND KEYBOARD COMPLETE ONLY $29.95 

ee 40 -PIN 

ADD. SUBTRACT. MULTI- 
PLY. AND DIVIDE 
12 DIGIT DISPLAY AND 
CALCULATE 

' CHAIN CALCULATIONS 
' TRUE CREDIT BALANCE 
SIGN OUTPUT 
AUTOMATIC OVERFLOW 
INDICATION 

' FIXED DECIMAL POINT 
AT 0. 2. 3. OR 4 

LEADING ZERO SUPPRES- 
SION 

DATA ONLY 1.00 
(REFUNDABLE WITH 

PURCHASE OF CHIP) 
COMPLETE WITH DATA 

9.95 

ERIE 
CER. DISC. CAP. 

.05 250 
10/1.00 

01 200V 
15/1.00 

CT5002 
BATTERY POWER- 
ED VERSION OF 
THE CT5001 LOW 
POWER. COMPLETE 
WITH DATA. 

413.95 

General KEYBOARD 

Telephone 
TOUCH- ONE ..ENCODING 
PROGRAMMING DEVICES.10 
PUSH BUTTONS 0-9 

SIZE: 3X215X1" 

/ 

ONLY 5.95 

NATIONAL/MOS 
DYNAMIC SHIFT REGISTERS TO -5 
101502 DUAL 50 BIT 1.25 
MM5I6 DUAL 100 BIT 1.75 
1115006 DUAL 100 BIT 1.50 
MM5013 1024 BIT 2.25 
115016 512 DIL 1.50 
STATIC SHIFT REGISTERS 
MM504 DUAL Ib BIT 1.50 
191505 DUAL 32 BIT 1.75 
111550 DUAL DIFFERENTIAL 

ANALOG SWITCH 2.50 

LINEAR 
SPECIAL 
TEN 741 FULLY 
COMPENSATED 

OP ASPS WITH 
DATA SHEETS 
8 -PIN DIP ONLY 
TEN FOR 43.75 
EACH 45 

11EC1URV 5A1.E!! 
256X1 BIT RANDOM ACCESS 
MEMORY FULLY DECODED - 

TTL COMPATIBLE INPUT AND 
OUTPUT. NO CLOCK OR RE- 
FRESH REQUIRED. 

INTEL1101 MOS 
16 PIN DIPEACH $ 2.56 I( PER BIT50 FOB 22.56 
VARO BRIDGES 
VS447 2A 4000 
VS647 2A 600v 

35A STUD 400V 

POWER SUPPLY 
723 T ( TO -5 ) VARIABLE 
REGULATOR CHIP 1-40V. 
OR - OUTPUT a150MA IDA 
WITH EXTERNAL PASS TRAN- 
SISTOR WITH DIAGRAMS FOR 
MANY APPLICATIONS. 

EACH 75 
10 FOR$5.95 

9D RECTIFIERS 
1.10 c 
1.10 

MR810 50V lA .10 
IN4997 50v 1A .10 
IN4001 lA .10 
IN4002 LA .11 
IN4003 lA 12 
IN4004 1A .13 
IN4007 LA 17 

SCR's 
IR122 1100V RAMP .50 
IR122 1 200v RAMP 60 
IR122 300V 8AMP .80 
IR122 400V 8AMP 1.00 

TRIAC 
2N6344 600V 8A 
TO -220 4100 

ZENER 
DIODES IV 
IN4651 3.9V 
IN4735 6.2V 
IN4740 10.0V 
EACH .50 

SEND 
FOR 

FREE FLYER 

NE531 
NES556 
NE 560 
NE561 
NE565 
NES66 
LM370 
LITIGO 
LM1595 
LS302 
LM309H 
LM309K 
01311 
1.11380 

LS703 
709 
710 
711 
723 
747 
748 

LINEARS 
OP AMP TO -5 
OP AMP DIP 
PHASE LOCK LOOP DIP 
PHASE LOCK LOOP DIP 
PHASE LOCK LOOP TO -S 
FUNCTION GENERATOR TO -5 
AGC AUDIO AMP TO -5 
POSITIVE DC REGULATOR TO -5 
4 QUADRANT MULTIPLIER 
OP AMP VOLTAGE FOLLOWER TO -S 
5V-200MA POWER SUPPLY TO -S 
5V-lA POWER SUPPLY MODULE TO -3 
COMPARATOR TO -S 
2W AUDIO AMP DIP 
RF-IF AMP EPDXY TO -5 
POPULAR OP AMP DIP 
VOLTAGE COMPARATOR DIP 
DUAL COMPARATOR DIP 
PRECISION VOLTAGE REGULATOR DIP 
DUAL 741 OP AMP DIP 
OP AMP TO -5 

42.00 
1.00 
3.25 
3.25 
3.25 
4.00 
2.00 
1.00 
2.00 
1.25 
1.00 
2.00 
1.75 
1.75 
1.00 
45 
.75 

.40 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

ALL IC'S-NEW AND FULLY TESTED. LEADS 
PLATED WITH GOLD OR SOLDER. ORDERS FOR 
5.00 OR MORE ARE SHIPPED PREPAID. SMAL- 
LER ORDERS ---ADD 35$. CALIFORNIA RESI- 
DENTS ADD SALES TAX...IC'S SHIPPED WITH- 
IN 24 HOURS 

BABtirLOn 
EL.ECTROrYCS 

P.O. BOX J 

CARMICHAEL. CA. 
(916) 166-2111 

LED's 
MEN INFRA -RED 
BE4 
MES 
11E5040 
ME 60 
MVI 
MV2 
MV4 
MV GOB 

INFRA -RED TO -46 DOM 
INFRA -RED 
5 LEAD EPDXY-RED ARRAY 
INFRA RED MICROMINI DOME 
AMBER TO -18 DOME 70MA 2V 
GREEN TO -18 DOME 
HIGH POWER RED 
RED TO -18 DOME 

MVSO RED MICROMINI 
M05024 RED TO -18 HIGH DOSE 
MV5080 RED TO -18 MICROMINI DOME 
CLEAR LENS .2' HORIZONTAL RED BAR 

EACH ` TEN FOR 
.40 
.30 10/2.50 

2.95 
1.25 
.25 5/1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
2.95 

.30 10/2.50 
.25 5/1.00 
.75 10/1.50 
.40 10/3.50 

1.25 

JAPANESE transistors, wholesale prices, free 
catalog. WEST PACIFIC ELECTRONICS, Box 
25837, W. Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 

NAME brand digital test equipment, discount 
prices. Free catalog and price list. SALEN 
ELECTRONICS, Box 82, Skokie, Ill. 60076 

WHOLESALE prices on electronic parts. Large 
discounts. Free catalog. DONLYN ELECTRON- 
ICS, 2217 North 24th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 
85008 

TUNERS repaired realigned and neutralized by 
specialists. UHF or VHF $9.75, combo $15.00. 
Major parts extra. Ship to: RAINBOW TUNER 
LABS, 4158 Greeby St., Phila., Pa. 19135. 

SEMICONDUCTOR and parts catalog. J. & J. 
ELECTRONICS, Box 1437, Winnipeg, Mani- 
toba. Canada 

CATALOGUES -lists from 25 electronics com- 
panies . . . save postage, time? $2.00, IN- 
FOSERVIS, Box 5, Clifton, Ohio, 45316. 

BEAUTIFUL catalog. Freel Professional Une of 
Guaranteed Metal Detectors. Find Coins, Jew- 
elry, Relics. FISHER, Room 027-0, Box 490, 
Belmont, Ca. 94002 

MANUALS for Govt. surplus radios, test sets, 
scopes, teletype. List 50C. BOOKS, 7218 
Roanne Drive, Washington. D.C. 20021 

CANADIAN'S free catalog LED's, I.C.'s, tran- 
sistors, SCR's diodes, parts. CORONET ELEC- 
TRONICS, 649 Notre Dame St. W., Montreal, 
Canada 

JAPANESE new products monthly, $1.00. Re- 
fundable DEERE, 10639 Riverside, North Hol- 
lywood, CA 

GUARANTEED metal detectors. Catalog. DE- 
TECTOR, Room 270-T, 102 W. Arrellaga, 
Santa Barbara, CA. 93101 

AUDIO components, TV's, calculators, test 
equipment. List of wholesalers $3. AUDIO - 
SALES, Box 39R, Bluepoint, N.Y. 11715 

PRINTED circuits made. REED ENGINEER- 
ING, 1140 N. Lemon, Orange, Calif. 92667 

WIRE wrapping tool $1.00. XYCON, Box 9341, 
9341 Phoenix, AZ. 85020 

SAM'S Photofacts 1 thru 500 in manuals 
$400.00. HILLIKER RADIO, Spring Lake, N.J. 
07762 

FREE catalog lists resistors, tubes, transistors, 
rectifiers, condensers, tools, tuners, etc. etc. 
HYTRON HUDSON, Dept. RE 2818 Kennedy 
Blvd., Union City, N.J. 07087 

MULTIMETER repair and calibration. Repair 
and some calibration on all other types of 
electronic equipment. For more Information 
write: OMEGA ELECTRONICS, INC. 714 15th 
Street, Bedford, Ind. 47421 

VOM's and VTVM's repaired and calibrated -rea- 
sonable rates, expert service, Free estimates be- 
fore repair. Ship to: R & R ELECTRONICS, 4330 
Washington Ave., Houston, Tex. 77007 

F.C.C. EXAM", - 
MANUAL" 

PUSS FCC ELUI51 N.monr,, .1 d,-1973 Tuts - 
Snows.' la, FCC Find .nd S<anA dau PaNa. 
r.1.Plwn. IP.,P,.- Poorly rods. malNd-,P.1,. 
questions and diagrams m.r, FCC AMIIyTd,a 
$9-95 Pa.lPald. 

.111 

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS P.O. BOX 26348 - E 

RADIO ENGINEERING DIVISION SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF. 94126 
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MORE BARGAINS IN SURPLUS ELECTRO -OPTICS from B & F ENTERPRISES 
lust off the press our Best Catalog yet with 104 Illustrated pages of Surplus Electronics, Optics, and Much More... 

NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES 
0 0.5 ampere hour 1.25 volt sealed 

button cell 2 for 51.00 
Vented 4.0 ampere hour cell, plastic 
case 52.75 
24 volt pack, sealed cells, mfg sono 
tone, size 12" x 15" x 1W' capacity 
0.6 ampere hours 511.75 

MOLEX SOLDERCON CONNECTIONS 

1-1 

Molex soldercon connections for I.C's. With 
these you can build low cost I.C. sockets by 
just cutting off the number of connections 
required. i.e., two strips of seven for 14 pin 
socket. 
0 500 Molex soldercon 54.75 
0 1000, Molex Soldercon 57.50 

LED READOUTS 
Popular OPCOA SLA-7, without decimal 

point. 0.27' numeral height, we formerly sold 
these at 54.25, and they sold extremely well. 
Because of a fortunate purchase we can offer 
them at a super -low price. Use for clocks, 

' counters, calculators 
SLA-7 Readouts 52.50 

GIANT NIXIE TUBES ALPHANUMERIC 
I *I. . 
1:11 e. 

R]C9ErGNIJrrL 
NNOPORS7UYNx 
le/ t234S67B90 

Burroughs 87971 alphanumeric nixie 
tube. Giant 21/r' character height. Forms 
all letters of the alphabet, and numerals 
0 thru 9 Consists of 15 segments in 
"star" matrix. When used as numeric s 
display only, It is wired as a seven 
segment display, requires 170 volts D.C. , Oe 

This is the same unit we use in our Giant Clock. 

TELSA COIL KIT 
Here's a truly basic kit for those who 
like to "roll their own." All the parts for 
an exciting adventure into high - 
frequency, high voltage. Add your own 
metal housing - a small chassis or 

universal box is ideal. 
Testa coils are patterned after the 

-as design of Nikola Tesla 11857.1943) an 
American electrical genius who built 

versions many feet tall. His dream was to light and power 
entire cities with energy radiated from such coils - but no 
luck) 

Today's Testa coils are popular with experimenters and 
students, and especially for science fair and educational 
demonstrations. Ours is a high -frequency push-pull oscillator 
coupled to a tisevision flyback transformer, which steps up 
an external 12 V DC power supply to many thousand volts. 

SPECIAL NOTE: Although current output is relatively 
low, some hazard is inherent in all high voltage devices. This 
kit is intended for the experimenter who is mature enough to 
observe reasonable precaution in Its use. 

TESLA COIL KIT 57.50 

DECADE COUNTING UNITS WITH READOUTS 

87971 tube, brand new with used socket 57.50 uai: 
87971 tube, removed from equipment 52.50 ' 7490 
Socket for above (only with tube) 5 50 

4 for 57.50 

LOW COST/HIGH QUALITY COPY LENSES 

We have two new lenses available, both in production 
quantities. Excellent for opaque projectors, copy cameras, 
and Inexpensive enough to haw around the lab for all kinds 
of optical breadboarding. 

Copy Lens 1, 15" dia. mount, 45" focal 
length, speed F 5.6. Covers 5" x 5", 9 x 

9 at 1:1 conjugates. Manufactured by 
Ednalite. 
LCEO 1 56.00 
Copy Lens 2, 2-1/16" dia, mount, 91S" 
local length, speed F 5.6. Covers 9 x 9 
inches at infinity, 14 

x 

14 at 1:1 
Conjugates. Manufactured by Ednalite. 
LCEO 2 59.00 

Both lenses for 513.50 
Two121 of each type for 525.00 

POWER RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 
We are always getting requests for power 
resistors ro use in testing amplifiers, 

power supplies, etc. This is n assort- 
ment of resistors of various values rang. 
ing in power from 5 watts to 100 watts. 
If you use just one, it is easily worth 
twice the cost of the entire assortment. 
Sh,Wt, 2 lbs. PRA 110) 51.00 
6 bags of 10 6PRA 1101 55.00/6 

2.25 AMPERE VARIAC 
This is a useful item to have for 

variable power supplies, testing, heater 
control, etc. 0.115 vac In, 0-130 volts 
out. Remover) from equipment . 56.00 
Add 51.00 for postage and handling. 

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM COMPONENT 
SPECIAL! 

We have made an excellent 

purchase local 
an excess Inven- 

tory [Ory of a manufacturer's 
speaker systems, although we 
a not allowed to mention 
she mtgs. name, the specs ` - 

0..3.. e'5 

should make it self evident. i The woofer is a 12" Ireeedge IY (acoustic suspension) unit, 
s 
k 

rs 

a 

with 2" voice coil and a No. 2 
magnet. The midrange is a 5" 
sealed back speaker and 3-5" 
flare dome tweeter for test 
high frequency dispersion. 

Crossover between woofer & mid -range is by an R -LC 
network, while high frequency crossover is by an RC 
network. Balance controls are provided for both mid -range 
and tweeter. Plans for a suitable enclosure are provided. The 
level controls provide frequency response to suit room 
acoustics, with realism that will delight even the most critical 
listener. Response - 25 to 20K a Hz., Power - 40 watts 
RMS. Impedance -8 ohms. 
Sh. W t.12 lbs. 
O LSCS 536.00 

2LSCS 2 for 565.00 

Always one of B & F's most 
popular items, now revised to 
include drilled boards, I.C. 
sockets, and right angle socket 
for readout. Arranged so that 
units can be stacked side by 
side end straight pieces of wire 
bussed through for power, 
ground and reset. Several 
different units are available as 
follows: 

Basic 10 MHz counter. Used in frequency counters 
and events. 

74196 Same as 7490 except presettable 50 MHz unit. 
Used where higher speed and/or presettability is 

required. 
74192 Bi-Duectlonal Counter, 32 MHz operation. Has 

two input lines, one that makes the unit count up, 
the other down. Uses include timers, where the 

counter is preset to a number and counts down to 
zero, monitoring a sequence of events, ents, i.e., keeping 
track of people in a room by counting up for 
entries and down for departures. 

7475 Adds latch capability. Used in counter so displays 
continue displaying frequency while new fre- 
quency is being counted for uninterrupted display. 

7447 Basic decoder module. Drives basic seven segment 

dispay which is included for all modules. 

NEWEST DCUI 
This DCU combines all of the features of our other counting 
units, that is, s high speed counting, up -down operation, 
storage, and preset. In addition it includes a comparator 
(7485) and a thumbwheel switch in cider to provide 
comparison and preset capability. With this combination you 
can do the following: 
1. Count up or down at speeds to 33 MegaHerts. 
2. Store previous count during new count. 
3. Preset to airy number, count down (or up) and generate a 

logic level when count of zero is reached. Stack several 

units and generate logic level for any Count greater than 
zero. 

4. Preset to zero, count up for down) and generate a logic 
level for any number greater or equal to the number 
preset in the thumbwheel switch. Stack several DCU's and 
generate a logic level showing whether number mber is greater 
than, equal to, or less than numbers preset switches. 
910 K 7490-7447 Counter 58.25 
910 LK 7490-7475-7447 Counter 59.25 

0 911 LK 74196.7475-7447 Counter 510.25 
0 912 K 74192-7447 Counter 59.25 
0 913 K 74192-7475.7447-7485 

Universal DCU 514.50 

I.B.M. POWER SUPPLY REGULATOR PARTS! 
Like -new assembly surplus 
from the I.B.M. Company 
contains the following: 16) 

150 -Watt transistors, (6) heat 
sinks, (6) .10 5W resistors. 
I2V, 20 Amp Circuit breaker, 

a 16 -ohm 10 -Watt resistor, r C; 50.Watt -resistor, terminal 
' 1 strip, 12) 16 -pin P.C. edge con- 

nectors for regular cards. An 
8000 mid, 15V computer 
grade capacitor is also pro- 
vided. All in a nice mounting 
- looks as if it could be a neat 

unit to make a lab -type power supply. Unit is sold as an 

assembly, or in parts. Quantity is limited. 
Sh.Wt. 20 Its. IBMPSRA 57.50 
3 for 520.00 IBMPSRA 520.00/3 
8/or 552.00 IBMPSRA 552.00/8 
Heat sinks Capable of dissipating 150 watts of power 
Price 51.00 ea. 

Transistors, 2N441 or 2N442 type, TO -36 case 51.00 ea. 
Heat sink with transistor 51.50 ea. 

4 for 55.00 55.00/4 
Connectors, 2 for 51.50 51.50/2 
Capacitor, 51.50 51.50 ea. 

HEWLETT PACKARD SOLID STATE 
NUMERIC INDICATOR 

These fantastic L.E.D indicators have 
built-in decoder/driver with memory. 
They use a 4 x 7 dot array for much 
better readability. They are packaged in 

J. a standard Dual -In -Line (DIP) package 
s with built-in contrast filter. Completely 

DTL TTL compatible. HP part number 
5082-7300 (right hand decimal) 
HP 5082 59.75 

COMPACT 1 mW LASER TUBE 

'ILarge manufacturer sells his rr3i 1 over -stock tubes to us, all 
guaranteed to be in perfect 
condition. Most compact 1mW 
laser tube ITEM.) on the mar. 

__"a 
ket, only 8-h" long, uses a special tapered bore design, 
unique in the industry. Cavity design, internal hemispherical 
mirror system with co -axial mounting of all elements, 
maintain beam alignment and power stability under mechan- 
ical strew and changes in temperature. SPECIFICATIONS: 
red laser, 1mW power, TEM., 632.8mm wavelength, 1,10mm 
beam diameter. 0.85 mrad divergence, linear polarization, 
size: 8.5 x 1.75" diameter. These can be useful for alignment 
syttents, measurement systems, and for Illumination, etc., in 

equipment such as levels, transits, ranging, inspection dis 
plays, holography, etc. Operation life beyond 10.000 hours. 
This is lot a toy tube, but a laser designed to meet rigid 
industry standards. List price is over 5200.00 each. 

Sh,Wt. 3 lbs. C1mWLT 597.50 
2 for 5180.00 C1mWLT 5160.00/2 
10 for 5850.00 C1mWLT 5850.00/10 
100 for 57500 C1mWIT 57500.00/100 
Portable supply -operates from 12 writ input. Useful for field 
experiments with laser. Available only with purchase of tube. 

Price 525013 

AIRCRAFT AUTO BOAT QUARTZ 
CRYSTAL CHRONOMETER 

101 

t el, 
1 

. 

Revolutionaryl, was the reaction of our Customers when they 
w our latest kit. Measuring only 25" a 254" x 23/8", and 

accurate to 10 seconds a month, this chronometer promises 
to entirely replace mechanical clocks in cars, boats and 
airplanes. 

Fits into a standard 2Y." Instrument panel cutout. The 

displays are bright L.E.D. displays that should last a lifetime. 
Setting controls are recessed and operate from a pointed 
object such as a pencil point or paper clip, in order to keep 
non -authorized hands off. The clock should only have to he 
reset at very great intervals, or in the event of power loss (le., 
replacing battery in car), The clock is red so that the 
timing circuits are always running, but the displays are only 
lit when the ignition is on, resulting in negligible power drain. 
The low price is only possible because of a new one chip 
MOS clock. Operates from 10.14 Volts D.C. An accessory 
unit which mounts on the back adapts the unit 59 20-28 
volts for twin engine aircraft and larger boats using 24 Volts 
ignition. Know how disgusted you are with the usual car 
clock? Order this fine unit now for rallying, sports events, 
navigation, or just to have a fine chronometer that will give 
you a lifetime of superbly accurate time. 

Quartz Chronometer, Kit Form $69.50 
Quartz Chronometer, Wired $99.50 

0 24 Volt Adapter 510.00 

New -Style AUTO/BOAT/PLANE 
QUARTZ CRYSTAL CHRONOMETER 

As you can see from the Illustration, we have provided a new 
enclosure for our most popular kit, the ARIES Model 
AR -720K Quartz Crystal Chronometer. This enclosure can be 
mounted in maty convenient variations, ie., over or under 
the dashboard, over the center drive tunnel, or under the roof 
above the windshield. 

Automotive style quartz crystal chronometer .... 575.00 
Same assembled. calibrated, tested 599.00 

Sind in an order and get on our special custom customer 
Malfng List. 

CATALOG: Check reader's card or write. 

ALL ITEMS (WHERE WEIGHT IS NOT SPECIFIEDI m9 POSTAGE PAID IN THE U.S.A. 

CHARGES WELCOME' 

Phone in charges to 617 531.5774 or 617 532-2323. 
BankAmericard - Mastercharge, $10.00 minimum. No 
C.O.D.'s please. 

B.&F. ENTERPRISES Mass. 01960 
Phone (617) 531-5774 
119 Foster Street 
Peabody, Mass, 01960 

Circle 90 on reader service card 
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Technical Excellence 
in Electronics. 

On our small, friendly campus the emphasis is on Living as well 
as Learning. Extra -curricular social activntes. student clubs, a student operated radio station, student government, new w dormi- tory and a full sports program help monde a world of your own in which to prepare for tomorrow. Associate Degree In Engineer- ing Electronics. B.S. obtainable. 0.1. approved. 

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Dept. C, Yellowstone Dad, Valparaiso, Indiana 46363 

DIG ITA L:TH EO R Y ,DESIGN 
CONSTRUCTION 

LOGIC 
NEWSLETTER ° 

SAMPLE COPY $ 1.00 
LOGIC NEWSLETTER 
POR 252 
WALOWICK.N.J. 07463 

HIGHLY 
PROFITABLE ONE-MAN 
ELECTRONIC FACTORY 
Investment unnecessary, knowledge not 
required, sales handled by professionals. 
Ideal home business. Write today for factsl 
Postcard will do, Barta-DRH, Box 248, 
Walnut Creek, CA 94597. 

the 
good 
neighbor. 

The American Red Cross 
.dreni.ma confbm.1 loe in. pabl,c geed 

SLA-3 7 segment LED readouts 
q .77" numbers. 45 ma/seg. $9.95 

1N4886 40W POWER VARACTOR 
$4.95 

MULTI -TURN TRIM POTS 
Similar to Bourns 3010 style 
3/16" x s/e" x 11/4" 

1 50, 100, 500, 2000, 5000, 
10.000 and 20,000 ohms. 
$1.50 3/$4.00 

2N3137 
h1PS3393 
2N3866 
2N1605 
2N5324 
2N1015D 
2N3584 
2N3055 
2N3772 
2N5296 
2N6109 
2N4898 
M12251 
2N3638 

' PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD 
41/2"x61/a" double sided fiber - 

t"'" glass board, 1/16" thick, un- 
. etched $-60 ea. 5/$2.50 

NIXIE TUBES 
Similar to Raytheon 8754 
tubes, with socket & data 
sheet $2.25 3/$6.00 

TIS 73 N FET $.75 
" 2144891 UJT $-50 

ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 4/51.00 

r. 

e . 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 1, 

1 

NPN SI TO -5 .6W 20V .5A 70 500 4/$1.00 
NPN SI 10-92 .3W 25V .1A 190 .2 4/$1.00 
NPN SI 10.5 .5W 30V RF Power $,75 
NPN 6E 10-5 .15W 24V .1A 14MHZ 125 5/$1.00 
PNP 6E TO -3 60W 250V l0A 20 35 $1.50 
NPN S TO -82 150W 200V 7.5A .025 10 $1.45 
NPN S TO -66 35W 250V 2A 10 100 $1.50 
NPN S 70-3 115W 100V 15A .01 50 $1.00 
NPN S 10-3 150W 60V 30A .2 30 $1.25 
NPN S 70-220 36W 40V 4A .8 60 $-50 
PNP S T0-220 36W 40V 4A .8 60 $.55 
PNP S T0-66 25W 40V 4A 4 46 $.60 o 

NPN S 10-66 10W 225V ,5A 10 40 $.70 
PNP S TO -5 .3W 25V .5A 10 67 5/$1.00 ., 

5V 1 Amp regulated 
power supplies. These 
units are similar to 
Analog Devices encap- 
sulated SE 905 power 
supplies. $24.95 

DATA -LIT 707 DIrect 
replacement for MAN -I 
LED readouts $3.75 

MAN -3 LED 
READOUTS $2.50 

MAN -4 LED 
READOUTS $3.25 

1103 1024 bit RAM $8.00 
NEC 6003 2048 bit RAM $14.50 
1101 256 bit RAM 54.00 
8225 64 bit readwrite RAM 54.95 

Full Wave Bridges 

PRV 1 2A I 6A 

200 I .95 1 1.25 
400 11.15 11.50 
600 11.35 11.75 

VERIPAX PC BOARD 
This board Is a 1/16" 
single sided paper epoxy 
board, 41/2"s6 1/2" (stan- 
dard veripax), DRILLED 
and ETCHED which will 
hold up to 21 single 14 pin 
IC's or 8, 16 or LSI DIP IC's 
with busses for power 
supply connections. It is 
also etched for a 22 pin 
connector $5.25 

5 FLV 100 Visible LED $ .59 
0 ME -4 IR LED .59 

MV5026Vis. LED $ .59 
MT -2 PHOTO TRAS. $ .90 
MCT-2 OPTO-ISOL. $1.00 
MCD-2 OPTO-ISOL. $1.00 
Green GAP OSL-16 LED -..-51.25 
Red GAP OSL-3 LED $ .95 
Hi Intensity red 

1. with reflector $1.25 
MCA 2-30 photo darlington 
relag $1.95 

TRIACS 
PRV I 1A I 10A I 15A I 20A* 
100 I .401 .70 1 1.00-1 1.20- 
200 1 .70 1 1.10 1 1.50 1 1.60 

300 1 .90 1 1.35 1 1,90 1 2.00 
40011.1011.6012.3012.40 
500 1 1.50 1 2.00 1 2.70 1 2.80 

'Press fit 
'terms: FOB Cambridge, Mass. 

' Send check or Money Order. Include 
Postage. Average Wt. per package 
I/ Ib. No. C.O.D.'s. Minimum Order 
$3.00 

DECADE COUNTER KIT 
CONSISTING OF: 
1 -NIXIE TUBE and SOCKET 
1-7490 1-7475 1-7441 

Special priced at $5.95 

TTL IC SERIES 
7400- 
7401- 
7402- 
7403- 
7404- 
7406- 
7408- 
7410- 
7411- 
7412- 
7413- 
7416- 
7417- 
7420- 
7422- 
7430- 
7438- 
7440- .30 
7441-1.50 
7442-1.50 
7446-1.50 
7447-1.50 
7448-1.50 
7450- .30 

10 Pin TO5 IC SOCKETS .50 
PRECISION TRIM POTS 

20K, 25K, 50K $.75 3/52.00 
Silicon Power Rectifiers 

PRV 1 1A I 3A I 12A 1 50A 

1001 .061 .111 .301 .9D- 
200 1 .07 1 .16 1 .35 1 1.25 
4001 .091 .201 .5011.50 
600 1 .11 1 .25 I .70 1 1.86- 
800 1 .15 1 .35 1 .90 1 2.30 
000 1 .20 1 .45 1 1.10 1 2.75 

.30 7460- .30 

.30 7472- .40 

.30 7473-1.00 
.30 7474- .60 
.35 7475-1.00 
.50 7476- .75 
.35 7480- .65 
.30 7481-1.25 
..35 7483-1.25 
.40 7490-1.30 
.85 7492-1.30 
.50 7493-1.50 
.75 7494-1.20 
.30 7495-1.30 
.35 74121- .85 
.30 74123-1.30 
.50 74151-1.95 

74153-1.95 
74157-1.95 
74161-1.75 
74192-1.75 
74193-1.75 
74194-2.35 

Send 200 for our latest catalog featuring 

OxLI 
Post Office Box 74D 

Transistor end Rectifiers; 

NEW RAYTHON ASCII 
ENCODED TERMINAL 
KEYBOARDS ;60.00 

LINEAR CIRCUITS 
PA234 1W audio ampl . $1.25 
PA264-5 Watt regulator $1.25 
LM309K 5V IA regulator $2.25 
536 FET input oper amp $3.25 
537 Precision 741 $2.50 
540 70W Power driver $2.04 
560 phase lock loop $3.25 
561 phase lock loop $3.25 
565 phase lock loop . - - $3.35 
567 Tone decoder $3.25 
703 RF-IF amplifier $ .80 
Dual 709 $ .95 
709C operational Amp .$ .50 
723 Regulator $ .75 
741 operational Amp - , $ .50 
747 Dual 741 $1.25 
TVR 2002 high power 

723 $1.00 
CA3065 FM/TV amp - $1.35 
5558 dual 741 $ .88 
LM 308 oper amp . - $1.50 
101 oper amp $ .75 d 

741A oper amp $ .60 
320 -5V reg. $2.25 
320 -15V reg. $2.25 
424 Zero volt switch $1.25 
748 oper amp $ .95 

LM3900 Quad. oper. amp. 
$1.49 

SIlicon Control Rectifier 

PRV 1 1.5A 1 6A 1 10A 1 70A 
100 1 .40 1 .50 1 .60 1 3.50 
200 1 .60 1 .70 I .811-16.50 
400 1 1.00 1 1.20 1 1.30 9.50 
600 1 1 1 1.70 111.00 

325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass. 

ALES 
Somerville,' Mass. 02143 - 'Tel. (617) 547-4005 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO ELECTRONICS does not assume 
responsibility for any errors which may 
appear In the Index below. 

READER SERVICE CARD NO. PAGE 

71 Allison Automotive 90 
Amperes 22 
Bell & Howell Schools 64-67 

4 B & K, Division of Dynascan Corp. 5 
78 Brooks Radio & TV Corp 99 

I Castle TV Tuner Service, Inc Cover II 
16 Cleveland Institute of Electronics 54-57 
80 Cortlandt Electronics Inc 100 

CREI, Division of the McGraw-Hill 
Continuing Education Co 36-39 

7 Crown International 14 
21 Crystek 78 
17 Delta Products, Inc. 71 
23 Dynaco 79 
81 Edmund Scientific Co. 110 
74 EICO, Electronic Instrument Co- 96 
77 E & L Instruments Inc 98 
72 Electronic Distributors, Inc. 90 
27 Electro -Voice 82 

Elpa Marketing 84 
EMC, Electronic Measurements Corp 96 

14 E.S. Enterprises 26 
68 Fordham 89 
76 Grantham School of Electronics 97 

GTE Sylvania Electronic Components 28 
GTE Sylvania Electronic Components 61 

100 Heath Co. 92-95 
10 ICS School of Electronics 18-21 
25 Indiana Home Study Institute 82 
9 International Crystal Mfg. Co 16 
26 Jensen Tool & Alloys 82 
22 Judson Research & Mfg. Co 78 
20 Lafayette Electronics 73 
18 Leader 72 
2 McGraw-Hill Book Co I 

8 Micro -Instrumentation Telemetry 
Systems, Inc IS 

28 Midwest HI -Fl 83 
79 Milwaukee Lock & Mfg. Co, 100 
29 National Camera Co. 83 

National Technical Schools 74-77 
National Radio Institute 8-11 

12 Olson Electronics 24 
65 PAIA Electronics 86 

Panasonic -Parts Division 17 
Panasonic HI -F1 Cover IV 

67 Perma-Power 88 
73 PTS Electronics, Inc 91 
24 Raytheon Co. 80 

RCA Electronic Components 
Semiconductors 81, 83 

64 Robins Industries, Inc. 86 
75 Rye Industries, Inc. 96 
19 S & A Electronics 72 
15 Sams & Co, Howard W 27 
13 Sansui 25 
63 Schober Organ 86 
91 Security Systems Management School----- 73 
82 Shure Bros. Cover III 
3 Sony Corp. of America 2 
II Southwest Technical Products 23 
5 Sprague 7 
62 Sprague 85 
66 Tab Books 87 
69 Telematic 89 

Triad-Utrad Distributor 78 
61 Tri-Star Corp 85 
70 TV Tech Aids 90 
30 Vero Electronics, Inc. 84 
6 Winegard 13 

MARKET CENTER _......., - 
ATV Research Corp. 104 

89 Babylon Electronics 106 
Barta 108 

90 B.F. Enterprises 107, 109 
Command Productions 106 

85 Delta Electronics 102 
86 Digi-Key 102 

Farr Radio Sales 102 
87 International Electronics Unlimited 104 
84 JTM Associates 102 

Lakeside Industries 102 
Lesco Electronics 104 
Logic Newsletter 108 

88 Meshna Electronics, John Jr 104 
83 Polypaks 101, 103, 105 

Solid State Sales 108 
Valparaiso Technical Institute 108 
Yeats Appliance Dolly Sales Co. 102 
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MORE BARGAINS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONICS from B & F ENTERPRISES 
lust off the press our Best Catalog yet with 104 Illustrated pages of surplus Electronics, Optics, and Muth More... 

DIGITAL CLOCK CHIP CALCULATOR CHIPS SUPE 

These large scale integrated ILSI) drips eliml 
nate 14 to 20 MSI TTL chips in the design of 
an electronic clock. Features 12 or 24 hour 
operation, 6 cigits, Internal multiplexing, 
operated on 50 or 60 Hz Input, or a thematic 
is provided for crystal control. Logic gates 
between the counter allow setting at the rate 

of one hour digit per second, or, one minute digit per second. 
A "hold" input allows stopping the chain. The multiplexer 
samples the outputs of the hours, minutes and seconds 
counters (in the six digit model), routing this data to a 

programmable read only memory (ROM), which is pro. 
{trammed to provide BCD and seven segment outputs. All 
outputs are compatible with bipolar devices, necessitating 
few external components for the display interlace. Only one 
power supply is required for operation. 
1. 5314 chip (24 pin plastic) used for 7 segment displays 

such as LED's, numitrons, minitrons and Sperry displays. 
Price $9.95 

2. 5311 chip (28 pin ceramic) includes BCO output to above 
for interface to nixies, computer inputs, etc., in addition 
to 7 segment outputs. 
Price $ 14.95 

1/4 -Watt RESISTOR ASSORTMENT!! 
Brand-new 5% tolerance resistors, individu 
ally -bagged 5 to a bag, each bag marked with 
values. 70 different values, 10 ohms to 10 
megohms in a 1: 1.5 : 2.2 : 3.3 : 4.7 6.8: 1 

sequence. A complete laboratory supply of 
resistors at less than 5 cents apiece. 

Sh.Wt. 211,.. 
4 bags for $55.00 

1Mil jj¿ii\14 uI 1 
P1q E m.§ 

r(. - el 

ea 0 - 
I, 

KB -01 

'/.WRA 
'/.WRA 

Chip "A" 12 digit, fixed automatic decimal 
point, no constant, mfg by moster or cortex. 
40 pin i.c 511.75 

Chip "8" 8 digit, floating point, 7 segment 
output, constant, single 40 pin i.e. mfg by 
nortec and microsystems international 
Price $19.75 

5 -VOLT, 5 -AMPERE LOGIC SUPPLY 
These high -quality supplies originally 
cost $118.00 in production quantities. 
Due to a manufacturer's closeout, we 

;.can offer them at less than one -quarter 
the price. Unit is cooled by a Pamotor 

fan, is fully adjustable (310%) and is rated for continuous 
duty service at full load In an industrial environment. Brand 
new in original cartons - can be used as a tab or prototype 

417-m supply, This isa best value in B&F's estens,ve line of 
electronics surplus. 
5V5A Supply 534.50 \ 

COPPER -CLAD CIRCUIT CARD MATERIAL 
Make your own circuits with this card stock. 
We have libreglas, epoxy G-10, cloth epoxy. 
etc., in thicknesses of 1/32", 1/16", and 1/8". 
Can be used as -is for screen -processed parts, 
or 

an 
be coated with photoresist (available 

from Kodak and others) for photo process. 

Nov available 
24, 28, s 40 
Pin sockets 
Only $1.00 ca. 

R QUALITY I.C. SOCKETS 
Sockets made by T.I. and Cinch. All are 
low -profile, compact types. 
14 Pin Dip Solder Tale Sockets 

3 for $1.25 16 for 55.00 
16 Pin Dip Solder Tale Sockets 

2 for $1.00 13 for 55.00 
14 Pin Dip Gold Wire Wrap Socket 

2 for 51.25 10 for $5.00 
16 Pin Dip Gold Wire Wrap Socket 

2 for $1.50 8 for $5,00 
10 Pin to 5 Gold Sockets (Cinchl 

2 for $1.00 13 for $5.00 

RADIATION SURVEY METER 
At this giveaway price, no one should be 
without one of these. In the event of a 

reactor explosion or atomic attack it 
could save your life. 

"CD" type Radiation Meter in good 
condition with carrying straps and i 

slruction manual. Picture is of a typical 
unit in bright plastic waterproof case. 
Counter gives readings from 0.01 7/hr to 
50 y/hr. Batteries required are one 

INEOA 13) D cell and one (NEDA 215) 22 '/r v hearing aid 
oaltery, not supplied. Will last approx. 400 hrs. of inter- 
mittent operation on one set of batteries. Last time we 
offered these we were sold out in a short time. All units are 

n, like new. Untested. 
Sh,wt. 3 lbs. GCCDT 57.00 

$15.00 5ngle-Copper Clad Double -Copper Clad 
.4. 

V V $55.00/41-4 5-9 10.25 410,1rei 1 

KEYBOARDS: 
Teletype format ASCII' coded 
keyboard, with parity check 
line (see fig. A). Coding is by 
means of a built in diode 
matrix, which can be modified 
from ASCII by inserting or 
removing diodes. Keys are 26 
characters, all numbers, plus 
shift, ctrl, alt, line feed, car 
return, rept, brk, rub out, here 
is, and usual typewriter 
symbols. Mfr controls research 
and microswitch. Requires +5 
volts, uses DTL circuitry, com- 
patible with OIL or TTL. 52 
keys, 3 integrated circuits, a. 
bout 200 diodes. Brand new, 
guaranteed. 15 pin connector 
on 10" cable. 

$44.50 
Non -decoded alphanumeric keyboard, Figure "C", single 
form, SPST contact on each key. 
KB -3 524.50 
Figure "D", calculator keyboard in calculator case. pressure 
sensitive elastomer contacts, manufactured for Aries. 
KB -4 59.50 
Touch-tone keyboard, Figure "E", manufactured by 
Chromerics. No electronics included. 
KB.5 59.00 
Desk calculator keyboard, Figure "F", manufactured by 
Controls Research. 
KB -6 $15.75 

RT 270A/GRC TRANSCEIVER 
This is a prime government surplus item, 
until recently in scarce supply and selling 
for hundreds of dollars. Consists of a 

double conversion FM superhetrodyne 
receiver and a FM transmitter linked 
thru a common antenna circuit. Range is 

'47 to 58.4 mHz continuous. Size is 7-3/8 
x 4.3/16 x 12.15/16. Built-in calibrator 
and heat oscillators permit fast align- 
ment. 

RT 270A/GRC 
New, including 1 mHz crystal $35.00 

-RT 2700A/GRC 
Used, excellent, less crystal $20.00 " 1 mHz crystal only $5.00 

TRANSISTORIZED FLUORESCENT 
CAMPING/EMERGENCY LIGHT KIT! 

This transistor inverter powered camping 
and emergency light will provide a bright 
portable light from a 12 -Volt D.C. bat- 
tery. A cigarette lighter adapter is pro- 
vided for automotive operation, or the 
unit may be run from other 12 -Volt 
lantern batteries. The advantages of this 

unit Over more conventional incandescent lamps is the vastly 
greater light output for equivalent power input and the 
superior distribution and color of the light. 
The camping/emergency light is nclosed in a weather -tight 
plexiglas tube, with the electronics built into the tube. 
Completion time should be less than two hours, making it a 

nice evening's project, even for the beginner. 
Sh.Wt. 3 lbs. TFCELK $12.50 

G-10, 1/32" -thick or Epoxy -cloth, 1/16" -thick (State 
choiceHl) 

Size 14 5-9 10.25 

6.12 1.00 .80 .70 1.20 1.00 .75 
1202 1.60 1.40 1.25 2.03 1.75 1.55 
12,08 2.30 2.10 1.80 2.75 2.45 2.00 
Note: Prices quoted are PER UNIT price for designated quan- 
tity. 

6032 INFRARED CONVERTER TUBE 
With this tube, an appropriate power 

supply, optics and I.R. light source, one 
can "see in the dark " Tube converts 
infra -red radiation imaged on front to 
visible image on back of tube. With it 
one can see I.R. emitters such as I.R. 
light emitting diodes, very hot objects. 

Or see in the dark by using an incandescent light behind a 

I.R. filter. Full instructions included. Requires 10.20,000 
volts to operate. 

6032 tube only, with data 57.50 
6032 tube, with solid state voltage convener 12 volts D.C. 
to 15 KV nstrudions 527.50 
6032 tube, voltage converter and optics instructions 
Price $47.50 

GIANT 211" NUMERAL 
"NIXIE" CLOCK KIT 

Newt For factories, offices, 
and commercial establish- 
ments, and those people who 
like large displays, characters 
appear as a bright Continuous 
line which can be read from 
distances as great as 150 feet. 
All drive circuits are solid 
state, and unit employs new 

custom LSI clock chip. Indicates hour, minutes, and seconds. 
May be wired for 24 hour or 12 hour operation with a simple 
jumper change. Kit Offered complete with or without case for 
custom installations. Parts include P.C. board, sockets, solid 
state components, hardware, resistors, cips, viewing filter, 
etc. 

Sh.Wt. 15 tbs. 
GNNC/C With Case $98.50 
GNNC Without Case $84.50 

ULTRA LOW COST DIGITAL CLOCK 
(STANDARD TIME CHRONOMETER) 

Aries/BF has sold over 12,000 
digital clocks, to the best of 
our knowledge more than the 
combined output of all other 
manufacturers. Because of our / huge purchasing power, and /1 2 3 the e n gineering background 
gained, we can offer the lea- T- tures listed below. Compare 

with any other manufacturer and see is they can offer all 
these features: 

Decorator solid walnut case. A striking addition to even 
the most luxurious living room. Our sketches just don't 
do it justice. 
Superb accuracy, seconds per month. 
Choice of 50 or 60 Hz operation, 12 or 24 hour display in 
hours, minutes, seconds. 
BCO outputs, for auxiliary readouts etc. 
Excellent beginners kit, elaborate step by step instruc- 
tions debugged by trial construction by experimenters 
who hace never built a kit before. Only a soldering iron, 
wire se p and screwdriver needed. Guaranteed success. 
(maximum repair charge $10.00). 
Lowcost Digital Clock Kit 547.50 

COMPUTER GRADE ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS 

These brand new w capacitors are in great 
demand for IC logic circuit filters, power 
supplies and energy storage networks. Some 
of them are big enough to take out the noise 
in the most stubborn cases. Capacitance (first 
number) is given in MED. 

COMPUTER GRADE CAPS - ALL NEW 
Wt, Cap 
Ilbl (mid) 
1 1500 
1 1300 
3 3000 
2 17000 
2 23900 
3 60000 
3 140000 

6000 
2 21500 
1 10800 
1 150 
3 1000 
1 6000 

75 
1.5 3750 

1 

1 

Price 
W V DC Order No. leal 

50 GE1550 
50 5P1350 

250 MA3025 
30 GE17030 
20 GE23920 
20 GE60020 

6 SP14006 
40 GE6040 
40 G121540 
20 G110820 

250 5A1525 
450 SP10045 

10 PA6010 
350 MA753 

75 SA3775 
500 200 CA570 

7400 10 CA7410 
15000 10 CA1510 

COMPUTER GRADE CAPS - REMOVED 
FROM EQUIPMENT 

Cap. ~DC DC Order No. Price 
250 330 CC2533 1.00 
300 275 CC3027 1.00 
750 165 CC7516 1.00 
800 99 CC8099 1.00 
900 165 CC9016 1.25 
2300 23 CC2323 1.00 
3500 52.5 CC3552 1.25 
7000 16.5 CC7016 1.25 
10000 11 CC1011 1.25 

All caps 12 for the price of 10. 

.75 

.75 
3.50 
2.00 
2.00 
3.50 
3.50 
2.00 
3.00 
1,75 
1.00 
2.50 

.75 

.60 
1.50 
1.25 
1.25 
1.50 

NEW - COSMOS INTEGRATED CIRCUIT 
Said to be the "New Wave" in integrated 
circuits of the future. Ultra low power drain 
Imicrowatts) 

4COOAE Dual 3 Input Nor & Inv 
4001 AE Quad 2 Input Nor 

O 4002AE Dual 4 Input Nor 
4006AE 18 Stage Static Shift Register 

4007AE Dual Complementary Pair & Inv 
4009AE Hen Buffer, Inverting 

4O10AE Hex Buffer, Non Inverting 
4011 AE Ouad 2 Input Nand 
4012AE Dual 4 Input Nand 

4014AE 8 Stage Static Shift Register 
4017AE Decade Counter W/Decoder 
4020AE 14 Stage Binary Ripple Counter 

Send in an order and gel on our spc,ial :uslomb 
islailing List. 

CATALOG: Check reader's card or write. 

ALL ITEMS (WHERE WEIGHT IS NOT SPECIFIED( 
-MW POSTAGE PAID IN THE U.S.A. 

CHARGES WELCOME! 

Phon.r in charges to 617 531-5774 or 617 532-2323. 
BankAmencard - Mastercharge. $10.00 minimum. No 
C.O.D.'s please. 
B.&F. ENTERPRISES Mass. 01960 
Phone (617) 531-5774 
119 Foster Street 
Peabody, Mass. 01960 

a .99 
5 .99 
S 99 
54.99 
S .99 
$2.19 
$2.19 
5 .99 
5 .99 
$5.99 
$5.99 
$5.99 

Circle 90 on reader service card 
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LIVE IN THE WORLD OF TOMORROW...TODAY! 
- ABETTER LIFE, 

STARTS HERE 
olo 

3 -CHANNEL COLOR ORGAN KIT 
Easy to build low-cost kit needs no technical 
knowledge. Completed unit has 3 bands of audio 
frequencies to modulate 3 independent strings 
of colored lamps (i.e. "lows" -reds, "middies" 
greens, "highs" -blues. Just connect hi -f, 
radio, power lamp etc. & plug ea. lamp string 
into own channel (max. 300w ea.). Kit features 
3 neon Indicators, color intensity controls, con 
trolled Individ SCR circuits; isolation trans- 
former; custom plastic housing; instr. 

No. 41,831EN $17.50 Ppd. 

-- 
P 

1 r 

a _ ! - 
KNOW YOUR ALPHA f, 

' FROM THETA! 
aaaa` 

N1For greater relaxation, concentration, listen to 

r your Alpha -Theta brainwaves. Ultra -sensitive 
electrode headband slips on/off in seconds - 

1 
, eliminates need for messy creams, etc. Atch'd 

(--.` to amplifier, filters brainwaves, signals beep 
s ,\ for ea. Alpha or Theta wave passed. Monitor- 

-` in6 _button simulates Alpha sound audio & 
' ` visual (L.E.D.) feedback. Reliable, easy- N i to -use unit-comparable to costlier mod - _Y . 

aaa el?. Completely safe. Comprehensive Instruc- IS' iu, tion booklet. 
1'" Stock No. 71,809EH. 'n' . Unit) 

(Low Cost "Starter" 
Ppd. -~_ No. 1635EH (8x3x4"; 24 oz.) .. $124.50 Ppd. 

130 EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS ... 
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and photography! Mix* Experiments 
Kit is a complete optical & photography 
lab for 130 exciting experiments. Lets 
you recreate the periscope, telescope, 
microscope, kaleidoscope! . Build a 
35mm reflex camera with interchange. 
able lens system! Make, develop pho- 
tographic film! Enjoy the tun and fas- 
cination of having your own optics 
lab. Fully illustrated 112-pg. manual, 
81h"x1l", clearly explains usage of 
this stimulating kit's 114 precision 
engineered components. 

Stock No. 71,646EH ....$22.50 Ppd. 

- 
MAIL -COUPON, FOR 

GIANT -FREE 
'CATALOG! - 

164 PAGES MORE THAN 
4,500 UNUSUAL BARGAINS! 

Completely new '74 Catalog. Packed with huge selec- 
tion of telescopes, microscopes, binoculars, magnets, 
magnifiers, prisms, photo components, ecology and 
Unique Lighting Items, parts, kits, accessories - many 
hard -to -get surplus bargains. 100's of charts, illus- 
trations. For hobbyists, experimenters, schools, in- 
dustry. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N. 1. 08007 

Please rush Free Giant Catalog "EH " 
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(And our FREE CATALOG is packed with exciting and 
unusual ecological & physical science items-plus 
4,500 finds for fun, study or profit ... for every mem- 
ber of the family.) 
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LEARN POINTS OF ACUPUNCTURE 
Ancient Chinese healing art made shil- 
l/lei Theory based on body's life energy 
flowing thru sub -skin meridians with 
vital points. Big 22 x 35" two-color 
chart vividly shows all the 14 meridians 
and their 500 to 800 points that acu- 
puncturists must learn to pierce for 
healing and pain removal. Back, front 
& side views of body labeled with mer- 
idian descriptions; types of needles, 
complete bibliography. Heavy grey paper. 
Stock No. 82,054ER $2.95 Ppd. 
10 OR STOCK. $2.25 Ppd. 
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110.1 TAKE TEMPERATURES` 

New electronic oral thermometer 
makes glass mercury ones ob- 

solete. Seconds Instead of 
minutes, more accurate, much 
easier to read! Put disposable 
cover (supply Incl.) on flexible 
probe, place under tongue, flick cali- 
brate switch, on switch, read in 15 
secs. Big numbers (90-98.6'F in V 
from 99-1061, no squinting. Hospital tested, 
safe, hygienic. Compact metal case fits in doctors', 
nurses' shirt pocket. Uses one 9v batt. (not inch. instrs. 
Stock No. 71,849EH $25.00 Ppd. 
Stock No. 1639EH..(Electronic Sphygmomanometer)..$109.00 Ppd. 
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ASTRONOMICAL 

TELESCOPE 

Maill 

IN 
SECONDS 

, 

See moon shots, or- 
bits, stars, phases of 

Venus, plants close up. 60 
to 180 power. New Improved, 

aluminized and overcoated 3" di- 
ameter f/10 primary mirror, venti- 

lated cell. Equatorial mount with locks 
on both axes. Equipped with 60x eyepiece 

and mounted Barlow lens. 3x finder tele- 
scope, hardwood tripod. Included FREE: "STAR 
CHART", "HOW TO USE YOUR TELESCOPE" 

book. 
Stock No. 85,050EN $34.95 Ppd. 
DELUXE 3" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE 
Stock No. 80,162EN $62.50 Ppd. 

41/4" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE (45x to 270x) 
Stock No. 85,105EN 5110.00 FOB 

4t/a" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE WITH CLOCK DRIVE Stock No. 85,107EN $145.00 FOB 
6" REFLECTOR TELESCOPE Stock No. 85,187EH $215.00 FOB 
6" REFLECTOR W/(ELECTRIC) CLOCK DRIVE No. 85,086EN $249.50 FOB 

COMPLETE 8t; -MAID °WITH_ CHECK OR M.O.. 
EDMUND SCIENTIFIC CO. 
300 Edscorp Building, Barrington, N.J. 08007 

How Many Stock No. Description Price Each Total 

PLEASE SEND GIANT FREE CATALOG " EH " 

30 DAY 
MONEY -BACK 

GUARANTEE 
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED 
OR RETURN ANY PUR- 

CHASE IN 30 DAYS 
FOR FULL REFUND 

L___ 

I enclose check 
money order for $ 

MERCHANDISE TOTAL $ 

HANDLING CHARGE $1.00' 
TOTAL $ 

5011 ON ORDERS OVER $5.00 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

110 RADIO -ELECTRONICS OCTOBER 1973 
Circle 81 on reader service card 
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The magnificent Seven 

We've been hearing unsolicited rave reviews from soundmen across the 
country concerning our seven ingeniously versatile problem -solving audio 
control components (1) M68 Microphone Mixer, vanguard of the low-cost, 
high-performance portable mixers; (2) M68-RM Mixer, with built-in reverb tr for vocalists and special effects; (3) M67 Mixes, the trail -blazing low-cost 
professional mixer; (4) M63 Audio Control Center, that gives you variable 
response shaping; (5) M62V Level-Loc, the audio level controller that auto- 
matically limits output level; (6) M688 Stereo Mixer, made to order for stereo 
recording and audio-visual work and finally, (7) M675 Broadcast Production 

s+c:42'2" Master, that teams up with our IVM67 to give a complete broadcast production 
console (with cuing) for under $325. Write for the new Shure Circuitry catalog 
that shows them all: 

Shure Brothers Inc. SI-4V1=tE 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204 

Circle 82 on reader service card 



TheTechnics SA -5200. 
For people who want to get 

out of compacts and 
into components. 

It's the perfect unit to build your first sound 
system around. Because it has enough features 
and flexibility to be able to grow with you, 
as your appetite for good sound increases. 

It has power enough at 46 watts, IHF, 4c1 to 
drive two separate sets of speakers. And the 
amplifiers have direct coupled circuitry. Which 
greatly improves their transient response, 
power bandwidth, damping factor and low 
frequency response. 

The FM section is just as well designed. With 
a dual -gate 4 -pole MOS FET and a 3 -ganged tun- 
ing capacitor for outstanding sensitivity,1.9p.v, 
IHF. We also use solid state, ceramic filters in the 
IF stages to provide excellent selectivity, 60dB. 

The SA -5200's outstanding array of features 
is headed by a 4 -chancel matrix capability. 
That can add extra ambience and realism 

M/PM 6TERIC RECEiVEA 

,1..4.. 

to any 2 -channel program source. 
And there are two tape monitor circuits, 

front -mounted microphone and headphone 
jacks, loudness contour and a 5 -position 
speaker selector. 

So now that you're ready to start building, 
make sure that you use the right equipment. 

The SA -5200. The concept is simple. 
The execution is precise. The performance 
is outstanding. The name is Technics. 

200 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 
FOR YOUR NEAREST AUTHORIZED 
TECHNICS DEALER, CALL TOLL FREE 
800 447-4700. IN ILLINOIS, 800 322-4300. 
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